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TRAI. SIiISSI0IN, AID TEXT OF Tf1E LLTTERS OF GUARINO 

Many hunani. atn collected and edited their own letters$ Guarino, 

however, did not, possibly because the leisure necessary for making 

copies of everything he wrote, or the affluence which would have 

enabled him to employ an amanuensis to do so, was for most of his 

life denied to him" Only in the, case of letters 7,25,27,47,51+, 

861,862,864, and 892, which formed part of the collection known 

as Chrysolorina, is he known to have nmaoced any, The vast majority 

have. therefore been transmitted either fortuitously or through 

recipients who preserved then. As an example of how this happened, 

there coons to have been a collection of Guarino's letters made by 

his pupil, Loonello d'Este, for in an entry dated 22nd starch 1437 

in Archivio di Stato di Modena Ie3. ntrun rnandati 11+36-, 38 f, 3.26 the 

t4arquis Ni`ccolö authorized a pay ont of one lira narchecana und 

, fifteen soldi to bind the letters of Guarino at Niccolö'o expense 

for Leonallo" 

In some inotanccs, recipients would be ffiotivatod by 

an affectionate urge to keep something$ however alight, written 

by a friend; in others, the motivation would be a desire to prove 

that one had. corresponded with a great man, But in most caves, 

Guarino's letters were treasured as modeln of stylistic excellences 

In an age when scholars were striving in increasing numbers to 

imitate and even surpass the Latin of the ancients* the effusions of 

_a grand naater like Guarino were naturally examinedi admired, and 
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in turn used as mines to quarry for pungent vocabulary and elegant 

turns of phrase. Their particular value lay in the fact that 

Guarino was conspicuously successful in writing a Latin heavily 

classical in flavour but expressive of the common ideas of his time. 

Content and sincerity wore lose highly prized than form and styles 

'so that many letters of an unimportant character have survived 

along with major and more informative pieces. It is a remarkable 

tribute to Guarino's fame, to the affection and respect he so widely 

inspired$ and to the vigour of bis pen, that 773 of his letters have 

survived through virtually no effort of his own* 

Of these, 762 were published by Remigio Sabbadini in his 

3 volume Epistolario di Guarino Veronese (Venice* 1915-1919)4 since 

when others have come to light. These will be discussed in due course. 

Sabbadini began his collation of HS36 containing Guariniana 

in 1882 and subsequently dealt with 548 MSS, dispersed throughout 

Italy, Frances ßpain$ England, Delgium, Denmark, Germany, Poland* 

Austria# Switwerland4 and Xugoolaviae In Vol* IIIj p* xxi he atateds 

"I am certain that none of the libraries in Europe has escaped my 

notice#" The, list of ASSi he used in printed in Vol* It p" xv-xix, 

and the various groups of letters, with, c, ommento on their provenience, 

, 
in vol, jII* pf vii-xxi, Although the utmost credit must be his 

for. completing this monumental task1 he was able to draw upon, the 

work of earlier. echolarss a brief account of whose activities follows. 

Interest in Guarino began in the eighteenth century+, The first 

to express,. a desire to publish letters of Guarino was Scipione ilaffoi 
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in his Verona Illustrata (Verona, 1732) p« 67f., but the edition 

never appeared. The same in true of A. Zeno in Diesertanioni 

Vos (Venico, 1752) I" p. 222, where he also said: "One could 

compile a vast volume of his (Guari. no0c) letters,,. Maffei notes 

many of them, I touch on ceveral,., in the Vatican, Florentine! 

£atenso, Ambrosian1 and Veronese libraries; and perhaps there are 

come here (Venice)"1' Similarly, L, Rebus in Leonardi Bruni Arretini 

epistolar: u. n libri VIII (Florence, 1741) I, poLXVI promised to 

publish a group of Guarino's letters addressed to Biagio Guasconi 

"with many others of the sane Guarino*" but failed to do cot 

Again, we gather from a note of J. Morelli . in Codex Marcianue 1i tinus 

XIV 21 f"24 that Girolamo Montanara promiced to publtyh the letters of 

Guarino at Modena in 1768. The came unfulfilled promise was made 

in the latter half of the nineteenth century by the aged scholar 

Cenare Cavottoni# according to G. D. Giuliari in Propugnntore 

(1474) Pt, II p, 265" 

Ferrante I3oreetti+ author of the 2 volume Historic alai. 

Ferrarine Gsnnnasii (Ferrara, 1735)+, compiled a Great deal of, 

biblioSraphical and biographical raterial in a, HS entitled- "Memoris 

per norvire ally istoria dells vita di Guarino Voroneca, " of which 

there are two. copioo in the Public Library at Ferraras one of then 

Codex 186). twith, correotiono in Eoreetti'E handwriting and dated 1775. 

Cardinal A"M" quirini mentions Sono Guariniona in his Dia, t,, 
_triba 

praoliiinario (Breocia, 17k1) to the opictolary of Francesco Barbaro 

(which came out-in 1743), but only insofar as thoy throw lieht on 
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Barbara. He cites letters of Guarino from a MS, given to him by 

Father tucellif and otbora from an unspecified sources I am told 

by Monsignor Giuseppe Turini, librarian of the Chapter Library at 

V©ronal that ){usollt'c MS, is there$ classified as CCXCVI (369) 

Hiscellaneai Guarino's letters occupy ft. 32re*54r, 

Gioacchino Gabardi di Carpi loft "manuscripts bearing on the 

life of+"" Guarino1" improving (accordingtto Tipaldo4 Bioprafia 

di italiani illuetri del necolo-XVIII Vole VII* p. 407-09) on the 

work on Zeno$ Maffei4 Fabricio, and Hanoi* No ones however* seems 

to have used these MSS; and I have been unable to trace their present 

locations 

PSI. Affö, to assist his researches for his Scrittoriyparnininni 

(Parma$ 1789) had a copy mmdo'of Codex 57 Of the Ectence Library 

at 1"41odena (n4 cit,, Its p4 139). This codex is now 11o4 1200 in the 

Palatine Library at Parma and is entitled Epistulaoi The lettors 

are all by Guarino and incorporated by Gabbadini in his editions 

G, Antonelli's Indice dei nanoseritti della civicn Dibliotoca 

di Ferrara (Ferrara, 1884), and his earlier special compilation of 

the Ferrarese MSS* containLng Guariniana in Polirrafo (Verona, 1837) 

proved invaluablo to Sabbadini* 

A, B, Giuliari also collected much m? tgrýjx1, ' which. Sabbadini 

acknowledged (G. Epistolario III% p. III) as the starting point 

of his own researches. :;. 

. 
Finally,, the German scholar A. Wilmanus should be honourably 

mentioned for calling dabbadinive attention to, various letters of 

Guarino, previously unknown, from his own collection, 
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The first ccbolar actually to publish letters of Guarino 

was-B. Paz in Then&urus anecdotun novigainuc (Augsburg, 1729) 

VZ, Pt. III, p. 154 ff, where the grvup addressed to Loonello d'Eate 

is printed. Paz was followed by Giorgi, who published four of 

Guarino's letters from the Chr ysoiorin in Riccolta di opuscoli 

di Cnlolera (Venice, 1741) XXV. 

The famous Mincellanea Tioli compiled in the eiGhteenth century 

by the Vatican librarian, Tioli, and his assistant Verani, and now 

in the University Library at Bologna, contains a vast amount of 

humanistic material, including letters of Guarino, from which 

Verani gave copious extracts in Giornnle dei letterati d' Italia 

(Modena, 1780) XX, p. 235-305. 

J. B. I jttarelli in Bibliothect codicum uscrintorun S. 

tIichaelis Vea: etiarum p opo t"turAnum (Venice! ' 1779) noted several 

letters of Guarino and Cave extracts from codicon Oontaining 

Cuariniana. 

Finally, Carlo focmimi in his 3 volume work La vita e disciplina 

di Guarino Voroneso e de' suoi dincepoli (Broscia, 1805-06) gave 

extracts from varioue letters of Guarino, but brought forth no 

material previously unknown. 

Such, ic the general backkround to tabbadini'c collation. The 

only major source, of flSSe to which he was unable to find aoccsav,: 

was the great Philipps of Cheltenham collections which in his time 

was in course of being cold off. In'G. Epistolario III, p. XXI he 

cug ested that pore'Guariniana, might issue any day fron "pecuniosa 

America" to which host of the lote went. Southeby's, who handled 
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the sales, have no record of the variaue purchases, since their 

records were destroyed by fire. I have attempted to trace new 

Cuariniana in Phillips of Cheltenham M55* in America, but without 

cucces8s 

Some desiderata obould, however, be mentioned. Maffei in 

Verona I1lußtrata (Milan, 1825) 111, p. 158 Mentions a Codex 

Ilevilacqua 5 containing 22 letters of Guarino, then in Verona, 

among them a letter to the people of Vicenza* 'bis can be securely 

identified as Letter 3+2, Maffei says the others were to Francocco 

Zandrata, 7133artoloneo Bronzon, and Vitaliano Fache and that the ilS* 

also contained the replies of these men. Since Francesco Zondrata 

does not figure as a known correspondent of-Guarino, the letters 

to him would constitute a new groups 

Inn et. orie per service all' ietoria letteraria (Venice, 1755) 
r wýwwý"r+rwwr. ý. r ýwýr rrý 

V. Pt, II, pp. 9-12! 29,31,32,36,43-44 there is mention of a 

manuscript, the property of Count Onigo of Treviso, containing 22 

letters of Vergeriot letters of Giovanni da Spilimbergoy Leonardo 

Bruni, and one from Giovanni di Conversino da Ravenna-to Cardinal 

Zabarellaf orations of Zabarella and orations and 32 letters of 

Guarino. 

cuirini in Diatriba praeliiinariR pp. 121-122,132,1400 

142-143,. 1921.209, and 374 cites a B. oscian 14S* Four of the letters 

can be identified as 1420 167,170,221.1n Sabbadini'a edition. 

All were to Bartolomeo Pellegrino,. 

Giuiiari in Archlvio Veneto VII, p, 177-79 discuacec a t43 

"Saibanto 428,, '" now loots 
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There is also a description by Verani in Giornalo d©i letterati 

d' Italia XX, pp« 286.87,300-01 of a 1(5, in the Bibliotoca 

Incoronata in Milan, which contained Letters 493,494,604, and 668. 

Finally, there is a group in a MS* now lost (Soo ýettero 

936-946 in Summaries). 

Since Sabbadini's work, lI new letters have cone to light. 

Perhaps the most interesting is a Greek letters which I have 

identified as written to Leonardo Giuctinian* which was found by 

E. Lobel in MS, Bywater 38 in the Bodleian Library and publishcd, 

exactly as it stands in the MB. 9 by Lobel in "A Greek letter of 

Guarino and other things" Bodleian Cu terly Record V (1926-29) 

p. 43,, 1 deal with this as Letter 56A in : umraaries and discuss it 

more fully in The letters written in Greek. MS, Bywater 38 was 

acquired for the Bodleian at Southeby's sale on 16th December 1903. 

It also contains a translation by Guarino of Isocratec' Laus I3elenae 

(a translation prviously unknown), the commontarioli of Guarino in 

slightly fuller form than had previously boon known, and an interesting 

Latin letter from Guarino to P, Zmiliani, which I deal with as 

+A in Sum riee, 

Four other letters have filtered through by what soois a bizarre 

routes, In "Soria unpublished correapondonco of Guarino da Verona " 

Italian Studios II (1939), »" 110«117, Roberto Weiss called, attention 

to: 11S., A 100.1300, 
_ 

in the Imperial University Library in Tokio. It 

had been a bequest of Canon Streeter in 1923, who had acquired it 

from his uncle. Whence hic undo acquired it in unknown. troiaa 
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suggests that the original items came to England via Richard Petworth1 

and were copied 1450.1460 for William Chart in the monastery of 

Christ Church at Canterbury. From Canterbury it'pacced to Janes 

Goidwoll, Bishop of Norwich, who left it to All Souls College in 

Oxfords It was there during the Reformation but subsequently 

disappearedi The only important letter of the four I have called 

193A in Suariecj The others -are included as 200A4 B; Ci 

Augusto Campana in "Una letters inedita di Guarino4" Italia 

rrodioeynle e unanintica V(1962) p" 171-178 diotussen MS4 135 in 

the University Library at Urbino'4 which contains Barbarots De re 

uxoria and three letters addressed to Piero dei Medici4 one of them 

headed "Guarinuc Veronensia C; V, Petro Medico o. padot' It bears 

the date 16th Uovaraber4 but no yeari Carapana argues successfully 

(p: 173.17k) that it must have been 1458 or 14594 more probably the 

former, His drgumeäta are readily available and toed not be repeated 

here. I -deal with thjc, letter as 984 in Summaries 4 

P04 Krinteller in "Renaissance fieaoarch in Vatican Manuccriptao" 

Manuscri tja 1 (1957) p, 80t n. 37 had stated$ "In a miscellany of 

thi fifteenth century, cool, 106*42 of the Cathedral Library in 

To1Edoi"t I found several humanistic rarities by Guarino and others. " 

The odd circumotancea under which Kristellor chanced upon this MS 

are-related-by Si Preto in-"Two humanistic anthologies " Zttuudi 

e: testi. (Cittl del VaUicAno1'1964)'p4 9-10+ It had in fact been 

referred to by Roomini, Gumina IIi p, 12O 121 (in diccd, sing the 

poems of Guarinotn son Girolamo) and by Giüliari, Della Lotteraturn 
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Veronese al cadere del cecolo XV (Bologna, 1876) p. 78 (in listing 

the MS3, containing Guarino'c poetry), Acting on Kricteller'a 

hint, I obtained a microfilm of the Toledo MS. from the librarian 

Canon Francesco libera$ but had time only to eine the Guariniana 

contained in it before the appearance in 1964 of the article$ already 

referred toi by. Prate in Studi e teeti p" 7-7Z (plus 4 appendices, 

p. 75-89 and an index of incipita of items in the Toledo MS and 

Codex Barberianue latinus, which contain many parallel items)* 

I content myself with noting the items relevant to Guarino: 

Item (ff. 12r. v) a letter, hitherto unknown, fron Guarino to 

a priest named º'I archio" (rºpMarcheco" in Italian). This is dealt with 

as Letter 985 in Summaries 

Items 12 and 13 (ff. 13r.. 14r; 14r. 20r)$ Guarino! a Letter 29 to Floro 

Valerio, already known, and his troatice on the diphthongs# of which 

there are many yditiona. (See-Giuliari, Della Lettoratura Veronese 

pp. 78� 108,112,152) 

Item 14 We 20V, 21r)s Guarino's Letter 134 to Crintotoro da Parma* 

Item 2 (ff. 63V-64r); Guarinote Letter 689 to Ieonello dl Note, 

Items (ßf. 6kr. 65r)t Guarino'a Letter 688 to Leoaallo. 

Item 25 (ff, 657-66r); Guarino'a Letter 678, with the verses on 

the Soven Sages$ to, Leonello, 

Item (ft. 66r. v): 
-Guarino+o Lettor 687 to Leonollo 

Item 2 (ff. 66V. 68V)1 Guarino's Letter 710 to Leonello. 
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Item 28 (ff»68v-69°)i Ouarino'o Lotter 593 to Leonello 

Item 29 (ff. 69V-70V)1 ßuarino'n Letter 603 to Leonello 

Item 0 (ff. 70 v-72v)l £ letter addressed to Leonello requesting 

that he follow the example set by his father and grant a certain 

amount of oil for the altar lamp and a supply of wood for the 

resident priests in the Church of Santo Spirito (for the location 

of which coo the cap facing soc. B OO of my Life of Guarino)* Preto 

attributes this letter to Guarino, without giving reasons for so 

doing. Presumably the position of the letter in the MMSo amid other 

Guariniana influenced him. But it cannot be by Guarino because 

(1) Guarino's name nowhere appears, nor is their any internal 

evidence to suggest hie authorship (2) the style is not that of 

Guarino (3) it does not bear than classical salutation in the form 

habitually caiployed by Guarino (4) it is subscribed "Titi accolae 

Sancti Spiritus. " C. Colombo, "Quattro letters inedito di Guarino, " 

Italia xnedioeya. le e unanintica VIII (1965) p. 213s n, 1+ suggests 

that it may have been written by Guarino as a commission for the 

priests of Santo Spirito, but & would reject this for reasons 2-4 

above. The letter is dated "'VI nonas oc. " (2nd October) and the 

year$ I cugGeat', would Jýe 14'429 whon L©onello auacoodod to the 

iarquicato and therefore as appropriato one to requoct the renewal 

of privileges accorded under hic father's regime. 

Item 1 We ? 2v-75 )3 Guarino's Letter 684 to Leono lo. 

Item (ff. 94%95v)t Francesco Barbaro's letter to Guarino 

printed an 573 in G. tpistolrio. 
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Item 38 (ff* 1Olr-101v): an unpublished oration of Guarino on 

beginning a . course in rhetoric. 

Item 4+ (fe 104v): a fragment of the oration delivered by Guarino 

at Easter 1430 on the knighting of Paolo Filippo Guaantieri (cf. 

Life of Guarino sec. 175). 

Item 61 (f. 157x): verses by Guarino in praise of Leonollo on his 

accession as marquis (not published by Sabbadini in his list of 

G's poems in La sculoa e rli studi ye 230-231) 

Item 63 (Uf, 157%158v)c verses by Guarino on the ausco, appended 

to Letter 808 in Sabbadini's editions 

itert. 68 (t" 159rMv)1 verses "Da n . ve'" of Guarino to Leonollo, 

published by Sabbadini, La scuola e tali atudi p. 227. 

Item 71 (f. 160r)s Guarin0e Letter 482 to Giacomo Zilioli 

Item 73 (f, 160"); Guarino's verses to Gioacchino (Lotter 390) 

Item 27 (ft. 162r-164x): -Guarino's Letter 386 to Pisanello 

Item 8 (ff. 169v-170v)s Guarino'o Lettor 599 to Verona 

Item 82, (ff* 173r"V); an epitaph written by Guarino on tziccolö III, 

publo by Borsetti, Flistoria alrni Ferra. riae Gymnaeii Is p. 41. 

Item 0 (f. 173 )_ % ersec by Guarino on the burial of Viccolo, 

publ.. by. Borsetti, ibid. p, 41, 

Item 91 (ff. 173"-17lFr)t tja. epitaph on Niccoi,, attributed to 

Guarino-by ]3orsetti, 
. bid, 1, p. 41" 

"I propose shortly to publish a selection of Guarino's orations, 
and a series of articles on items 43* 61,89,90,91, and 
144 in Frete's list 
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Item 9-5 (ff. 174V-176r)t Guarino's poem 44 in .: abbadini` La 

Scuola er , 1i studi p. 228-30. 

Item 96 (ff. 176x-178'')t poem to Uicco16 Strozzi by Guarthot 

Cf. noroetti i 1dß, II* p+Z400. 

Item 1P2 (ff. 201V0202V)t Ouarinols Letter 612 to Marraaio 

Item 12 (ffb 203r-V), Marrasio's reply to Letter 6126 published 

as Letter 63.4 in G. Epistolario,, 

Item (ff. 26gr-272v)l poem by Lodovico Sardi to Guarino. 

(On Sardi, mee Prete'c Appendix IV) 

Then in 1965 a ! I3, in private hands yielded up threo further 

letters of Guarino unknown to Gabbadini. Thi'c ward '144.4, 
_4, 

now 

in the Public Library at Corso, 
,. - 

It was', discovered- by Cesare- Colombo 

who published his findings in "Quattro lottere inedite di Gua~rino1" 

Italia nedioevale e jamaniotic VIII (1965)= p', 213.. 242, , There are 

'in`addition to many other humanistic pibces, ''25 letters of'Guarino, 

ihcluding'-the' three hitherto unknown. These' threo' l deal with: as 

986, ' 987, " 988 in tummariea. 

Colombo (ibid� 8. --233-39)` a . co pubd. iched"ý, and diccussed tho 

text of a -'letter wbich-, 3abbadiziiý had `noted 'ac- Letter 950*. but z 

attributed to Guiniforte Barzizza"ae -stylistic grounds -and because 

of (-the 'endings'. ` "Vale 'pater 'optima at "quod sumpor feciati ama'. 

-Cuiniforturi Itüumo" Colombo argvad -(p: '233-37)-`that. °; it- wan fron 
- 

Cuarinö ': to Biohop "uenone Caotiglioni", lbut,, after., his article had 

Con© =-tö preass-saw'-that Bertalot . had; -, argued, morv., convincingly, that 

'thi letter should 'be `a6isigned to' e aspariüc cfarziiza:::. Colombo. 

'Colombo's reference (p. 233, n. l) is wrong. 
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accordirir; ly rotr¬acted bin opixio t "(p. P'37-38). .' Inca the letter 

exl ibitc turne of pt rueo charactori^tfc tf Gas rarino I rzizz t, nom e 

of them exactly paralleled in Letter 29 in Bertulot, "Die fltasto 

Brivtaarml'unG den Gaoparinuu Barzizza; " ? eitrHgo xur Fortchnn , 

N. -F., '2 (Hunicb, 1929) p. 7546, there is little doubt that 'crtaiot 

acs rieht: 

Thud 'a"total of 11 letters has boon added sinco Subbadini'c 

edition, and it 3r. atilt poacibfo-thät more will turn up. 

In they mane, I 'have, boon ' cautint to-accept the readings in - 

the taxt establichod by Snbba iii., ' I haves however, proposed 

em©n&ations in the text of Lettdre_V ind 829 (co Tho cttörs 
written in Gree3 and 192 (coo um rig ýý In matters of orthoz ph7, 

tboro is to Ioubt that Sabbadini'follovyod Guarino* own -practicc, 

p ti ciiiarrly. lzt w ±tin, g tile diptho' ngai i" aw evidenced bj the`fowý . 

r ciao, -räph '116ttärb 'that 'Ytäve 'surviiod and by tho ' 6ö - that "Guarino 

irrote'a treatico on ai thüri asld" ono, or, tho first ch a pions 

cf their icsicr ii. on4 

Iu' cý4 cäsoa jatiýnae'and acumen are- necessary to` cctablisb 

rbnt Guýriho actuullj wrote, Tha" u2. tipl cite' of tlý +` tör coma 

aterai such arg 6699ýmsdp Ulbuc: izz Io''tack faro t'ro , 'caiy_ rbüt`' 

lie'ýclearly"undorutöod*tho- courco of tbcmo ''co=on corruptibils' ol 
Thia*wab ddairo on tie part bf copyists ör-cä11b'istörä' to "xmprove 

the`ctyläý. ' Thdy- ULdno corico t on of procorvinC' the integrity of- 
th taxt*'bQc uao ßus r3näIs IottSiS wi övaluiai `not i ma- bociä . Qr 

bi btOricaiý docuýacutc but gas' modo1t " bf' ctyliätic' o1o anca`- capäb o 

of further olaborations' 
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For the text of Letter 2% for exarple$ babbtdizii drew upon 2 

IWS+ At first he used only Codex t4 irc . anus latinus XIV 30 9.19, 

which yields the following reading in lines 40-44+ of Sabbadini's 

text: "Suet autem haecs--philocaioe idest qui politus ecce studiose 

carat= dem. ocratia# quod ex populo gubernatar significat civitateas 

monarchiaj unico administratam principe ditionea; philoponiat 

quod'laboris amorem dicit et desidcriumt, " Later* however1 he found 

another' version in Codex. -Canonicuc lr. tinus 140. f. 164 in the Bodleian 

Ltbrary, kand in Vol. It p. 700-702 published. another-, text of Letter 2 

based on the Bodleian MS* The above passage in the Bodleian iISe 

runes "Bunt gutem haect. gro philocaloL. ideat qui politus esse. 

studiosus curat;. et er. -democratia$ quad-ex-populo gubernatam 

civilitatem, sicuti-gr: rtonarchim, unico adninistratam- principem 

ditionem et gr.. philoponia+ quod laboris"amoren dicit-, et_desiderium. " 

The. - second' version is-probably closer. -to what Guarino originally 

wrote i-. Ebecause the. scribe, was ý toneciontious enough to leave a 

fen extra=in>rthe, -text1 indicating the omission of Greek"words-by 

the-writer- Pf Lettern 2-. had-clearly been' concerned to produce' a: 

freerrutning and morn -elegant` text-* It'., is- easy' to. - restore; thob Groek 

words w : 
ýlAoKol os FIA! oKeemot )"' "! l ovete)(t oC cýo7ýovi oC ; 

and, the reading-7. "principei" which had obviously bocoie "principe&" 

in the "ý second I and:: o-thorwiss e morn -correct ~r version -because oft" the 

i clarity of, ending sY in; the. words; on, dither: vide, of. it, ý'ý Againt in 

the. i Aodleian,. MS., -, we! . finds. ! 'ri, ejuiv oarmonis-- oratua; fortac, ee_- non, 

explicaverit l,, quern , pried, nootratefs i -,, tzibil', a. dmirabere, 't wbich-; appears 
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in an "improved" but for that very reasba'probably less 'correct 

version in Letter 2 art t'öi sermonic ornatum fortasso non explicuerit, 

quo modo prisci noetrates factitavere, nihil admirabere. " 

Sitte collectors were interested only in stylistic ideas to 

be culled from. tiro main body 
. of the letter, in taking copies they 

frequently omitted dates-and the names of people as extraneous 

details. , Letter. 1210 for example, - 
boars. - tha curt' salutation 

"G. Pau" and no date. We nay be . sure, however, that Guarino 

originally wrote- something Bike "Guarinua Veroneasis'Paulo suo s. p. d. " 

and dated-tae lo. tter.,. 
-- 

In' other. casoa_th®' salutaticno seen genuine at 

first 
-sight, 

but 
^one_'finds-variations 

ßn-the-Mw"For instance� 

Lotter 688 in the 6'soxirces' u+eod"by '3äbbadini 'beard'`the 'salutation 

"Guarinus Veronensis illuatri principi d: Loonollo'Estens'i'aal. p. d. " 

The case is by-no means unique. - AsI or "the 6micsiö3i`of proper 

names, Lotten-386 presents a typical case. Theltext'is found in 3 

ISS* in' Rdvenna, Lyons, and Paduas "1 The "Paduari MS. "contains a 

number- of 'obvious 'dcribal errors, but 'in probably closer -to th`e 

original " text Of Guarin6 -because the -others häve` `clearl`y- 'suffered 

interpolations, - The Paduan,, 115* °jives -the risse"`"iacööüz Voritatom, " 

which is -pruned-iii-the Lyons- 115. to lllacobux `-nöstrum. '" The date is 

missing 'in- all -3 

Letter 275'16; 1nteri6tint bäcause pie 'possess 'th'e` autograph 
(4lrchivio di- Veronas 'Ospitale . Var 

. etee: ý: Al 81 3) and the apograph 
(Coct. ý, Färräriensia`: 16=NA ,, l' ,f 419' j: n` the", 'ublic Library at Ferrara) . 
A comparison of the readings illustrates three thingsi the ease with 
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which corruptions crept into the text; the misguided attempts of 

the apographer to "correct" the original; and his impatience with 

"irrelevant" details such as dates and proper naaea. The readings 

of the autograph are underlined. 

(i) ut., eto ipsun audire virus vin becomes "ut... te ipsum 

audire virus sum" «- probably a more slip of the peu. 

(ii) Venit nrneterea nontrae consuetudinin in renteret 

comnunium etudiorur. auibus adeo animo delinitue 

ut inter hos barbaros et arrentee homines vereari me 

factua sin irmenor et tecum esse tecum lonui tccuugue 

victitare me gutem bocomos "Venit proterea nostre 

consuetudinis et communium studiorumf quibus adeo animo 

delinitus sum$ ut inter hos barbaros et agrestes versari 

factus sun immemor of tecum esse tecua loqui tecum 

victitare me putem. " The apographer clearly did not favour 

writing the diphthongs, and seems to have attempted improve- 

ments by omitting, "homines" and the enclitic "quell in the 

triad at the end$ contrary to Guarinols usual practice 

in such instances. Further, he was either a careless or 

merely ibnorant copyist, since "sum" for "bim" appears again; 

one suspects ignorancet for he does not seem to have under- 

stood Guarino's genitive after a verb of remembering$ and 

what he wrote yields no good sense. 

(iii)sollicitudinis becomes "solicitudinis. " 
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(iv) Tadea suae dulcissiTa`e cormat i i1uriiai'6alute! nyntiat 

is onitted t 

(v) Ex Ferccn XVZI octobrir, and the address Ortiro ac 

peritissimo viro Damiano Eurro compatri suayisrimo 

Veronae are both omitted. 

Letter 500 chows how the text of a letter was often regarded 

as a mine for phrasese Thera Are 2 MSS* of Letter 500* Ono in 

the University Library at Padua (1261 f, 42V) bears no salutation 

and begins: "Quantam in percipiendo amicitiae nostrae fructu 

iacturam fecerim proximic intollexi litteric, quas forti vino 

Iohanni Stelino comnilitioni tuo ad me dedisti; in eis enin 

loctitandis tanta voluptate affectus sum, ut nihil supra. " The 

other in the Vatican (Cod" Vat. 5127 f. 68) Gives only the beginning 

of the letter, and in this fora: "'Guarinus Nicolao cuo e. p. d. Si 

vales deniquo valeo. Quantam imperticipiendo amicitiae nostrae 

fructu iacturam fecerim proximis intelexi literis, quas a me 

dedisti. In his enim lectandis tanta voluptate affectua sun quad 

vix dicere queo1 quod vix fiert posse crediderim, quod vix explicari 

posse, quod vix dici poasem1 vixque dicers possem. " Here we have 

the case of a writer, probably a beginner in Latin, simply tacking 

on a formula for opening letters (which is meaningless, since the 

letter was definitely written to Battista Bevilacqua) and collecting 

a series of alternative phrases for expressing the extent of one's 

joy (a commonplace which any would-be epistolographer would need). 
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a compliment to Guarino that his 
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CUARINO1S LETTERS: IN WBAT SENSE ARE THEY I'AHILIAR? 

In Epistolarioo di Guarino III, p. iv-v, Sabbadini makes 

much of their "familiar" character, claiming that they alone 

of all humanistic collections preserve a "candid and sincere 

document of the man and his times, " and that the social historian 

may use their evidence as confidently as that of Cicero's Letters 

to Atticus. Sabbadini ascribes this happy condition to the 

fact that Guarino did not collect his own letters, and could 

not, therefore, have introduced the many changes, interpo- 

lations and embellishments, which disfigure the epintolaries 

of other humanists who edited their own letters for publication. 

Sabbadini notes certain phrases which occur here and there 

for example, "plura non dicam" (Letter 431, line 20) and "tu 

tacebis" (Letter 432, line 11) -- which, we are led to believe, 

stamp the entire collection as truly "familiar". 

Unfortunately, Sabbadini does not define his use of the 

term "familiar" closely; nor does he discuss how many letters may 

justly be termed "familiar", in any sense, and how many may not. 

Instead, he gives the impression that virtually all of them 

may be read at their face value, and their information taken 

as literally true and entirely sincere. This is a misleading 

impression, and requires considerable qualification. In part- 

icular, I propose to examine the meaning of the term "familiar", 

and to separate, quantitatively, those letters which seem to 

me deserving of the tag "familiar" from a fair number which 
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are manifestly not. 

By derivation, a familiar letter is one addressed 

to a friend, as opposed to the public at large. If we 

accept this working definition, we may term Cicero's let- 

ters to Atticus, and those of Guarino, "familiar, " since they 

are addressed, ostensibly, to friends. But here a complica- 

tion arises; for what are we to say of letters which, al- 

though nominally addressed to a friend, are in reality mani- 

festos, intended for a wider public? One might instance 

Plato's Seventh Letter to Dionysius of Syracuse, a manifesto 

if ever there was one. Again, what of the myriads of letters 

written in later Greek and Roman times that were, openly 

or covertly, vehicles of ostentation? An honest critic can- 

not escape the need to draw at least a broad distinction 

between letters which are, in a sense, show-pieces, des- 

tined to enhance the writer's name and fame as widely as 

possible, and those which are spcntaneous effusions, to 

answer a present and private need. It would seem to me 

that before a letter may be justly called "familiar" it 

must be addressed to one person, and be intended for the eyes 

of that person only. That is the criterion I have used in 

deciding what letters of Guarino are familiar. Having es- 

tablished it, I would anticipate some later rcmarks, by 

pointing the caution that even if a letter fulfils the con- 

ditions of familiarity, its candour and sincerity are not 

necessarily guaranteed; hence it seems unwarranted to assure, 

as Sabbadini does, that Guarino's letters contain, in every 

instance, the plain and unvarnished truth. 
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At this point, 

elegant, show kind 

eye of posterity, a 

to George Montague, 

fected to despise. 

Under the Roma 

it will be necessary to discuss the 

of letter, intended primarily for the 

species which Horace Walpole, in writing 

stigmatized as "good letters, " and af-. 

n peace, time lay heavy on many well- 

bred hands, and letter-writing became a favourite diver- 

sion. This was natural in man whose education was predomi- 

nantly rhetorical, but who could find no satisfying outlet 

for their accumulated skills, short of turning poetaster, 

professor or lawyer, Even politics offered little scope for 

rhetorical display after the establishment of autocracy and 

a regular civil service; and the adoption of a "useful pro- 

fession " such as that of a teacher, held no appeal to most 

gentlemen. Juvenal's complaint against the "pestilential 

habit of scribbling" (Sat. 7,51 "tenet insatiabile multos/ 

Scribendi cacoethes") is well-known, and the most popular 

species of this general evil was the ceaseless production 

of polished letters, often on quite worthless themes. One 

is reminded of the remark made (perhaps unfairly) of the 

Renaissance humanists: "Having nothing to say, they said 

it interminably. " So refined had the art become, even by 

the time of Demetrius of Phalerum (345-283 B. C. ), that he 

listed twenty-one separate varieties of letter; and if one 

were lucky enough to live in the time of Proclus (412-485 A. D. ) 

one could benefit from his classification of forty-one types, 

each divided into a variety of "moods. " Cicero himself re- 

cognizes that there are many kinds of set letters, in Ad 
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Fam. II. L. li "Epistularum genera manta ease non ignoras. " 

The prevalent fashion, then, from Hellenistic times down to 

the end of the Roman Empire, was to produce "good letters" 

full of recognized common-places, and subservient to some 

system of rhetoric. People kept such letters, and hoped that 

their own would be kept and transmitted to posterity. 

The Younger Pliny was an inveterate correspondent on 

all manner of topics; but many of his letters were written 

purely as an exhibition of rhetorical pyrotechnics. One 

thinks of such letters as the fine piece on the eruption 

of Vesuvius and the death of his uncle. Even Cicero, busy 

politician that he was, found the time to compose an enor- 

mous number of letters. Such men were so steeped in rhetoric 

that composition raust have flowed fast and gloriously from 

their pen, a skill recovered during the Revival of Learning 

and practised for centuries afterwards, but lost to our world. 

Amidst this welter of fine writing, Cicero's letters 

have been held to be exceptional. lie felt bound by no set rules 

and expressed himself at random on everyday topics. There is 

an interesting passage, referred to above, in Ad Fam. II, 4.1, 

in which he discusses letters and their function: "You are 

aware that there are many kinds of letter, but the commonest 

is that for which the skill was invented, to inform those 

who are absent of anything which it is in their interests 

to know, or in ours that they should know... There are two 

remaining types of letter which greatly delight tr_e, the one 

friendly and light-hearted (fariliare et iocosum) the other 

formal and serious (severum et grave). " In the main, Cicero's 
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letters were intended to impart information and provide a 

substitute for direct conversation. The stand-point of 

nineteenth century scholarship, as exemplified in Sabba- 

dini, was to assure, therefore, that everything in Cicero's 

letters may be taken as an unguarded truth, "sine fuco ac 

fallaciis, " to use Cicero's own words. The argument that 

when a man unburdens himself in a ]otter to a friend he 

raust be telling the whole truth seems attractive at first 

sight; but it is a dangerous assumption to make. 

Even in the nineteenth century there were critics 

who realized this. Jeans, for example, observes in his 

Life and Letters of Marcus Tullius Cicero. tlacmillan, 1887, 

p. VIII-IX: "Cicero must be used only with caution and know- 

ledge as a historian. When qtr. Forsyth, for example, describes 

the tortures of Trebonius, or states that 'twenty thousand of 

the noblest youths in Rona testified their attachment for him 

by changing their dress, ' because Cicero does so in a speech 

or a letter, he very Justly exposes himself to the sarcasms 

of Professor Beesly" and "it is much too confidently asserted 

that we always have in the Letters a genuine record of Cice- 

ro's feelings. " Thin is judicious criticism; for many of Ci- 

cero's letters, like Ad ran. 1.9, to Publius Lentulus Spinther, 

are in no sense familiar; and some others were clearly inten- 

ded for publication. The fact that he sometimes forbids Atti- 

cus to circulate a particular letter, as in Ad Att icum 1.16. 

indicates that he knew many were beimg circulated; and there 

is a revealing, quotation in a letter discussed by Richard S. 

Stewart in Transactions and Proceedings of, the American 
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Ph . lolon_]. ca1 Association, Vol. XCIII, 1962, p. 465: "bre- 

vior haee insa euistula est, quod, cucn incertus essen, ubi 

esses, noleban illuri nostrum familiarem serrnone^i in alienas 

rams devenire. " The fact that he specifically wants this 

letter to be nri. va. te indicates thv. t he was not so con- 

cerned in every instance. rinzlly, we know, from Ad Attu ieum 

XVT. 5. that Cicero intended to edit gone of his letter'.. 

Jeans believes that "It is in the highest degree iznnrobable 

that Cicero should not have known that Atticus was nre- 

servinc his letters for publ cation (CoMeliuc Nepos: Life of 
............... 

Atticus 1ý) ." 

if it ä. s objected that Cieero's letters contain auch that 

would he darn inp to his c: treor -- such as hit, sneers at Pompey 

or Caesar -- one mray admit that Cicero obviously 1-r anted some 

things to be kept secret, and these passages t, " st hold A pe- 

culiar interest for his: arians. Out Cicoro knew he could rely 

on his friend's discretion, ind it is at least a possibility 

that, while he knew certain letters would he kept hidden., 

he also hoped they would filter through to posterity and set 

the record straf. ? ht, and specifically in the way Cicero wished 

it to be set strai ht. If Sabbadini was aware of any of these 

cautions $ he gi. ves no sign of it. 

T should further add to Jean' comments t`hat I cannot be- 

lieve that Cicero, or any other great man, including, Cuarino, 

ever writes in a completely unguarded way, He r my indeed af« 

feet to be writing "off the cuff", or as Guarino often puts 

it in a Dhrase borrowed fror: Jerone, "quicquid in buccari 
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venerit"; but instinctively he tailors his thought to suit 

the addressee. Examples in Guarino are 281 and 350, to name 

but two at random. Again, we cannot invariably be sure that 

a writer will not falsify facts, or give a deliberately aiis- 

leadin g slant to facts, for any number of private reasons. 

An example of this is 666, where Guarino, obviously to avoid 

the suspicion that he was a homosexual or that he favoured 

homosexuality, retracts his previous admiration of Panor- 

mita's Ifermaphroditus" (346). Finally, I do not think it 

likely that any man with literary pretensions ever writes 

without at least a sub-conscious thought for posterity. The 

letters of non-entities come under an entirely different set 

of nsychological rules. The penalty of greatness is that 

one cannot escape it. 

If, therefore, we exclude as "familiar" the elegant 

epistle addressed, to all intents and purposes, to the 

judicious critics of after ages, and concentrate upon let- 

ters which seem, at least, to have been written for a more 

ephemeral and practical purpose, we must not forget the need 

for caution even with these. Each must be judged useful as 

evidence only in the light of its attendant circumstances; 

and this is often a very subtle business. We must guard 

against lyrical claims, certainly, that the letters of 

Guarino are the only "true document of the man and his 

times. " Guarino wrote, in my opinion, with a degree of 

caution which Cicero does not display. He is always careful 

with his style, despite many disclaimers of the kind we find 

in 665: "soleo namquo familiari quodam nostrati et vulgari 
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scribendi genere uti, ut quicquid in buccam veniat excidat, 

nullis expolitum exquisitionibus ornamentis. " One gets the 

feeling that this is only a device to disarm criticism, es- 

pecially when one notes the excellence of the Latin and the 

seven quotations from Verpil, Terence and Persius that the 

author inserts in a letter of thirty-six lines. Again, he is 

punctilious, even painfully so, with his compliments, accurate 

with his citations and guarded with his comments, especially 

when they touch on the reputation of another scholar. It is 

true that he could be vicious, as in the invective against 

tTiccoli (17), or hard-hitting, as in his famous polemic with 

Poggio over the relative merits of Scipio and Julius Caesar; 

but in such cases he is careful to back up his statem nts with 

reasons. These two, of course, are public show-pieces; but 

even in his "familiare" and "iocosum" vein, he is by no means 

cavalier with what he puts on paper. His letters are remarkably 

free from controversial material, as a general rule; and I 

believe this was a deliberate policy, which strengthened as 

the years passed. As his fame increased, so would his con- 

sciousness of it, allied with a regard for its preservation. 

Thus we sometimes find him shy of mentioning names (e. g. 431, 

where he warns Zilioli not to hire a certain man as a tutor 

for his sons, but declines to mention the candidate, Panor- 

mita, or the real reason, which was a suspicion of homosexu- 

ality) or resorting to initials (221 ) or cryptic de- 

scriptions (427,429). We must always allow for his con- 

sciousness that any of his letters might be passed round, a 

consciousness clearly shown as early as Letter 199, where he 
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defends himself against charges of slandering Leonardo Bruni 

by citing the letters he has written in praise of that 

scholar, and which are plainly assumed to be in circulations 

"Exstant nonnullae qualescunque... non mediocres laudum suarum 

testes. " Another example is 614,, line 50: "cum complures ipsius 

ad Guarinum et Guarini ed eum epistulas extare nullus ignorat. " 

I believe that Guarino was careful, because he was as concerned 

as anyone with his fana, or reputation; and this belief ac- 

cords well with what we know of humanistic psychology. 

We know, for instance, that they attached great impor- 

tance to the ouinion of posterity. Petrarch had begun the ac- 

tive cult of fama and it was in full swing by the early 

fifteenth century. Scholars believed that they would be judged 

primarily on the beauty of their Latin style; but they were 

also at pains to sot their actions and thouthts in the best 

possible light. To both ends, Petrarch, Salutati, Boccaccio, 

Bruni, Traversari, Poggio, Guiniforte Barzizza, Francesco 

Barbaro, Aeneas Sylvius Piceolomini and Francesco Filelfo are 

all known to have spent much time and effort on revising 

the text of their collected letters. They kept copies of 

everything and finally issued definitive opistolariec, but 

only after omitting much and adding more, with considerable 

stylistic embellishments. In the process, spontaneity and 

truth were sometimes obscured; so that we cannot, in every 

case, be sure that we are reading the writer's original thoughts. 

Petrarch, for example, in his Familiares I. 1, expanded three 

classical quotations in his original letter to no fewer than 

ten in the revised edition (SabbadiniN Rendic. R. Inst. Lomb. 
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sc. fett. XXIX, 1906, p. 869-72). The labour of revision 

is attested by Petrarch himself, Pier Candido Decembrio, 

Panormita, Bruni, Salutati and niccolomino; and however fe- 

licitous their final results mal" be, their letters rut be 

regarded as vitiated documents. 

Fahbadini makes much of the fact that Guarino did not 

edit his letter, in this way. Indeed, he bases his claim 

for their candour and sincerity, and hence their complete 

reliability as evidence, on thin circumstance. But as Sab- 

badini himself admits, nuarino was not alone amongst the 

huminists in failing to keep copies of his letters. Lorenzo 

Valla (Opera p. 45) says: "I do not have my letters, because 

I am not in the habit of copying them and putting them into 

books. " Aurispa was another. But the fact that these three 

scholars did not collect their own letters does not mean that 

they eiere careless about what they put down on paper. 

There is a good prima. facie case for saying that this 

was true of Guarino. When would he have found time to copy, 

collect and edit all his letters? He must have been the 

busiest scholar of his age. Petrarch's search for patro- 

nized leisure did him no credit, even with his friend Boc- 

caccio. Poggio, as Apostolic secretary, often had time on 

his hands, as at Constance when he had so little work to do 

(indeed he was unemployed for a time) that he passed two 

years rummaging, for manuscripts in monasteries; and as Chan- 

cellor of Florence, he probably had more time than he cared 

to admit. It is interesting to note that Lauro Martines lends 

support to this contention, in his recent book The Social 
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World of the Florentine Humanists, Princeton U. P., 1963, P. 

258: "Pogglo, counting on his name and reputation, had ne- 

elected the office's minor duties. " There was, according to 

Martines, a strong feeling that the office should not be a 

burden to the incumbent; and there is no reason to believe 

that it was to Salutati or Bruni. Piccolomini was not over. 

worked, for he spent much time in literary pursuits such as 

the Commentariesi while Biondo seems to have been the willing 

horse of the Vatican. Panormita and P. C. Decembrio spent years 

in private emn]. oyment, more or less as status symbols, and 

neither the King of Naples nor the Duke of Milan seems to have 

extracted his pound of flesh. By contrast, Cuarine's life was 

an almost continual round of work, as his correspondence 

clearly shows. He often talks of his unending labours (e. g. in 

558,577), usually as an excuse for failing to write, but 

probably sincerely; for when he was not actually teaching, 

which involves much preparation and some correcting, he was 

preparing translations from creek, writing practical text 

books or commissioned speeches, superintending his property, 

looking after his family and pupils, engaging servants and 

so on. At Verona, he was called upon to fulfil various civic 

functions, such as envoy to Venice (cf. Anon. Panegyrist) and 

official German interpreter to a guild of merchants ( Life` 

sec. III ). When he retired to the country, he liked to relax 

with some light reading. The marvel is that he contrived, a- 

midst this multifarious activity, to write so many letters. 

It seems to have been beyond Vittorino. But even granting 

(Guarino a constitution like the Hellenist, Didymus "Bronzeguts " 
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the tack of editing so many letters must have seemed impos- 

sible. 

A grave objection to Sabbadini's claim for the univer- 

sal familiarity of Guarino's letters is the fact that many 

are show-pieces. One might call them "good letters " These 

I have listed in the table at the end of this discussion, 

and they are set-pieces, which he wished or hoped would 

be circulated, or letters of dedication, which would be 

seen by many people. 

As in later Antiquity, so during the Revival of Learning 

it was a common practice to keep letters and show them to 

others. But the humanists did not write letters out of mere 

indolence. They had a vested interest in the skill, and their 

ceaseless production was the outcome of necessity. Quite 

apart from their native Italian taste for ostentation and 

oratory, they were inveterate advertisers; for their prima 

consideration was to secure a position, and having secured 

it, to keep it, in the teeth of fierce competition. One method 

of commending oneself to prospective employers is to insist 

frequently, by virtuoso performance, on one's own genius. 

Friends were important to the humanists, because they could 

be counted on to spread one's praises, and sometimes damn one's 
in 

enemies. it typical illustration isALetter 22: "(his letter) in 

which the more exaggerated the claims he makes for me, the 

more affection and goodness does he display towards me... he 

boasts of me as though I were the sort of man he is himself 

and the sort he would wish me to bei and praises me in his 

writings; which is the duty of a good man and a friend. " 
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That Guarino was well aware of the value of publicity emerges 

again and again from his letters. Typical is Letter 129: "It 

is exceedingly gratifying to me to be loved by you (i. e. 

Battista Bevilacaua) but the most pleasing aspect is that 

this is known and talked about by people. It is, indeed, no 

mean praise to be discussed as pleasing to men of the first- 

rank, such as yourself. " This sentiment, often backed by the 

quotation, "orincipibus placuisse viris non infirm laus est. " 

is so frequently voiced that it is a commonplace of the let- 

ters, The love of personal glory was undoubtedly a strong 

motive amongst the humanists; but glory without the finan- 

cial fruits of glory was no comfort to the hungry profess. 

ional scholar. Rich amateurs, like Niccoli or niustinian, could 

afford to seek glory for its own sake, but men like ruarino 

and Filelfo, with large families to feed, euere constrained 

to be pragmatic. There can be little doubt that large numbers 

of letters written by professional humanists were intended 

to be seen and admired by as many of the right people as 

possible. Jobs changed hands rapidly, and the price of se- 

curity was eternal ostentation. Although Guarino's posi- 

tion was securer than most of his rivals', it was never 

assured. In this connexion, it is worth reading the speech 

of the Anonymous Panegyrist, translated as Appendix B. 

Sabbadini glosses over the number of letters written 

by (u<arino as advertisements of one kind or another, Indeed, 

he calls them nothing so brutal: "£ecezionalmente qualche let- 

tern la divul ö 
egli stesso, pee. la 56".. e le 25 e 27, " and 

he calls 145 an "exercise in composition. " Letters 
. 
25 anO 27 
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were surely circulated not merely to commemorate the 

death of Chrysoloras, but to show the world of pros- 

pective emlovers what a pupil of Chrysoloras could do; 

and 56, on the battle of Gallipoli, is a laudation of 

Venice and umuld certainly increase Guarino's popularity 

there. As for 145, one can hardly assume that Guarino was 

still writing schoolboy exercises at the ages of forty- 

five. What are we to call the many letters to Churchmen 

and orinees, with whom he was scarcely on intimate terms? 

have classed many of them as "familiar, " but the note of 

deference is unmistakable; for example, in 875, to Bessa. 

rion, he uses "vestra" instead of his usual "tua, " out of 

respect for Yessarion's rank. Letters 701 and 702 chow the 

same tendency to choose words carefully; and 281,350 and 395 

are all good examples of how Guarino was careful to suit his 

words to the character of the addressee. What of the early 

letters to Mazzolato (e. g. 3680 369,370), who was in a 

position to secure employment for hin? Since Guarino wrote 

so many letters to people to whom he had to show deference, 

or whom he felt constrained to impress (e. g. 230,352,138, 

875)0 I cannot but think the strictly "familiar" content of 

the epistolary is thereby lessened. It is an extremely 

subtle business sorting out what letters are intended to in. 

crease Guarino's public image from those which are nerely 

ephemeral communications, with no thought of self-advantage 

in a professional sense. In the table at the end of this 

discussion, I have listed any letter, over which I had 

the least doubt, as familiar. The other headings include all 
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letters which seem obvious specimens of ostentation or ingra- 

tiation. Out of a total of 765 letters, 125 will be found to 

be non-familiar, and 640 are classed as familiar. But even 

in the latter class, there are many where professional ad- 

vantage is a concomitant and instinctive consideration. Having 

pointed out some necessary cautions, and discussed the limi- 

tations we must impose on Sabbadini's assessment, I must now 

agree that there is real value in Guarino's letters for the 

social historian. They are certainly more interesting than 

the average letters of his times; and this is due, in part, 

to their function in Guarinots life, and to the nature of 

the subjects on which he chose to write. 

Despite the care he took with them, he does not appear 

to have regarded them as the ultimate repository of his 

fame, and nowhere even hints that he might have; although 

in 862, he is plainly relieved that an early and un-Cicero- 

nian letter, unearthed by his son, will not be disseminated 

beyond the family circle, and there Is some notion that 

he destroyed a group of juvenile letters, lest their frivolous 

nature should tarnish his reputation (cf. my essay_ "Cuarino 

and Humour. ). Any hopes of immortality he nurtured were 

probably based on his standing as a scholar and his tran- 

slations from (reek. In support of this, we have Letter 6, 

where he asks Roberto dei Rossi for his candid criticism of 

a version of Plutarch's Life ofuFlaminius, 
n*"ut 

quid de me 

ipso e xpectom in posteruni tua auctoritate volut oraculo 

quodam nut commonefactus auf confirmatus intellipam. " 

Whether "in posterum" refers to his prospects in this life, 

* C4u&rino consisfenfly wrifes "F"tnintus". " Uf ShoLdoi be " Fidnnininus ýI. 
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or to posthumous fame, it is clear he values his transla- 

tions highly. For the humanists of that time, they were the 

most obvious source of honour and income. 

The main function of letters, therefore, was to oil 

the wheels of life; so apart from those written for purposes 

of business, obligement, flattery, recommendation, advertise- 

ment, and panache, there were many -- and they are the majo- 

rity -- written purely for pleasure. It is a commonplace of 

this group, borrowed, of course, from Cicero: Ad Fam. II. 4. 

1. and Jerome: Enist. 29.1., that letters bring friends 

together and provide an agreeable substitute for direct 

conversation. A typical example is Letter 150, lines 7-11: 

esse videor, to audire, to videre; quo "tecum inter leg 

fit ut litteris ipsis gratias et ingentes quidem habeam, 

quarun benefieio factum est ut longinquus tibi proximus et 

absens praesens fiam et qui to widere non noseum tarnen 

audiazn. " The Ciceronian passage on which such sentiments 

are modelled has already been referred to and translated. 

That of Jerome states8 "The function of a letter is to 

write something of a familiar nature (do re familiari) or about 

a topic of everyday conversation (de quotidiana conversatione) 

and in some manner bring those who are absent from each other 

together, as they exchange news concerning what they want or 

what has taken place; it is allowed that such a banquet of 

conversation be spiced betirres with the salt of learning. " 

Good humanist that he was, Guarino took the lesson to heart. 

It is, however, interesting to read in Letter 762, of the year 

1440, that the qualities he admired in Leonardo Bruni's let.. 
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tern, which he claims to have read several times, from 

beginning to end, are "facilitas ingenii, splendor orationis, 

sententiarum pravitas et, quod in primis maximi faeio, r. er. um 

de quibus ad amicns scribitur diinitas" -- vivacious thought, 

s*)lendour of diction, the seriousness of the sentiments and 

dignity of subject. He goes on to say that Cicero's letters 

to Atticus are considered most di"nified because they deal 

with politics and subjects of such *weighty import, just as 

13runi's deal with the history o'F the Roman curia and the 

iehisrº between the Churches. They are recommended to his 

young corresnondent as a mine of knowledFe on weighty mat- 

ters and a Sovere jn guide for living, pleasurable to read and 

useful to remember. 

Tf he really valued these pualities, which certainly 

characterize the letters of Brunt, a vast proportion of 

his own letters do not measure up to Brunt's standards; and 

this is our gain. It is quite true that the laudation of 

3runi's work could apply to his own show-pieces; but most 

of the strictly familiar letters are, fortunately, on quite 

innocuous subjects, details of how the family is doing, what 

translations he is doing, what new manuscripts have been 

found, remarks on pupils' progress, requests for trifling 

loans, and so on; but because these details are innocuous, 

they are certain to be true. It is upon such that the social 

historian must fix, thankful that Guarino pursued a quiet life, 

away from the political arena so attractive to the Florentines 

and Lombards, and without a burning ambition for fame, based 

on an elaborate collection of "good letters. " 
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If we treat each letter with care, we shall not allow 

this pleasant fact to run away with our judgement. We must 

not regard the epistolary as a consistently reliable docu- 

ment. The scholar is always there, thoughtful, guarded, 

and weighing his words; and we raust be equally careful in weigh- 

ing his. The following table, constructed after much thought, 

may be fou nd useful. 

Letters which ray be termed "familiar" (particularly clear 

eases unde rlined) 

8,12,20, 22,28,30,31,32, 33, 36,37,38,39,40,41, 

42,439 44 9 45,47 0 48,50,51 , 52, 53,56A, 58,59,62, 

63,64,65 , 67,69,70,71,74 , 75, 77,78,79,80,83,840 

85,86,89,90,94,95,96,98 , 99 (in formal recommendation), 

105,106, 107,108,109,1100 112, 114,115,116,117,118, 

119,120, 121,122,123,124, 125, 126,127,128,129,131, 

134,135, 137,142,143,144, 146, 147,148,149,150,151, 

152,153, 154,155,156,157, 158, 159,160,161,162,163, 

166,167, 168,169,170,171, 172, 173,174,175, E 176,177, 

179,180, 181,182,184,185, 187, 188,191,1920,192A, 193, 

194,195, 196,197,198,199, 203, 205,206,207,208,209, 

210,211, 213,213A, 214,215,216,217,218,2190 220,223, 

224,225, 226,227,231,232, 234, 235,236,237,238,239, 

241,242, 243,244,245,262, 263, 266,267,268,269,270, 

272,273, 275,276,277,278, 279, 280,281 (good ex. of 

tailoring thoughts to suit an individual) 285,286,287,288, 

289,290, 291,292,293,295, 296, 297,298,299,300,301, 

302,303, 304,305,307,308, 310, 311,312,313,314,315, 
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3169, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322 9 3230, 324%325s 327, 

328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 334, 335, 336, 340, 343, E 3449 345, 

346, 350, 351, 353, 356, 357, 3581, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 

364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 

376, 377, 378, 379, 380� 381, 383, 384, 385, 387, 389, 391, 

392, 393k 394, 395, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 

405, 406, 407, 408$ 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 415, 416, 417, 

418, 419, 4209 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 427, 4299 430, 431, 

432, 433, 4435, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 446, 447, E 448, 

449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454' 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 

462, 465, 466, 467, 468, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 

477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489, 

490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 498, 499, 500, 502, 503 (may not 

be genuine), 504 (ditto), 505 , 507 , 508 9 509,510,511,512, 

514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 521, 5220 523, 524, 5259 526, 

527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 538, 539, 

540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 5479 548, 549, 550, 551, 

552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 558, 559 0 562, 563, 566, 5670 568,569,, 

570, 571, 572, 573, 575, 576, 577, 578, 581, 582, 583, 585, 

586, 589, 592, 594, 595, 595A , 596 , 597 , 598 , 600 , 603 , 606, 

607, 608, 609, 610, 615, 617, 618, 621, 625, 626, 627, 628, 

629, 630, 631, 632! 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 639, 641, 642, 

643, 646, 6470 649, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 660, 661, 

662, 664, 665, 671, 6749, 680, 681, E 682, 684, 685, 686, 687, 

688, 691, 692, 695, 696, 698, E 700, 7019 702, 705s 710, 711, 

713, 715, 717, 718, 719, 720, 7219 722, 724, 726, 728, 729, 

730, 731, 7329 733, 735, 738v 740, 741, 742, 743, 743A, 748, 
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750,751,752,753,756,757,758,760,762,762A, 76213, 

763,764,766,767,769,770,772,774,776,781,783, 

787,789,791,793,794,795,795A, 795B, 797,799A, 801, 

802,806,807,809,814,815,816,818,819,820,821,824, 

826,827,828,828A, 829,830,832,833,836,841,843, 

845� 846,848,850,852,853A, 854,858,859,860,861,862, 

864,868,869,870,871,872,873,874,875,877,878,879, 

880,883,886,887,892,894,896,897,899,901,904,911, 

919,920,924,925,929,930. (Total 640 letters) 

Letters of dedication, intereesnion, 
_or 

inrratiationv 

2,3,4A, 4,5,6,7,10,19,219 23,29,34,35,66,1138, 

229,230,261,342,352,426,497,513,557,560,561,574, 

584,619,644,650,651,667,675,676,697,706,723,727, 

739,771,778,812,831,856,889,905,912,913,914,915. 

Letters of recommendation: ýI  

68,87,91,92,93,100,101,102,103,293A, 294,306,309, 

326,396,463,565,640,689,792,922. 

Letters of consolations 

72,76,104 9 212,414 9 564,798. 

Show-nieces and didactic letters: 

1,17,25,27,56,113,132 (verse), 133 (verse), 145,1189, 

386 (verse), 390 (verse), 482 (verse), 520 (verse), 537 

(verse), 580,593,599 (verse), 604,620,638 (verse), 775, 

777,779,780,785,796,803,804,805,808,813,825,890, 

921 (verse), 926 (verse). 

The remaining letters published by Sabbadini are as 

follows: 144 from others to Suarino, 7 by Guarino on be- 

half of others, 5 of doubtful authenticity, and 29 falsely 

attributed to him. 
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Guarino's Latin style and orthography 

Sabbadini states in La Scuola a gli 

studi di Guarino p. 83 that in letter-writing 

more than in any other literary form the humanists 

abandoned mediaeval Latin style. It seems 

therefore appropriate to review Cuarino's style 

as found in hio letters. 

One short fragment fortuitously preserved 

in Letter 862 suggests that in his youth Guarino 

had inclined to the Latinity favoured by 

ttarzagaia, who was probably his first teacher 

(Cf. my Life of Guarino sec. 9). We know from 

Marzagaia's De nodernis testis that he cultivated 

bizarre rhetorical effects, perverse word order 

(the verb, for example, rarely comes at the end), 

needless repetitions, and neologisms. Cuarino's 

"Marzagaian" sentence reads: "Vohsi. s regratior, 

quia do concornentibus capitaniatui noo tan 

honorificabiliter per unam vestram litteram 

vestra me advicavit sapientitudo. " Further, 

if Cuarino attended the notarial school of 

Giovanni Conversino da Ravenna at Padua, as seems 

likely, he would have been familiar with legalistic 

Latin and the methods of the mediaeval Dietamina. 

The latter were handbooks of style, divided 

into two parts: the first part dealt with elocutio, 
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which was subdivided into elegantia, compositio, 

and ornatus (figures of speech), as in the pseudo- 

Ciceronian Rhetorica ad Herennium, and a fourth 

section, derived from Martianus Capella, called 

numerus oratorius; the second part dealt with 

the rules for writing (äictare was the word used) 

history, contracts, charters, and letters. Of 

these the most important section was that on 

epistolography; it was mainly concerned with 

the correct use of set formulae in writing to 

dignitaries, especially those of the Church. 

If Guarino composed much in these styles-- 

and it is likely that he did--there are strong 

indications that he desired his early works 

suppressed after he gave his allegiance, some- 

time in the 1390's, to the humanistic movement: 

in Letter 4,138, he dismisses Francesco Barbaro's 

request for some early prose and verse compositions 

with the words, "Desine igitur et dignas latebris 

nugas ne sub lucem retrahe'; and the fact that 

virtually nothing has survived from his juvenilia 

suggests that he destroyed as many of them as 

possible. 

The change from mediaeval to humanistic style 

in Italy was a gradual and uneven process, begun 

by Petrarch and taken up with varying degrees of 
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enthusiasm and competence by avant garde scholars, 

who in general repudiated the living Latin of the 

artes (as mediaeval grammars were called), and 
c 

began consciously to imitate the autores, among whom 

Cicero was commonly, although not universally, 

regarded as the sovereign model of excellence. But 

neither Petrarch nor his admirers claimed to be 

imitating Cicero's style prescriptively; the early 

humanists aimed only at eliminating "barbarisms" and 

infusing as much classical "purity" as possible into 

their Latin. Petrarch relied heavily on Cicero, 

but his style is distinctively his own; he was not 

so much writing "dead" Latin as attempting under the 

auspices of Cicero to cleanse, re-invigorate, and 

exalt the Latin of his own time. The same was true 

of Guarino. It was a sensible and realistic plan, 

for there were no adequate dictionaries or grammars 

of classical Latin in existence. Guarino's own 

Regulae (see Life of Guarino sec. 91) and De diphthongis 

(ibid sec. 92) were actually pioneer efforts in 

the direction of pure classicism. The early 

humanists had to study the received texts of 

classical authors, and build up their diction, 

grammar, and syntax by observation and memor- 

ization of the forms they found there. With 
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some justice Sabbadini gives Barzizza most 

credit for setting about a study of Cicero in 

a thoroughly systematic way with such works 

as his De compositione (Barzizii Opera 1 p. 1-14); 

but it should not be forgotten that many scholars 

before Barzizza had made detailed observations 

of Cicero's style. The later fruits of all this 

labour were such compilations as Mario Nizzoli's 

Observationes in ? Tarcux Tullium Ciceronem, more 

usually referred to as Thesaurus Ciceronianus, 

in which are listed alphabetically, with their 

Greek equivalents, all the words used by Cicero, 

and a selection of phrases drawn exclusively 

from his works to illustrate his syntactical 

usages. The apex of prescriptive Ciceronianism 

came about the beginning of the sixteenth century 

with Cardinal Pietro Bembo, whose syntax was 

impeccably Ciceronian, and whose classicism was 

such that he always dated by the Kalends, Nones, 

and Ides; even in ecclesiastical documents he 

would use divi for "saints, " senatores for "cardinals, " 

and respublica for the Church. 

But Guarino lived before Ciceronianism was 

propounded as a strict doctrine. Nevertheless 

he praises Cicero time and again, not only as 

"the father of eloquence", but as the finest 
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source of "character, learning, and eloquence. " 

A good idea of the value he placed on Ciceronian 

studies may be gathered from his introductory 

remarks to a course on the De officiis, translated 

after Letter 213 in Summaries, but his passages 

in praise of Cicero are legion. All his life 

he admired Cicero's limpid beauty, virile refine- 

ment, and pleasing sonority; but he was never 
did 

an fape of Cicero, " and not hesitate to draw 

upon Pliny, Valerius Maximus, Jerome, Augustine, 

or any author who suited his purpose; for instance, 

one of his most recurrent phrases is "pro mea 

parvitate, " a far from Ciceronian borrowing 

from Valerius Maximus. He also used common mediaeval 

vocabulary for such words as angelus (angel), 

ecclesia (church), sancti (saints), and cardinales 

(cardinals), without ransacking Cicero for their 

nearest classical equivalents. His method of 

dating, too, varies between such expressions as XII 

August; and the formulae involving the Kalends, Nones, 

or Ides. Guarino, then, was not attempting an 

exact reproduction of Ciceronian style; indeed, he 

often disclaims any real success as a stylist in the 

Ciceronian manner. The sheer speed with which he 

wrote his familiar letters would in any case have 

precluded perfection of the kind sought by Bembo. 
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Guarino probably realized this, and he quite often 

disarms criticism by modestly claiming to write 

"quicquid in buccam venerit, " a phrase used by 

Cicero in Ad Atticum 1,12,4, and also by Jerome. 

It is noticable, however, that in letters obviously 

written for public dissemination (such as the 

polemic with Poggio over Caesar and Scipio) his 

style comes nearest to Ciceronian elegance. The 

wonder is that Guarino and the best of the early 

humanists were able to catch so much of Cicero's 

style and spirit -(see, for instance, Life of 

Guarino sec. 104); their successes were many and 

brilliant, their failures few and excusable. 

It is not known exactly when Guarino committed 

himself wholly to humanism, but it must have been 

before 1403, when he set out for Constantinople, 

and pretty certainly before 1400. He provides no 

real clue as to when he rejected mediaevalism or 

who or what spurred him on to do so. It was 

probably a gradual process culminating in the 

decision to visit Constantinople. What does seem 

clear is that he gave Petrarch no credit for his 

conversion. In letter 862,20 ff., he reviews 

for the benefit of his son, Battista, the process 

by which letters were re-born in Italy: whereas 

once Ciceronian eloquence had been universally 
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sought, there followed a long period when it was 

unknown ("ignorabatur"), and its place was taken 

by "Prosperos Evas Columbas et chartulas, " giving 

rise to "quaedam ... dicendi et scribendi horrens 

et inculta barbaries. " The reference here is to 

the Epigrammata of Prospero of Aquitaine, a 

mediaeval scholastic text containing versified 

sententiae from the works of St. Augustine; to the 

Dittochaeon of Prudentius which consisted of 49 

hexametric tetrastichs on biblical themes and began: 

"Eva columba fuit; " and to the De contemptu mundi 

minor, of uncertain authorship thigne: P. L. 184 c. 

1307), which began: "Chartula nostra tibi mittit, 

Raynalde, salutem. " Sabbadini suggests (Guarino, 

Epistolario vol. 3 p. 462) that the form in whlch 

Guarino alludes to these works shows that he had 

not actually read them. But surely this is unlikely; 

his recollection of them in 1452, the date of Letter 

862, would be blurred, but in any case he seems 

simply to be using a contemptuous farrago. The 

break fror-the barbarity represented by these words 

came, according to Guarino, spontaneously and 

without leadership from anyone ("nullo duce"); out 

of nature's goodness ("ex naturae bonitate") a 

spark began to glow, but "our ancestors" -- by whom 
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cc he means scholars of the fourteenth century -- were 

too bleary-eyed ( lippiscentibus oculis ) to bear 

its light. " Guarino then assigns the credit for 

restoring the true light in Italy to heaven and 

Manuel Chrysoloras (not necessarily, one feels, in 

that order). As I have elsewhere suggested (Life 

of Guarino secs. 12 and 23) it is a pity Guarino so 

little appreciated the Trecento scholars, especially 

Petrarch, who tells us in no uncertain terms: "Ab 

ipsa pueritia, quando ceteri omnes auf Prospero 

inhiant auf Esopo, ego libris Ciceronis ineubui. " 

Traces pf the pre-humanistic habits were still 

with him in Constantinople, the most obvious one 

being that of signing his name at the end of his 

letter. We have only three Latin letters from this 

period (2,3, and 4). Only the body of the letter 

is preserved in the manuscripts of Letters 2 and 3, 

but in Letter 4 he subscribed: "Thus ut optas 

Guarinus de Guarinis de Verona. " In all his other 

letters, with the exception of 615,812, and 156, 

which were of an official nature, 803 and 114, which 

were to dignitaries, and 899, which was in Italian, 

Guarino followed the classical method he found in 

the letters of Cicero and later, Pliny (1415), of 

placing his name and that of his addressee at the 
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beginning of the letter with the sxp. d. formula 

(salutem plurimam dicit). In Letter 742 he took 

his pupil Leonello d'Este gently to task, for 

having disapproved of the ancient method. Guarino 

was also noticably classical in his consistent use 

of the singulars "tu" and "tuns" instead of the 

polite mediaeval forms "vos" and "vester", which 

were used even when the reference was singular. 

In spite of Guarino's success in capturing 

so much of the classical manner, however, he never 

quite eliminated certain traces of his early style. 

In La scuola e Ali studi di Guarino p. 4, Sabbadini 

points to "a certain superfluity (una certa 

savrabbondanza), the use of ill-chosen and poetical 

words, the frequent use of abstractions (frequente 

astrattegiare) and a lack of connection (sconnessione) 

in his sentences", all of which were characteristics 

of Harzagaia and of pre-humanistic style in general. 

This statement requires some qualification and comment. 

With regard to "sovvabbondanza", there is no 

denying that Guarino was copious in expression. Like 

Cicero, he abounds in words, and very often used 

more of them than are strictly necessary. A 

typical sentence is the opening of Letter 535: "Quo 

magis magisque tuam experior in dies benivolentiam, 

eo certiores edis notas et testimonia tuae in me 

peitatis, " where "magisque, " "et testimonia, " and 

possibly "tuae in me" could have been omitted without 
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Undue violence to the meaning. This is "superfluity" 

of a kind, but quite different from that of which 

flarzagaia and Giovanni Conversino were guilty, 

that of saying precisely the same thing in a variety 

of ostentatious ways. There is a difference between 

copiousness and mere redundancy. Occasionally 

Guarino does seem guilty of a genuine redundancy, 

as in Letter 760,71-73: "Te vero... sic in amore 

complector, sic in sinum accipio... " but here, and 

in other such cases, he was aiming at emotional 

intensification, and the repetition is not gratuitously 

made. I should not say, therefore, that the super- 

fluity of Guarino's style owes much, if anything, to 

pre-humanistic style, but rather to his close and 

intensive study of Cicero. In both Guarino and 

Cicero one often feels they could have expressed 

themselves more concisely, yet somehow, if one attempts 

to prune their Latin, thythm, sonority, and blarity 

vanish, and the whole emotive content is vitiated, 

if not destroyed. In both writers the4. r natural 

exuberance is tempered with good taste and sensible 

restraint. 

Admittedly there are some tediously verbose 

passages in Guarino, more especially in the opening 

paragraphs of letters. But this can be accounted 

for by a convention of polite letter-writing, -whereby 
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the addressee was complimented, while the writer 

was at pains to disclaim any comparative merit. 

Guarino varies the theme ingeniously, but basically 

it was this: he thanks the addressee for speaking 

or thinking well of him or his work, denies that 

such approbation is merited, but exhorts the addressee 

to continue in his laudatory vein, since it will 

cement their friendship and enhance Guarino's public 

image. The latter sentiment i6 often backed up 

with the quotation from Horace Epistles 1,17,13: 

"Principibus placuisse viris non infima laus est" 

--itself a subtle form of flattery. The czenesis 

of this tedious convention (which in some humanistic 

letters is carried to absurd lengths) lay party in 

the practice of polite letter-writers of the empire, 

such as Pliny the Younger, and partly in that of 

the mediaeval dictamina, all of which recommended 

set honorific formulae with which to address dignitaries. 

Sabbadini (La scuola e Zli studi p. 83) refers to 

a letter from Cosimo Raimondi to Archbishop Capra 

of Milan, which be-ins: "R. no. d. Bartholomeo 

archiepiscopo mediolanensi Cosmas Raymundus s. d. " 

and goes on to defend this classical salutation on 

the grounds that "quas apponi Solent" (the customary 

additions) would be inconsistent with Ciceronian 

good taste ("tullianae deliciae respuere haec videntur"). 

The normal salutation to an archbishop would have 
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included all his titles and "in Christo patri et 

domino, dei et apostolicae sedis gratia etc. " A 

glance at official documents in Muratori's 

Rex'um Italicarum scriptores will reveal that usually 

only the main titles were listed, followed by etc. 

The taste for honorific agglomerations has never 

flagged in the Roman Catholic church: witness the 

many titles of the Pope, and the Litany of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary, approved by Sixtus V in 1587, 

where Mary is 11 kinds of Mother, 6 virgins, 

17 miscellaneous varieties of worthy, and'12 queens. 

The habit of larding letters with honorific adjectives 

and set epithets such as "reverendissimus 

archiepiscopus" and "illustrissimus marchio" seems 

to have spilled over from the dictamen into 

familiar letters of the humanistic variety, where 

appositions like "vir doctissimus" and "femina 

primaria" are common. It was not, of course, uncommon 

to find such expressions in classical Latin, but I 

do not think the influence of the dictarnen should 

be discounted. This convention tires the modern 

reader and embarrasses the translator, but provides 

the consolation that the sane linguistic extremism 

that produced fulsomeness also exploded at times 

into lively vituperation. 

Another tedious aspect of Guarino's letters 

that adds somewhat to a general impression of super- 

fluity in one familiar with the text is his recurrent 
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oommonplaces, most of which can be found in a 

collection made by Guarino of 50 letters from 

Cicero's Ad familiares and almost certainly used 

as a text book by his students. These letters 

seem to have been the ones best known to Guarino. 

Sabbadini (La scuola e gli studi p. 84) reported 

in 1896 that Guarino's anthology is in codex 

Vindobonensis 48 (Endlicher) with the title: M. 

Tullis Ciceronis viri ornatissimi epistolae ... 

sublatae ex volumine epistolarum maiori per 

Guarinum Veronensem artis grammaticae et rhetoricae 

professorem. " Among the phrases from this 

collection most commonly used in Guarino's own 

letters are: "condemnabo eodem ego to crimine" 

(II, 1,1), "pudor quidam subrusticus ... epistula 

enim non erubescit" (V, 12,1), "his litteris magnum 

cepi fructum et iUdicii ... " (V, 19,1), "redisse 

cum veteribus amicis idest cum libris nostris in 

gratiam" (IX, 1,2), "virtute duce, comite fortuna" 

(X, 3,2), "AcO&. 3vt, Lov " (XI, 24,2), "ingress= 

pleno gradu" (XYI, 6,2) and "scire potes etiam 

me tacente" (XII, 6,1). To this list should be 

* t. e, in S. En dlt cher, C f4(ogccs ' cedicuwL 
phc_(oýoqý corurn (a+ 

nor am"ßibltoftecA . PAlafinae Vindobonenscs ( Vienna, 1836). 
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added "quicquid in buccam venerit" (Ad Atticum 1, 

12,4) and the dominant commonplace of Guarino's 

letters, also to be found in his Ciceronian collection, 

that the purpose of familiar letters is "ut 

I 
certiores faceremus absentes" (Ad familiares II, 

4, l)--a passage also used by Jerome (Epistulae 

29,1) where he gives as the purpose of letters 

"de re familiari auf de quotidiana conversatione 

aliquid scribers it quddammodo absentes inter 

se praesentes fieri. " Guarino also uses the passage 

from Jerome extensively. 

One stylistic trait is particularly recurrent, 

that of using strings of nouns, usually in triplets, 

in which case Guarino joins the last two nouns by 

et-tan un-classical habit), whereas in longer 

series there is no connective; as in Letter 785, 

60-67: "Id quoque fixum tenebis animo, care fili, 

non minus famulantibus principes quam principibus 

famulantes commendatos esse debere, quippe cum 

principum laus decus et gloria non mddiocri ex 

parte de familarium fide castitate abstinentia 

taciturnitate vigilantia pendeat; nam quotiens 

imperatorum gesta tolluntur in caelum, quae 

dormientibus illis administrorum prudentia 

studio et probitate gubernata et absoluta fuerantd" 

Other habits which contribute to Guarino's 

"sovrabbondanza" are a fondness for adjectives 

and adverbs and the superlative degree, a liberal 
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sprinkling of words like "sic", "etiam", and "quoque" 

to clarify the sense, the frequency of "cum... tum" 

meaning "both... and", and the comparative rarity 

of that space-saver, the ablative absolute contruction. 

Guarino's style is far from paratactic, yet one 

feels sometimes that where he uses "et" or "sed" 

Cicero would have been hypotactic. 

One must therefore agree with Sabbadini that 

Guarino's style has elements of superfluity; but 

it was a Ciceronian more that a Marzagaian super- 

fluity. Within the exuberant style natural to his 

genius, Guarino wastes surprisingly few words. 

Sabbadini's charge that Guarino uses many 

abstract words, where classical Latin might have 

expressed the sense in concrete terms, is certainly 

just, and this tendency may have been inherited 

from Marzagaia; but Guarino does avoid oddities, 

neologisms and abstractions invented by the mediaeval 

schoolmen, for whom he had no time whatever. Take 

an instance like Letter 670,620-1: "Dcsine igitur 

virtutis et laudis opera largitioni et turpitudini 

assignare, " which has a quasi-Tacitean ring, and 

it is doubtful if a verb and adjective combination 

could have produced neater or better Latin. After 

all, the genius of Latin is not unamenable to ab- 

stractions provided, they do not cloud the sense. 
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One could go further and say that it tolerates 

abstractions even where they do. Guarino's use 

of abstracts is never offensive and always neat. 

They seem to me, indeed to enhance, rather than 

detract from, the quality of his Latin. 

The other charge of "sconnessione"--dis- 

jointedness or lack of cohesion in Guarino's 

periods--is hard to fathom. Guarino's sentences 

seem to me to hang together very well; asyndeton 

is non-existent. The sequence of his sentences 

is logical and clear, and he makes good use of 

connecting particles (Oddly enough, he had little 

mastery of particles in Greek, to judge at any 

rate from the few samples of Greek he has left 

us. ) The only genuine lack of connection discernible 

by me in Guarino occurs when he switches from one 

topic to a different one; but to criticize him 

for this is trifling, for it is a natural and almost 

universal practice in familiar letters. In letters 

or orations where Guarino gives extended treatment 

to a single theme he arranges his material in an 

orderly, logical, and artistic sequence. Some- 

times, of course, he wrote at high speeds under 

pressures that would have subverted a meaner intelligence 

(as in Letter 832 to GipvMhni da Prato) and flaws 

crept inj but amid a mass of writing that is 

truly so clear and excellently arranged it is a little 
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ungracious to pin-point accidental and rare slips. 

To cLblhithat these few cases of "sconnessione" 

are a throw-back to Marzagaia seems flatly wrong. 

There is, however, more substance to the charge 

that Guarino uses ill-chosen words and poeticisms. 

Let us deal first with his "ill-chosen" ("non bene 

scelte") words. 

This really boils down to the use of rare 

words; but it is difficult to decide in many cases 

what constitutes a rare word, for the reader 

familiar mainly with classical Latin must often 

consult such a work as the Clossarium mediae at 

infimae latinitatis to find the meaning of a mediaeval 

word, subh as "auripellis" or "broilum", or of one 

such as "comes" or "vicarius", which is classical 

in origin, but ishich has obviously undergone a 

semantic change. Hany of these words cannot 

justly be called rare, however unfamiliar they are 

to us, since their meaning would have been clear 

to Guarino's contemporaries. "Conies" for instance, 

was a count, and "vicarius" meant the feudal 

executive or representative of an overlord. The 

best one can do i* list samples of what seem rare 

or comparatively rare words, whether or classical 

or later origin. The labour involved in a complete 

enumeration would not repay one, so I have taken 

some cross-samplings at random, listing verbs in 

the present infinitive active, nouns and adjectives 
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in the nominative. 

Letters 2-8 and 10 (490 lines) 

inexsuperabilis, primitiae, paraenesis, saepenumero 
in Guarino 

(which is far commoner than sae e), alienigena, 

momentaneus, phab4chonteus, rudiusculus, accuratio, 

ingeniolum, helluo, parvitas, tardiusculus, obeliscus, 

studiolum, pensilis, protonotarius (although this 

word was probably common enough in the fifteenth 

century), specimen, phoenix, chorographia, cos- 

mographia, gerulus. 

Letters 118-129 (476 lines) 

laconicus, subdubitare, conversatio, scholattice, 

nocumentum, subdubitatio, chirographum (a word 

which would be well-known to lawyers), praegustatio, 

multotiens (also commoner than saepe), conciliatrix, 

praevaricari, apricatio, tumultuarius. 

Letters 290-308 (390 lines) 

propudium, puerpera, multotiens, mitigatio, 

pervestigare, apprime, pecuniola, inhabitare, ulixeus. 

Letters 446-54,456-460 (390 lines) 

informatio, fatigatio, carnaliter, pulchellus, 

internuntius, deambulatio, germinare, grandescere, 

materia. 

Letters S22-533 (337 lines) 

accola, camora, levamen, meliuscule, pusillus, compater, 
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morellus, villicatio, diploides, macritudo, suburbium, 

bulleta. 

Letters 679-682,684-691 (554 lines) 

pauculus, codocefacere, homuncio, Ser mocinatio, 

comparatiuncula, perdicalis, aquatilis, lusio, alimonia, 

interpeuatrix, baiulare, pastorius, praepinguis, 

phasianus, ortygeometra, degustatio 

Letters 808-819 (415 lines, omitting 809-11,817) 

dominatio, figmentum, indagatrix, denominatio, soloecismus, 

barbarismus, barbarolexis, applausio, idioma, vitricus, 

granditas 

The total number of lines is 3,052, the number of 

words listed above is 92; the percentage of their 

incidence is approximately 0.033, on an average of 

nine words per line. This cannot be said to be high. 

It should be noted, however, that Guarino uses more 

rare words than Cicero. 

One feature of Guarino's style that emerges from 

the above list and will be confirmed by a reader of 

his epistolary is his fondness for abstract nouns 

ending in -io, and for diminutives, of which there are 

10 in the 92 words listed. 

But a much more striking feature of Guarino's 

style is his habit of quoting from the poets. As 

a rule he does not acknowledge these citations, and 

only their familiarity or metrical character give them 

away. When he does indicate his source, as in Letter 
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454,3, "ut vere Terentianum dicere queas, 'nugaris, 

cum tibi, calve, pinguis aqualiculus propenso sexquipede 

(sic) extet ", he normally indicates only the author 

(These quotations are from Terence. Andria II, 2,1, and 

Persius 1,579 respectively). He attempts further 

precision only on rare occasions iahen he tacitly or 

explicitly invites a correspondent to check his 

authority for a particular statement. For example, in 

the polemic with Poggio, Letter 670,66, he specifies 

his source for some statements from Cicero by 

"Sic in Brutoll (a reference to Cicero's Brutus), while 

elsewhere in the same important letter he merely says, 

"Plutarch tells us", or "according to Cicero", etc. 

Such methods seem cavalier, but they were common 

practice in Guarino's day, when the very titles of 

certain works had not yet been traditionally fixed, 

let alone standard methods of reference by books and 

line numbers, or acts and scenes. To take but one 

example, it would have been hard'to give an exact 

reference in Plautus or Terence, the early manuscripts 

of whose plays "contain only slight traces of a division 

into acts", according to S. G. Ashmore (The comedies of 

Terence, N. Y. Univ. Press, 1908,. p. 38). Such a 

division was not made definitely until the edition of 

Plautus by J. B. Pius in 1500. 

Unacknowledged citations in Guarino are of two 

kinds: literal quotation, and what one tight term 
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"oblique quotation", that is, where the grammar and 

syntax of the original are swept into the syntax of 

Guarino's sentence. Literal quotation is usually 

limited to short phrases, such as "caeco carpitur 

igni" (Vergil, Aeneid IV, 2) in Letter 196,22-3, and 

"i prae, sequar". (Terence, Andria 1,1,144). Sometimes 

a short quotation is woven so inobtrusively into the 

text that only the well-read scholar could spot it, 

as in Letter 350,37-8: "Hoc autem mum de viro 

iudicium et amorem ne cunctis aperias cautio est, 

nisi certis", where "cautio est" is from Terence, 

Andria II, 3,26. Sometimes, too, a quotation consists 

of a simple word, as in Letter 366,8: "Et profecto 

ni lynceos aliquunde compararet oculos... " where 

"lynceos" is an oblique quotation from Horace, Satires 

1,2,90, "Lyncei conternplere oculis. " 

most of Guarino's quotations are, indeed, oblique. 

Generally the change is slight, as in Letter 278,20: 

"cum faciam in patriam reducem, " which is clearly 

an adaptation of Terence, Heauton timoroumenos II, 

4,18: "tum nunc sola reducem me in patriam facis. " 

Similarly, Letter 119,50-1: "Romae Tibur amat, 

confestim Tibure Romam" is recognizably close to Horace, 

Epistles 1,8,12: "Romae Tibur amem ventosus, 

Tibure Romam. " On occasion, however, a citation 

might more aptly be termed an echo or a reminiscence; 

for example, Letter 304,14-15: "Suetonium mitto, 
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cui parum mederi potui, cum nulli a'dsint Graeci 

characteres, in quibus Oedipus esse possem" is 

an echo of Terence, Andria 1,2,23: "Davos sum, 

non Oedipus". The preponderance of oblique quo- 

tations and reminiscences is not surprising when 

we condider that in most cases Guarino would rely 

on his memory, (which could account for minor 

inaccuracies), and that in an inflected language 

like Latin it is easy and natural to adapt the 

case endings etc:: of an original quotation to the 

grammatical requirements of the passage into 

which it is introduced. 

One may perhpgs legitimately criticize Guarino 

for intermingling prose and verse to an extent 

that was out of sympathy with the opinions and practice 

of at least to of the most prestigious authors of 

antiquity, Cicero and Quintilian. The latter 

entirely rejected the habit, in his De institutions 

oratoria 9,4,72: "versum in oratione fiert 

multo foedissimum est, totum; sed etiam in parte, 

deforme. " Cicero, it is true, used a moderate 

number of poetical quotations in his private letters, 

and quoted extensively from the Latin dramatists 

in his philosophical works, having found a precedent 

in the practice of Stoic and Academic philosophers 

at Athens of studding their lectures with poetry 
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(Tusculans II, 26: "versus ab eis admisceri orationi"), 

but as a rule he avoided the device in his public 

speeches; in the Pro Sestio 55, for instance, he 

apologized for a coming series of quotations: "Et 

quaeso hoc loco, iudices, ne qua levitate me ductum 

ad insolitum genus dicendi labi putetis, si de 

poetis, de histrionibus, do ludic in iudicio 

loquar". After Cicero in his philosophic works, 

Lactantius was the first author to make any great 

use of poetry in prose and he was followed by 

Augustine and Jerome, all favourite authors with 

Guarino. It was probably from Jerome that Guarino 

took his lead in this matter, since Jerome's works 

are replete with citations from the poets. as 

Guarino pointed out to Giavann'L da Prato (Letter 823). 

Even if Guarino knew Quintilian's opinion, the chances 

are that he considered it of little weight compared 

to the practice of a saint and master of style 

like Jerome; and there was enough verse in Cicero's 

letters to encourage Guarino to introduce citations 

from poetry into his own. Whether one finds Guarino's 

excess in this respect ostentatious and distasteful 

or lively and colourful is a matter of personal 

preference: I myself dislike it. 

As far as quotation from the Greek poets 

is concerned, Guarino very rarely uses the original 

language, but follows the usual humanistic practice 
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of translating it into Latin. In Lett( 

for instance, he translates Sophocles, 

as "nos quicunque vitam ducimus, nihil 

simulacra umbramque levem esse cerno", 

161-4 he turns Homer, Iliad VI, 145-9 

hexameters: 

25,155-7, 

Ajax 125-6 

aliud quam 

and in lines 

into Latin 

Quid genus auf stirpem, Tydidd- o maxime, quaeris? 

Tale viris genus est, quale alta ex arbore frondi; 

Uanque aliae ad terram vento spirante feruntur, 

Silva virgins alias sub vernam parturit horam: 

Sic hominum stirps una perit, simul altera frondet. 

Guarino need not have turned the Greek into Latin 

here, since he was writing to John Chrysoloras; 

he was simply being consistent to his usual practice. 

It should be added that Guarino draws upon 

many prose writers also. As with the poets, some- 

times he quotes literally, sometimes 'obliquely", 

and sometimes in mere paraphrase. It is difficult 

to determine whether he hoped that his borrowings 

would be recognized or would pass as his own work; 

but in either case Guarino would probably not have 

been embarrassed by the charge of plagiarism . 

Originality in expression was not as highly valued 

in his time as it is in ours; the production of 

echoes from great writers of the past was considered 

67Stirps" is a poor translation of , since it 
means &lineage" in the vertical rather than the horizontal 
sense ("generation"). 
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en elegance in antiquity, and in the Renaissance 

imitation--even to the point of literal quotation-- 

tended to be considered a virtue. We must remember 

that humanistic Latin was in some respects like a 

jigsaw, in which pieces had been picked from the 

classical auctores and fitted together painstakingly 

to form an organic whole. 

In orthography, which was treated as separate 

from grammar by the humanists, Guarino rejected the 

mediaeval habits of writing i for e (as in guatinus = 

quatenus), t for d (a put = apud), ph for f (nephandus = 

nefandus), th for t (orathorium = oratorium), u for 6 

(diabulus = diabolus), ch (with the sound of k) for 

h internally (nichil for nihil), ci for ti (nacio, 

pronounced natsio = natio), the intrusive p in such 

words as hiemps = hiems, and above all, e for the 

diphtbong as and oe. * He is consistent in his 

classical usages, in contrast to Poggio, for 

example, who varied, as Ullman had pointed out, between 

writing the diphthongs as and oe, and the mediaeval 

e. Bruni's usages were classical, except for his 

insistence upon michi for mihi, and nichil for 

nihil, spellings he defended vigorously in 1437 

(cf. Sabbadini, Storia del ciceronianismo p. 100) 

even after the dissemination in 1418 of Barzizza's 

*There is a neat summary of the general differences 
between classical and mediaeval Latin in C. B. ! Beeson, 

ýrimeýr of mediaeval Latin (Scott, Foresman and Co., ý 
'Ch ci ago, 1953 p. 13-28. 
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fundamental Orthographia, in which the spellings 

mihi and nihil were accepted, and such questions as 

whether quoin or quum should be written had been 

discussed (Quintilian had, of course, raised the 

latter question in his Institutio, oratoria 1,7,5). 

Most of the humanists were on Barzizza's side, 

including Guarino, but the two most important 

scholars to discuss orthography after Barzizza were 

Lorenzo Valla, with his Adnotationes in Raudensem 

of 1442 (published Cologne, 1522), and Tortelli 

with his important Orthographia, which appeared 

shortly before 1450. 

Guarino himself took no active part in the 

controversies over orthography, although he did 

translate, as educational material, Manuel 

Chrysoloras' treatise on the Creek aspirates (a 

pendant to his translation of Chrysolovas' EZotemata) 

and composed two short pieces on Latin orthography: 

the first consists of 26 mnemonics in crude 

hexameters, concerning the assimilation of prepositions 

in compound words, which was frequently published 

in the various editions of his Rejulae and even 

dignified with a commentary in the sixteenth century; 

the second was his rather more significant treatise 

De diphthonpis, which he composed in one "hectic" 

night and sent to Floro Valerio (Letter 29 of 

about 1415). It begins with a definition of a 

I- 
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diphthong, and goes on to give a series of examples 

of words containing them, with rather jejune 

comments here and there. To my mind it seems more 

of a list than a proper treatise. It is, nevertheless, 

interesting to recall that it seers to have appeared 

before Barzizza's far more comprehensive work, and 

that in dedicating it to Floro Valerio Guarino 

claimed two sources of knowledge about the 

diphthongs, his own recollection and therefore 

observation of what he had himself found in Latin 

manuscripts, and also what he had learned from 

his Greek tutor, Chrysoloras. (It is, however, 

possible that for reasons of piety he gave the 

latter rather too great credit for teaching him about 

Latin diphthongs). Sabbadini (La scuola e Zli studi 

p. 49) thinks that Guarino had taken little interest 

in the diphthongs during his Florentine period 

(1410-1414), for in Letter 17 he sneered at Niccoli's 

pre-occupation wti; h such minutiae, and that it was 

only after he went to Venice and came in touch with 

Barnizza, Cristoforo Scarpa and Vittor1 o da Feltre, 

all of whom wrote works on orthography (Vittorino's 

is preserved in Codex 1291 of the University of 

Padua), that he began to treat the ratter as important. 

But Letter 17 is an attack on Niecoli's approach 

to study, rather than on the studies themselves, 

and the fact that in 1415 Guarino wrote a short 
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informative letter about the diphthongs to a friend 

who had requested help does not prove that he had 

suddenly seen a new significance in the question. 

Ile did not mention his work on the diphthongs again 

until January, 1428 (Letter 431,50); which suggests 

that he did not consider it very important. Guarino 

was no pedant, and in general disliked squabble3 

over the minutiae of scholarship. Sometime before 

1415 he had learned--how or from whom one cannot 

say for certain--what the classical usages were in 

orthography and style, and he quietly stuck to 

them for the rest of hic life. There is, however, 

one peculiarity about his orthography: he persistently 

writes n instead of m before -qua, as in nanque 

(= namque) and nunquam (= numquam). 

The total effect of Guarino's Latin is ex- 

tremely favourable, even if we judge it (as Guarino 

himself was unwilling to do) against a strict 

Ciceronian canon. It is possible to pick out 

un-classical words, an occasional usage that Cicero 

might have avoided (the only two of any consequence 

being ne with the imperative for a prohibition 

instead of noli or nolite with the infinitive, and 

the use of tit instead of quo to introduce a subordinate 

clause of purpose containing a comparative) and 

Guarino's over-developed tendency to adorn his 

letters with poetical quotations; but against this 
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must be set the fact that Guarino cultivated his 

own style, even if it was accomplished ddctu et 

auspicio Ciceronis, and the result should be judged 

with that in mind. He is nearly always clear, 

unlaboured, and virile, and challenges comparison 

with the best of the humanists. 
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THE LETTERS WRITTEN IN GREEK 

Guarino's contemporaries thought highly of his skill in Greek. 

For example, Antonio Baratella in his Polydoreis, 41-421, describes 

him as a great poet and orator 

"Qui nostra vitute sapit, qui graeca latinis 

t-iiscet et est Latio famosus utrisque sophiis". 

Again, Giorgio Valagussa, cue of his pupils, describes Guarino as 

"alterun latinae graecaeque iubar". Another pupil, Lodovico Carbone, 

paid hic dead master the compliments "Tanta erat in eo , graecarum 

litterarr cognitio, ut mediis natus Athenis credi posset. " Examples 

of such praise could be iultiplied. 

Although he had not begun to study Greek until the age of tverty. 

nines during the five years he spent in Constantinople he must have 

acquired great fluency in the spoken language. Some of that time 

he had studied under Manuel and John Chrysoloras, and moved in the 

cultured milieu or the imperial court. He therefore had ample 

opportunities of mastering both the spoken demotic and the literary 

language. Haw much he used the spoken language after his return to 

Italy in 1408 is impossible to say. Possibly he conversed in a limited 

way with his more advanced students. Be was considered fluent enough, 

however, to act as an interpreter at the Council of Ferrara in 1438, 

and there is no indication that : ie found it difficult to converse with 

the Greek delegates there. Certainly, his studies in the written language 

did not languish after 1408, for he read, taught, and translated 

Greek throughout his professional life. 
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One is therefore struck by the fact that, in comparison 

with over Saverºhundred extant Latin letters, only three writ- 

ten by Guarino in (reek have survived. Sabbadini published 

two of these (1 and 829); and the third is known only from 

Bodleian MS Bywater 38. The bare text of this letter was 

published by E. Lobel, in the Bodleian Quarterly Record V. 

(1926-29) p. 43. 

Letter 1 was composed at Constantinople, about 1404-1405, 

when ('uarino was a tiro in creek. Letter 829 was written, 

probably in 1450, at Ferrara, when he was seventy-six, and 

long established as a professor "utriusque lin, uae. " The By- 

water MS* letter (56A in -Summaries ) was written at Padua, 

ist August, 1416, to Leonardo riustinian (my arguments for 

this last statement are in Summaries 56A, note 1). So we 

have the interesting case of having one letter from his stu- 

dent days, another from his forty-second year, and a third 

from his old age. 

Why have only those three letters come down to us? A 

clue comes fron R. R. Bolgar's Classical Heritage and its 

beneficiaries D. 280: "The scholars who could understand 

their Homer or their Plato in the original were a small and 

select body; and it would be fair to say that no Creek work 

found a wide circle of readers until a translation had been 

prepared. But the majority of the translations date .. a 

from the second half of the century. " This is true; and it 

implies that there were few scholars in the early Renaissance 

who could have corresponded in Greek. This narrows down the 

number of (reek letters that Guarino had occasion to write. 
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Beside', Latin sau the natural and conventional vehicle of ex- 

pression amongst educated Italians. Vittorino, for one, could 

have written in Greek, had he wanted to; but even the Latin 

letters that passed between him and Guarino were few, and he 

shows no desire to parade his erudition anyway. Even Aurispa, 

a creek speaker, wrote all his letters to Guarino in Latin. 

The majority, indeed, of Guarino's colleagues -- Barzizza is 

a notable example --- did not have enough Creek, or sufficient 

confidence in what little they had, to hazard more than the 

odd quotation or phrase, thus achieving the dual advantage 

of giving their writing an erudite flavour, without exposing 

themselves at any length to the critical eye of posterity. 

Apart from Guarino, and discounting the few colonized creeks, 

Francesco Fi. lelfo was the best (reek scholar in Italy. Filelfo 

did write to Guarino (and quite a few others) in Greek, prob- 

ably as a form of panache, typical of the man (Letter 434, 

&-iseýTre hushed by; ela to in "floh e to skip Ceseh_ und L' tt , a- 

turrderital. Geleh epreie___nc&', IlI, p. 9Q). We do not, 

however, possess any Greek letters from ruarino to Filelfo. 

Others who wrote in Greek to Guarino were the Emperor Manuel 

Palaiologos (155), Manuel Chrysoloras (9 and 11), and Niccolo 

C, uarino. Although we do not have Niccolö's letter, we have 

his father's reply, in Creek (829). It is likely that he 

wrote more than three letters in Creek during such a long 

life, but not, I believe, a great many more (P. C. Deeembrio 

mentions one, now lost, inLettar714). The text of Letter 1 sug- 

gests that he corresponded with other students at Constanti- 

nople "exercitii causa"; and from what we know of his later 
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teaching methods, he would certainly have written model let- 

ters in Greek for his students at Verona and Ferrara: but 

they all seem to have perished. Nugatory exercises and instruc- 

tional material do not usually survive as prized possessions. 

It would apuear, then, that for the ordinary purposes of 

real correspondence, nuarino always used Latin, even where 

creek would have been entirely suitable -- for example, in 

addressing Manuel Chrysoloras. Letter 7, to Chrysoloras, is 

in Latin, and the reply (Letter 9) in in (reek. The only phrase 

in Chrysoloras' letter which just might be taken to refer to 

compositions by (, uarino in (reek ( %/(T T"ovroos oeKet ws 

Svvc1G 
OLt tRFe voll 71v 077v T . p) 

Aovooc FJVirv 
Ko1c 61o5 WV £V 

-r rwv 'irýýwv wvýj, -ýýtuth T9V ̀ Eý1A7výK7V boo Ayýcýs 

) is more likely to mean nuarino's enthusiastic 

propaganda on behalf of Chrysoloras and ('reek studies by his 

dissemination in Italy of Chry soloras' ývyK'1otalis 7r7s 7raAt ,s 

KýCI V£ýS Pw 7S It would be unusual, but no breach of cour- 

tesy in the Renaissance, to write in Latin to a creek speaker, 

if he were a student of Latin. Quite the opposite. It would 

flatter Chrysoloras to be addressed in Latin, just as it would 

please nuarino to be addressed in creek. It was a complimen- 

tary gesture, tacitly implying that the one had confidence 

in the other's genius. By almost the same token, (; uarino saw fit 

to answer his son in the same language in which he had been 

addressed (Letter 829): D(Vo(yvovtl /Aal 7V ýTUOoX7"y you 

ýýlyv! 6'tt, ygy AA: jvIv " This was a graceful gesture, Either that, 

or it was intended to show his son that the old man still had 

his wits about himl Perhaps, even, it was a device to keep 

family business from prying eyes .. - instances of the use of 
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Greek vordd, phrases, and sentences for the sake of privacy are found 

in many of the letters (767,843,911, etc. ). 

It is unfortunate that we have only three written documents by 

which to judge Guarino's competence in Greek composition, but a 

critical examination of these is interetting, the more so since the 

first is a product of his student deya, the second of his maturity, 

the third of venerable old age. 

The earliest letter, written about 1404 or 1405, is an auto. 

graph preserved in cod. Vallicell. gr. CXLII f. 35. Since it bears 

traces of illumination, it seems to have been considered a success 

in elegant composition. It is'addressed to a certain Marcellus, 

"long versed" in Greek. On behalf of himself and another resident 

Italian student, Carlo Lottino, Guarino invites Marcellus to ex- 

change letters with them daily. They are "like men walking on thorns 

and going with difficulty on tip-toe" and hope by corresponding with 

Marcellus to improve their knowledge of the language. Guarino was 

later to use this same technique withthis own students (Letters 164-- 

166). It is interesting to note, incidentally, that the presence 

of two Italians besides Guarino at Constantinople shows that he was 

not alone in desiring to drink Greek at its source (Geanakoplos in 

Greek scholars in Venice p. 16-17 says that Venetian traders in the 

Middle Ages sometimes gleaned some demotic, but this is different 

from going to Constantinople as a student). 

There are no fewer than four proverbial expressions 
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swept into the syntax of the letter (11ncS 1.2 ) KrV to 
A 

^\ 

cCVELLOUS 
Btf 4f is&tpj +ý(o(l, kcCt Gs Toy 

\ 

yAUKUV 
)/L 

/J rrpois 
/) 

7roAF/coy'co(urbv 

we s 
¢o1ä1 KKAtj. a1 : and lines 16-17, 

Au3t,, 
oV /V EtS 7CERov to ru 

, löYov iipoKc4ovýccivos Kos ö(ýw SEK wv Tos E PýCV 
ö(ýt'OVIR 

( )ý These pro- 

verbs are listed in Diogbnianus, whose collection was probably 

the source used by (uarino. There are also quotations from 

Lucian, Plutarch and Libanius. The liberal sprinkling of quo- 

tations, plus what seem to me to be obvious attempts to weave 

"good idioms" into the text (e. g. 
Sou ToIuv y 

Atirzo 
o#A(Q'K°<vwv: 

A -Y N ä(V01Th yar KDlt 7rý(f4p )V E Köt&4s o(v 
ýo(V&c7v 

: JQK'jJ-(EVov c'vSpo< Kac To( 

TpWrpZ Z'wv Tii'To0öe , (&VWV oVT. ( , etc. ) tell us something about 

the methods ('uarino was using to learn the language. I suggest 

that he was already using note-books to jot down felicitous 
C 

phrases, useful idioms and rare words (e. g. UTO7'av6Op eIV, 

which should be UTomV6OpU &IV ) as they occurred in his read- 

ing of the classics. 4hether he divided his material further 

into "historice" and "methodice" is unascertainable; but it is 

likely that he did, because he was a pupil of Chrysoloras, and 

Chrysoloran is known to have taught along these lines (See 

Letter. 679). At any rate, it it clear to me that he was ab- 

sorbing Creek by poring over note books, as a fascinated collec- 

tor pores over his albums of rare butterflies. 

The total effect of the letter, however, is neither pleas. 

Ing nor impressive. It smells heavily of the lamp and does not 

read like natural (=reek. It could never be confused with the 

work of Plutarch or Lucian, far less with that of Demosthenes 

or Plato. It suffers from the writer's anxiety to "load every 
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rift with ore, " and there is a smugness about the whole thing. 

It could, perhaps, be compared with a tolerable Honours prose 

by a modern student. There is a "Latinizing" tendency here 
Ký ýýoV T-0 Ao/<TiVov ToV i it r . «FVoU and there (e. g. f3ouevs yvp %ý% 

At % ö(Toýýýýý'/VDCC 
) and there are a few unpleasing errors 

and omissions. The iota subscripts are invariably left out, 

although Sabbadini prints them in his actual text. We also 
C\C/ 

find two incorrect breathings, E'Kwv for EKWV , and ýPE« for jP Mo( 

Again, the phrases TOC, cou ye ýtýCTo( and Tois 0-ou F-rorrPols 

are incorrect, and should be roC £, uo< yP"Iuo(ro or -roC YP"/+coCTo( 

, u, ou I and 7-o (S CO-IS ET"V/Po cs or 7o /S ETocI 
pOlS 

ObU , respectively; 

for a pronoun denoting possession cannot, in literary Greek, 

stand within the articular complex (I am not denying that Guarino 
i/ 

could have heard T AOU Xf", C dn in the back-streets of Constan- 

tinople). Further, there is an awkward sentence, of which I 
C/ .\ cannot make good sense, as it stands: LW 

Ot'DCW'tou 
ro\i 

ýtAtk)OEcs 
, 

-roüTO .. 
M V TW av 7 Ld rE £ýV #O't ý+ý I'ýoCO 7I«flV7 Q'vvoc d 

('« FKe(7ýPwv 

`. 
u 

WV X7V/ 
U-7-1 

ilocýlo V 
OV, Z üzo ö£ ti 

Oöi19Ob<L 
'rwv 

EAX 
YV/Kwv 

'ý 
IS AF-T-at Vou, r( z-wv KýGiwv K'ýCyoCOwv virtu o-oo w4f%7AF 

? 
v, 

The general sense is clear enough: "So that through him I should 

become your friend... (and) might be helped by you in some degree 

with regard to the good and beautiful. " If this is the sense, 

TI, without an accent, would be an indefinite pronoun, attached 

to a verb, as in: 

Il 
o S. 421, 

ITVC eo 
, 
eevve t avzois 6.4.7. etc. (See L. S. J. 

under T15 , II, ll, c). Better Greek would have been ('o(" 
"""T oös 

Töff KKCXo( 
4dI. '( 

tr UM O ThL wcjk 
7O: g, jv. Perhaps aT e\( has drop- 

j 
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Del out before WV K'ayd0wnV 3 which would account for the gene- 

twee . A1tarnativcly, if we omit the comma, and transpose TWv 

Eýý7vrºcWV c ,, tczOcýcYövýc zc z-wv 
EA7v, v v z-wv K wv kýyaAwv, 

i. e. "by rivinr each other, d. il,;, soroth .n of reek, that is,, 

of the rood and beautiful. " But this see to bresk the rhythm 

of the sentence� and the transposition of Tw� EM)/VIKWV is 

4v, (k: ar . it seer easier to a cure that (uartno was uming a 

construction 'he did not fully understand. ri rya llv f towards 

tb_e end of the letters there is another sentence, which cannot 

be translated, so far as I can sea,, without ocmndation. In 

W)ba1ini'o text, it runs: ýojBEj ovv Kai EruKoupel iºPos Aoyiou 

77)v Tjs eu (orrivs Eýopou « There in a difficulty about the use 

of TiPös here; and whethar /gay 
Ou is from Aöros 

a eloquent or 

from AoyioV 
aa sayf nr. The only feasible solution is to take 

-1-(pos irr a spami-exoiar. �atorv sense, similar to the usage in ii s 

7W / 
B6W1 and to ehan e lýoyºöu to 

I\oyiou 
(' revxular epithet of 

zierres). The 9antencn then translates znm®thinrr like this: 

" llv, then. to oir ei. d$ . 
irt the name of the Eloquent One� who 

In the =uardian of f=ood s, eoch. " 

Turning? to the second letter (5&A) one ii bt Confidently 

axr at a eonsidembla irnravci nt, since (wirino wrote it at 

the ape of Arty-tara, and pre numbly at hin intellectual zenith. 

The text of it wam unknown to Sabbndini, anti it in found 

only In a r. nu cri nt once the groper. tv of rrancccco ; 3LtrbAro 

and now in the . 4odlainn. Lobel nubliched the text exactly as 

T i; 'ive it it the and of this chapter., It to obvinualy in rin 

unsatisfactory : state. The iota subscrintu are a atn omitted, 
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and there. are certain minor errors, corrected in the text I 

�ive in Surn-hier 5 't� rear convenience, the chani'ct arcs 

noted there In an - naratur criticus. The errorss, however, 

are r inor$ and need not detain us, They are no elementary th it 

o cannot, in ch ri ty,, bla e Cunrtno for thcpw 6 yyVWiýwvo( for 

6uYYVW, ``ovoc Is nrot'ahly a -ýjf of ll rbovo's in trnnncripticn, 

and the name iy be said of OuyyVL012ýtS for OyyvWarC , though 

not, porhaDs, with so mach conviction. 

It i. t: ra atically rore. ck, but stylistically Latin. It 

lacks the authentic rinn of, says Letter fl, by Chrysoloran. 

There are places where a canncctinf, particle , ce i called for, 

tut none apnoars (line1O, 
op1'r 

75CPN Cou t line 15, VUV 
Ou6 

PC<1VW 

Vby 
oyo(Vo(KTw 

etc. ) In fact, there IS a plentiful lack of p r. 

ticles or anv kind. It rcadn like a series of ho t ly-"connccted 

ºui p, Nets,, such as one writes in a hnntily-com onod letter, it 

is, of courr: o, concoivnble that this was o hurried note. It 

io short, and wanton no tire over the usual, rhetorical candy.. 

r oun nr cornli : ont. It end: rather abru tly, with p-reetings 

to "Kirco ri. ustinian,, and r ardn from artý. ýro. It does not 

read like a chew-picco t nor can we insure it was meant to he 

one, eirrly tccause Barbaro liked it oncuph to acquire it, or 

a coon of it, from ri. uctinlan, and preserve it. Anvthinp the 

Vorcnoie raptor wrote was to Barbara an alnS 
E#o(. 

It ia written 

in "rook, T ou; noct, only to keep the contents private. f"uarino 

does nay he has loft hie house empty.. -no one wonto to advortioc 

that! ''' nd since It was written to a very clone friend, (oaring 

would not have felt conntrainod to trouble over- rzuoh about o1o 
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r nce. If it had been written to I3runi, who is the addressee 

named in the Bodleian tvr)escript description, we may be sure 

that the rourh edres would have been ironed out for the bene- 

fit of that redoubtable riorentine. Put even asiuninr that 

the letter i3 ci r-,! lcnsly written, I feel ('uarino 'could have 

-Ade a better job of it. It in competent, but nothin;. = like 

Attic, ''reek. nne cannot doubt that rua rinn knew bin formal 

sir rmr, but Y doubt if he ever could rid himself of the rhy, " 
th-ttn k*nd 

bahito o" 
Latin 

enourh to 
catch 

the 
real 

peniuo of 

creek, There i the point e too, that even for his Byzantine 

tmmters, classical nreek would he a learned tongue. ; faww rauch 

harder mist it have been for an ttalian to write Attic Creak? 

The third letter was . uritten in 145t1, when C'uarino was 

' cventy-six. The ton- habit of excellence had onnured that 

time d1r not dlTrinis h the splendour of hin Latin; but in rroek, 

never so fully natural to hire, he nav have been shnwin! sip, nr 

of defective re rv. Tr Letter 883, for instance, he writea 

in a rreek nui prett "Cum -FA TWV #rAWV KOIVo( 00 t. which is an 

a1ront inconceivable error. 

'"ho letter does, indeed, start with sore vii. orous,, fluent 

rpiite classical in flavour, except for TäCoV for TöToü7-bV , 

and the , unerfluoun, noctical and un-\ttic phrase Kai AAEYWAuJS 

yo(VUAe ( "Io fi iii yr oxntf n lv ý however, both style and y. rau'l -ar 

deteriorate a the letter nro'ressen. True, there in no lonpcr 

any obvious or onpre hive ntrivin, ' after effect; but the rhythm 

beconee unnleani. n'1v : staccato in places, there is again -r-A marked 

Lr tin1 zi. m' tendenev i and, finally, the text in co-inquinated by 

two Frarrnatieal error y. 
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The first of these may be charitably disposed of as a 

slip of Guarino+s pen. As it reads in Sabbadint's text, the 

phras© 
aL. G%( oAIyw /<tIew -n ov EV D&Tors (i. e.. yeoc. A ý ltr 

literature) iteorK4 be[! 
makes no conoot able sense . 77 , ofK 7TrEW 

means "to strike (something) against (something else). tz 

What Guarino wrote, or should have written, was it eoKä ýýlý 
, 

Leto "to make progress". 

The second error is a gross one. Sabbadini gives 
Tio 

vrou 
7&TEvKW z oV/QCTOS, where the sense should be 

"having come by such a name". But 7. uyE4V cannot be used 
N 

in this sense. I would therefore suggest Teal, (y/GWS 

from Tv y, )(iXV& V# 'which would give the desired sense. If 

TE-Thuxcas is a corruption. it is not easy to explain it$ 

and it may be that Guarino made a downright mistake. Despite 

the praise lavished on his powern of memory by Timotheo 

Maffei and others (Rosmint. Vita e disoiR? inn dt Guano 

II pp. 122.192 no 243) the advancing years may have been 

telling, at least on the accuracy of his Greek. It is not 

particularly lucid, either. For example, AioVV(r7ocKo'S 

muePo(S 
T! e 

Q' 
EeF is obscure. Does he mean, as Sabtadini 

suggests in his apparatus, "days of festivity"? Another 

sentence in the same latter Ev760PEV To Tieot TO evö4 v Y7eols 
BC 4x10V 

6V7VXWS AWETdI, u 16rd- is intelligible enough, 

but not easy, and It has no connecting particle. No one 

could call It clean-cut Attic prose. 
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we +r. av be sure, ¬ reover, that tie wan trying to write Attic 

crone. True, there was no policy of Attic Unitation, at least 

in Italy at that tire, quite no well. -defined as the love for 

Ciceronian Latin, which started with Guarino and others an son- 

cihlo adaptation and degenerated with ßorbo into slavish imita- 

tion. But ruarino had been the adoring Tyupil of Chrynoloran, 

and Chrvnoloras wen the culminating fi uro in a revival of Attic 

prose that heran in Constantinople during the previous century 

(of. uolparf Claanical ficritaco" n. 82 -87). It ie therefore 

irre than likely that ruarino would act up pure Attic prose as 

his ideal and obiect. 

! esDitc this, his Creak has an eclectic flavour, with par- 

hams oven a dash of newtic i Toc ,, OV YP yWXXT9) . This raav be due, 

in part, to the fact that he would have to master both i)erotic 

and the nec-Attic; and therefore ho brought back to Italy not 

one, but two lanruacen. Attie and Demotic were virtually cep. 

crate lanruance (Bolear, ibid. ) and it Tunt have been a con- 

fuuinr business kecpint' their apart. >> further cor,, clication was 

that there was no dominatinr figure for "Attic oroso", euch 

an Cicero wan hound to be for Latin prone; and meek, even At- 

ticiziny Creek, was still beine written by the avzantine echo.. 

lars in a way in which classical Latin was not. It Is therefore 

no cause for wonder If ruarino was confused about the nature of 

true Attic. In Letter 813, for instance, he renke nofe quite 

fatuoue ro;: -trkn on this subject to Leonallo i'r ate. There he 

claims- that country Mop le and woncn tend to nres rve the anoi. ont 
form s$ and that they sound like : )oi o3thene , 

XcoCrates, ? 4enon! on 

nn(i Plato ir t1 1. r rristine simplicity, ? äaß voes on to ssav that 

in his youn: " ý. avs at Conritnnttnonle, he had heard "c rt, jn wo. 
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gran and little children r'oakin .I used to to de1irlitod and 

amazed at their fecundity of e tpr'eenlon, the gf4uotne s of their 

voices, their use of f sniraton, their rocerv. tion of the accents, 

their cbanncn of cane and tense$ their two and thr'ec-ward cnrr- 

cpound , which, thCul h now,, were nntonishinoly han, v" etc. Thn 

was in idea, t ur; tented al no by Cicero) DOrat. TIT, 13; 1srut. 

210 and 268,2S9, by Livv. VT. 1.2, E and `-v ' ofnttSi n, t. 1. G, 

that the cure stronr of the lenaua e wan likely to filter throu :h 

the rrouths of woman, children and country hu-nnki ns. rrancc zco 

rilelcn rake' much the same rer. nrkß -about the urchins and koren 

in Conutantinonle. Of the worteng he says "ob colitudinem ob. 

servab nt antiquitatem incorrupti nera, ni8. " One wonders, if 

Filelfo really believed this; but at any rate it wain to his adi". 

vantarra to promote the idea, r ince he learned much Oreok from 

his 3y ntine wife* fuirtno sears to have accaatud the ide 

uncritically. .t seems clear, therefore, that he could not 

e1way! n rccopnize true Attics nor is it eurvrisinp, since the 

! 'reek icholarn in that early dawn had nothins* like the battery 

of dictionra. ries, t texts and critical editi©ns$ which are the 

glorv and nla ue of modern scholarship� nor the razor-edge tools 

which we use In , Vra mitical, nyntactical and Stylistic analynir. 

; or indeed, had they d'aveloped a real critical Benno based on 

ncierstific thinking� rinaily, it may be conjectured that Cuarino 

did not feel bound to aschcw evarvthinv not found in Plato, 

` t" $ý ý ner ä'1+, ý the f'ºt e c"tr cth' clan cal r: tiilwartl;, an4: that 

he introduced or invented phra: ce that suited hip ai , r_ tr. r 

th, vin any tyrannical canon or ole*, nce, like Politinn in his 

tn*isun r{*+o. tc "T an not Cicero. ¢, +hzt T really oxr ra; * ii i. y 

self" t/TTT. 16) 
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ether extenuating circumstances weigh in Gua. rino's favour, 

lest we consipp hire too hastily to the limbo of noble failures. 

The first letter is a niece of student exhibitionism--. brash, 

brilliant, but unsuccessful. The second, I have argued, shown 

signs of haste--and how many of us would care to have our hur- 

ried letters dissected after five hundred years? And the third 

suggests the hand of an old man, despite Timotheo r"aff. ei and 

despite Carbone ("in extremo vitae temporum d'ulcius moriente 

cvp, n© canere Vitus est" ) 

If then, these three samples--almost the only direct evi- 

dence we have in assessing his skill* seem like the work of 

an amateur, compared with, say, the Creak letters of rilelfo, 

we shall do well to recall that three letters, written under 

special circumstances, stand little chance when pitted against 

the hundred and ten of Filelfo CE, Legrand, Cent"dix lettres 

greciues de rrancois Filelfe, 1892). Only a captious critic 

and a bad statistician would praise or dann forever on such 

a basis. It is unha nny that Guarino's three letters disappoint 

hur- expectation. If more turn up in "peeuniosa America, " as 

Sabbadini honed, I suspect a critical examination of these 

would do much to justify Guarino's pre-eminent reputation in 

his own day. 

isExcept perhaps for a longish snippet in Letter 9113 EýIEýt 
VI 1ý1i XION 

EuYOµc(( p(/v voCV£aOo(1 arc- Tivo( E& po'vrw &N aTý. Aov ilfýoý -n< ý1Py11ýcv( Ot /ý a(iýtKr(K7V Karl TrEpt 
¶V'cL. Xoob4i v. OÜ1F& YEVOýILVOV 4A0(V up p(1 am ovIT"I'les cwOosE61 '9 
r& Aov -"oü +ikmerE P. T( lou ucl 

' 
-. -which is workman like and unexceptionable, 
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Text of 
Ley$r- 1 

ýovýCPivos MýCKEAXw Eu TlPOCTTEw 

L IKTüw 
öCVElcous e raV 

Ti 6ieQ 9l Kb(ti ElS TO%V YAaKuv 
ö(T(EIPis 7röAE, uov "ur� WS #O&L KKAý744 C' /oVAtMEvos 

yNe 1<& oV Tov AoKT; vov Toi üTEV 7-ccevov ,uj c(1ro 4e7Y. (1, i'oü -ýThX 
üV VEXWT. ( 

oc AI ýco(vwV Qat TE Kir. Toffs Qou 
i eivi Pals E�LQWroV EKW V &S i<e xye114 ýP fC'ýKý 

ýu 
ýt, tEV 

öce oeroPA los F'ýta 
VVecyvous Tec . uou yeoytcýlcoCýreC 

? oXXvýg rSo yVO 
ps 

i ýKaloT/ToS Oev"c(Tb[ 
)Tc c(V 

/ ,t 

ötXAo Ko rK Tocvrov 6101 tTroToVBoes'w� AEEcr° 
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Guarin. o's knowledge of, and attitude to history and histori- 

ography 

Guarino's letters show that he had read much history. 

Up to 1446, the date of his only important pronouncement on 

historiography, they contain no fewer than 34 separate quota- 

tions or reminiscences of Suetonius, 15 of Sallust, 35 of Val- 

erius Maximus, 11 of Livy, and 43 of Plutarch's Lives. Recur- 

ring quotations or reminiscences of complete chapters are as 

follows: Suetonius, Augustus 88 three times, Titus 8 eight 

times, Julius 1 twice, Julius 5 twice; Sallust Bellum Catilinae 

3.2 three times, 20.4 three times; Livy XXX. 30.7 twice; Plutarch 

Alexander 8.3 three times, Solon 31 twice, Caesar 1 twice, Cae- 

sar 15 twice; Valerius Maximus V. 10. ext. 3 three times, V. 10 

ext. 3. twice, IV. 1. ext. 2 twice, and "mea parvitas" of the 

preface in Guarino's form "pro mea parvitate" three times. 

The number of quotations from the above authors, compared 

with 2 from Xenophon's Hellenica, 4 from Herodotus, 2 from 

Florus, and 3 from Caesar's Bellum Gallicum, seems to indicate 

that Guar. ih o knew them best. But this is not an infallible 

guide. His two quotations from Justinus' Epitome (of Pompeius 

Trogus' Historiae Philippicae) are in all probability no re- 

flection of how well he knew this work, since we know that he 

went to considerable trouble to have a good MS, copy of it made. 

Again, preparation of a complete edition of Caesar, which he 

finished in 1432, must have made him very familiar with the 

text, yet he has only three quotations of Caesar (all from the 

I 
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Bellum Gallicum) up to 1446. One suspects that although Caesar 

was a favourite character with Guarino, he was not necessarily 

a favourite author; the edition of Caesar was certainly under- 

takpn at the behest of Leonello d'Este. 

We may surmise that when Guarino quotes : rom an author 

he had read the particular passage in question. But even 

here extreme caution is necessary, for occasionally he quotes 

at what well may be second hand: for example, in Letter 25j 

227 If. he introduces the tale of Cleobis and Bito with the 

words, "Votum vulgo est auctore Herodoto", and what follows 

looks like a direct citation of Herodotus I. 31. But it could 

also have come from Cicero Tusculans I. 113, where the same story 

is related and Herodotus is named as its source. Absolute cer- 

tainty that quotations are first hand is impossible in such 

cases; but fortunately they are few. It is therefore reason- 

able to assume that frequency of quotation is a good index 

of Guarino's familiarity with an author, and that he knew 

Caesar, Justinus, Suetonius, Sallust, Valerius Maximus, Livy, 

and Plutarch well. By the same token he had some lesser ac- 

quaintance with Taeitus, Herodotus, Thucydides, Fiorus, Quintus 

Curtius Rufus, Flavius Josephus, the Bellum Alexandrinum attri- 

buted to Hirtius (Guarino names Hirtius or Oppius as the author 

in Letter 670,744), the His is Augusta and possibly Sextus 

Aurelius Victor's Caesares*, not to mention such historically 

based poems as Lucan's Pharsalia and Silius Italicus' Punica. 

*"Inauditum mihi antehac fuerat opus istud de Caesaribus; gratus fuerit aliquando coram ex to audire quidnam sit, quid de rebus 
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From Letter 46 (Barzizza to Guarino) we gather that around 

1415 Guarino was translating a Greek historian - almost cer- 

tainly Herodotus, for there is extant in Ravenna a MS (Sabba- 

dini reported it as "cod. class. di Ravenna 203" in Epistolario 

III, p. 45) containing in two mutilated quinternions a Latin 

version of Herodotus It1-71, entitled: KXc-w 'i3po66tou e greco 

latine conversum ehr elo v. Guarinum Veronensem. This trans- 

lation was published by R. Truffi, "Guarino traduttore di 

Erodoto", Stu di ital. filol, class. X (1902) p" 77 ff. How 

far Guarino translated beyond It 71 is impossible to say. Pos- 

sibly that was as far as he went. Sabbadini believed that 

Guarino did not have a complete text of Herodotus in 1415, on 

the argument that when Beccadelli sent him one in 1427 (Letter 

391) his joy was very great. But this is a feeble argument. 

Guarino's actual words are: 

"I could not adequately express how delightful, how plea- 

sant, how agreeable this kindness of yours was, inasmuch as 

under your guidance and auspices Herodotus and, to speak more 

accurately, his muses have winged their way here. You have 

illorum gestis exponat, an fumo dignae sint an luce" (Letter 
238,32-34 of summer 1423, to Flavio Biondo). Guarino does 
not refer to this work again, but the notice is important, since 
it cannot have been Suetonius' De vita Caesarum, which was al- 
ready well-known. Probably it refers to the Caesares, covering 
the emperors from Augustus to Constantius, of Sextus Aurelius 
Victor, governor of Pannonia Secunda A. D. 361 and urban prefect 
in 389. The Caesares came out ca. A. D. 360 and is generally held 
to have influenced the Historia Aýu u_sýta. It is known to us only 
from a fifteenth century-HYS covered later in the century by 
Bessarion (Sabbadini, Sco erte[19143 p. 203). Could Bessarion's 
MS. be the same one Bion o had in 1423? Guarino does not mention 
the author, but this does not mean that Biondo's MS did not bear 
the name of Aurelius Victor. 
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provided such a great and kindly guide to huge areas of the earth 

and to history (res gectas) that no pleasanter gift could have 

been given to me: I enjoy his words immensely, and it has been 

granted me to visit in his footsteps rivers, hills, seas, ports 

and cities, and, what is more wonderful, to converse with the 

dead and exchange living words with them': (Letter 391.20-28) 

Such extravagance need not be taken too seriously, coming from 

a humanist. Besides, Guarino does not actually say that this 

copy of Herodotus was the first complete one he had seen. If 

it had been, would he not have said so, not in the middle of 

a letter of 51 lines, but right at the beginning? Further, 

there are 3 quotations of Herodotus in the letters before 1427 

(1.31 in Letter 25; VIII. 33-36 in Letter 56; IV. 46 in Letter 

59). Admittedly, none of these is clearly a direct quotation, 

for the information they give could have come from Cicero Tus- 

culans 1.113 and Pliny 11.11. VI. 51 or Justinus 11.2.3: but it 

is not necessary to assume this. Again, it is not known how 

many MSS. Guarino brought back from the East, but if he brought 

any back at all, surely Herodotus would have been one. If not, 

then surely he had seen and read a complete text in Constan- 

tinople. Finally, is it likely that he would have started to 

translate a work of which he had only a fragment? If it is ad- 

mitted that Guarino had a complete Herodotus in 1415, Letter 

46 is a valuable notice, because MSS of Herodotus were extremely 

scarce in the early Renaissance. Bolgar, Classical Heritage 

p. 476 mentions one of 1421, one of 1423, and one of 1425. 
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The latter is extant and was in the collection left by Guar- 

ino's friend Antonio Corbinelli. It is conceivable that 

Guarino was using Corbinelli's MS, or even that Corbinelli 

received it from Guarino. What is at least clear is that 

Guarino could have easily seen a complete Herodotus before 

1427. It is possible, however, that the MS Beccadelli sent 

in 1427 was a better one than any he had previously seen. 

Guarino also translated many of Plutarch's Lives - all 

of them, with the exception of Nicias and Crassus*, certainly 

before 1446. "Flaminius"was done about 1409 (see my Life of 

Guarino sec. 53), Harcellus, Alexander and Caesar, Coriolanus, 

Dion and Brutus by 1416 and probably in that order (See Let- 

ters 27 and 47, n. 2. But Sabbadini La scuola egli studi p. 

130 suggests that Alexander, or one version of it, was done 

at Constantinople). Themistocles came out in 1417 (Letter 66) 

and Phocion, Eumenes, Pelopidas, and Philopoemen must have 

been done before 12th January 1418, since they are listed 

in Letter 95 of that date. Philopoemen, however, was not 

dedicated until 1427, when it was sent with Letter 377 to 

Mazo dei Mazi; and Phocion was formally dedicated to Francesco 

Barbaro in 1434 (Letter 651). Sulla and Lysander were 

*Sabbadini, La scuola e li studi p. 131-2 claimed that on 
stylistic and other grounds not stated ("ometto le prove, the 
porterebbero troppo in lungo") he could assign to Guarino 
the Nicias and Crassus among the 11 lives by Plutarch which 
Buss-lished, with much other material, in his Vitae ex 
versione variorum (Rome 1470). 
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presented to Leonello d' Este for his wedding in 1435 with 

Margherita Gonzaga (Letter 667). In 1435 also Guarino sent 

Leonello a corrected version of Sertorius ("Leonello Sertorium 

mitto emendatum"), but who the translator was is unknown. In 

the same year he also re-translated Caesar (Letter 668). In 

1424 he dedicated to Giacomo Lavagnola a volume Breves clarorum 

hominum inter se contentiones (Letter 261), the first printing 

of which was at Brescia, 1485. This constitutes a complete 

list of Guarino's translations from Plutarch's Lives, but we 

may be sure that he knew the entire corpus well, since he has 

quotations passim from all of them. 

The edition of everything attributed to Caesar was done 

in collaboration with Lamola and came out 4th July, 1432, The 

original MS containing Bellum Gallicum, Bellum Civile, Bellum 

Alexandrinum, t3ellum Africum and Bellum Hispaniense is pre- 

served in Ferrara as Codex Estensis VC2. Sabbadini examined 

this MS and his findings are as follows (La scuola e gli studi 

p. 120-1): 

"The books are all numbered in order from 1 to lt; 
Guarino then divided the Bellum Alexandrinum in two, 
numbering up to 15. The general title and the titles 
of the first five books of the Bellum Gallicum are 
erased; that of Book VI is the or gä ond 
goes: "Gaii Iulii Caesaris hystorie belli gallici 
a so confecti liber sextus explicit. Incipit cius- 
dem liber septimus. Iulius Celsus Constantinus vir 
clarissimus legi". Book VIII of the Bellum Galli- 
cum is attributed by the copyist to Sueto s, with 
the title: "Suetonii tranquilli viri clarissimi 
de gestis Cesaris in galliis prohemium in octavo 
libro incipit". A corrector drew a line under Suetonii tranguilli and noted in the margin: "Non 
Sueton i opus hoc sec ircii ut testatur idem Suetonius 
de XII cesaribus"; Guarino then substituted the name 
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hircii and corrected octavo libro to octavum librum. 
h remaining six books, however, are attributed 

to Suetonius; I report only one title since they 
are all identical except for the number: "Suetonii 
tranquilli viri clarissimi de bellis civilibus 
Gaii Iulii Cesaris liber decimus incipit"; of these 
titles that of Book IX (Bellum Civile I) was scored 
out, while the others were lit standing. The 

erased titles of Bellum Gall cum I-V are also all 
identical, so it su ices to report only one of them: 
"Gaii Iulii Caesaris hystorie bells gallici a se 
confecti liber primis incipit. Iulius Celsus Con- 

stantinus vir clarissimus legi"; after this legi 
Guarino added emendavit and formulated his own 
title on the fly-leaf: "C. Iulii Caesaris de bello 
gallico liber primus incipit. Iulius Celsus Con- 
stantinus v. c. emendavit': 

In these titles lies the entire story of the 
individual attributions in the body of Caesar's 
works. Bellum gallicum was interpreted as the 
Gallic waü nt but not written by Caesar, and 
the author was sought in Suetonius, Caesar's bio- 
grapher; Orosius had already attributed it to him. 
Others made its author Celsus, who in the titles 
is given as the editor. It was left to the human- 
ists of the fifteenth century to put things right. 
Suetonius himself helped them (Caesar 56); he as- 
signs the Bellum Gallicum I-VII and the Bellum 
Civile to Caesar, the Bellum Gallicum VI I to Hir- 
tius, and the other three to iirtius or Oppius. 
The credit for having been the first to establish 
this clearly seems due to Piercandido Decembrio, on 
the basis of what he says about it in a letter of 
22nd October, 1423 (Sabbadini, Storia e critica 
p. 362); from then on, although traces ö the old 
mistakes remained here and there, manuscripts and, 
later, the printed editions corrected the titles 
in the light of Suetonius' comments'. 

One gathers that Guarino did not write out a complete new 

text, but simply made corrections in an older MS. Sabbadini 

says that Lamola did very little work on the actual text, and 

also that the MS upon which Guarino made his corrections was 

founded, at least for the first six books of the Bellum Gal- 

iicuwn, on a PHS of the so-called family of HSS of that work, 

Guarino, however, made his corrections in the Bellumm Gallieum 
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Bellwn Gallicun from an exemplar of the a family. Sabbadini 

also lists some of Guarino's emendations, some of which are 

obviously sound, e. g. eognoscerent for cognosceret at B. G. I. 

21.1, and others ingenious, e. g. subductiores pau toque for 

subductionesgue paulo at B. G. V. 1.6. But some are arbitrarily 

made, e. g. publicis for annotinise at B. G. V. 8.6, which is pa- 

laeoBraphically indefensible. It isquite likely that Guarino 

was attempting at all costs to produce a readible text for 

Leonello, and this led him to take more liberties with the text 

than he did, for example, in his editions of Pliny's Natural 

History, where rather than risk introducing further errors into 

the text, Guarino left many eruees untouched (of. my Life of 

Guarino sec. 96). The edition of Caesar, then, was a prac- 

tical one, intended for the student rather than the scholar. 

Nevertheless, we may be sure that Guarino know his Caesar well 

and that he was no stranger to the problems facing the editor 

of a historical text. 

Ile never turned his hand to writing a history of his own, 

although Letter 56 (the Turcomachia) and the Laudation of 

Carmagnola (1428) contain reports of historical events - set 

battle-pieces of the type popular in the Renaissance. But 

Guarino would not have considered these works historical, 

because their purpose was to give praise, and the picture he 

*The MSS give cum annotinis privatisgue at this point. The 
word annotinus = "of the previous yea would be known to Guarino, bu: F erhaps not to Leonello. Could Guarino have 
substituted publicis purely for convenience? 
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presented was necessarily one-sided. In 1428 (Letter 436) 

Battista Bevilacqua pressed him to write a history of the 

war between Venice and Milan, but Guarino declined on the 

grounds that he would have to record the causes and events 

of the war impartially, and to do so would be invidious 

(Letter 439). He did confess, however, to an urge to write 

modern history. Could he have been thinking of the example 

set by his old mentor Marzagaia with the De modernis eý stis? 

His views on historiography are expressed in full in 

Letter 796 of summer 1446 (translated in Summaries), which 

he wrote to assist his ex-pupil, Tobia dal Borgo, who in 1445 

or 1446 had been appointed historiographer of Sigismondo 

Malatesta, lord of Rimini. The Malatesta were noted patrons 

of literature (cf. P. J. Jones, "The end of tialatesta rule 

in Rimini", Italian Renaissance Studies p. 243) and Sigismondo* 

attracted many fine scholars to Rimini (cf. Voigt Wiederbele- 

bung I. p. 575 ff). Tobia's history (Rerum Italicarum Scriptores 

2nd ed. vol. XVI. part 3, p. 85-92) ends in 1448 - perhaps mer- 

cifully, for it cannot be judged a success. Perhaps Sigismondo 

was also of this opinion, for the work is clearly unfinished. 

Tobia dal Borgo is described by Carbone as "a most charming poet, 

who wrote the deeds of the most illustrious Sigismondo Malatesta"; 

he was not a historian by inclination. 

*Pius II stigmatized him in the Commentaries as "faex Italiae", 
punned on his surname (mala testa = bad vessel) and recorded the 
ceremony in which he "canonized" Sigismondo to Hell in his life- 
time. But Pius' hatred had a political. basis and cannot be taten 
seriously. 
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Guarino's protreptic letter makes no claim to origin- 

ality. Its salient points are: 

(1) Historians can confer immortality on themselves and 

those whose deeds they celebrate. 

(2) Historia deals properly with contemporary history, annales 

with events without the writer's generation. 

(3) The writer should conceive his material first in the mind, 

then commit it to a rough draft. 

(4) Events are of prime importance; praise of individuals 

should be restricted. 

(5) Historians must be truthful and objective. 

(6) Poetry may deal in fancy; history, "the light of truth", 

may not. 

(7) The only purpose of history is to show us how best to 

act, by analogy with the past, and to inspire us to 

behave better. 

(8) Individuals should not be flattered. 

(9) First hand knowledge of military details is desirable. 

(10) The writer must not allow emotion to sway his judgement. 

(11) Bald statements of fact are inadequate; the causes of 

events must be explained. 

(12) Introductions are necessary to secure attention and 

receptiveness; the reader's favour should not be prized 

(The reference here is to the rhetorical terms attentio, 

docilitas, and benevolentia). 

(13) The writer should, by incidental comment, show of what he 

approves or disapproves. 
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(14) The lives and characters of outstanding individuals should 

not be neglected. 

(15) In battle scenes more than one facet of the action should 

be described. 

(16) A plain, dignified style should be used. 

(17) In describing incredible events, the writer should re- 

cord his own difficulty in believing them, but insist 

on their truth. Guarino calls this device pra eoccupatio 

in Latin, prolepsis in Greek. 

Guarino admits that he had simply collected these pre- 

cepts, but does not record their sources. The two main 

ones were Cicero's De oratore and Lucian's essay How to write 

history ( Tfwc O& 
l6'Toeio1v 

övyye°4Hv ) 
Lucian's work is considerably longer than Guarino's. 

It begins by attacking contemporary historians for their lies, 

flattery of patrons, and inattention to details, and proceeds 

with a great deal of racy side-comment to show what history 

is not, before turning in sec. 34 to positive recommendations, 

in particular calling for objectivity and truth. But Lucian, 

as more than one critic has pointed out, is very clearly 

entranced by style (cf. Francis G. Allison, Lucian (Marshall 

Jones Co., Boston, Mass., 1926)p. 115-116). He insists upon 

"political understanding" and"power of expression" as prime 

requisites; and although he admires the objectivity of Thucy- 

dides, he believes that the ideal historian must also possess 

the charm of Herodotus. The overwhelming impression one receives 
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from Lucian is that the historian must be an artist with words. 

In this respect he is very close to Cicero's dictum that history 

is primarily the business of an orator ("opus est unum hoc ora- 

torium maxime", De legibus 1.5). 

Guarino changed Lucian's order of presentation, but repro- 

duced all of his recommendations, sometimes in exact translation 

and using the same illustrative examples. In my translation of 

Letter 796 I have indicated in the right hand margin Guarino's 

parallels, not only with Lucian but other aithors as well. It 

will be seen that the entire letter is an unoriginal patchwork. 

The material, however, is not unjudiciously chosen. 

For example, in one point Guarino shows independence of 

Lucian and Cicero by making a distinction between historia 

and annales. Again, he does not name his source, but asserts 

that "most authorities" are agreed upon it. One possible 

source could be Aulus Gellius 5.18 where Verrius Flaccus' de- 

finition of historia is given as "rerum cognitio praesentium" 

and history is said to differ from annals in that the former 

deals with events in which the narrator has participated. Guarino 
c ,. bolsters his point by claiming that 16roee(v means videre 

ci 
("to see") and that 16'To et c( means spectaculum ("spectacle"). 

The verb 
IdYoCE? V can mean "to observe" (e. g. Plutarch Theseus 

30) but its normal meaning in ancient Greek is "to inquire into. " 

Similarly, roeio( means "an inquiring into", hence "history" 

in the broad sense. Neither Liddell-Scott- Jones nor E. A. 

Sophocles' Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods (New 
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York, 1887) lists the meaning "spectacle" for idroeiot, 
and 

Sophocles does not record the meaning "to see" for irroeeiv. 

Guarino's appeal to etymology seems at the best questionable; 

and the distinction he draws between historic and annales, 

although apparently not unsanctioned by ancient authority 

(see L. S. J. ), is rather pedantic. His admission that other 

opinions are on record redeems him somewhat, and it must be 

admitted that the limitation of history to an account of 

events witnessed by the eye goes back to Thucydides and Hero- 

dotus. * 

Guarino does display commendable discrimination, how- 

ever, in devoting much less space to style than Lucian. His 

emphasis is, if anything, on the importance of truth. He 

calls upon Cicero's evidence that history is the "light of 

truth" (cf. De orators 2.9.36: "lux veritatis, vita memoriae, 

magistra vitae, nuntia vetustatis") and that its first law is 

to tell the truth without favour or malice (De oratore 2.15.62: 

"Nam quis nescit primam esse historiae legen, ne quid falsi 

dicere audeat?... ne qua*'suspicio gratiae sit in scribendo? 

ne qua simultatis? "). The need for veracity in writing history 

seems to have been a passionate conviction with Guarino since 

he makes this single point passim in the letters. He does not 

cite Cicero's remark that when an orator invokes history he may 

*Cf. Polybius tr. Mortimer Chambers (Great Histories Series, 
Washington Square Press, N. Y., 1966), p. xxix. 

'r*HSS vary between qua and quae. Guarino in his paraphrase of this passage uses qua. 
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distort the truth to fortify his case. Prior does he mention, 

at least directly, Quintilian's famous definition of history 

(which Guarino must have known) as "the branch of literature 

nearest to poetry, a kind of prose poem written to tell a 

story, not to prove a case" (Inmtitutio oratoria X. 1.13). 

He does, however, make the point to Tobia, the "poeta lepi- 

dissimus" of Carbone, that poetry is far different from his- 

tory, calling upon `iergil and Horace to show that poets may 

legitimately concoct fictions, and upon Cicero to prove 

that historians may not. 

Lorenzo Valla makes the same point in the preface to 

his history De rebus a Ferdinando Aragoniae rege gestis libri 

tree (printed in Hispania illustrata 1603, I p. 727 ff. ) which 

appeared about the same time as Guarino's letter. But Valla 

was more interested in which of the disciplines of history, 

philosophy, and poetry was the more rewarding; he gives the 

palm to history. 

Guarino and Valla were not alone in exalting the import- 

ance of truth. It was, indeed, a traditional commonplace 

among ancient historians going back at least to flerodotus and 

Thucydides. Mediaeval histories also frequently claim to be 

giving the true account, and in the Renaissance the importance 

of truth was frequently asserted, although the descent of 

the commonplace to the humanists was through the Roman rather 

than the Greek writers. Sicco Polenton, for instance, in his 

Scriptorum illustrium Latinae Linguae Libri XVII(ed. B. L. 
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Ullman] U'ß! }3 had called upon the same passages from Cicero's 

De oratore that Guarino uses to emphasize that the historian 

has the responsibility of a sworn witness, and Leonardo Bruni, 

who has been called the first humanistic historian, made a 

conscientious effort in his History of the Florentine People 

to separate fact from fiction. But Flavio Biondo is the 

historian who is given most credit for taking objectivity 

seriously in his Historiarum ab inclinatione Romanorum imperii 

decades and Italia illustrata (Opera Omnia, Basle, 1531). 

E. F. Jacob points out in Italian Renaissance Studies p. 38: 

"Biondo had learned from Guarino of Verona both relevance and 

extreme attention to accuracy, and if he did not follow Guar- 

ino's advice to the historian about beauty of form, he prac- 

tises the detachment advocated by that teacher... Bruni, who 

was the leader of the rhetorical school, refused to admit him 

as an acquaintance. In a way, Biondo was a lonely figure". 

On the other hand, Denys Hay in "Flavio Biondo and the Middle 

Ages" (Proceedings of the British Academy 1959) does not com- 

pletely agree with Jacob concerning Bruni and Biondo. He shows 

(pp. 98-99) that certain modifications are necessary to the 

theory, originating in Burckhardt's Civilization of the Renais- 

sance in Italy part III, ch. viii., and Fueter's interpretation of 

it, that there was a sharp distinction in the Renaissance be- 

tween the "rhetorical" and "scholarly" schools of history; 

the first group, represented by Bruni, Pogg; io, Accolti, Sabel- 

lico, Pontano, Crivelli and Simonetta, aimed merely to exalt 
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their own states or patrons, the second group, represented 

by Biondo, Calchi, Lorenzo Valla, and Pomponio Leto, were 

"laborious disciples of erudition, of history for its own 

sake, whose scientific interests transcended loyalty to a 

state. " Fueter believed that a concentration on style led 

to a "neglect of chronology, a distortion of institutional 

realities, and a perverse glorification of men and states". 

His picture is perhaps too extreme. Hay has shown by care- 

ful examination of Biondo's work that the latter cannot 

easily be classed rigidly as either "rhetorical" or "schol- 

arly", because sometimes he is consciously rhetorical (Hay, 

Ibid., p. 113. ) and more often merely reflects the care- 

lessness of his mediaeval sources. His work might better 

be classed as a mixture of artistic and scientific history. 

Bruni showed ability in sifting truth and falsehood 

from the material of legend and claimed to be presenting 

an accurate account of the rise of the Florentine city-state, 

but his history was really political propaganda showing 

how Florence had won popular liberty through the exercise 

of civic virtues. He presented this as eloquently as pos- 

sible, and naturally his emotions were deeply engaged. 

Under such circumstances he could hardly be completely ob- 

jective. Biondo, however, had no such political axe to 

grind, and his sympathies were really as wide as Italy it- 

self. He was the first historian to be deeply conscious of 

Italy as a unit (cf. Denys Hay, Italian Renaissance in its 
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historical background pp. 35 and 37) even if his interests 

do become somewhat parochial when he discusses the rise of 

his own city, Forli. One point worth noting is that Guarino 

in Letter 796 seems also conscious of the essential unity 

of Italy, for he deplores the internal squabbles which pre- 

vent her exercising her sword against her enemies - presum- 

ably the Turks, who in 1446 were poised to capture Constan- 

tinople. It is possible that Guarino had given Biondo this 

conception of a united Italy. But perhaps one can make too 

much of this, since they also had the conception from their 

reading of the classics. Biondo was never his pupil, but 

the two men were close friends from before 1422 when Biondo 

was 30, and must have discussed politics and history together 

more than once. Unfortunately, we have no letters between 

than that could shed any light on the extent of Guarino's 

influence on Biondo's methods of historiography; but at 

least Biondo is usually credited with having presented his 

facts in the spirit of Lucian's dictum, as translated by Gua- 

rino, that the historian should be "fearless and free from 

corruption, unimpeded, unrestrained and truthful, setting no 

store by love, hate, or pity, not bashful, but a fair critic, 

benevolent to all, a stranger to them in his books, enrolled 

in the ranks of no state, and living by his own laws'. Biondo, 

however, went beyond Guarino and other humanists by refusing 

to allow stylistic graces to obfuscate unpleasant facts or 

vitiate the absolute objectivity at which he aimed. * 

*0n the other hand it is also possible to maintain that Stylistic 
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Guarino's decision to avoid writing history may have been 

prompted by more than fear of offending powerful factions; per- 

haps he also realized that by temperment he was unable to 

practise what he preached. His emotions were easily stirred, 

and on occasion he reacted impulsively, even extravagantly. 

In 1416 he wrote his account of a Venetian victory over the 

Turks (Letter 56) without even a trace of detachment: the 

Venetians were the saviours of Christendom, the Turks a "cruel 

and audacious" race. The laudation of Carmagnola (1428) was 

also pure rhetoric: its only purpose was to extol the virtues 

of the count. The speech was an emotional reaction to the 

victory at Haclodio, which he might have been better to avoid 

writing, for it made him the object of Pier Candido Decembrio's 

vituperation (See Guarino as a figure in controversy). Per- 

haps Guarino had learned through experience to appreciate the 

limitations of hin own nature. 

It must be remembered, too, that Guarino's interests centred 

upon rhetoric and philology. This emerges in Letter 796 where 

Guarino praises the efficacy of literature as a preserver of 

mess deeds, and gives Tobia a number of useful hints for com- 

posing his work and making it rhetorically effective. In spite 

of Guarino's exaltation of truth, history was still for him 

essentially the work of an orator, as it was to Lucian and 

graces need not obfuscate unpleasant facts. Biondo's composi- 
tion is certainly uninspiring to many, and it may be that he 
could have achieved the same objectivity without sacrificing 
beauty of form, if he had been a better composer. 
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Cicero. There is no suggestion that he treated it as a separate 

discipline in his teaching at Ferrara. We know from Carbone 

and John of Pannonia that he lectured on historical texts, but 

he seems definitely to have treated them from a literary stand- 

point in the tradition of Quintilian and the Roman schools. 

Quintilian had regarded history as a convenient store-house 

of exempla for use in declamation. Similarly, Guarino used 

historical vignettes "to point a moral or adorn a tale", as 

his letters amply demonstrate. No doubt he supplied his stu- 

dents with enough historical background to facilitate under- 

standing of the text, but it is highly doubtful that he ever 

discussed with them the reliability and use of evidence, the 

need for a critical evaluation of sources, or the causes of 

events in the light of personal motivations, economic factors, 

and so on. His over-riding interest in history was its value 

as moral edification. "How often", says Carbone, "would this 

great Christian interrupt a lecture to refute the mistaken be- 

liefs of the ancients about the immortal gods! " One imagines 

that all Guarino's lectures were punctuated by such moralistic 

comments. Certainly in Letter 796 he says that the only aim 

of history is to show us how best to act. In this respect he 

is entirely mediaeval. * It is borne out by his obvious fondness 

*Mediaeval literature has much to say on the need for salvation, 
and writers extracted morals from the most unpromising material. The Gesta Romanorum, a 13th century compilation of Greek, Roman, 
and Oriental tales, is full of moralitates or moralisationec, 
which explain the stories as allegories illustrating some moral 
truth. This led to a blurring of interest in whether the tales 
were actually true. Similarly the proliferation of romances 
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for Suetonius and his translations of so many of Plutarch's 

Lives - all of them mines of illustrative anecdote. The tend- 

ency to treat history as a body of moral anecdotes may have been 

inherited partly from Chrysoloras, who had a partiality for 

Plutarch, and partly from Marzagaia, whose De modernis gestis 

was founded on Valerius Maximus. So strong was Guarino's urge 

to point morals that even after insisting to Tobia dal TIorgo 

on the need for objectivity he recommends that the historian 

should state from time to time of what he approves or disapproves. 

He seems unaware that a writer who does this cannot be completely 

objective. It is, however, only fair to remember that Guarino 

was a typical product of his time: one can hardly fault him for 

having lived before Vico. 

If Guarino's view of history as utilitas was entirely mediaeval, * 

he stands firmly with the fifteenth century humanists in their 

like the History of Apollonius of Tyre and the legends of Alex- 
ander the Great catered for the mediaeval craving for entertain- 
ment but also encouraged suspension of the critical faculty. In 
art, too, antiquarian details were less valued than the symbolic 
force of familiar things - hence the depiction of Herod in armour 
(a symbol of might) and Mary as a mediaeval queen etc. (This goes 
back a long way, through Ambrose to Philo and the Alexandrians. ) 

*The notion is not exclusively mediaeval. It persisted in the 
Renaissance and right up to modern times. Macaulay, for example, 
in his Essay on History writes: "No part event has any intrinsic 
importance. i e- knowledge of it is valuable only as it leads 
us to form just calculations with respect to the future". Bene- 
detto Croce (d. 1952) maintained that history and philosophy 
are the same thing; a historical account will be philosophical, 
since it will be the present interpreting the past, and in so 
doing actually creating it. A description of past events there- 
fore implies a value judgement in the present; each generation 
writes its own history. 
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conception of periodization. 

Mediaeval writers such as Otto, bishop of Freising (d. 1158), 

in his Chronicü sive historia de duabus civitatibus* realized 

that changes 
ýad taken place in human life and institutions, 

but their view of change was essentially cyclical: fortune 

distributed her favours to individuals and races in rotation. 

Otto quotes JJb VII. 3.4 as a symbolic illustration of this 

principle: "N\ctem verterunt in died et rursus post tenebras 

spero lucem" (Ch mica VI praef. )-Y The cyclical view is some- 

times called "mediaeval historicism" - the principle that "his- 

tory repeats itself" in accordance with unchanging ordinances 

of divine law. This is what Wallace Ferguson calls "theological 

world history" (See Jacob. Ital. Ren. Studies p. 31). 

There could be no clear-cut periodization of history on 

secular grounds so long as men failed to realize that Rome had 

fallen. The "accidents" had perhaps changed, but the "substance" 

remained. Christ's kingdom had replaced Caesar's, and was now 

administered by the pope and his vassal the Holy Roman Emperor. 

The fact that emperors like Henry IV and Frederick II tried to 

reject their inferior role only points to an established theory 

of spiritual - specifically papal - supremecy. History was 

regarded as an essentially homogeneous tissue informed by per- 

petual doctrines, with no distinction between an "ancient" and 

"modern" period. 

Jacob points out (p. 36) that the Florentine chronicle of 

*Hofmeister: Scriptores rerum Germanicarum. 
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Villani represents a transition from the mediaeval world-history 

outlook, but it was Petrarch who first divided history into 

"ancient", up to the Christianization of the Roman empire, and 

"modern" thereafter. To Petrarch the modern period was one of 

gloom and barbarism. History for him meant "laus Romae", an 

exaltation of the pagan past. 

being "the first modern man". 

In this respect he was far from 

Bruni deserves the title more for 

his recognition that Petrarch's "modern" period was a time of 

vigorous political growth with the rise of popular liberty in 

the city states. Bruni and Biondo both took an optimistic view 

of what are now called the Middle Ages. Guarino did not. 

Guarino recognized a distinction between ancient and modern 

times, but his interests centered upon cultural history. The 

rise of city states meant nothing to him, since his sympathies 

were pro-monarchical. In Letter 813 he discusses various stages 

in the development of the Latin language, the last being its 

corruption into the Romance languages-- Guarino calls them 

all "Latin"- after the barbarian invasions. But he also be- 

lieved in the emergence of a new age characterized by a profusion 

of eloquent men, enthusiasm for correct speech, and a flowering 

of culture restored after centuries of exile (Letter 796). This 

faith in his own generation is re-affirmed many times throughout 

the epistolary, and evident as early as 1410 when he expressed 

delight that patrons such as Carlo Malatesta could be found -- 

a prince as cultured as the best of the Roman heroes and possibly 

surpassing them in physique. By 1446 his faith had increased: 
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Italy was producing not only fine writers but excellent commanders 

of her own. * But possibly the best commentary on Guarino's 

views on cultural history is Letter 823, where he very clearly 

delineates Manuel Chrysoloras as a colossus ushering in a new 

and better period in history. All through his life he fostered 

this idea, passing it on to hundreds of young men who could 

never have seen or met Chrysoloras. The importance of Guarino's 

constant proselytizing has never been sufficiently stressed. * 

Chrysoloras' Florentine students were wrapped up in the political 

glorification of their own city and its history, and, compara- 

tively speaking, failed to perpetuate his memory. If it had 

not been for Guarino and the students he influenced the name 

of Chrysoloras would not figure so prominently in accounts of 

the early Renaissance written since the eighteenth century, when 

Guarino's letters began to be collected and published. To 

Guarino, then, history was essentially cultural history, marked 

off into three main divisions, the ancient period of pagan 

Rome, the intervening centuries of ignorance and barbarism, 

and a third age of which Chrysoloras was at once the symbol and 

initiator. In the latter belief he stands virtually alone among 

his humanistic bretheren. 

To sum up, Guarino's views on history were a mixture of 

mediaeval and humanistic notions. Jacob (p. 34) says: "if an 

*Cf. iiayýItalian Renaissance in its historical background p. 37 

*But see my article "Manuel Chrysoloras and the early Italian 
Renaissance", Journal of Grp, Roman and Byzantine Studies vol. 7. 
no. 1. 
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Italian humanist like Tito Livio (Frulovisi)... had been asked 

to justify his writing of history he might have replied that it 

is a form of literature highly regarded by the ancients and pre- 

senting admirable opportunities for the exercise of style: that 

it has great practical value for its inculcation of moral and 

political lessons and finally that in the historian history 

celebrated the past and present glories of the state to which 

he was dedicated'. No doubt Guarino would have agreed with this 

statement, except that he would have added that veracity was 

more important than serving the glory of any narrow, political 

faction, and that the moral truths that energe from a dispassion- 

ate account of past and present events are what really matter. 
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GUARINO AND ILUMOUA 

It is difficult to find objective criteria for decid- 

ing what is "humorous" in Guarino's letters and what is 

not. What will amuse one person will seem merely foolish 

to another. Again, fashions changes and what may have 

seemed amusing to many people in the early Renaissance 

may find little general acceptance today. 

The ancients devoted much attention to the problem 

of defining )iumouz. Demoeritus said it was indefinable 

but others, such as Cicero in DeQra, org 87-90 and 216-219 

and De offictis i, 103-104, attempted to deal with the 

problem. ' Most useful, probably, is the so-called Coislinian 

races, a First Century anonymous condensation of the 

ancient theory of comedy* which gives this list of the 

objects of universal laughter: ludicrous characterization, 

unexpected situations, mistaken identity, discernment of dif- 

ficulty or clumsiness, relief from strain, the mechanical 

and the stupid, suggestiveness, loss of dignity, perception 

of incongruity, turning on masters, and miriicry. In this 

discussion, I have used that list as a guide# but in the end 

my choice of what is "humorous" must be subjective. 

Burckhardt has an admirable section on Wit and Ridi- 

cule in his of tee ee An-IJUX 

*Se© M. Grant, The 
Lash, Se, (Madison, 
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(p. 93-103). He begins by saying ridicule and wit were out- 

croppings of the cult of personal glory, and traces their 

development through Dante and Petrarch (who began the collec- 

tion of witty sayings, after the manner of Plutarch's Apoph- 

thegmata ), the novels of Sacahetti, and the appearance of the 

"Uomo piacevole" and the parasite. These last two amount to 

little more than the Renaissance equivalent of the mediaeval 

fool with his cap and bells, although, of course, their out. 

ward function was different; and they are not new types, since 

they abounded in Hellenistic and late Roman times. 

Burckhardt seems: in a sense, to press his thesis too hard, 

since he gives the impression that wit and ridicule were some- 

how peculiar to the Renaissance. But the faculty of laughter 

has been denied to no age, even the harshest. Adversity some- 

times even creates it. Did Thurber not define humour as "the 

little wheels of invention set in motion by the damp hand of 

melancholy"? It might seen needless to stress all this, were 

it not that we still find the notion that mediaeval man, for 

instance, went round swathed in cowls and unable to smile, for 

fear of hell-fire. One wonders if the writers of some school 

texts have ever read The Miller's Tale, or used their common- 

sense. 

Yet Burckhardt is right in the vital point that the wit, 

the humour, and the ridicule of the Renaissance is different 

from that of Chaucer. It is something peculiar to the intel- 

lectual climate--the Zeitgeist, if you like. But how? Could 

men no longer find amusement in the unspeakable fate of Absolom 
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at the window? lv'as sheer slap-stick no longer appealing? Of 

course! The difference is something subtler. 

One great way in which Renaissance men (or, should we say, 

scholars, which is really the heart of the matter) differed 

from their forebears, was in their adoption of certain attitudes 

to themselves, and to their purposes in life. As soon as 

writers begin to point differences between themselves and their 

immediate forebears, to outline programmes, to cultivate and 

discuss new tastes, then we may say an epoch is being born. 

Whether the writers shape the age, or simply reflect ideas 

over which they have no real control is not here"relevant. 

What matters is that writers show clearly that changes have 

taken place. 

"Wit" is now asserted to be a desirable tool for the pro- 

motion of personal ambition and glory. The assertion, it is 

true, cones more by implication, as Burckhardt saw, than in 

so many brute words. I know of no passage where the writer 

states that it nays to be witty; but the assertion is there, 

in the various collections of funny stories and anecdotes, and 

not least in the very frequent adjective of praise "facetus. " 

Sacchetti relates tales about Dante, for instance, which cul- 

minate in some apt remark or Witticism. Poggio's racotiae is 

a collection of humorous stories, mainly obscene, and the 

counter-part of our joke-books for after-dinner speakers--perhaps 

even of How to win friends and influence people, although in 

a somewhat different sense. 

Humanistic literature abounds in smutty stories, which have 

often little merit besides, smart punning, and lively anecdotes, 
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eloquently reeled off at the expense of others. Are we, then, 

to say that this constitutes typical Renaissance humour? The 

answer is yes and no. No, because it is only part of the pic- 

ture. People do not change, basically, from century to century 

and what is likely to amuse or vex in one age will tend to 

produce the same effect in another. A good illustration of 

this principle is the selection in Dorothy Brooke's Private Let- 

tteerss, Christian and Pagan. What does change is the way that 

literary men write, and the things they emphasize. Unfortunately, 

time has swallowed up what Jack Straw said to Tom Tyler in 1420, 

and the unstudied pleasantaries between cardinals as they met 

in the Vatican privy. Instead, we have an overwhelning amount 

of what scholars, in their writings, saw fit to record as "humour, " 

all too often depending for its point on verbal tricks, flashy 

eloquence and what Potter would call "one-upmanship, " Even 

Piccolomini, who, of all the humanists, comes nearest to reveal- 

ing a genuine and timeless sense of humour, spoils his racy 

tales of Vatican intrigue by the savage glee with which he mocks 

his opponents. One of the best stories in the Commentaries con- 

cerns a whore who has been shabbily treated by a cardinal, 

hated by Piceolomini. She retaliates by waiting until the car- 

dinal is passing below in solemn procession, and by dropping a 

foul spit on his broad red hat. This is rich fun, no doubt, 

but it is spoiled by the excess of "Shadenfreude" with which 

it is relayed. One feels it puts Aeneas at least six up on the 

wretched cardinal (who "pretended not to notice's) and this was 

exactly the point of the story. It is, perhaps, worth sugg, est- 

ing that the cult of "one-upmanship" accounts, in part, for the 

many invectives of the period. 
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Renaissance writers were nearly all scholars; and the 

humanists, in particular, present us with swatches of scholarly 

humour. They loved to manipulate words, especially for their 

own glory. To be "facetus" (witty) was to be "facundus" (elo- 

quent). A simple man like Will Rogers would hardly have amused 

Poggio Bracciolini, It is a pity we have so much of this learned 

jesting; for if we attempt to discern a warmer and more natural 

humour in many of the humanists, we must peer through a gauze 

of scholarly affectation.. 

How, then, do Guarino's letters measure up to the standards 

of his day in the matter of "wit" and "humour"? 

His contemporaries certainly thought he was "facetus. " The 

tributes are frequent in the letters he received from corres- 

pondents; but tributes in the Renaissance are often not worth 

quoting as evidence of anything but a desire to please. We "' 

must go direct to the letters of Guarino himself. 

Most of them are in an aimiable and optimistic vein, reflect- 

ing, in his earlier years� a sunny and loveable disposition, 

and in his later life, the quiet satisfaction of a man with a 

job he likes, a pleasant family, good health and an admiring 

public. Carbone is right when he says Guarino could scarcely 

fail to be happy. 

Discounting the show pieces, like 25 and 56, and those written 

with a definite and simple purpose, the note of "gravitas" does 

not pervade throughout.. Like Cicero's letters, Guarino's con- 

tain a farrago of news, gossip, courtesies, congratulations, 

laments and requests for favours--the very topics listed by 

Eras muss in his formularv Do ratione conscribendi epintula :, 
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as proper to familiar letters. Erasmus also lists "mirth. " If 

we subsume, under this head, the kind of things which passed with 

the humanists for humour, we can say there is a fair amount in 

(uarino's"letters, and his reputation as a "homo facetissimus" 

is justified. Two passages are particularly revealing. 

The first comes in a letter of December, 1415 (Letter 46) 

from Barzizza to ruarino. Barzizza was preparing for publication 

core examples of rhetorical usage, based on Cicero, but in his 

own words. "I have not troubled to have sent to you that section 

of the examples which concerns the way in which the tired minds 

of the jury are refreshed by hearing some joke (lusu) or in some 

other way----and I am such an idiot at telling jokes (ineplus ad 

facetias) that, slow-witted as I may be in other things, in this 

respect I'm simply a non-starter. So for my own sake, I've 

taken the wise precaution of not sending this one little section 

to a witty fellow like yourself, (ad to hominem facetissimumº) 

lest, in my zeal to advise the future orator on the business of 

raising a laugh, I seem more to be laughed at myself. " Barzizza 

defers to fuarino in the matter of wit* He feels inferior to the 

point of shyness; and shyness was not a humanistic trait. It 

does not read like an empty compliment. 

The other passage is significant, because it is the only 

place where ruarino discusses him3elf as a humorist. It occurs 

in Letter 4 (June 1408), from Constantinople, to Francesco 

Barbaro. "Demum instanter oras ut meas he he he ha ha, ridi- 

culuml epistulas vel metro vel soluto sermone contextas til, i 

destinem, quibus d©lectaberis pluri mu m. Rides? hui mi: me 

rides. Au, lepidum mihi capitulum, non me rides, verum iocaris? 

bene est, placet hercule; nary familiarissimarn id indicat amici- 
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tiam, cum in locos audaciam praebet arnor.. " (I take "ridiculum! " 

as an interjection of disavowal, although it could be a gloss). 

It seems clear that Barbaro knew Guarino had written amusing 

pieces, in prose and verse, cast in letter form. Guarino shrugs 

them off as nugatory diversions of his youth (he was then 34), 

declines to let Barbaro have any, and disclaims any reputation 

as a humorist: "Tu quoque, mi Francince, cave ne dum aliqua mei 

duceris existimatione, quarr tu tibi Eingis, frustratus redeas. 

Quid me aridurn imploras pro fonte rivulum? Ego, si qua olim 

condiderim, ut rudiusculum quandoque exercean ingenium, non 

reponos sic informes adhuc liturae iacent et semilacerae hinc 

finde papyri sponte latent scombros timescentes ac thura? Desine 

igitur et dignas latebris nugas ne sub lucem retrahe. " He 

obviously feels ashamed of those "he he he ha ha" letters; but 

one would give much to see them. Unfortunately, they seem to 

have perished during, Cuarino1s life-time, perhaps by his own 

hand. In his early days, he seems to have been much 'iven to 

the lif}ht touch. We know, for instance, that he translated 

Lucian's Fes, when he was at Constantinople: for he sent it 

to a friend many years after (Letter 771) But if he had any 

talent for irresponsible levity, he was generally careful, at 

least from the age of 31, (when his letters, as we have them, 

begin) to keeD it from disfiguring even his most intimate letters. 

Instead, he fell a prey to the humanistic love of literary jest- 

ing, sanctioned as it was by Cicero and Pliny. It is well to 

recall that they were comparatively "new" authors, in the sense 

that their letters had been resuscitated as models of style. 

Guarino's letters are heavily laden with echoes of both authors, 
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whom he quotes or imitates very frequently (See Appendix on 

Guarino's reading for a frequency table) It is not, therefore, 

surprising that his letters make some play with this more ele- 

vated species of wit. 

The pun, or play on words, is common enough to he noticeable. 

Puns, of course, have always proved attractive to clever writers; 

but the humanists sometimes went too far, The explanation may 

be that they were acutely word-conscious, and every smart turn 

of phrase or cheap trick tended to lead them on like a marsh- 

light. Everyone was competing with his neighbour to catch the 

polish of classical Latin, and virtually acquiring a new language. 

Naturally, they focussed on simple words and even syllables 

with interest; and for evidence we need look no further than 

the controversy which arose over orthography, and in which Guarino 

appeared as one of the champions of the diphthongs (Letter 29, 

and cf. also B. Ullman,, The Origins and Development of Humanistic 

44passi to ) Revelling like children with a new toy, they 

inevitably favoured the pun. Hera are some examples from Guarino. 

Letter 12: "Habeo de luliario Caesare, ut ipse iactat, sed potius 

Oleario Cicere, lepidissimam narrationem. " Olenrius = oily; 

cicer = chickpea. The play between Cicero, representing excel- 

lence, and cicer, representing, tawdriness, occurs often. 

Letter 17: "Inscribitur autem orthographia, cum versus orbo- 

graphia possit appellari. " This is a slur on Uiccolö Niccoli's 

supposed book on orthography. "Orbographia' is a wretched hybrid 

meaning; "a work barren of style. " 

Letter 20: "Dissimulare nequis immensa m canitatem, hui, caritatem 

volui dfcere, quarr er pa re eris. " Caritas = affection; canitas 
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currishness. The device of pretending to slip up and hastily 

correcting oneself is borrowed from Cicero, Pro Caelio 32, 

where it has real point. Guarino seem-3 to have liked it, for 

he uses it more than once. 

Letter 30: "Ciceronem ipsum, Lentulum ac Fabium, Macrobium, 

Boetium prorsus abhorreo: insulsi enim auctores cunt. Studio- 

rum Tcorum principee sequor imperatorem primariun Vitellium, 

Callum, tlexandri socium Perdiccam, Cybelis sacerdotes et non-- 

nunquarn Carneadem, sed iuniorem, " This is elaborate. The 

cieer - Cicero pun appears again. Fabium is a play on Fabius 

and "faba :a broad bean. "Lentulus" is a pun on lens 

lentil^, and there may alto be a secondary play on lentulus" 

a rather slow. Capionei of the n^sse would have to be con- 

nected with a mants name, Capio, and the verb capio -I 

take, But Capio does not appear in Pauly-Wissowa or any 

other work t have consulted, and the usual verb for taking 

food is m. Hence the reading should probably be Caepionem, 

referring to Quintus Servilius Caepio, consul in 106 B. C., who 

waa defeated by the Cimbri in 105 B. C. Caepionem- would then be 

a pun on caana an onion. Boetium" would appear to be a 

-play on Bous " an ox, and the name of Boethius, the ran who 

transmitted no much of ancient learning to the world of the 

middle aces. The spelling "Boetium" is found in Lzitin (cf. art. 

in Thesaurus Lin ae Late). On the other hand, it may be 

that "Boetium" conceals "Boeotium", the Boeotian, that is, Plu- 

tarch. "Boetium" would then be a copyist's correction of the 

recondite "Boeotium" to the more familiar "Boetium" i. e. Boethius. 

I incline to this view, because Plutarch was a favorite author 
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of Cuarino's, and he had been working with translations from 

Plutarch at this time. Also, there are only two citations of 

Boethius in all the letters, the first in 133, as against one 

hundred and ten of Plutarch. It was of Plutarch, rather than 

Boethius, that Guarino would naturally think, if, indeed, he 

had core into contact with Boethius as early as 1415, which is 

the date of Letter 30, --Vitellus = calf. P©rdiccas - is a 

pun on per di -a partridge. Macrobium (ace. ) is here con- 

nected with macer - scrawny, and Bios - life; hence it re- 

presents something like "a lean existence, " The philosopher 

Carneades represents caro - meat, but Guarino playfully speci- 

fies the Younger Carneades, meaning tender, young neat. Callum 

(ace. ) is here connected with a¬ llus -a fowl� and the "priests 

of Cybele" is another reference to fowls, for Cybele's priests 

were the Galli. 

These tiresome, though ingenious puns are rzrsha11ed rather 

often, and Guarino was still using them as late as Letters 721 

and 913. Punning on names was no new thin;. "Nomen omen" was 

a jingle dear to the ancients, and passages such as that above 

were modelled on e. g. Suetonius, Tiberius KLII, "in castris tiro 

etiam tum propter nirniam vini aviditaten pro Tiberio Siberius, 

pro Claudio Caldius, pro Nerone Mero vocabatur. "A 

*Pier Candido Decenbrio uses similar puns in his invective against 
Panormita (1433): "Epieurum, metrodorum et Pollienum magnos virus 
to observaro credideram; Pythagore quoque precepta didicisse, 
qui Fabios et Lentulos omnenque neritorie coquine apparatum per- 
belle calleas, qui allos Ciceronem in ore Pestitare, to autem 
Carneadem in podicem glorieris admittere .... Nunc Fabiorum et 
Lentuli spreta militia, Cepionom et Alienum fortes milites re- 
petundarum accusasti, Perdiccam sectaris et Lopidos; Cybelis 
vero sacerdotes dic contemni a to quis non miretur? " Dccembrio re- 
fers to Panormita's supposed love for Venus Aversa. 
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Letter 314: "Litteras tuas accepi et scriptore et forma flavas 

et non tam barbaras quam 
, 
ý4pE s idest graves. " Flavio Biondo 

was Barbaro's secretary at this time, and had written to Bar- 

baro's dictation. Flavus = golden. The play on Barbaro's name 

is made again in Letter 64. The other play with 
j3i1eEIS is frigid. 

Also in 314 is sella cululis = seat of the pants, or something 

equally undignified, contrasted with 'sella curulis-' = seat of 

office. Culus --= buttocks. 

Letter 71: "epistulam in qua perlingenda, hui, perlegenda volui 

dicers. " Perlepere a to read through. --Perlingere seems to 

be an ad hoc coinage of Guarino's, meaning "to drool over. " 

(The word does not appear in L. and S., Georges, Benoist-Goelzer, 

Forcellini, the Thesaurus Latinae Linguae, or the Glossariu m 

Mediae et Infinae Latinitatis) Guarino seemed partial to it and 

uses it even as late as 913. 

As the years passed, he became less enamoured of the orna- 

ment, as this frequency table shows. 

Letters in which puns occur: 12,17,20,30,40,69,108,149, 

196,220,221,225,245,249,284,304,314,316,338,356,408, 

(culare, curare), 422,479,495,518,544,576,618,641,718, 

721,831A (passes on one made by a pupil), 913. 

Another type of literary jesting features manuscripts talked 

of as though they were people, or dead authors as if they were 

alive. The best example of the latter is Letter 2, where Guarino 

excuses the deficiencies of his translation of Isocrates' 'Ipös 

NIKOK\E«C 
' by pretending that the orator himself had done the 

translation, and must be allowed a few slips, since he has learned 

Latin in extreme old age. For the former, we have examples in 

577, and 64. He uses the device when sending some translation 
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or lending manuscripts, the authors becoming "guests" of the 

borrower. It was no new trope to talk of books as though they 

were alive; for we have an example in t1artialý IV. LXXXIX, at 

the end of the book, "oho, iam oatis est, ohe libelle". Richard 

of Bury has a famous passage in his -Philobiblion (tr. E. C. 

Thomas, London, 1888, c. 4, p. 171) in which books complain of 

the neglect they suffer. But perhaps the idea of making the 

ancients talk was borrowed from Petrarch, who affected to address 

the ancients as though they were living and personal friends. 

Once a large volume of Cicero fell on his foot, and he complained 

that Cicero had done him an injury. He also wrote letters to the 

ancients (For the tropo in Petrarch, of, Wilkins, Life of Petrarch. 

U, C, ress, 1961, pe 20-21,52,1149 208. ) But what was still 

fresh and charming with Petrareh, is pretty stale in Guarino. * 

This is wearisome to uss but to Guarino and his friends 

it probably seemed to be the soul of wit. "Haee quidem ioco" 

and similar phrases occur, all too often, after a mere parade 

of learning or verbal juggling. There are many passages where 

he seems positively to identify humour with smartness. In 472, 

he praises "conditam conitate ac facetiis gravitatem, " an echo, 

of course, of Cicero in , De Senectute- : "erat in eo comitate cnndita 

gravitas, " but only half-understood. The writer's "gravitas" 

sent Guarino into "such gales of laughter" that by-standers be- 

gan to think he was crazy. In 700, he applauds a letter as 

*Angelo Maria Querini in Diatriba ad Francisci Barbari Epistulas 
1741, p. 8, tells us that Cenc o, 'oggio s companion n the ex- 
pedition to St. Callen in 14169 was moved to see manuscripts ly- 
ing neglected there, and declares that if they could speak they 
would says "0 you, who love the Latin tongue, do not allow us 
to perish here; free us from our prison. " 
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humorous (prae se ferant... faeetias) which is really only 

smartly written (699). In 562, he presents, as the ideal, one 

who was "jocular in severity, and severe in -jocularity" and 

goes on to emulate him with some pretty heavy stuff. T think 

he mrcans by "iocis ipsis mixta severitas" not a mixture of grave 

and gas', which is the natural meaning, but, more often than not, 

this high-brow humour. Likewise, I also believe that he means 

by "facetias" and "sales" little more than cleverness (See, for 

example, 507,729,743). In 503, he is afraid he will appear 

"ineptus" when he is making some "jokes; " which shows he was 

trying very hard to be diverting, meaning smart. Pier Candido 

T)ecembrio, in a letter to Cuarino in 1437, lets slip a clue: 

"Inexhaustum mihi riserunt epistole tuet ita facetiis partim 

fortuitis referte, partim a to lepide conscriptis" (Decembrio 

cites Plato on laughter, Re ., IIT, 388F) Decenbrio thus distin- 

c_, uishes between unintentional wit, which is nrobahly what we 

would call real humour, and the self-conscious variety; and 

"lepide, " the Latin adverb, par excellence, for "smartly, " 

appears to clinch the argument. 

`,? hen Guarino writes more naturally, he is at his bent; and 

the letters are by no means lacking in warmer touches. 

There in, for instance, an amusing vipuette of canvassers 

at a Florentine election (8), who stand nicket at the door and 

variously cajole or browbeat the voters; his reference to himself 

as a bis'rer gossip than jackdaws (509); bantering remarks about 

Tadea's midwife (551) a dear soul much devoted to St. Martin 

but who couldn't drink the local water (one almost hears her 

strings of personal biography); his complaints about the house 

at San Riario (557) which was so amall and chaotic (Tadea was 
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pregnant) that ink-well, salt cellar, ladle and chamber-pot 

are all jockeying for position, and the pen keeps being dipped 

in the vinegar bottle. One symphathizes easily. In 562, he 

cannot concentrate for the children bawling, In 544, he wishes 

soulfully that he had learned midwifery. He tells (432) how 

he has to handle Mariotto very tactfully, and his remarks on 

the copyist's temperamental ways are not without humour; how 

his Leese raust surely have gobbled up a certain ship's skipper, 

since they are so partial to vegetables (644); and there is a 

delightful remark in 174 about the time. women take to apply 

their make-up -- "dum comuntur dum conantur annus eat. " This 

is perhaps spoiled by being a direct quotation from Terence. 

Heat. II, 2, it. These little touches, however, show that he 

could see the funny side of an awkward situation, that he could 

laugh at his own predicaments, and that he had an eye for the 

homely and amusing detail. It is a pity that we do not have 

more of this quiet humouro 

He is perhaps at his best in the letters which describe the 

arrangements for his wedding with Tadea Zendrata. For long he 

had evaded the net of matrimony, and in Letter 59 had even said: 

"The only wives I like are other people's. " Bnt finally his 

mother, supported by relatives, forced his hand (120). There is 

no doubt that he was both brow-beaten and amused at his own help- 

lessness: "When I was at Verona, friends and relations and, 

above all, my dearest mother, swooped on me from all sides, and 

bombarded me with arguments for getting married, nay, goaded me 

into it. I covildn't fight against them, so I left..... Why say 

more? In coming hack here I threw in the sponge, as they say: 

and every day I expect a message that the business is completed 
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and I am ensnared in the chains of matrimony. When you arrive, 

you will find that it has happened, " In Letter 122, he more 

or less tells his lawyer, Mazo dei Mazi, that the matter is out 

of his hands and that he will accept whatever arrangements are 

made for him. It was fortunate indeed that his mother's choice 

turned out to be such a happy one. 

The letters from Trent are also amusing, although spoiled 

somewhat by the superior attitude he adopts, no doubt for the 

benefit of his Venetian correspondents, towards the locals. 

Driven into the mountains in 1424, for fear of plague in Verona, 

he likes the village in which he settles (270) and even claims 

that its name is healthy. He derives Perzen (the modern Pergine) 

from " 71-iei tiv or "Pert V ." But soon (277) he finds the 

interminable drinking of the locals boorish, their speech un- 

couth, and their thick, beery necks repulsive. The yokels 

"drink a life" by draining a horn at one draught -- a good omen; 

they chose their priests by the thickness of their necks; they 

call him "the Crane" because he has a slender neck; they keep 

a perpetual feast to Bacchus, and this lone, abstemious Italian 

is afraid to say them nay, lest he is told to drink up or get 

out (277. "Aut bibs, auf abi, " a quotation from Cicero, Tusc. 

111,118). These people were Germans, of course, a race noted 

ever for their bibulous propensities. It is interesting to ob- 

serve that even today, "sauf oder lauf" appears sometimes on 

the walls of German beer-houses, often written backwards to look 

like Latins "foal redo fuas. " All that Guarino took away from 

Trent was a hideous memory and a smattering of German (cf. Life 

of ruarino, but at least he faced these difficult months 
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with humour. 

In his younger days, he betrays a taste for bedroom humour. 

For instance, he teases his friend Andrea Zulian (192) on his 

energy in copying out all the speeches of Cicero in one year, 

and producing an heir tool In 407, he declines an invitation 

to a friend's wedding, slyly claiming that he would not fit in 

with those rowdy young guests who make surprise visits on newly- 

weds in the middle of the night. It is a new custom, and he 

is too old-fashioned to cope. The real joke is left unstated. 

He has implanted an uneasiness in the groom's mind that some 

firebrand will follow the new trend in chamberings. The very 

next letter to Zulian (408) proves that Guarino, although "born 

in the previous century, " is no dullard in matters of sex: "Just 

as you are known to your clients as a good lawyer, so must you 

appear no spineless fighter to your Penelope. " Zulian trust 

show prowess on the bed as well as on the bench. There is also 

a spicy pun on culare and curare. Guarino is very selective 

with those to whom he shows this side of his nature; but when 

he shows it, he does not merely touch the bone, but saws right 

through it, as in 356, on a strumpet, who is also a bibliophile: 

"Quid sibs curs Cornelio Celso, nisi ut quae tot penes insatiata 

deglutit et hunc ipsum improbaba devoraret? " There is a play on 

the name "Celsus" and the adjective celsus : high, in this 

case alte suacinctus. Sabbadini makes no comment. 

He could be quite sava gei too, when he was roused, and is 

sometimes given to the "one-upmanship" type of hurncur I diccus- 

sed with reference to Aeneas Silvius Pä coolcnLini, He dismisses 

his enemy, George of Trebizond, as "non tam surnmus quarr simius 
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doctor: est autem aratori quarr orators pronior" (245); and he 

tells a Piccolomi. ni-like tale (221) of a "beastly" fellow who 

burst into the Veronese council house and gave a long spiel 

to the effect that ruarino's salary was an expensive luxury, 

and useless, and should be docked. Guarino paints a picture 

of his unattractive appearance and relates, with relish, that 

"multis eiectus conviciis exnlosus exibilatus erupit elinguis. " 

A ain, in 614, he tells how an impostor, claiming to be Panor- 

mita,, was exposed, and how some people want to punish him by 

doing to him what farmers do to fields, to rake the crops grow 

_- "is enim clunibus clue debetur honos. " Not quite so savage 

is the reference to someone as "Scaramella" (196) a popular 

tune of clown--the first reference, it seems , "Scaramouche" 

in Furopean literature--or the jocular description (316) of 

the bishop's cook, Chichibio, who cleans the plates so well, 

that if raps cannot polish them enough, he uses his tongue or 

breeches. This ^hichibio may be a real person, or a borrowing 

from the Pecameron (VT. 4). Alternatively, "Chichibio" may 

have been a Venetian nick-name for the type of the lazy, incom- 

petent ccok, The name, alas, is not enough evidence to prove 

ruarino had read Boccaccio; and I rather fear he had not. 

PP. s the years Passed, I think he became progressively more 

relif-: ious and serious. His hurlcur never left him, but it takes 

on a kindlier tour,; ', already obvious in 417, where his little 

son Cirolarto made up a vermicular banquet for his pet jay, 

auch to everyone's amusement. At the age of 76, for instance, 

he is invited by John of Pannonia (835) to a dinner with the 

students. i-le declines charmingly, telling them. to have a good 

party, hut he would be juet a wet blanket: 
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"et iocus et ludus cum 3eniore topent. " 

The students will have none of it, and reply to the effect 

that they are rebelling from his hard driving and muct have a 

party. But it won't be eornlete without Guarino! No students 

would dare to say that, or insist on his presence, without know- 

ing he could take a joke, and produce a few hirnelf, nne hopes 

he went to the party. 

On the question of levity in class, 831A shows that Guarino 

was tolerant, äut a responsible teacher. Some young student 

had found fault with ad istich of Panormita, brightly pointing, 

out that Panormita's "Tztus" should be TTtus, " and making a 

silly nun that the Sicilian poet was "non siculuc sed suculus" 

(pales of laugh-ter). (uarino turns a "torvurr voltum" (grim 

look) on the class for laughing at such a man as Panormita, but 

is inwardly convulsed himself. Anyone who has taught young 

people will appreciate this. The sainted Vittorino could not 

have done n ore . 

Then there is the business of Panormita's theft of Guarino's 

nreciou3 Plantu s. Whereas shabby treatment in his young days 

evoked invectives like that in 1414 against NNiccoli, when he 

returned the Plautus, after keeping, it for eleven years. ('uarino 

was quick to forgive Panormita. 

He seem,, to have become a little impatient with levity 

and mockery, although he still looks forward to humorous con- 

versation (729). Tn 771 he advises his son to talk on subjects 

grave or gay, but always with honour and without obscenity. 

Eris evaluation of Bruni's letters i_s interesting, (762) t 'test 

sane in illis facilitas inpenii, splendor orationis, sententiarum 
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F, rnvitas et quol in rrimis maximi faaio, rerurn dc: quihus ad 

ani. cos seribitur di¬; uitas. " There is no mention of. Erasmus' 

"mir. th. " 

to a sense, he develops a phi losophv of the function of 

huriour, It is a Purgative, or catharsis, enabling, us to refresh 

our minds and get back to work, whic? -ý, aftr: r all, is what life 

i all about (61.2,6E33). !n 612, he says Leonello will work 

all the better for a little relaxation: 

"Pu lci. nr interea a. tus pia curia parentis 

it Ueonellus ovans saltibu s atque 3. oco 

Prorqpti. or ut *, 'usas ac Pallada deinde revisat. 

Tntermissus enir. ^r fit inhor ipso lev_is. � 

He was predomi. nantlv a serious m. an *a hard worker and a 

re spor tole teacher, who knew the value of a joke for himself 

and his pupils, a f. -natured soul, whose natural humour glints 

out, though too frequently clouded by humanistic elegance&. 

Letters dealt with: 

84,108,117,120, 

221,225j, 2459 2499 

408,417,4225 429, 

554,557,562,576, 

714,718,721,729, 

2,4,, 8,12,17,40,46,51,59,64,65 
10 69, 

135,141,147,149,157,174,192,196,220, 

266,277,284,304,314,316,338,356,407, 

432,441,472,472,495,507,518,544,551, 

579,599,612 9 614,616,618,664,700,702, 

762,771., 785,831k, 836,913. 
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GUARINO AS A, FIGURE IN, CONTROVERSY 

Most of the important humanists were involved at 

ooio time in controversy. Sometimes they were merely 

mouth-pieces for their current employer, with whose 

opinions and interests they would have been foolish 

not to identify the. -43olve3. In . hie respect, they wore 

like the military condottieri, whose talents were at 

the service of the hi; heut bidder. Tc re did not, 

however, exist botweon humanists quite the caws fre- 

masonry as ?, ade it possible for mercenary co=anders to 

exchange gifts, rolcase prisoners by mutual arrangement, 

and bear no personal animosity towards their rivals. 

The humanists sometimes forgot the basically meretricious 

nature of their verbal campaigns, and allowed personal 

rancour to accumulate and fester into a private vendetta. 

Guarino sc far preserved his integrity that only on 

the occasion of the polemic with Poggio over the relative 

merits of Scipio and Caesar was he drawn into battle 

to please an employer; and then it was his good fortune 

to believe in his cause. It is further to Guarino's 

credit that he rarely allowed vehemence to destroy his 

judgment and tense of fair play, or sour his personal 

relationship with his opponent. 

Animosities between humanists also sprang from 

jealousy and peevishneso. Francesco Filelfo, for 
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example, rarely priced anyone, although his admiration 

for Guarino was constant and sincere, especially after 

1427, when Guarino engineered his appointment to the 

chair of Greek at Bologna (see. Life of Guarino sec 155). 

One recurrent story about Filolfo is worth repeating as 

an example of humanistic vituperation at its worst; 

namely, that at Constantinople he had seduced the wife 

of John Chrysoloras and violated her daughter. Poggio's 

version cornea in an invective against rilelfo: "Iline 

adolescenturn (sic) corruptor, m liorum stuprator, 

furuncutus impudens, voluptatem nocinat, cum sciat so 

pessiaurn proditorum Iohannie Chrysolorae, hospitis sui, 

primum uxorer adulterio violasse, deinde virginem filiazi, 

quaxxº postea uxorea duxit, per au=um dedecus corrupuisse? " 

(E. Walser Poggius Florentinus. p. 467). That Guarino 

always believed this story (which may be true) emerges 

from Ambrogio TraversariE_pist. VIII, 9, in which a 

letter of Guarino's (now lost) is sontioned, where the 

latter had inveighed against Fileifo's morals and those 

of Chrytoloras' wifes "qutriturque (i. e. Guarino) 

substomachans uxorea Chrysoloro venalem habuisse pudicitiam 

nechumquo antea habuisse quaia socerur* (Sic). " Traversari 

should have written "gencrum, " for Filolfo became her 

son-in-law. 

It is clear, even to a cursory reader of humanistic 

literature, that such giants as Poggio, ßruni, Lorenzo 
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Valla and Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini indulged freely 

in personalities and sometimes showed how spite had 

consumed their very vitals. This may have been an 

out-cropping of the competition for prestige, which in 

turn, meant money and promotion. Guarino was as ambitious 

as any, but he is remarkable, in that his personal 

feuds were so few. I discount petty lawsuits and the 

occasional expressions of disgust with individuals of 

no historical importance, who make only a fleeting 

appearance in the Letters. Guarino's nature was easy- 

going, but not facile. He tried to see the good in 

people, but was oot afraid to re-act vigorously when 

their worst was forced upon him. 

The first personal feud of which we have record 

is his attack on Niccolo Niccoli in 1413. It has been 

found more convenient to discuss this in the notes to 

Letter 17 in Summaries, where the entire invective is 

translated, and in my Life of Guarino sec. 61. The 

point here is that it was the only occasion, in allife 

of eighty-six years, when Guarino made a lengthy, 

public attack against a private person for personal 

reasons. On other occasions when he felt offended, his 

method was to write a calm letter clarifying his position, 

either to the person most concerned, or to ffiends, 

who would act as interlocutors. For example, in 1416 

Caronda had spread a lie that Guarino had collected the 
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errors made by various translators from Grcek works; and 

Leonardo Bruni appears to have been upset by the rumour. 

Guarino healed matters by writing to Bartolomeo da 

Montepulciano (Letter 47), who was Bruni's friend in the 

Curia, and denying the charge as a ridiculous fabrication. " 

The sane is true of his famous letter to Giovanni Lamoia,. 

retracting earlier opinions about the Heraaphrooditus of 

Antonio Beccadolli, which will shortly be discussed: but 

since this letter forms part of a largo controversy 

between the defenders of pagan literature and the Christian 

zealots who wished to ban it, it should be classed with 

Guarino's less personal conflicts. 

Far different was the animosity that seems definitely 

to have existed between Guarino and Gsorge of Trabizond. 

It is difficult to assess the rights and wrongs of this 

dispute, because we have only George's side of the matter,. 

expressed mainly in a letter of 1437 (Letter 707) written 

about nineteen years after the start of the trouble. 

Apart from two vague remarks, in Letters 197 and 245, 

which may refer to George, Guarino seems to have ignored 

his existence. It is possible, of course, that letters 

passed between them that are now lost. 

According to George, in Letter 707, when he was in 

Venice fron 1417.18, he was short of money, and copied 

Greek manuscripts for Francesco Barbaro, who promised him 

instruction in Latin (of which he knew little, despite a 
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spell with Filelfo in 1416 at Padua). Guarino was teaching 

Greek to a variety of pupils, among them Barbaro himself, 

and Vittorino da Faltre (see. Letter 55). Obviously, 

Barbaro had passed George's instruction in Latin over to 

Guarino, and George claimed that he had been given only 

two months' sporadic teaching, and then only a confused 

smattering of the basic essentials ("primorura elementorum 

confusa cognitio"). In despair, he loft Barbaro and 

took service with fliecolo Leonardi, changing, as he tells 

us, both his residence and his teacher ("Ut domum, ita 

doctorem rautavi"). lie credits Vittorino, whom he ranks 

, next to a god, with having taught him all the Latin he 

knows. The latter point is probably true, because Guarino 

was very busy with his Creek students, and one cannot 

visualize him having much enthusiasm for teaching 

elementary Latin to a copyist, as a favour for Barbart. 

Vittorino, no doubt, received help from George with his 

Greek composition for Guarino. It is unfortunate that 

we have no statement from Guarino about the events of the 

academic year 1417-1418. It iss however, likely that 

certain aspects of George's character did not appeal to 

him, and that his distaste began in those early days in 

Venice. To understand why, we must revert to Georgets 

explosive letter of 1437. 

It had been sparked off by a latter from one "Andrea 

Agasonc" of 15th Kätdt 1437, to Paolo R©gino, a pupil of 
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Guarino's. This "Agasono" had visited Venice early in 

the year and read George's five impressive volumes on 

rhetoric, which had come out in 1434. (Rhetorieorura 

Lib V printed Basle� 1522). Book V of the ate edition 

contains a critique of certain passages in Guarino's 

Laudation of Carnagnola of 1428% in which defects of style 

were pointed out. "Agasono", who was probably a pupil 

of Guarino, defended his master hotly and attacked 
George for his presumption. George assumed that "ARacone" 

was a pseudonym for Guarino, and therefore issued the 

defence of his Rhotoricorur Libri, which 3abbadini has 

printed as letter 707. The name "Agasone" means something 

like "horse-driver, " from Latin "agaso, agasonis Caen. ). " 

As such, it suggests a pseudonym, and one can hardly 

blame George for jumping to that conclusion, * especially 

since in 1435 (as he tells us in Letter 707), he had sent 

a copy of his newly-published book to Ferrara via his 

pupil, Domenico da Lucca, who was fleeing to that city to 

escape the plague at Venice. Georg© claims that Guarino 

Ono airht, very tentatively, suggest another reason 
why George identified Guarino with "Agacono. " In 
Letter 1960 of 1420, Guarino had ridiculed a certain 
foolish fallow, unidentified, who was at that time in the 
houao of Sian Nicola Salerno at Siena. tic calls hire 
"Scaranellinus" (i. e. It. "Scaranella, Fr. "Scaramoufho" 
-- a type of popular clown) and recot ends that he be 
beaten, starved and hard worked, the treataont given to 
their beasts by "Agasonos. " Unfortunately, there is no 
record of where George of Trebizond was living at this 
particular tire, 
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kept the books for four months, then denied all knowledge 

of them. There is little doubt in ay mind that George did 

not send the book as a friendly goature but as a deliberate 

means of vexing Guarino. 

The letter of WAgasoneo had a wide circulation, but 

most scholars did not believe that Guarino was the author. 

Poggio wrote from Bologna on the 22nd of September lit 37 

to Cristoforo Cocco: "I should definitely say that the 

letter ascribed to Guarino is not by him. I know his 

style quite well, the way his mind works, his eloquence, 

his learning and his way of putting things. So there is 

nothing in it that smacks in any way of Guarino. " George 

was unconvinced, however, and sent another attack on 

Guarino to the latter'o pupil, Leonello d'Este, lie seemed 

bent on malice, while Guarino seems to have preserved a 

lordly and irritating silence. 

What grounds, apart fron the circumstantial ones 

just listed, could Guarino have had for disliking Goorgo? 

Letter 197 provides one clue. It is addressed to tticcolö 

Dotto, a citizen of Vicenza, and dated 3rd January. The 

year is omitted in the zaanuscripte, but it was probably 

1421, because of a reference to Pietro Tormaei, who is 

known to have been in Vicenza at that time. Guarino 

expresses delight at the success of come of his pupils, 

and goes on to predict further progress for them, if they 

can avoid "monsters" who "spend yearn on and over figures 
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of speech, cases and gerunds and other nonsense of this 

kind" and "leave pupils more stupid than they found them. " 

Since George had gone to Vicenza in 1420 to replace Filelfo 

as public professors this sneer could well have been 

directed at him. The only other teacher of note in Vicenza 

was Cristoforo Parma, for whom Guarino had nothing but 

respect. Besides, George scans to hove been fascinated 

by the pedantic trappings of scholarship, which Guarino 

eschewed, and no doubt his cast of mind was already obvious 

in 1417-1416 at Venice. In Letter 707, George also claims 

that his lack of success at Vicenza (from which he admits 

to having been "hissed out" in 1426) was caused by Guarino's 

maledictions. This may or may not be true. 

The second clue is provided by Letter 245, in which 

Guarino rofers to an un-naffed scholar as "non tam su. us 

quarr sire{ us doctor. " The letter, written in 14239 was 

to Girolaio Cualdo, a native of Vicenza, who had written 

giving news of this unfortunate teacher, whoa Guarino 

describes as perhaps able to chow a lot of eloquence1 but 

no wisdon. 

George's only other letter to Guarino came in 1450 

(Lsttar 8110). It begins by regretting the "controversy" 

between them long ago, suggests that they put aside the 

squabbles of their younger days, and invites Guarino to 

correspond as a friend. He confesses that he could not 

be allayed in Florences from which it is clear that in 
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1438, when the two sen were there for the Church Council, 

Guarino had been weary of the whole dispute and asked 

George to and his childish nonsense. Of course, we have 

no way or knowing what tones Guarino used� and perhaps 

time had softened the rough edges of Guarino's tongue 

for George. There is no indication that Guarino welcomed 

the olive branch that was profcrred in 1450. All in all, 

Guarino seems to come out in rather the worse light: but 

the evidence in too tenuous for one to pronounce a final 

verdict. If he did maintain a life-long distaste for 

George, and one could go so far as to call it a vendetta, 

it was the only one he allowed himself. Ewen with Uiccoli, 

he sought reconciliation, and maintained at least a 

surface courtesy towards him. 

Of much greater importance was the part Guarino 

played in two major issuaa of tho century; fir3t, the 

defence of pagan literature against those who dccired to 

ban it: and second, that of the relative =rtio of "tyranny" 

and popular government. 

The first was a continuation of a fundamental struggle 

that had boon going on since the advent of the Christian 

era. It had boon of urgent importance to the early 

Church Fathers; then, after a few centuries of comparative 

dormancy, becano a burning question with the resurgence 

of interact in the classics in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth 

Centuries. The paradox to which Augustine, Lactantius, 
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Jerome and othere had to find a solution was that while 

the service of Christ eeeund to call for a total renunciation 

of earthly vanities and delights, yet the Christian who 

sought to defend, explain, or oven adequately understand 

the Faith could not afford to neglect education; and 

education could be obtained only from "sinful" pagan 

writings. Such is the burden of Augustinote Do Doctrine 

Christiana IV9 2.3, to name but one famous passage. The 

issue was further bodevillad by the still vibrant spirit 

of Artiquity. The Roman world was nominally Christian, 

but it was permeated with pagan ideals and ways of thinking, 

that not even the most zealous Christian could completely 

efface. The allurements of Cicero and Vorgil tortured the 

faithful with an intensity that is hard for us to appreciate. 

A passage in Jerome (tjt. XXII, 30,1-6) has become almost 

the "locus corunis" for this intense dread of reading the 

classics. Christ had Appeared to Jerome in a dream and 

accused him in words that have thundered down the centuries, 

and certainly frightened many people in the early Middle 

Ages: "You are no Christian! you arc a Ciceronient" It 

is noteworthy that in the letters written shortly afterwards, 

rerinisconces of Cicero continued to appear (C.,.. H. 

Hagendahl: Latin Fathers and the Classics C8teborg 1956 

p. 103-104)« If Cicero and other prose writers were hold 

suspect by the zealots, the pagan poets were considered 

to be co-inquinated with deeper sin� for the charms of 
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verse would seduce man into reading of the debaucherics 

of gods, fix their minds on the things of this world and 

above all, excite prurience. Such colutiona as wore found 

gare ingenious, but never wholly aatiafactory and altzays 

uneasy. But they were good enough to salve many a 

rtricken conscience AsianC the early Christians, and virile 

cnough to be reproduced, in only elishtly different dro3s, 

durinn the early Renaissance. At that time, it wan 

generally the poets of antiquity who ero attacked: but 

"poetry" really came to mean Liberal Studios of the 

humanistic variety. The word "poeta" itself sometimes 

neant no more than "scholar, " specifically one devoted to 

the new "atudia hunanitatis. " For example, one version 

of Guarino'© inventive against Hiccoli was entitled De 

Auripello poatas yot thorn is no mention in it, or 

elsewhere, of Hiccoli being a Pont, in the modern sense. 

The word "poeta" connoted a love of the activ©, worldly 

life, an opponod to the contenplative, spiritual one, a 

critical outlook, and oven, in the minds of religious 

extranistn, grons immorality. 

ftarly every important scholar, fron Potrarch on, 

had something to say on the matter. Petrarch himself was 

tortured fron tine to tire by his addiction to classical 

writers$ but he nover came near to rejecting them. Boccaccio* 

how vor, became so depressed over the pagan love etorioc 

of his youth that he seriously nontetplatod burning his 

works and entering a monastery. Scholars of the next 
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generation ware lass regenerato, and their arguments 

became stereotyped. Antonio Stäubte in his article"Francaaco 

da riano in difeuia dolla Pou3ia"in Bibliothegue d' 

EiunanisTe at Renaissance (Gibrairio Droz, Geneva 19GU) 

Togao XXVI. p. 256-7, has neatly ou=arized there arguments 

as ¬ollowßs i) Poetry has a divino origin, iii The 

Scriptures themselves are allegorical and coretimes 

introduce scenes of vice, iii) Poets were honoured in 

tires past as educators, iv) Various Church Fathers studied 

the pagan poets with understanding, and found them helpful. 

Stluble also 2iuts, in a footnote, some of the defenders 

of "poetry" and their opponents. 

Perhaps the liveliest champion of tha new "studies 

huxanitatiaa was Coluccio Satutati, who entered the lists 

with three opponents, Giuliano Zonarini, Chancollor of 

Bologna, and the pietistic conks, Giovanni da San Miniato 

and Giovanni Dottinici. 

Zonarini had been rather shocked by a request from 

Salutati for a copy of Vergil, to be sent on to Florence* 

tic wrote back and questioned, as a simple Christian, the 

wisdom of dabbling with pagan authors. Salutati responded 

with two letters (Novati: Epistolario di Coluccio Salutati 

1,300 of 25th October, 137ß, and Z, 321 of 5th Hay, 1397). 

The main points he makes are, that Vergil helps Christians 

to a deeper appreciation of their faith, that the plain 

man should be glad of the "stars of poetry" to liChton 

his darkness, and that Augustine and Jerome had advocated 

11 
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drawing only what was salutary fron the pagans and discarding 

the rest. The tone and argumentation of these two letters 

are rather superficial, one feels, and Salutati possibly 

knew that they were. It is hard to believe, for instance, 

that he really thought the Fourth Eclogue of Vergil, which 

he cites as an adui Bration of a Hew Earth, was enough to 

justify reading the whole of Vergil. Wisely, he does not 

attempt to prove that it was a prophecy of Christ's coming. 

An even more flagrant example of special pleading is his 

finding fault with the word "mentificus, " apparently a 

coinage of Zonarini's, used by him to mean "deceitful" as 

applied to Vergil. Salutati insists that such a word can 

can only "mind-making" and scores a neat point for himself 

and the new philology. But this brow-beating method was 

effective only against simple men. 

There uerc other critics of the now learning, whose 

attacks were core dangerous, in that they were abreast 

of all the latest ideas in scholarship and understood the 

humanists' aims and affeetions thoroughly. When challenged, 

they could produce a plethora of quotations from the Bible, 

the Church Fathers, or the classics. Such men were mainly 

monks, of which there were two educated classes. The 

more liberal ones, exemplified by Arnbrogio Traversari and 

Guarino's pupils, Bernardino da Siena and Alberto da 

Sarzana, were ready to base education on a close study 

of pagan authors, and saw no contradiction between continuing 

to read them and living a full Christian life. The other 
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type were ncn like Giovanni da San finiato and Giovanni 

Doninici, whose contention was that to use the pagans 

as a basis for education would undermine and eventually 

destroy Christian life. Dominici wrote a treatise, in 

forty-seven chapter*, * called the Lucula Hoctis ("Glow-worm") 

which was edited by R. Coulon (Paris 1900) and more recent- 

ly by E. Hunt (ttotre Dame, Indiana, 1940). In it, all the 

usual humanistic arguments are anticipated and dealt with. 

The first twelve chapters admit the value of classical 

studies, but the remainder ore devoted to insisting that they 

are no basis for a child's education. This basis should be 

uncompromisingly Christian; and only when those in charge 

of the student were aura tnat his soul was beyond the 

possibility of corruption should paCan authors be select- 

ively introduced. The contest was not one of literary 

appreciation, but of educational method. 

Salutati ua3 not a teacher, and his letters to 

the two pietist monks do not really hit the mark as 

a dofonso of "studia lauraanitatic" as the bent basis for 

a complete education. He attempts to shag that the 

Trivium (grammar, rhetoric and logic) and Quadrivium* 

*Their initial letters form an acrostic of John 1,5: "Lux 
in tenebris lucet, (at) tonabrao cam non comprehandorunt. " 

't*Tho subjects of the Triviun and Quadrivium are variously 
listed in conveniently vague terms. "Grammar" included the study 
of morphology and syntax as well as literary appreciation. 
"Rhetoric" involved learning how to manipulate language effectively, 
and "logic" might include the blending of pagan and Christian 
philosophy. "Geometry"included what we now call "geography, " 
while arithmetic was the study of numbers, especially their 
mystical significances* "Music" consisted of relating musical 
intervals and tho length of vibrations of sound to nunbertheory. 
The vest discussions of the Trivium and Quadrivium arc in Louis 
J. Paotow, 'Lite Arta Course at Mod cval Universities (Champaign, 
Illinois, 19101 and au Ab-, 61-son: rya even LIberal Arta 
(1906. but reprinted 1965, Russell S fusse ,i. 
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(geometry, arithmetic, music and astronomy) cannot be 

tackled without a grounding in the Classics. Then he treats 

of poetry as such, claiming that it has both a surface 

and an allogvrical meaning. This viewpoint, of courao, 

was nothing new. In fact, it was the most popular 

argument in favour of reading the pagans, and had been 

for centuries. Once admitted, practically my literature 

may tau pronounced fit for reading. The only drawback 

is that young students do not always search for the sublime 

meaning in passageo that are, on the surface at least, 

corrosive to morals. It is hard to believe that Salutati 

was not well aware of this; but he had a case to make and 

he did the beat ho could, even although his argumentc 

mu3t have seamed challow to hard thinkoro like Dominici. 

What is interesting about Salutati's letters in defense 

of "pagan literature, " which may without violence s)o 

substituted for "pagan poetry, " was tuet it is the first 

! humanistic statement on the subject of the classics and 

education, where the writer was obviously under real 

pressure. Admittedly, Potrarch had said much the same 

things, but it was not until the beginning of the Fifteenth 

Century that anyone seriously wanted to change the whole 

basis of education. The publication of Vorgerio'a 

De In, e nuic Horibus in 1404 was only another harbinger of 
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a new educational concept which had been gaining ground 

and worrying Christian educationalists of the old stamp. 

Since Guarino had dedicated most of his adult life to 

following out Vargerio'c recommendations and teaching the 

claosics to even very young students, * it is not surprising 

that he had something to say in his own defense. Implicit 

in all his writings is a conviction that no educated person 

can, or should ignore the classics. As early as 1408, he 

wrote Francesco Barbaro, urging him to ignore those who 

would deter him from a study of the ancient languages and 

literature under the humanist Darzizza. Barbaro had a 

religious bent, as is well known, and seems to have wondered 

if such studies were fitting for a Christian gentleman. 

After 1403, Guartao's letters are full of lively encouragement 

for all manner of on who showed any interest in the new 

approach to study; and he slaver hesitates over racolamending 

parents to send their children to teachers of his own 

persuasions. He believed that humane studies would 

produce men who were not rarely learned--indeed, that was 

a secondary consideration-. -but good. 

What is, perhaps, surprising is that hei did not produce 

a definitive atateaant of his views until thu 7th April, 

1450, It comes in Letter 823, which I have translated in 

Su=ariea. On the 5th of the month, Giovanni- da Prato had 

fiGiovanni La ola was only 9 when we first hear of him 
as a student of Guarino; and Guarino educated all his own 
children from their earliest years. 
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preached an Easter sermon in Ferrara, in which ho saw fit 

to attack the reading of pagan authors, particularly 

Terence. Giovanni seems to have given vent to a Saronarolan 

outburst that all those who bought, possessed or had truck 

with copies of this poet in particular should be burned. 

The sugEestion was inflammatory, indeed, for Guarino was 

at that very time lecturing on Terence# This we know from 

a letter of Giova n n't' o to Guarino, written sometime later 

(Latter 82t 1.47: "co sancto tempore quadragesimso cum 

hunc Terentium aduloscontu. li. a lectitaros' ). In addition 

to preaching a sermon, Giovanni appears to have sent 

Guarino a strong letter in advance, for Guarino's Letter 823 

opens with an acknowledgment of come such tirade. After 

the usual disarming compiicants, he hints that, at first, 

he intended to ignore the attack, since he had no wish to 

squabble. This is a typical remark ; but Guarino had been 

touched on the raw, by being called what was tantamount to 

the devil's advocate in Ferrara. for should we forget that 

his livelihood, and even his life, night have gone up in 

smoke, if the people had suddenly gone hysterical and 

staged a burning of the vanities. It is a tribute to 

Guarino's prestige in Ferrara that the whole incident 

seems, to have passed off quietly. It says something, also, 

for Guarino's cononsonne that he quickly composed a moderate 

ztateeent of his own reactions. 
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It is well to ask what manner of opponent this Giovarir: i. - 

da Prato was. Three priests of that name are known to have 

been actives in the first half of the Fifteenth Century (See. 

R. Sabbadiniº Rendiconti Bella Accademia dei Lincoi xx, 

1911, p. 27-29). The Gio'/Ann i. in quciticn had been sent by 

the Pope to preach at Easter in Ferrara. Ho was no 

ignorascu3, and indeed seem to have been a priest like 

Giovanni : )oxinici: for in Latter 624 he quotas intelligently 

from Aristotle, Terence, Vergil, Caesar, Livy and Salluct, 

as well as from Cicero's Pro Archia and Tusculan Din utationa 

Cyprian, Lactaritius, Augustine $ Jerono and Basil's homily 

Ad Iuvenes. He also shwas a familiarity with Leonardo 

Bruni's work an a translator from the Crook, and cites 

Vargerio's Co Inranuia Idoribus. 

Guarino's defense is eloquent and spirited, but, in 

actual content, disappointing. There are sienu of hasty 

composition. one feels his evidence could have bean better 

arranged and he contradicts hitsseif at one point (Summaries 

023, footnote). His citations from the Church Fathers are 

not always accurately quoted, and Ehere probably done fr cm 

memory. Nor is the Latin its usual limpid self. One can s 
ox course, be over-critical. Allowance oust be made for 

the fact that the letter was composed in only two days, no 

easy tack for a man of seventy-six. And if we had the text 

of Giovanni 's sermon before use or his words still fresh 
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in our minds, it would be easier to follow Guarino's 

train of thought. 

Following the introduction, he begins by wondering why 

Giovanni did not condccn Vergil also, and defends the 

latter as a potent force in the education of the very young. 

Then he attacks philosophers who assort the Universe is 

eternal, and agrees that "certain books" should not be 

made available to young men. The aim of education if the 

love of God, and Theology is admitted to be the queen of 

disciplines. It is difficult to say whether Guarino 

really believed this mediaeval notion or was just throwing 

a sop to the good preacher. He studied the Church Fathers 

intensely and was vary devout; but his whole record suggests 

that hei considered a training in classics just as important 

as Theology. In his old are,, he wens� however, to have 

inclined more and more towards traditional piety, and was 

probably more than half sincere in giving Theology the 

palms lie goes on to say that those who aspire to scale 

its heights rust be fortified with a knowledge of minute 

details in all the other arts and sciences. In support, he 

calls upon his three favourites, Basil, Augustine, and 

Jerome. For Basil, he quotes extensively from the funeral 

oration written by the Greek theologian, Gregory of 
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Ian: ianzuS. o basil's conversion is them attributed to the 

"all round education" he received. This is a reference 

to the co-callud £yKvKXsoS 7W( °k of later Greek education. 

Lasi1'e education, hotovar, was certainly dominated by the 

"rhetorical" tradition founded by Ihocrato , oinco he 

became a rhetorician in Caesarea: which is not to say that 

he did not also taste the "philosophical" tradition founded 

by Plato and Aristotle. The University at Athens davolopcd 

out of a combination of the two streams. 13a2il'r. own 

statement is that one should be steeped first in "extraneous" 

disciplines, by which is meant a study of the poets, orators 

and historians, jefore 3oini on to "sacred and abstruse 

matters, " The poets t orators and historian; are naturally 

assumed to be the source of all useful knowledge, including; 

what we now call "scientific" facts. Basil, however, 

recommends trat they should be read with discrimination: 

"When they fall to talking about scoundrels, we must avoid 

*Gregory Cc. 329-c. 390 A. D. ) Was born at Arianzus in 

Cappadocia, near Nanzianzus, unero hia father was bishop. 
Authorities are divided about the exact cite of fanzianzus 
come identifying it with the village of Ilimisu in S. W. 
Cappadocia, others with the modern Luran Shcnor (Smith's 
Dictionary of Greek and Latin to o ra h (London, 1057] Vol. 

Gregory studied at Caesarea, Athens, and Alexandria, 
and finally became Bishop of Constantinople,, fron which 
post he resigned in 331 A. D. and rutirod to Arianzus. 
he befriended Jerome about 381 A. D. on the latter's 
journey westward. In theology, he closely followed his 
friend, Basil the Great (Seas Oxford Dictionary of the 
Christian Church udder "Gregory o ! ans anzus`). 
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imitating them, and close our ears. " Guarino agrees, 

fulminates a little against the acting profession (a dead 

classical reminiscence, surely) and concludes that the 

authors must be read as we pluck roses, "with the thorns left 

out. " He skims over the real point, however, by simply 

asserting that no average, healthy-minded person would 

care to read tales of wickedness and debauchery. This is 

begging the question; for Guarino assumes that any reader is 

healthy minded, with the hidden premise that the classics 

have mäde him so. 

Jerome is now cited, and after a rather needless display 

of erudition, in which, at one point, Guarino seems to agree 

with Jerome that the pagan gods were really demons, and 

at another, advances the Euhemeristic view that they had once 

been real mortals, * he goes on to show that Jerome is so 

The view that the gods were really demons in the 
Christian cosmogony was an old one, and has been remarkably 
persistent. John of Salisbury advanced it in the Middle 
Ages (Migne: Patin aia latina CLXXVIII col. 1180-1) and 
Milton used it Paradise Lost. John of Salisbury also 
quotes the opposing view that they were mortals whose fame 
had immortalized them (Policraticus tr. J. Dickinson, New 
York 1927, p. 246). First advanced by Euhemeros, a Greek 
of the CIV B. C., it passediinto Latin via Ennius, and was 
used especially by the Christians Lactantius and Augustine. 
It was popular in the Middle Ages. For example, Abelard 
(following Augustine) made Mercury the first philosopher 
(Migne: Patrologia latina CLXXVIII col. 1009). Walter Map 
said Jupiter was an earthly king, immortalized for his 
"wonderful prowess of body and incomparable distinction 
of mind" (D is curialium tr. M. R. James C mmrodorion 
record series London 1923, p. 163). Examples of bot views 
could be multiplied. 
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full of echoes from pagan literature that he is incomprehensible 

to any but the classically educated reader. He makes the 

point by showing, for example, that a passage in Jerome 

(Epist. XXVII, 3,1) presupposes an acquaintance with Horace 

(Ars Poctica 1.20-21 ". . amphora coepit/Institui, 

currente rota cur urceus exit? ")*, that another requires 

an understanding of Persius I, 58-G0, a favourite piece 

of obfuscation, which Guarino had used to good effect in 

the invective against Hiccoli (see. Letter 17 in Summaries). 

Slipped into these citations is the statement 

that Jerome explains the voyage of Aeneas as an allegory 

of earthly life; but Guarino makes nothing of it in this latter. ** 

*C. f. H. Hagendahl: Latin Fathers and the Classics p. 91-92, 
where it is stated that A. Pease fond 284 reminiscences of the 
classics in 1,223 pages of Jerome, or an average of 1 in 4.3 pages. 
It is also pointed out that Jerome's quotations from the Bible 
are far more numerous (Hagendahl estimates that Hilberg indicated 

no fewer than 450 Biblical texts in 100 pages of the letters) 
Hagendahi finds fault with Pease's deductions, but the impressive 

number of classical citations is all that need concern us here. 

'ti*Guarino followed the allegorical method (cf''. Letter 
25)1.127 and John of Pannonia: S lva Panes ricer ad Guarinum 
1.520-546--Sabbadini's reference in Guarino t. into ario 1 p. 420 
is wrong). But these passages concern the symbolism of individual 
myths and characters in the Aeneid and we cannot tell how 
Guarino interpreted the poem as a whole. Typical of attempts 
to extract an allegory of earthly life is John of Salisbury's 
analysis: "The first book of the Aeneid, then, under the figure 
of a shipwreck, sets forth the manifest tribulations of 
childhood, which is shaken by its own tempests; and at the 
termination of the period, the abundance of food and drink of 
manhood is in evidence at the gaiety of the banquet. On the 
confines of boyhood, conversation facilitates the interchange of 
ideas, and its freedom from restraint leads to the narration of 
stories and the mingling of the true and the false, for the 
reason that a multitude of words cannot want sin. The third 
book sings of the varied errors of youth, which, as it were, 
belong to it, because that age knows nothing but error. " 
(Frivolities of Courtiers and Footprints of Philoso hers Being a 
Translation of t he Fir-st, Second an Third oo s an Selections -Tr 
the event and Eighth-Books o the Policrat cus of John o 
Salisbury tr. Joseph 13. Pike M nneapo is. 1938 p. 402-404 
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This brings us back, however, to the same old argument 

advanced by Salutati and so many others, that all poetry 

may be treated allegorically, with the hidden assumption 

that the poet intended it to be so. 

Guarino then comes to what is obviously the kernel of 

his letter, a defense of Terence as a teacher of rhetoric 

and morals. His quotations are from The Woman of Andros; 

so it is a fair assumption that this was the play on which 

he was currently lecturing. He shows that, in the opening 

dialogue between Simo and Sosia, certain rhetorical recom- 

mendations of Cicero ( De Inventione 1,33) are exemplified. 

Terence's Latin is also pure: so on both counts, he is 

useful for education. The same idea about Terence had been 

put forward by Guiniforte Barzizza in his course on that 

poet at Novara in 1431; but Guarino seems to have believed 

it all his teaching life. Nevertheless, one might wonder 

what the fact that "the old man in the Woman of Andros 

makes an excellent partition, " and so one has to do with the 

love of God. On the charge that Terence excites prurience, 

Guarino quotes a few passages to prove that they were 

intended to inculcate sound morals. It iss of course, 

true that old men in Terence voice sententious precepts 
from time to time, and that Latin comedy was theoretically 

intended to improve manners: but it is highly likely that 

Roman audiences were not forever looking for moral edification; 

and it would take an obelisk of virtue, in any century, 
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to read Terence (let alone Plautus) in this cramped spirit. 

Guarino, one feels, was blessed with a broader outlook. 

There are indications of it in his letters, and he was fond 

of Plautus. When he lectured, however, he chose Terence, 

who is certainly tamer and better adapted to the teaching 

of morality. Guarino appeals to the doctrine of poetic 

"propriety, " by which the writer is not condemned, but any 

wickedness he describes must be. For example, when the 

evangelist condemns Judas and describes his sin, we condemn 

Judas but not the evangelist. The same principle should 

apply to Terence and others like him. 

Guarino also cites Jerome's most famous statement of 

all about the reading of pagan literature, that "the captive 

wench's head should be shaved, her eyebrows and all the hair 

on her body plucked, and her nails pared.. " Jerome's actual 

words in Epistle XXI, 13,5 sq. are: Haec si secundam 

litteram intellegirm is, nonne ridicula sunt? Atqui et nos 

hoc fasere solemus, quando philosophos legitrius, quando 

in manus nostras libri veniunt sapientiae saecularis: si 

quid in eis utile repperinus, ad nostrum dogma convertirus, 

si quid vero superfluum, de idolis, de amore, de cura 

saecularium rerum, haec radimus, his calvitium indicimus, 

haec in unguium morem ferro acutissimo desecamus". The 

passage so interpreted was found by Jerome in Deuteronoacy 21,10: 

"When you go forth to war. .. and see among the captives 

a beautiful woman. . . then you shall bring her home to your 
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house, and she shall shave her head and pare her nails. " 

By this is meant that we should make use of the legacy of 

the ancients, but make bowdlerisations of any elements with 

a tendency to deprave and corrupt. Guarino also quotes 

the equally famous passage from Augustine's De Doctrina 

Christiana II, 61, in which Lactantius and other converts 

are likened to Israelites leaving Egypt, laden with precious 

trinkets. The Egyptians represent the pagans, the Israelites 

the Christians, and the trinkets pagan literature. It is 

now up tbathe "Israelites" to put these gifts, which God 

has arranged for them to have, to a nobler use. 

The substance of Guarino's defense of Liberal Studies 

can therefore, be reduced to the general proposition he 

advances that descriptions of immoral conduct should be 

heard with deaf ears and read with blind eyes. Authors must 

not be rejected because doubtful passages occur in them. 

The complete text must be available otherwise discrimination 

is impossible. The state of mind with which one approaches 

the classics is important. If one's purpose is to enjoy 

pornography or seek out "magical spells or dainty recipes, " 

the preceptor should forbid such sinful fodder. Consistent 

with his statement at the beginning of the letter, that 

there were "books in existence, both ancient and modern, 

that I would not even allow young men to touch, " Guarino 

also seems to have excluded Ovid's Ars Amatoria from his 

classroom, for he proscribes books "do arte araandi. " 
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Mediaeval literature cannot be said to have been short 

of books on this subject, but it was almost certainly Ovid 

that was intended. Guarino had read it as early as 1408, 

for there is a quotation from it in Letter 4. 

It cannot be said that Guarino made any worthwhile 

contribution to this controversy. The paradox that tortured 

Petrarch is still unsolved: but Guarino, whose talents 

were philological rather than philosophical, does not 

see any paradox. In a sense, he aligns himself with man 

like Dorsinici and Giovdnt, i. da Prato in proscribing certain 

books, but he will go no further than rejecting plain 

pornography or heresy, and he believes that the classics 

should be made available to students from the beginning. 

It is, moreover, only fair to admit that he seems to have 

insisted on the reading of Christian authors as a necessary 

supplement. Lodovico Carbone tells us in the funeral speech 

of 1460: "Guarino realized that we who are Christians must 

have a range of reading different from that of the paeans, 

who did not know God, " and: "How often did he interrupt 

his lectures to refute the errors of pagans about the immortal 

gods! " Carbone, for reasons of piety, may have exaggerated 

the Christian content of Guarino's teaching, but it is certain 

that Guarino, did not neglect religion, especially towards 

the end of his life, whan it is obvious fron his correspondence 

that he was becoming increasingly more pious. 
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In the light of the pronouncements about obscenity in 

literature, it im interacting to see what he had said, 

cone twenty-four years earlier, about Antonio Ceccadelli'c 

ill-starred Hermaphroditus. This work camp out at Bologna 

in September 1425, and Giovanni Laoola sent a copy of it 

to Guarino at Verona. In March 11426, he took another copy 

of it to Roma and gave it to Antonio Losco and Poggio 

Bracciolini. The latter wrote on the 3rd of April 1426 

(E t. It. 40) to Beccadolli: "Giovanni Lamola. . . brought 

us a little book of your poem, which you entitle 

Hermaphroditus, a pleasant work, full of delight. Antonio 

Losco read it first and lavished praise on the brilliance 

and case of your style, for the book is very charming. 

Then he sent it for me to read. . ." Guarino's reaction 

was similarly favorable, but he admitted in a short letter 

(346) to Laaola that the subject was a bit doubtful, "cum 

locos, lacciviai et petulcuia aliquid sapiat. " The 

tlor: naphroditus was dedicated to Couino dei Medici, grandfather 

of Lorenzo "I1 Hagnifico, " and it was entirely pagan in 

style and subject. Despite its title, it was not a defense 

of hoiosoxuality, although there are overtones of this 

natura. Guarino was not, however, interested in the subject 

matter so much as the style. Having glanced over Baceadelli's 

works he wrote what was probably a hasty letter, not intended 

for publication and therefore more nearly representative of 

his mood at the time, although we must allow for the fact 
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that Lamola would expect him to praise the book and would 

have been offended by a detailed criticism or a cool 

reaction. The result was that Guarino lightly excuses 

the wanton character of the verses by quoting fron Catullus, 

16,5-9: "For it becomes the true poet to be himself 

chaste, but it is not at all necessary that his verses 

should be so. In fact, the very thing that gives them zest 

and charm is that they may be a trifle voluptuous and 

naughty, and able to excite prurience. " This concentration 

upon style rather than content was a typically humanistic 

trait, and Guarino expressed himself in similar terms more 

than once about it, even in public. For example, we have 

his reply to a speech made about this time by his pupil, 

Bernardo Giustinian. It was published by K. Mtlllnor in 

Wiener Studien XVIII, 1897, p. 2914. Guarino cites Lucan, IV, 

589 sq., Ovid, Metamorphoses_ IV, 55 sq. and some Christian 

authors, including Zeno, who is referred to thus: ".. * 

aruditissimum at illustrissimum Veronensem episcopum Zenonem 

animadvertite. Hum ipsius scripts non dicam Virgilium 

coterosque gravissimos poetas, sed etiam lascivos comicos at 

procaces satyros still suavitate at orationis docore redolent 

at mirum in modum effingunt? " The comic poets may be wanton 

tlaseivos) and the satirists pert (procaces) but their style 

is smooth and brilliant, and these qualities are the ones 

obviously admired. Consequently, Guarino would give little 

thought to what he was writing to Lamola and was simply 

repeating a commonplace he had read in Catullus, and probably 
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also in Ovid and Martial. To back himself ups he also quoted 

Jerome on the subject of a harlots "Quo cum recedentibus 

cunctis meretrix speciosa venisset, coepit delicatis stringere 

colla complexibus, et quod dictu quoque scelus est, manibus 

attrectare virilia, ut corpora in libidinem concitato se 

victrix impudica superiaceret. " Guarino asks: "What wanton 

whoremonger ever used filthier language? " But after all, 

Jerome had to use the words, since the subject called for 

them. The implication is that Beccadelli may be excused for 

the same reason, The letter ends by promising to let Lamola 

know what "nostri" think of the poem. By "nostri" Guarino 

almost certainly means "our fellow students. " 

If he could have foreseen the trouble this letter was 

to cause him, he would certainly have chosen his words more 

carefully. Although one cannot prove it, there is a feeling 

of good-natured flippancy about the letter and Guarino seems 

almost to relish quoting the highly prurient passage from 

Jerome. This is, however, only a subjective impression: 

but I mention it because those who read the letter may have 

had similar reactions. 

At the end of February 1426 (Letter 350) Guarino wrote 

to Aurispa again praising the antique flavour, learning and 

charm of Beccadelli's work, but adds a caution: "Watch 

that you tell no-one, unless you are sure of him, what I 

think about this man or my affection for him, in case Antonio 

and I are pestered by those who want to excel all men, 
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but don't. " A lacuna then appears in the manuscript 

(lacunae ake always suspicious, because they may indicate 

a deliberate erasure) and then the words: "even though 

Codrus bursts a gut out of vexation and envy for another's 

glory. " It is apparent, then, that the poems and their 

author were exciting comment, and that Guarino was becoming 

shy of being too widely associated with a favourable opinion 

of Beccadelli and his work, Perhaps he had heard rumors 

that Beceadelli was a homosexual -- a charge he seems to 

have believed by 1427 (Letters 431,432 in Summaries and 

note to 431, Also Letter 30, note 2). Perhaps he sensed 

that the moral die-hards were arming, and had decided on 

discretion. But at any rate, the Kermaphroditus did become 

the object of bitter attack, especially from the extreme 

clergy headed by Antonio da Rho at Milan ('See. Barozzi- 

Sabbadini Studi sul Panormita e sul ': alla p. 2-15 and 

Cinquini and R. Valentini: Poesie latine inedite di 

Antonio Beccadelli p. 51-57). 

Guarino does not seem to have suffered repercussions 

until 1434. The first we hear of them is in Letter 666 to 

Giovanni Lamola, of 1st February 1435. It is a complete 

retraction of the earlier letter of 1426, occasioned, as 

Guarino says, by there coming into his hands (exactly when 
he does not say) of a copy of the Hermaphroditus prefaced 

by his letter of 1426. Lamola in that year had been engaged 
in distributing and popularizing Beccadelli's work and had 

without permission (according to Guarino) used his old 
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teacher's letter as a testimonial, prefixing copies of it 

to all the manuscripts of the Hornaphroditus. The text of 

the letter found in these manuscripts is still extant, and 

there is an impressive number of them (See Guarino, Epistolario 

Vol. I, p. 505). It is the text published by Sabbadini 

as Letter 346. 

In Letter 666, Guarino claims that this text, both in 

words and arrangement, is a travesty of what he had actuBelly 

written in 1426, and "a cause of no little shame and reproach. " 

He says he must disown it, to avoid insult from "ignorant 

people or those who do not use their brains over much" and 

to set right the bad opinion conceived of him by "good man, 

whose opinion of ma I value. " In brief, Guarino claims that 

he never did approve of ßeccadelli or his lewd poems, although 

he admits the man has talent, takes Lamola to task for 

mutilating the text of his letter and disseminating it 

without permission, and asks him either to destroy any 

copies of it he finds or at least append a copy of the 

retraction to them. If Letter 346 really was a garbled 

version of what Guarino wrote, then he had every right to 

be annoyed. At this point an awkward complication arises. 

There is extant, in one manuscript, an alternative 

version of Letter 346. Sabbadini prints it in Vol. I, p. 702 

of the tatters. It shows cone minor additions to the text, 

and a longer addition of some fourteen lines near the and. 

The only significant additions are 1.15-16: WEgo medius 

fidius hominem ut scriptorem probo" (the qualification "ut 
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scriptorem" does not appear in Letter 346) and the fourteen 

lines near the end: "Ceterum animadvertes, Iohannes optime 

ne. ideo me vel auctore vel exhortatore materiam ipsam at 

carminis argumentum probari putes, sicuti carmen ipsum pro 

decoro laudaverim. Magis autem magisque velim ut ad res 

viro dignas at virtutis opera stilus ipse vertatur at quasi 

relictis nucibus sumpta virili toga dignitati laudi at 

honori serviat, vel Catullo praeceptore: Nam castum esse 

decet pium poetam ipsum. Haec aetas alios exigit mores; 

tempus fuit iocandi, tempus instat seria loquendi serioque 

vivendi. Suade amico utrique communi ut Virgilianum iam 

servet illud: Claudite iam rivos pueri, sat prata biberunt; ' 

at qui inscribit ad Cosmam, cosmi idest ornamenti rationem 

ieneat. Nil nisi grande talcs ingenii pollicetur acumen. 

Danda est opera ut quemadmodum scribendi praeceptio, sic at 

scriptoris mores vitaque probentur plusque poeta quam poema 

ad imitandum alliciat. " Obviously, if this ahternative 

version was the letter that Lamola mutilated, it would go 

some way towards re-habilitating Guarino. 

Sabbidini admits it is difficult to tell whether we 

are here dealing with a "revised version" or an "interpolation"- 

(See his notes to Letter 346). lie argues that we cannot 

ascribe the changes to "interpolation" because of what he 

calls the "great extent of the changes" and the care with 

which they were made. The possibility that it was a revised 

edition, written by Guarino, is ruled out by the fact that 

both Letter 346 and the alternative version of it contain 
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the sentence: "Ego mediu3 fidius hoiinem probo, ingenium 

Qiror et ludento defector, flento rideo, lupanari rnedio 

scortanten laudo vorsui. " Sabbadini is certainly right 

to make the restoration: "flente flco, ridente rideo" 

("I cry when he cries, laugh when he laughs"). He argues 

that if Guarino had written the alternative version, as 

a later revision, he would have made this obvious and necessary 

textual correction. He concludes that the longer version 

was the work of some student of Guarino'e, written "per 

eserci: io. " But this conclusion seems at least open to 

question. 

Why would any student wish to play around with the 

text in this wry, when he could more profitably have written 

an original exercise? -And why with this particular letter? 

To have worked the text over, ho would have had to have 

access to a copy of Letter 346. This is unlikely, because 

it presupposes that Guarino made, and kept, a copy of the 

original; Yet this was not his normal practice, and, in 

any case, both versions end with an apology from Guarino 

for being too busy to write at great lengths "Vale, cii 

lohanncs, of litterarun moaram 
ýýtcWvý6, 

uw da veniam, haul 

enitme sinunt occupationeo , utAKeaýoyc- v 
." Under such 

circumstances, one cannot imagine Guarino going to the 

trouble of making a copy. Again, if this putative student 

was intelligent enough to make improvements in style, and 

was going over the text scrupulously for that purpose, he 

would surely have rude the easy emendation "flento < fleo, 
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ridente > rideo. " Finally, it is hard to envisage the 

temerity of a pupil who would work over and "L=prow" his 

teacher's Latin style. 

Who, then, wrote the longer verzion? The textual 

point seems to rule out the possibility that it was a later 

version by Guarino. Sabbadini is also right to rule out 

the chance of interpolation, if ha uaana "accidental! 

interpolation, because of the caraful nature of the "chi: nges. " 

But what if the longer vuraion was really the original, 

and what is printed as Letter 34G was a =;: tilated varuion 

of it? Lanola would have been responsible fcr the deletions, 

since he was engaged in publicizing Dcccadelli's work and was 

the one who prefixed Guarino's letter to the HarwaphrodituS, 

without parriusion. Zehen ho received a letter in general 

terms of ps"diae for Meccadclli, it would be a uinple tack 

to improve the testincnicl by deleting one or two lean 

co: plinuntary ran ark-W. P. ccpcct for his caster'o text would 

not restrain his hand, bucauoc texts were not reGardad as 

sacrosanct than, as t ey arc today. Besides, alterations 

In prefatory letters were co=on enough. For examples 

l3accadelli's latter to Guarino about the iie aphroditu9 

which is Latter 347 of Gua: "ino' w epistolary, and appears 

in that force in aditiona of the Hermaphroditus, is considerably 

altered in the collected edition of Baccadelli's letters. 

Even it Guarino did write the longar vorcion, ho. lavor, 

it would 3a only a little way tOWarc13 rahabilitattncy him. 

It is zr%ill a rathor hasty latter, it still hap a flavour 
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of hedonism and even flippancy, despite the rather more 

sober caution of fourteen lines towards the end, and it 

would still have been open to harsh criticism. But in any 

cases it was the mutilated version printed as Letter 346 that 

the critics saw in their copies of the Hermaaphroditus. 

The person most responsible for Guarino's writing 

Letter 666 was Alberto da Sarzana, who had preached at 

Ferrara in 1434 (See Letter 644 1.6). Either in his 

sermons, or in conversation, he had criticized Guarino for 

what was thought to be his favourable opinion of Beccadelli 

and the Hermaphroditus, In a letter of 18th May to Filippo 

Bendidio, Alberto recalled a discussion between himself, 

Francesco Marescalco and Guarino, in which the latter had 

promised to write a retraction. "You will remind Guarino 

from me, " he says, "that what we once said about the 

Hermaphroditus, a book not only evil in its expressions but 

in bad taste, must be attended to, and urgently at that, 

if he wants to keep his reputation, which is getting a 

fair amount of criticism here from many real scholars, who 

are not to be despised, in my opinion" (Alberto da Sarzana, 

Opera (Rome, 1688] F. 30) .. 
Guarino was now in a difficult position. He had not, 

probably, altered his opinion much from what it was in 1426; 

but he had to make it appear so, or at least emphasize that 

he did not countenance immorality. Letter 666 is a volte- 

face from Letter 346. Sabbadini thinks that it resulted 
from a profound religious experience, but I am more inclined 
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to think it was born of 'a prudent fear. He also calls it, 

in the notes to Letter 666, a "ritrattazione... di un', 

ingenuitä puerile. " One is inclined to agree. If Guarino 

really had said all he claims to have done in the earlier 

letter, it would never have been possible to apologize for 

its brevity. lie nays the earlier latter he wrote was 

"grandiuscula_", but neither Letter 346 nor its altarnative 

version (which, jr. my opinion, is the genuine original) 

could be called that. He either did not, or affected not 

to have the original text before him, because he was able 

to give only the gist of several passages left out by Lamola. 

lie also refers to "vivus sermo" with Larºola, in which he 

had condamned the iiermaphroditua. 

If we assume that Letter 346 had suffered a few 

mutilations, Letter 666 is not as dishonest as Sabbadini 

suggests. But even it was half-honest, it was still dishonest. 

The really interesting point is that Cuarino's opinions, in 

1426, secr3 to have been milder and gor© tolerant than they 

were in 1450. Whereas in 1426 he had been prepared to let 

his students read the Hermaphroditus, one feels that, twenty- 

four years later, hfl would havo;, placccl it among those books 

which he would not allow young men to touch, let alone 

steep; themselves in. The scare he had in 1434 may have 

helped to change his attitude; but moral rigidity is also 

consistent with advancing age and deepening piety. It is 

doubtful, however, if he over plumbed the depths of cynicism 

reached by the later Renaissance scholar Eiuretus, who wrote: 
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Quisquis versibus exprimit Catullum 

Raro moribus exprimit Catonem. 

We must now deal with the part taken by Guarino in another 

major issue of the Fifteenth Century, that concerning the 

relative merits of "tyranny" and popular government. Those 

who wish a good modern account of the historical background, 

which is important, are referred to Denys Hays The Italian 

Renaissance in its Historical Background (Cambridge U. P. 

1961) p. 58-67. Only the briefest sketch of it can be 

attempted here. 

By about the beginning of the Fifteenth Century, Italy 

had, in the broadest of terms, split into five major power 

blocks. To the North, power centered on Milan under the 

Visconti, and Venice, with lands in Dolmatia and two small 

areas north and south of the Laguna* Florence and Roma 

dominated the middle, and Naples the South. This is, of 

course an over-simplification. There was a whole profusion 

of feudal lords, city-states and church dignitaries, who 

fought constantly among themselves for local and termporary 

advantages. But the tendency was for the smaller powers 

to be swallowed up by the larger. Most of the weaker powers, 

however small or insignificant, found it convenient to 

depend upon a strong neighbour, or had been forced into 

submission. 

The Italian communes were losing, or had lost, their 

republican character and independence, and were evolving 

semi-monarchical modes of government. This was almost 
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inevitable, for many of the communes had never been completely 

independent of some local territorial magnate. It often 

happened that popular government had proved unwieldy, 

faltering and inefficient in a crisis, when speedy decisions 

were needed. To some extent this problem was solved by 

the election of an outside official called the podestä 

("praetor" in Latin). These men were professional civic 

leaders, appointed for six months or a year, and their powers 

were mainly judicial. Since it was an easy matter to find 

other posts elsewhere, the podesta did not usually try to 

prolong his power indefinitely in any one place. But the 

continuity of executive action provided by this means was 

not always enough, and strong men, permanently resident in 

the city or near it, were ever ready to step in and assume 

a kind of Periclean role of "first among equals. " They 

were either single men or closely-knit groups, who secured 

for themselves, usually with, but sometimes without, public 

support, all the strips necessary to manipulate the government. 

Thus a "tyranny" was established, sometimes gradually, 

sometimes with dramatic speed and efficiency. 

In Lombardy, for instances tho Visconti family sat 

aside the old republican forms, and fanning out from Milan, 

gained control of most of the Po valley. Their greatest 

ucion, Giangalcazzo Viaconti, waded his way to power and 

a dukedom through murder, marriage alliances and intrigue, 

not to mention the help he received from a large stock of 

family wealth. On a smaller ocale, Mastino Della Scala 
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became leading citizen in Verona after the death, in 1259, 

of Ezzelino da Romano. Hastino became "capitano del populo, " 

and soon afterwards, an imperial ivicar. The imperial 

vicariate was regarded$ under the common law of the Holy 

Ronan Empire, as essential for the legality of decisions 

reached by the pppiilar assembly. Since Verona belonged, 

in theory, to the Emperor, being part of the "regnum Italian, " 

the vesting of the title in the person of tiastino considerably 

enhanced his pre: Ugo. After Hastino, his brother and 

nephews consolidated the advantage, and the family remained 

in power for one hundred and twenty-sight years. * 

Venice never fell under a "tyranny" of the Milanese 

variety, but she was ruled by a titular Dogo, and power 

was in the hands of a comparatively small number of merchant 

princes, Who liked to call themselves "patricians. " Venice 

was a republic only in nano, however jealously guarded. 

The Papal States were nominally a kingdom, but its 

ruler was an absentee, and hie lands were adzainistercd, 

after a re-organization by Cardinal A1, bornox from 1353-1363, 

by Papal "rectores. " These men were, in effect, local 

tyrants, who sometimes abused their powers. 

In Florence, democracy had boon eatabliahed in 1293. 

The noble familes were excluded from the government; and 

fiDenys Hay: ops cite p. 64 calls the cr rgonce of the 
Della Scala family ao asaic case of the Process. " For 
an interesting account of the Della Scala dyneaty, sea Alethea fiel, The story of Vorona (J. H. Dent and Co., London, 
1902) p. 66.102. 
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except for the year 1342-43, the form of the constitution 

was republican. It did not always function smoothly. 

In 1378, for instance, the so-called "Ciompi" revolution* 

aimed at establishing a truly proletarian government, and 

in 1393, Vieri dei Medici could have yielded to pressure 

from one faction to make himself "principe. " Being "bubno" 

("patriotic") however, he refused to do so, and offered 

his advice to the established government. Such, at any 

rate, was Vieri's action according to Machiavelli; 

Storie Fiorentine Bk III9 Ch. 25, We must remember, of 

course, that Machiavelli's patrons were the Medici and he 

would, naturally, colour his account in their favour. 

It is a tribute to the cool efficiency of the permanent 

civil servants at Florence that the cog-wheels of government 

continued to turn through each and every civil fracas. 

Coluccio Salutati was one of those civil servants under 

the socially conservative and politically liberal oligarchy* 

that effectively took charge after 1378. He became 

Chancellor of the Republic and its chief spokesman in 1375 

and remained in office until his death in 1406. 

*The "Ciompi" were artisans of the wool industry, led 
by Michele di Lando. 

**Cf,. Denys Hay; op. cit. P. 88-89: "A dominant class 
of rich merchants having exc uded from power thei: nobility, 
governed the city with the smaller merchants and wealthier 
craftsmen as junior partners, and the lower orders (were? ) 
entirely excluded from participation in government. " 
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In 1400, he wrote a treatise on tyranny, which is 

published by F. Ercolei Tractatus de tryanno von C. Salutdti 

(Berlin 1914) and translated, with notes, by Ephraim Emerton; 

Humanism and Tyranny (Harvard U. P. 1925) p. 25-116. 

John of Salisbury's Policraticus had been the first real 

discussion of the subject in the Middle Ages. He had 

pictured the ruler as the recipient of a divine mandate. 

Bad rule, therefore, is a violation of God's law, and the 

people would be entitled to kill such a tyrant. In the 

Thirteenth Century, Thomas Aquinas expressed dislike for 

bad rulers, in the De Regimine Principum, but was against 

their removal except by due process of human law. He did 

not, however, define the process. A survival of this 

Mediaeval view that tyrannicide is lawful in the case of 

bad rulers, or at least that their removal is justifiable, 

can be seen in the case pleaded by the lawyer, Jean Petit 

for the Duke of Burgundy who murdered the Duke of Orleans 

on November 23rd, 1407. Petit submitted that the defendant 

was innocent, because he had rid France of a tyrant. A 

Paris court upheld the plea, but efforts were made at the 

Council of Constance (1114-1418) to rescind the verdict and 

condemn Jean Petit. 

Salutati begins his treatise with a definition of 

"tyrant. " After a display of erudition he concludes that 

it means an illegal usurper of government, or an unjust 

ruler. In the second chapter, he finds fault with John 
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of Salisbury's justification of tyrannicide. In the third 

chapter, he examines the political record of Julius Caesar 

and concludes that he was not a tyrant, although he had 

seized power by force. Salutati admires Caesar because 

he was a benevolent despot. In preferring him to Pompey, 

he was in the main stream of Mediaeval thinking. Dante 

had consigned Brutus to the lowest Hell (Inferno XXIV, 65) 

and Petrarch had defended Caesar. * But Dante and Petrarch 

clung to the hope that the Hold Roman Empire might become 

a practical reality, and Julius Caesar symbolized the 

benevolent despot, the adumbration of the ideal future 

Emperor to be based in Rome. By Salutati's time, the 

Emperor meant nothing in terms of practical Italian 

politics; so that when he voiced approval of Caesar, he 

probably had in mind the strong man--perhaps a professional 

civil servant like himself--who, in moments of crisis, had 

the vigour to make decisions and the power to effect them. 

This mood, however, tool a drastic change in the years 
1402-3, when, as Hans Baron has convincingly argued, t the 

*C f. Denys Hay 92* cito p. 97k98. 

*Baron's two main books, The Crisis of the Early 
Italian Renaissance (2vols. Princeton 9 bb) an -Humanistic 
and Political Literature in Florence and Venice at the begi: 
of the uattrocento (Cambridg-e-9 ass., are likely to 
remain undamenta reading for some time. For the works 
mentioned in the paragraph above, I have adopted Baron's 
revised chronology. For a summary of his conclusions about this chronology, see Humanistic and Political Literature 
p. 163-165. 

n 
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tide of Florentine patriotism and republican sentiment 

reached its high water mark. During the war with Giangaleazzo 

Visconti, from 1398-1402, the feeling was gradually 

crystallizing at Florence that "tyranny", whatever the 

nature of the tyrant, was in itself undesirable and inimical 

to liberty. The Florentines began to talk of themselves 

as the champions of popular liberty in Italy. The 

traditional "Guelphism" of Florence--which in earlier 

times had implied support for the Papacy against the Emperor-- 

had been transmuted into opposition to any form of imperialism 

on the part of a "tyrant. " The first spokesmen of this 

sentimental, but fierce republicanism were Cino Rinucci 

and Salutati. The latter wrote an anti-Visconti invective 

in 1402-3, in which the mood of the De Tyra no of 1400 

had evaporated. Leonardo Bruni, between the summer of 1403 

and spring of 1406, produced his Laudatio Florentinae Urbis 

and Dialogus II ad Petrum Paulum Histrum. In the latter 

work, Bruni showed hostility to Caesar, who, by then, stood 

for the rule of any one man. 

Ciangaleazzo had died in 1402, but a new danger appeared 

in Ladislas of Naples, who, from 1404-1414, wreaked havoc 

in the Papal States and posed a threat to Florence. Meanwhile, 

Filippo Maria Visconti began in 1412 to re-consolidate 

Visconti power. By 1422 he was lord of Genoa, and then began 

to turn his attentions to Emilia. In 1425, Venice and Florence 

were finally forced to join forces against him. 
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Such is the general background to the controversy 

between the defenders of republican sentiment and their 

literary opponents, which flared up again in 1435. The 

first hint of it in Guarino's correspondence comes in 

Letter CSB, written about March of that year. Guarino 

congratulates his pupil on a recent defense of Caesar, 

the nature of which is not specified., This defense, one 

surmises, had been occasioned by word reaching Ferx-ara of 

a debate at Florence over "groat men and their deeds, " as 

Guarino puts it. When the Papal Court had moved there in 

1435, the resident humanists inevitably sharpened their 

wits against the scholars irL the Pope's service. The debate 

in 1435 about the relative merits of ancient generals was 

only one of a serioe. e Leonello's admiration for Caesar 

was great, almost certainly as a result of Guarino's 

influence, and he rose to the bait. Gtiarino offers in 

Letter 660 to help his pupil with quotations and other verbal 

azrnunition to fight "those who want an argument" (r. altercationis 

cupidos"). As yet, however, no opponents are mentioned by 

name. All wo know in that Caesar had been impugned* 

eTho other that year concerned the nature of the Latin 
language. The Curia was in Florence in 1434,1436,1439 
and 1443. Between 1439 and 1443, the major talking points 
were the relative merits of Latin and Italian, and Latin 
and Greek. 
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It is worth noting that in 1433 (See, Letter 620) 

Leonello had delivered an oration before the Emperor 

Sigismund, in the course of which he had made a slighting 

reference to Julius Caesar: "Alexander the Macedonian 

ranged over the whole of Asia to bring war and destruction 

upon Darius, king of the Persians. What lands have you 

not visited, to give their peoples peace and tranquillity! 

With what bloodshed and slaughter of Gauls, Germans and 

Britons did Julius Caesar invade Gaul and the seas, 

attacking the liberty of others! But you, most courageous 

Caesar, range in peace through so many ports, provinces and 

peoples, with the object of laying the squabbles of Italy 

to rest, to take thought for Christ's people and root out 

all their internal conflicts! " Too much could be made of 

this, however. The contrast between the two Caesars makes 

such a neat rhetorical point that few could have resisted 

making it. It is unthinkable that Guarino would not have 

checked over the text of his pupil's important speech 

beforehand. Even hei therefore, must have allowed Leonello 

to sacrifice his integrity for the sake of a rhetorical 

flourish. This seems more likely than that Leonello disliked 

Caesar in 1433� only to become his champion in 1435. 

Already by 1432, Guarino and Giovanni Lamola had collaborated 

in producing an edition of everything attributed to Caesar, 

both genuine and spurious. The manuscript of this edition 

is now the Codex Estensis VC2 in the Vatican and is subscribed: 
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"Ezicndavit Guarinun Veroncnsis adiuvante lo. Lola civc 

bononienoi anno Christi t4C000XXXII. IIII nonau iulias 

Ferrariao" (See Sabbadinii La Scuola e gli Studi di 

Guarino p. 119-23). Loonello was almost certainly given 

this as a text book. his genuine love for Caesar cannot 

be questioned. In Letter 683 of 1435 he begins with an 

affectionate reference to the Commentaries of "our Caesar, " 

and he ueesas to have been genuinely vexed by Caesar's detractors. 

We crust not, however, underestimate Guarino'u influence on 

Leoneilo'o thinking. He was in charge of his pupil's 

intellectual training, and part of that was to prepare 

hire to rule the uarqui . ate of Ferrara. Wo know, for 

instance,, that Cuurino translated two speeches of Isocrates 

for Lconollo's use, the one on the duties of a ruler to his 

people, the other on the duties of the people to their ruler. 

It would have been no less than his duty, as the employee 

of liiccolö d'Ente, to confirm Leonello in a belief that 

tyranny was morally justifiable, and the best form of 

government. Ho was fortunate in that duty and inclination 

were one. 

Ile had always admired Caesar. As early as 1415 (Letter 

47) he had translated Plutareh'e Life of Caesar into Latin; 

and in Venice he appears to have praised the Ronan dictator 

frequently. Pietro del Monte records that when he studied 

under Guarino at Venice he was often irritated by his master's 

"fanaticism" for Caesar (Walser. Pognius Florentinus p. 172, 

n. 2). Guarino would not have been open with these views 
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at Florence from 1410-1414, where there is reason to believe 

he was most unhappy in the contentious atmosphere of a 

democracy ( Cf. my Life of Guarino sec. 58). There is 

little doubt that he preferred life under a despot. It 

was, therefore, natural that when he heard of attacks on 

Caesar emanating from Florence he should be prepared to 

meet the challenge with Leonello. 

In April 1435, Leonello visited Florence to see the 

Pope (Letter 670) and no doubt heard more about the controversy. 

Poggio had by this time emerged as the champion of Scipio. 

He wrote on the 10th of April to Scipione Mainente, saying 

that Scipio was superior to Caesar in virtue, and at least 

his equal in generalship. Apart from pleasing Mainente, 

whose admiration for Scipio probably originated from nothing 

more than his having the same first name, Poggio was 

really striking a passing blow for republicanism of the old, 

romantic stamp. Two knights, probably Feltrino Boiardo and 

Alberto della Sales, brought Poggio's letter to Ferrara (See 

Letter 670), where Guarino must have seen it. He responded 

with a short note to Leonello (Letter 669) promising to 

combat the "scourge of Caesar" ("Caesaromastix") and pointing 

out that it is the duty of princes to safeguard other princes. 

Leonello himself probably felt unequal to tackling Poggio 

in public, and passed the task on to Guarino. There is 

no evidence to prove this, but it is a fair supposition. 
The result was Letter 670 of June 1435, which is rather fully 

paraphrased in Summaries. 
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The tone throughout iss friendly, but firm. The Latin 

is markedly Ciceronian, and reaches splendour in places, 

Its lucid arrangomant compares favourably with the more 

hurried latter to Giovanni da Prato $, already discussed. 

In his citation of authorities, Guarino displays a devastating 

erudition. These qualities arc beat illustrated by a 

perusal of the text itself: but a few corm mcntn seem called 

for. Guarino relies heavily on Suetonius' life of Caesar 

in the De Vita Caasarum, from which he picks snippets to 

chow that Caesar was a great generals magnanimous and the 

right man for that moment in Roman history. At one point 

(Summaries sea. 7) ho slyly digs at Poggio, an Apostolic 

secretary, by reminding him that not all of the Popes have 

been as good as Peter, and at another (Summaries sec. 14) 

he passes off Cae3ar's use of bribery by pointing to the 

current financial corruption endorsed by the Papacy in the 

sale of Church appointments. 

Caesar's moral lapses prove an awkward point; and 

here Guarino selects from Suctonius only what suits him. 

He neglects the opprobrious passages in which Caesar is 

called "The Queen of Bithynia" (Ch. 49) and "each van's 

woran and each woman's man" (Ch. 52) and concentrates on 

his amour with Cleopatra. The excuse offered is that love 

is a fault we more or less have to expect and condone. But 

to make sure of a point, Guarino points out that Caesar at 

least loved a queen$ whereas Scipio was enarourcd of a serving 

wench. 
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Most of the letter is devoted to praising Caesar's 

virtues and accomplishments, and comparatively little is 

said about Scipio. Further, the political overtones are 

left for the discerning aye to find. One, however, is 

rather clearer than the others, partly because it stands 

out as a seeming digression of some 64 lines (Summaries 

coc 17 ). It is a bitter attack an Poggio's "holy Cato** 

The reason is surely political, because Cato� like Scipio, 

was a stereotype of republican virtue. By showing what a 

blackguard Cato really was, Guarino was surely hinting that 

the riorentines were hypocrites and poseurs, out of touch 

with the realities of politics in Italy, and troublemakers 

for everyone. The fact that Guarino had already shown a 

distaste for Cato in 1425 (Letter 300 and Life of Guarino 

sec. 126) is a further indication that he had long entertained 

anti-republican sentiments. 

It may be objected that this is reading too much into 

Guarino's words. But we must remember that his earliest 

years had been spent in a city which was traditionally 

Ghiboliinca in its sympathies. It had boon regarded as the 

Italian metropolis of the German ezaperora, and the capital 

of their imperial vicars. Only when her days of splendour 

were over did she become a provincial town, subservient to 

Venice. Even as late as 1509 Verona showed that her Ghibelline 

tradition was still alive, for on May 30th of that year the 

Emperor HSaxinilian was unanimously welcomed as lord of the 
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city, which he entered in October clad in cloth of gold and, 

according to the Venetian chronicler, Sanudo, looking like 

"a Caesar of the days of old" (Alethea Wiel: The 

Story of Verona p. 108-109). From 1374-1378 Guarino lived 

under the della Scala family and from then until 1402, 

Verona was under Visconti rule. Admittedly, Guarino spent 

some time in Venice and made many friends there, but the 

majority of his early life was passed under despots. From 

1403-1408 he lived at Constantinople, so that when he 

returned to his native city, by then part of the Venetian 

republic, he had passed something like 32 of his 34 years 

under despots. There is also some indication that he was 

at least privy to a plot in 1412 to restore the della Scala 

dynasty in the person of Brunoro della Scala (See, Life 

of Guarino sec. 63). At one point in Letter 670 (1.1017-1020) 

he comes right out with a conviction that the rule of a 

single man is the best form of government, He does not, 

however, advance arguments for it, but calls upon the vague 

authority of "philosophers" to prove its superiority: "Non 

adducam hune in locum monarchiae commendationem, claridsimorum 

virorum et doctissimorum philosophorum disputationibus et 

auctoritate ceteris administrandae civitatis rationibus 

antelatam. " Lodovico Carbone, in the funeral oration, 

credits Guarino with a marked preference for the rule of 

a single man, "which the Greeks call monarchy, " It is 

possible that Carbone was echoing the passage in Letter 670, 

but no doubt he had also heard Guarino voice the sentiment 
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in class. But surely the best indication of Guarino's 

feeling about "tyranny" is the fact that for thirty years 

until his death in 1460, he served successively under 

Niccolö III, Leonello, and Borso dlEste. Letter 670 should 

therefore be regarded as his most important public pronouncement 

on the subject of tyranny and popular government, veiled 

though it may have been in the disguise of a defense of 

Caesar against Scipio. 

Poggio did not leave the matter there, but wrote to 

Francesco Barbaro, asking him to judge the dispute. He 

also sent Leonello d'Este a copy of his counter-blast. 

Poggio's reply is moderate. He claims surprise that Guarino 

should have made such a fuss over an academic question, but 

answers his points one by one. The lack of rancour in 

Poggio, and Barbaro's tactful intervention, ended the matter 

there, so far as Guarino was concerned. In 1436 Ciriaco 

d'Ancona again defended Caesar against Poggio, and in 1440, 

Pietro del Monte was added to the list of Caesar's champions. 

But that was the last that came of the issue (See Walser, 

Po gius Florentinus p. 168-173 and 137-38). 

Another dispute with political overtones in which 

Guarino found himself embroiled was aroused by the appearance 
in 1428 of his most famous oration, that on Count Carmagnola, 

the condottiere of Venice. It is extant in many manuscripts 
and was published by A. Battistella$ I1 Conte di Carmagnola 

(Genoa)1889)o Sabbadini wrote the history of the polemic 
in an article«Guarino Veronese e la polemica aul Carnmagnola 
in Nuovo Archivio Veneto XI, 1896. p. 327-61. 
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Ia Letter 424, Guarino tells ua how, on the evening of 

the 14th October 1427, he had coon torches blazing in 

Verona from hie villa at Val Policell&, Upon inquiry* 

passers-by told him of Piccinino'z defeat by Carzagnola two 

days before. The event, certainly a splendid feat of arms 

for the Venetian array over the tiilnnaso, roused oven his 

normally pacific nature to enthusiasm, and he conceived the 

idea of writing a laudation of the Count. In Letter 437 of 

27th January 1426, he wrote fai tino , 'tizzon to any that, in 

addition to his many other scholarly domentic labours, he 

had undertaken a upcech in praise of a single man and was 

completely absorbed in its to trio exclusion of food and 

sleep. By 17th February he aas able to announce to his 

soldier friend, Battista Dovilacqun, that it was finished 

(Letter 430). 

In this latter, he thanked 83vilacqua, WAo had uorved 

under Carmagnola, for encouraging him and supplying material 

for his use. Battista had, indeed, written an account of 

the battle to hin brother Giorgio, u student under Guarino 

at Verona and then another one, in beautifully vigorous Latin, 

to Guarino, on the 18th of January (Letter 436). Guarino 

was able to make use of Bevilacqua'n detailed account when 

he wrote the laudation. i3ovilacqua wanted Guarino to write 

a history of the entire war; but the tank was too great, as 

Guarino pointed out in Latter 439 1.35-47: "For I would not 

decline the task, if only for the Sake of exercising my 

mind or doing service to tho glory of many people, or so that 
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I should not allow, so far as it lies within my humble 

abilities, the memory of deeds done in this age to vanish. 

But it is a difficult business, and one worthy of shoulders 

that are not weak, to write fittingly of a memorable war, 

of mighty and afflucnt states, and gigantic equipment, and 

to capture, in suitably dignified terms, the naval and 

land forces, heroic leaders, and distinguished soldiers. 

Add to that the fact that since history ought to be 'the 

light of truth' and 'will explain nothing for the sake 

of merely pleasing or giving offence, ' it eschews both 

flattery and offence: and you will judge for yourself how 

safe that principle is. The reasons for the war must be 

explained, and character, loyalty, honour and virtue, and 

their opposites have to be revealed and put on public display. 

At one time these were odious subjects, but today they are 

a capital risk, " It is clear, then, that Guarino had no 

real political axe to grind, except perhaps to defend 

Carmagnola, whose success had aroused some envy in Venice. 

That was risk enough; but to have written a complete history 

of the war would have involved him in endless trouble, as 

he could sea. 

The oration begins by exulting that the ago of great 

commanders is not yet over (a sentiment later echoed in 
Letter 796, in which Guarino also says uoro about his attitude 

towards writing history) and claiming that it is only just 

to honour thew. A life of Carmagnola follows, then assossments 
of his virtues in war and peace. With com. endablo objectivity, 
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Guarino instances, as a peace-time virtue, the Count's 

success as governor of Genoa for the Visconti; and for 

his prowess in war, the victory at Maclodio--this time at 

the Duke of Milan's expense. The oration ends with 

praise for Venice and a plea that she should honour the 

Count. This praise of Venice was probably sincere enough, 

for her yoke had proved light for Verona; but it was also 

a politic necessity if the plea for Carmagnola were to 

succeed. Besides, it would do Guarino no harm to show he 

was a loyal subject of the Republic. 

The oration gained a wide circulation: and the Venetians 

were pleased with it. But the reaction in Lombardy was 

unfavourable, at least in official circles. After Guarino 

went to Ferrara, Antonio Beccadelli sent a copy of the speech 

to Cambio Zambeccari, who liked it, probably because he was 

a friend of Guarino's, But then Zambeccari passed it on to 

Pier Candid6 Decembrio, who was a ducal secretary. The 

result was a letter to Zambeccari in 1430 refuting Guarino's 

points one by one, and two invectives, against Beccadelli 

and Guarino, the one in 1431, the other in 1432. Decembrio 

had been an admirer of Guarino in 1425, when he had unsuccessfully 

tried to visit him in Verona (Letter 341) and, except for 

the Carmagnola incident, remained on good terms with him 

(, See. for example, Letters 712 1.40 and Letter 714). One 

cannot blame him for attacking Guarino's speech on Carmagnola. 

He was a loyal supporter, as his father before him had been, 

of the Visconti. When war broke out again in 1431, bitterness 

and a sense of duty made him break out into formal invective. 
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Guarino did nothing to defend himself. Sabbadini 

says in his Vita di Guarino sec. 250 that he later wrote 

a letter or coma verses in'-praise of the Visconti to show 

that in praising Carnagnola he was not taking sides; but I 

have been unablo to find the evidence for this. At any 

rate, the indications are that the speech on Carmagnola was 

not intended to be a political pamphlet. That it was 

interpreted as such was not Guarino's fault. It might also 

be suggested that one reason he did not reply to Dacembrio 

was that he really did have something in his own past to 

hide--perhaps complicity in the plot of 1412 to make 

Brunoro ae lla Scala lord of Verona. If this skeleton really 

was in the cupboard, it would have been prudent to minimize 

the risk of someone rattling the bon©s. 

Finally, we must now consider Guarino'a contribution 

to the controversy over the nature of the Latin language. 

This controversy had begun in 1435 at Florence, the chief 

participants being Flavio Biondo, Antonio Losco, Cencio 

Rustici, Andrea Fiocco and Poggio Bracciolini. Biondo 

and Poggio maintained that, in ancient Rome, both the 

educated and illiterate classes spoke essentially the same 

language. Rustici and Losco believed that there were two 

languages, widely different from each other. Leonardo 

Bruni ranged himself on the side of Rustics and Losco. 

Biondo, on the ist April,, 1435 wrote Bruni a letter (publ. 

by G. Mignini in Propucnatore 1890 III part 1, p. 144) in 

which he reviewed the entire dispute and answered the various 
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arguments produced in conversation by Rustici, Losco and 

ßruni. Calling upon the testimony of Cicero, Biondo argued 

that everyone in Rome spoke essentially the same language, 

but that there were differences that could be accounted 

for by variations in education and intellectual competence. 

Grammatically, however, everyone spoke the same language, 

with changes of case, variations of tense and mood, and 

60 on. 

Bruni replied on the 7th of May (£piýsto1aario ad. 

Hehus, VI, 10) to the affect that the lettered and unlettered 

classes spoke two different tongues, the vulgar tongue 

being uninflected and essentially the sane as the Italian 

of Bruni's day. This idea had already been advanced by 

Dante in his Do vul1 ri eloguen is I, 1 and 9. Bruns answered 

only two of Biondo's arguments. First, he maintained 

that the Latin spoken by senators and judges was literary 

and could not be understood by the mob. When orators 

addressed the people, they used the vulgar tongue; but 

when they published their speeches for posterity, they used 

the other language. Secondlyq he maintained that the numbers 

of common people who attended the theatre did not moan that 

they understood what was being said. They want simply to 

enjoy the scenery and acting. This seems a childish argument; 

but grunt could not bring himself to believe that that Latin 

upon which he had himself expended so much study could have 

come naturally to every unlettered person in Rome. 

Guarino entered the debate* or rather, stated the position 
he favoured, in Letter 813 of 28th July 1449. He had, however, 
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discussed the matter before with hie pupil, Leonallo d'Est©, 

for he refers to the debate they had once had over the 

nature of Latin. Unfortunately, he does not say exactly 

when this discussion took place; but the point was first 

mooted before 1441, when Leonollo became marquis, because 

there is a reference to it in Angelo Camillo Decembriots 

book De Politia Litteraria (Augsburg 1540) p. 40. e This 

work purports to describe scenes from the literary life of 

Ferrara in the last years of Niecolö III's reign, with the 

young prince Leonello as the central figure in various 

informal discussions, in which Guarino also plays a 

prominent part. In the passage referred to, Leoncilo is 

represented as denying that there was one language for all 

in the cities of ancient Italy, namely the literary language 

of Latin. His reason is that at Rome there were masters 

and schools and therefore Latin had to be taught. Hence it 

could not have come naturally to everyone. . -Those who 

supported Leonello were Decembrio himself� Feltrino noiardo 

and Niccolö Pirondolo. 

Probably the natter was ro-debated from time to timer 

but Guarino did not state his position fully until 1449. 

*Ito full title is Politiae Litterariae Ian eli D©cembrii 
Modiolanensis Oratoris ar ssi a summum Pont cem 

um 11--t i ri se ten. The-first edition at Bas id 
z1 very rare- Originally written in honour of Lconello 
d Este, it was dedicated by Decenbrio, after Leonello's 
death in 1450, to Pius II. 
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Fie does not treat the matter as of any great importance, but 

simply as something to write about in an idle hour. He 

knew, of course, that Leonello supported ßruni, aid that 

he had the latter in mind is obvious fron 1.26-32 of his 

latter: "reliqui contradicunt nee assentiri ullo pacto 

possunt, cum credibile non esse dicant, ut quac tantis 

salariis laboribus vigiliis atquo pracceptis discitur 

oratio, solicquo nunc eruditis intellccta, ca tune rusticis 

operariis militibus at raulierculis gratis at sensim 

cognita inuataquc fuiese dicatur. " 

Despite its comparative brevity, Latter 813 contains 

a mass of compressed erudition and argument, backed up 

by references to ancient authors., Guarino does not, of 

course, quote chapter and verseq for the simple reason that 

he did not have the benefit of our modern pagination and 

systems of reference: but there is no doubt that he 

could have found the passages in question quite readily 

in his own manuscripts (They are listed in brackets in 

Latter 813 Summaries). 

Like Biondo, and the other opponents of Bruni, Guarino 

does not deny that thero were differences between educated 

and vulgar speech% but insists that they did not amount 

to a difference in language. Everyone spoke Latin, although 

some more educated individuals had a wider vocabulary and 

more refined modes of expression. Education, however, 

had little to do with the speaking of "good" Latin. 
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Indeed, Guarino goes so far as to repeat Cicero's statement 

in the Brutus 210 that Curio spoke good Latin because he was 

uneducated, and attributes the pure speech of the Gracchi 

to the uncorrupted Latinity they heard from their mother, 

Cornelia. (C. f. Quintilian Bk 1. f). This curious idea that 

the pure stream of a language is best preserved by women and 

rustics, because of their isolation from scholars, had 

first been advanced by Cicero (De Orators 45) and 

Quintilian, although the latter was aware that not all 

women spoke this pure tongue, for he warned against exposing 

children to the faulty speech of nurses. It is clear 

enough that Guarino was aware that solecisms could occur 

even in ancient Rome, but he was concerned with the broad 

picture of a Rome in which everyone understood one language, 

although with varying degrees of mastery. 

It is interosting to note his diaicion of Latin into 

four periods, the first boing that of Janus, Saturn, Picus 

and Paunus. a Once again, here is evidence that Guarino 

hold to the Euhemeriutio view that the Coda were deified 

mortals. The second period is that of King Latinus. 

According to Guarino, the Latin of this age was that spoken 

by Menenius Agrippa on the Hans Sacer and that in which 

the laws of the Twelve Tables were written. It is highly 

*For Saturn and Janus see. H. J. Rosa: Gods and 
heroes of the Greeks (Meridian Books 1958) p. 173.11Z. 

or xcus, 
, _b, 

d. p. 174.175. 
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doubtful if Guarino had ever seen any specimens of early 

Latin; and he seems here to be merely playing with names 

he had read in books. The third period is that of Plautus, 

Naevius, Ennius, Cicero, Vergil and Ovid, who are all lumped 

together, the only differences allowed between them being 

degrees of eloquence. This is, at first sight, rather 

disturbing, because it looks as if Guarino was unaware of 

the differences between Plautus, for instance, and Ovid. 

We should, however, regard him as talking in broad terms. 

That he had a fair acumen in distinguishing between different 

kinds of Latin is suggested by a letter of Pontano to 

Antonio Beccadelli ( See my Life of Guarino sec. 96). 

It would, perhaps, be uncharitable to pick fault with his 

listing of Plautus with Ovid. The fourth period listed 

is that of the barbarian invasions, to which he attributes 

the corruption of Latin, as had Biondo before him. 

There is, indeed, nothing in Guarino's letter which 

had not already been stated in essence by Biondo, except 

the original observation that Spanish is derived from Latin, 

an idea he had held since at least 1442, for in Letter 

779,1.98 he had told King Alfonso that the Latin language 

still existed in Spain. Guarino seems to have been the 

first to recognize this. Even that great linguist, Lorenzo 

Valla, believed that Spanish was darived from Italian, for 

he says in his Elegantiae linguae latinae (1440) 1.22: 

". ., hispano, quod ex italico oriundum est. . ." In 

Letter 813, Guarino also gives four samples of Fifteenth 
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Century Spanish, which he had picked up from contact with 

Spanish pupils at Ferrara. Without doubt, he had a keen 

ear for languages, and did not altogether despise the vernaculars, 

as is evidenced by his knowledge of German (See Life of 

Guarino sec. 119). But he almost certainly regarded them 

as harmless bagatelles, unworthy of any serious consideration, 

in contrast to Leonello d'Este who, encouraged by Leon 

Battista Alberti, wrote sonnets in Italian, two of which 

have survived, and admired Dante's Divina Commedia. (t 

Interesting, also, is Guarino's remark in 1.196-7: 

"hebraicam suis constare litteris accipio. " This indicates 

that, although he knew Greek and Latin and accepted Hebrew 

as their equal in importance, he had never learned the 

third tongue, for he is only passing on information that 

he has heard from others. 

Towards the end of the letter, there is a useful list 

of abbreviations used by scribes in taking down the text of 

speeches verbatim. Although they are introduced as a proof 

that this shorthand would never have been used if it had 

not been understood by transliterators, the list seems 

dragged in as a display of erudition, perhaps to fill up a 

*Cf. Angelo Decembrio' De Politia Litteratia I. 6, 
where Leonello is shown to favour treating Italian as a 
respectable language in its own right. His admiration of Dante was not shared by others in his circle, for Tito 
Strozzi, in the same passage from Decembrio, is represented 
as plucking Guarino by the sleeve and saying in an undertone that Dante was not comparable to Vergil. Elsewhere (V, 64) Guarino expresses the opinion that Dante neither understood 
nor imitated Vergil successfully. 
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apace in Guarino's parchment. They were drawn, as Guarino 

nays, from some "coraientarioli" discovered by Poggio at the 

time of the Council of Constance. 

Letter 813, then, is an erudite and interesting document, 

but it cannot be said to contribute anything of value to 

what had already been said about the nature of the Latin 

language. Guarino was not a major figure in the debate, 

but his ideas were in accord with the best brains of his 

time, with the notable exception of Bruni. At Florence, 

Marsuppini and Leon Battista Alberti, also opposed Bruni, 

and at Roma, Poggio, with his Disceetationesconvivales 

(1450-51) and Valla with his Libellus secundus in Poggium 

(1452) also asserted that everyone in Rome had spoken the 

same language. In 1451 and 1473, Filelfo added the weight 

of his learning against Bruni's opinions. 

Having surveyed Guarino's total contributions to the 

major controversies of his day, one is left with, perhaps, 

three overwholzing impressions. First, there is his 

enor=ous erudition, shown by numerous quotations from a wide 

range of authors. Ilia cases are argued almost exclusively 

from an appeal to authorities, although he shows discrimination 

and judgment in using then. This tics up with the second 

impression, which is that of unoriginality. Guarino had a 

highly receptive intelligence and he retained what he 

had read; but he was much too conservative and cautious 

to produce any startlingly now ideas. Lastly, one feels that 
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he had no real zest for controversy. With the exception 

of the early invective against Niccoli, he avoids writing 

with rancour. On the occasions when he made his views 

public, he always had a good reason for doing so, and in 

this respect compares favourably with other humanists 

who sometimes seem to have taken up their pens for the 

sheer lust of battle. Guarino is nearly always moderate, 

sensible and benevolent in his outlook. 
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GUARINO A? ''D IIUTANISTIC EDUCATION 

Under this head I shall discuss six main topics: (1) the 

status of teachers during the early Renaissance. and the circum- 

stances under which Guarino becamo a teacher, (2) Guarino's 

teaching caroer before 1403 and the major influences that 

moulded his early ideas on education, (3) the evidence for what 

we know of his educational methods, (4) his actual practice as a 

teacher at Florence, Venice, Verona, and Ferrara, (&) a cc: pari- 

son between Guarino and Vittorino as teachers, (6) his success 

as a teacher as evidenced by the subsequent careers of some of 

his pupils. 

(1) The status of teachers durin& the early Renaissance 

W. fl. Woodward ways in Studies in Education durinn> the Ade 

of the Renaissance p. 26: "Cuarino's was that covetable fortune 

to experience no divorce, rathor thu most intimate ration between 

his strongest and finest interests and his professional occupa- 

tions. " So far as the phrase "professional occupations" refers 

to teaching, this statement is strictly true only for the years 

after 1419, when Guarino had renounced all aspirations to a 

career in the papal curia Life of Guarino secn. 83-34) and 

reconciled himself to the profession once stigmatized by Putrach 

as fit only for those who could do nothing better: "Pueros 

doccant qui naiora non possuht" L istulac do rebus f=iliaribu3 

it variae ed. I. Pracasetti, XII. 3). 
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Petrarch, of course, was not thinking of teachers at the 

university level, many of whom enjoyed reasonable incomes and a 

high measure of public regard, '' but of the average ma"istor 

puerorun (elementary schoolmaster) of the fourteenth century. 

Admittedly, certain private masters such as Guarino's earliest 

mentor, Marzagala, and Donato degli Albanzani, the teacher at 

Ravenna of both Giovanni di Convorsino and Giovanni dei Halpaghini 

(Life of Guarino sac. 14), achieved high standing in their con- 

nunitios, but these men troro above the average as scholars and 

teachers, and had won their reputations by sheer professional 

conpotence. Too often, however, their humbler colleagues were 

inferior scholars or unimaginative martinets who coi,; ponsated for 

their lack of pedagogic skill by liberal applications of the rod. 

Giovanni di Convorsino has loft in his autobiographical Rationarium 

vitae a shocking picture of the sadism and incompetence displayed 

by a grammar school teacher of his youth (not Donato degli 

Albanzani). There is some rc son to believe this conduct was 

typical (cf. Bolgar, Classical Heritage p. 257). Occasionally. 

too, teachers of boys wore men of questionable morals, or were 

at least open to the suspicion of coral turpitude (cf. Life of 

Guarino sec. 79). On the whole, therefore, they did not generally 

enjoy a savoury reputation or an enviable lot. 

*Andrea Gloria, Mont enti dolla Univorsita di Padova 1318- 
140S (Padua. 1388) I p. 86 re of r to certain privileges cnjoyod 
yýi university professors at Padua, Bologna, and Ferrara, includ- 

ing exemption frort military service. Ibid. p. 86-87 (sec. 210) 
he gives some typical salaries paid to professors at Padua, e. g. Rainiero Arsendi in 1344 received 600 ducats, which Gloria cal- 
culates as representing a good incoie in codern currency. In 
addition, certain professors were allowed to supplement their incomes with fees fron private pupils (p. 87, footnote 1). 
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Part of the trouble lay in the fact that education was not 

as yet a state concern*--a situation which Vergerio deplored in 

his Do ingonuis mores (1404). There were therefore no regu- 

lations governing entry to the profession of elementary or 

grarniar school teacher. so that anyone could set himself up as 

a private teacher. 

The situation was different with university teachers, entry 

to whose auks was jealously guarded. Acquisition of the doctoral 

degree was tantamount to joining an exclusive acadcmic guild, the 

mcubers of which had no urge to see their jobs taken by men with- 

out a degree. So stringent were the refuiotions that a doctorate 

from one university did not always qualify its holder to teach at 

another. Padua, for example, would recognize only its own doctors 

or those from Paris or tologna (Gloria, l. torunonti I p. 86). 

Admittedly, certain scholars of outstanding ability seen to have 

become university teachers without the fox lity of a degree. 

Giovanni di Conversino, who had only a notarial qualification from 

3ologna (1362) but became professor of ithotoric at Padua (13D2) 

is a case in point. Guarino is another, for ho had no university 

degree of any kind, yet ho was appointed in 1413 to lecture on 

Crook by the University of Floronco. But such cases were excep- 

tional. 

"Ccrtait. municipalitios provided public professors, uhoso 
salaries wero paid by the state, butthis aas far from a com- 
prehensive systcu of state education. 
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By about 1420 the status of private masters was gradually 

improving as a result of the success of men like Giovanni di 

Conversino and Casparino ßartizta, who in addition to holding 

university appointments accepted private students in their own 

homes. Those scholars owed their prestige more to their 

university professorships than to their activities as private 

teachers. It seems reasonable to suggest that private teaching 

at all levels began to acquire respectability when certain 

teachers who were also first-rate scholars were compelled by 

the esoteric nature of their specialties to open schools 

independent of the universities. Biagio Pelicani, for instance, 

was highly regarded as a private caster at Padua until 1411, 

but his specialty, mathematics, was not accommodated by the 

university. Similarly. Guarino and Vittorino more or less 

had to found institutions of their own before they could teach 

Greek or classical Latin. The fact that Vittorino in particular 

had no aversion to taking very young students probably lent 

reflected prestige to his humbler brethren among private 

schoolmasters. The humanist movement in education, with its 

lively interest in problems of method and its paedoccntric 

attitude, also did much to raise the status of the non- 

university teacher. 

In 1419, however, humanistic education was still in its 

infancy, and Guarino, although his reputation as a scholar was 

considerable, was far from enjoying the prestige as a teacher 
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which was afterwards his. It need therefore occasion little 

surprise that he ray have felt that the role of schoolmaster 

was beneath him. At the age of 45 he was only beginning to 

make a real success of a profession into which he had 

drifted pore by circumstances than choice; he could not have 

guessed that he would live another 41 years, or that the work 

for which his rare is today chiefly honoured lay ahead. 

(2) Teaching career before 1403 and early Influences 

There are only two pieces of evidence that Cuarino was 

a schoolnaster before 1403. The first is his recorded presence 

as a teacher at Venice in August, 1403 (Life sec. 25). The 

second is Letter 16, from which it emerges that Guglielmo 

delle Pigna, a native of Verona, had once been his pupil. 

This rust have been before 14)3. (Life sec. 24). The nature 

of the instruction (ud1#elmo received is a matter of conjecture, 

but the huranistic flavour of his Latin style suggests that 

Guarino had introduced him to the study of classical models. 

This would square with the strong probability that Guarino 

attended the school of Giovanni di Conversino at Padua 

c. 1392-1394. that is, between the ages of 18 and 20, by 

which tire he was . tearcoly old enough to have been a teacher. 

fe raust therefore have instructed CuRlielmo after he had 

core under the influence of Giovanni di Conversino, who is 

known to have maintained a strong versot181 interest in humane 

studies. 
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Guarino probably settled in Venice long before 1403 

(Life sec. 2S). The Anonymous Panegyrist says that he sought 

the company of "wise men" who encouraged him to study the 

Latin poets, oratorse, and historians, and inspired in hin 

an aßbition to learn Greek. These wise men could hardly 

have been other than a small group of scholars at Padua, 

including Giovanni do Conversino, Pier Paolo Vergerio, and 

Paolo Veneto, who had kept alive the humanistic tradition 

founded there by Petrarch. It would be an easy matter for 

Guarino to meet them, since Padua is only 19 miles from Venice. 

The actual extemt of the influence of these men upon 

his is difficult to determine, since Cuarino's letters 

contain no reference to it. Certainly none of those Paduan 

scholars was a professional humanist in the sense that he 

taught Latin from a more or less prescriptively Ciceronian 

standpoint or otherwise made his living from an ability to 

white classical Latin. As yet, there was no market for such 

skills, for none of the regular professions called for them. 

Classical Latin was an esoteric study which could be pursued 

only by wealthy amateurs, such as Francesco Barbaro and 

Niccolo Niccoli, or by scholars who were willing to give their 

free time to it, although they were obliged for economic reasons 

to earn their living otherwise. Giovanni di Convcrsina, for 

exampip, drew part of his income from a school in which he 

trained notaries or prepared students who intended to go on 

to study law at the university. He tust therefore have spent 

much of his time teaching legalistic Latin. 
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Guarino went further than any of his Paduan mentors by 

totally repudiating the training which would have equipped him, 

like them, to earn a living in one of the regular professions. 

John of Pannonia (Sylva pane rice S3-S7) reports tilat none of 

the established disciplines of law, redicine, of logic appealed 

to Guarino: 

Post ubi creverunt sensus crescentibus annis, 
on redicina tibi, scitu pulcherriva quanque, 

Actu foeda taeen, logicae out placuere protervae 
Iurgia inexplicitos frustra nectentia gryphos, 
Nec verbosarua discors concordia lei: 
Rhetoris et vatis studio corplecteris ori. 

Nor should we forget that Guarino had the unparalleled courage 

to undertake a journey to Constantinople to learn Creek. All 

of this argues in him a profound and reasoned criticism of mediaeval 

disciplines, and a determination to commit his future entirely 

to studies which seemed to offer littlo financial reward. 

Letter 4, written in 1408 from the East to bolster Francesco 

Barbaro's resolution to pursue humane studies, is really a 

defence of the bold step Guarino had himself taken. If more such 

documents had survived, they night have shown what one is 

bound to suspect, that Guarino had made a shrewd appreciation 

of the coming trends in education. Ile may have received encourage- 

ment from his friends at Padua, but the final decision to 

embrace humanism entirely was his. 

More specifically, he ray have learned from Giovanni di 

Conversino certain educational principles evident in the 

latter's writings: that good education begins in the home, 
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that encouragement and love are more effective in teaching 

than severe chastisement, and that intelligent comprehension 

of ideas is superior to mere rote learning (Cosenza, Diction- 

ar of the Italian humanists' V under "Johannes de Ravenna''). 

How Guarino applied these principles will be discussed later. 

Far greater was the debt he owed to Vergerio, and this 

merits discussion at some length. 

Very probably it was Vergerio who first inspired him with a 

thirst to learn Creek, for he had resigned his professorship 

of logic at Padua to attend the classes in Creek given by 

Manuel Chrysoloras 1397-1400 at Florence, and doubtless when 

he returned to Padua he had voiced the praises of the 

Byzantine teacher and forecast that a knowledge of Creek 

would soon be required of ovary truly educated man. 

Ihile Guarino was absent from Italy (1403-08) Vergerio 

published his famous treatise Do ingenuis toribus, which key-, 

noted the ideals of humanistic education and prepared the way 

for practical teachers such as Cuarino, ßarzizza, and Vittorino 

to follow. It is extant in many HSS of the fifteenth century, 

and before 1500 ran through at least 20 printed editions 

(Woodward, Vittorino V. 95*). At least another 20 came out in 

the sixteenth century. by which time it had become a standard 

text book in schools, according to Paolo Clovio, RIggia veris 

clarorur yirorum imaginibus apposita (Venice. 1546) p. 68. 

*Reference throuthout is to the 1063 edition (Teachers 
College, Columbia University, rrew York). 
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Vergerio's material was not in itself original, since he 

drew upon Cicerd'a De officiis, Plato's Gorgias, ReTublic and 

Laws, Aristotle's Ethics and Politics, Plutarch pajs! Im. and 

Quintilian's Institutio-oratoria, although the last was avail 

able to hing only in the mediaeval vulgate text, of which he 

had already made a coo endiolum (C. A. Combi, Epistole di P. P. 

Vergerio [Venice, 1887) p. xxi). On the other hand. Vergerio's 

apparent first-band acquaintance with tits sources--one may 

presume this, since be knew Greek by 1404--is refreshing, and 

his skill in marshalling so much material from the educational 

tradition of the ancients is remarkable. 

The treatise was revolutionary in three main respects: its 

re-arranged hierarchy of intellectual disciplines; the value 

Vergerio placed upon physical doveloprent as a harmonious com- 

plement to intellectual training: and the assertion that good 

morals is the chief and of all education. 

The intellectual disciplines he proposed as worthy of the 

attention of a free ran were grammar, syntax, rhetoric. poetry, 

history, logic. arithmetic, history, redicine, ethics, law, 

astrono yº. geometry, music, natural history, ethics, theology, 

the study of the weights of bodies, and "perspective. " po 

mentions drawing as a subject taucht in Creek schools (Aristotle, 

Politics VIII. 3) but dismisses it as unnecessary for students 

of his own day, doubtless because artists were still thought 

of as mere craftsmen, and drawing, since it was pursued for 

economic reasons, qualified as an "illiberal" rather than a 

"liberal" art. Similarly, ho follows t-artianus Capella, through 
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whom the concept of Seven Liberal Arts had passed into uedi- 

aeval education, in excluding medicine from the strictly 

liberal arts on the grounds that it is really a technical 

skill. Ile does not, however, discount it as a possible study 

for a free man. Ile also deplores the fact that law in his 

day is practised as a trade and too little appreciated as the 

practical application of moral philosophy (ethics). Theology 

he respects as the purely intellectual examination of divine 

zrsterios, but in his scheme it is obviously far from being 

the queen of the sciences. Ile therefore plays down the tapor- 

tance of what had been the three disciplines rust respected 

in the Middle Ages. 

Among the "liberal" arts which "ennoble and beautify" life 

he gives first place to history, partly because it is an 

intensely pleasant study and partly because it provides con- 

crete exarples of the teachings of moral philosophy. The 

latter is placed second and described as "the secret of true 

freedom" in that it shows ren how to act ri tly. Eloquence, 

since it persuades ten to believe the teachings of moral 

philosophy and history, is placed third in importance. The 

hierachical arrangement of the remaining disciplines is not so 

clearly defined. Grammar and syntax are valued as tho founda- 

tion of literacy. Logic is praised as the art of valid argu- 

mentation and an indispensable tool for carrying forward a 

clear and connected argument, but Vergerio totally rejects the 

scholastic view of logic as an intricate examination of validity. 
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conducted schematically as a game for pedants who had no 

regard for the value of the arguments themselves. This is 

interesting since his own specialty was logic. Poetry is 

thought of as an enjoyable fiction best suited to moments of 

relaxation. Music is valued as an "aid to the inner harmony 

of the soul" and should be studied in both its practical and 

theoretical aspects# that is, both as musica Practice (compo- 

sition and performance) and musics speculatiyon (theory of 

music, treated as a branch of mathematics and medicine*) By 

arithmetic Vergerio means the study of the properties of 

numbers, rather than mechanical calculation, and by geometry 

the properties of lines, dimensions, surfaces, and solid 

bodies. Both studies are valued vainly for their "element 

of epistemological certitude. " Astronos+, y is defined as the 

study of fixed stars and planetary motions, Natural History 

as the study of the properties and causes of animate and 

inanimate natural phenomena, although in practice this probably 

meant no more than a knowledge of the curiosities, real and 

fictional of external nature-the strange animals found in 

*See Nan Cooke Carpenter, iiusic in the ? ediaeval and Reneis- 
sanco U: iiversities (Nor=n, 1J 8ýp . 

ý1; wýýcre si e Sti'eýseg the 
frj, oitance of nusfca s eculativ i at Padua and cites the work of 
Piotro d'Albano, on record as a professor at Padua in 1315, who 
translated the pseudo-Aristotelian Problemata, which includos a 
discussion of tusic as a mathetratical study. In Pietro's medi- 
cal work, Conciliator (1303), he treated at one point the ques- 
tion of whothcr there is "musical consonance" in the human 
pulse. See also L. Thorndike, "Peter of Albano" Annual Report 
of the American Historical Association 1 (1919) pp. 3IýJY, 325. 
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mediaeval bestiaries, the properties of plants and rate stones, 

and natural exotica of all kinds. None of these subjects, 

however, is fully defined or described, end the last two--the 

study of the weiOhts of bodies and the mathematical science 

of "perspective"--are meroly mentioned. 

It is important to note that Vergerio says that no one can 

be expected to pursue all the studies he has listed but that a 

specialized choice must be made in the light of individual 

tastes and aptitudes. But by exalting history, moral philosophy, 

and eloquence he made it clear what subjects he considered most 

irportant. Since his emphasis is upon literary studies, he is 

really affirming the primacy of what had Toughly been the medi- 

aeval triyium, and correspondingly down-grading the scientific 

disciplines of what had been the guadrivium. This was n reversal 

of the usual attitude among scholars of his timo. 4 

The exaltation of moral philosophy was also consistent with 

Vorgorio's these that education should aim at coral excellence. 

No doubt mediaeval teachers would have agreed with this in 

principle, but in practice they tended to leave the moral devel- 

opment of their students to spiritual confessors. Vergerio, 

however, placed responsibility for the student's conduct, mariners, 

"Antonio Favoro, "Intorno alla vita cd alle opero di 
Prosdocito do' feldoxandi, sratorratico padovano dol socolo XV" 
nullctino di biblio raffia e di storia delle Scionzo matematicho e £1isliW th (187) p. 19... quotese fi äer ö `t Q vf-ta 9äncFt 
Neinwerci (1616) as saying about scholarly writers ortTie 
? önrtconth century: "llagni ohm aestimati qui Trivium in 
literis consecrant; pluris, qui Quadrivium. " 
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and character sgtu rely upon the teacher's shoulders. 

Just as revolutionary was his rocoancndation th: tt physical 

education should corplement intellectual disciplines. Young 

aristocrats of the type Vorgarto had in mind had, of course, 

long practised hunting, hawking and mania exercises. but they 

had neglected the cultivation of the mind. Vergorio proposed 

a return to the Greek consent of education as a balance between 

rousikä (intellectual training) and rnastikö (physical train- 

ing) intended to produce the whole aan and perfect citizen. 

Admittedly, Vergerio's treatise is defioient as a practical 

handbook of education; it gives no details as to how any of 

the sub jocts should be studied, or in what order. or for how 

long. gut it contains a great deal of "ise advice, most of 

which was taken by the great educators of tho fifteenth cen- 

tury. A list of Vergerio's main points will be found conveni- 

ent for cor arison with Cuarino's methods, to be discussed later: 

(1) A an of humble origins can attain dignity through 

learning 

(2) Reason is the best spur to rorit, but praise is an 

acceptable substitute in less nature years 

(3) The bent of a pupil's character is early recognisable 

(4) Exarplcs of good conduct, especially in living ten, 

should constantly be set ifefore the ycung 

(S) Character traits should not be allowed to run to 

cxtrcres 
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(6) Boasting, lies, and loose talk must be discouraged, 

and lociuacIousnezs curbed 

(7) The education of children should be the concern of 

the state 

(3) Youth must be guarded frog, the cotzany of women, the 

alluronents of &ncing and other teraptaticns of the flesh 

(9) Tutors and comrades should be chosen carefully, and 

only the best books and teachers should be given to children 

(10) Excess in eating, sleeping. and drinking crust be 

checked 

(11) Respect for divine ordinuices must be inculcated early, 

but without undue coercion 

(12) Profane language is an abominable sin 

(13) Parents, elders, and guests deserve respect 

(14) Children of high social standing should be educated 

away from their native city 

(15) Children should be inured to hard work und exposed to 

wisdon as early as possible 

(16) Some students require roro attention than others 

(17) Education is for older on as voll as youths 

(la) The =stor must judiciously use rewards, oncoura'e ent, 

and the natural spirit of ovulation to stipulate progre s. 

Extronos of severity or leniency are self-defeating. 

(10) Books, being per ncnt friends, should be preserved or 

rescued from oblivion 

(20) Too much in any subject should not be attcrptod too soon 
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(21) Too many subjects should not be attempted; indi- 

vidual abilities should determine the subjects pursued. 

(22) Literature is the supreme art 

(23) A quick brain often has poor powers of retention; 

this can be remedied by a nightly review of everything accom- 

plished during the day. 

(24) Leisure should not be wasted on aimless games; but 

ball games, hunting, hawking, fishing, gentle riding, and 

pleasant walks are recommended. 

(2S) Discuss studies with a friend 

(26) Erudition should not be displayed; be skeptical of 

one's own powers, and this will promote thoroughness. 

(27) A fixed time should be set for study every day 

(28) The library should be used for study only 

(29) Training in arms should precede intellectual train- 

ing, but exercise in sword-play, the handling of shield and 

mace, swiixning, running, jumping, wrestling, boxing, archery, 

javelin and heavy arms drill, and horsemanship are at all times 

important. 

(30) A prince must be instructed in generalship 

(31) Wit and humour, music and song have their place in life 

(32) It is undignified to accompany oneself on an instrument, 

dance alone, or watch dancing girls 

(33) Dice is to be cmidemned, but games involving skill are 

permissible 

(34) At times it is permissible to do nothing: a thread 

drawn too tight will snap 
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(3S) Good grooming is essential. A certain vanity of 

cppearance may be forgiven in the young, but it should vanish 

with maturity. 

It is unli oly that a copy of De iMenui: a voribus filtered 

thrcur, h to Guarino at Constantinople, but it was such an iupor- 

tant treatise that one may reasonably suppose that he read it 

soon after his return to Italy. The first reference to it 

occurs as Into as 1429 (Lotter S70), in which year Cuarino 

lectured on it. Only the introductory lecture is extant under 

the title "Oratitncula Guarani Veronensis pro libello do 

ingcnuis moribus incoh ando", (Epistolario III)p. 268). But 

that the work had long been used at Cuarino's school is 

strongly suggested by the contents of Codox Marcianus latinus L 

498 (in the rtarcian Library at Venice) Ichich has. together with 

copies of Cuarino's Latin versions of Lucian's Calunnia and 

Plutarch's Do liberis educandis, one of the Do in, enuis inoribus 

subscribed- "Patavii die 17 aprilis scriptum fuit praesens 

opusculuu per ne Antoniun C. Brixiensem. " The dato of this 

M is 1425, in which year Antonio da Brescia was Cuarino's 

assistant. It seems likely that Antonio would not have tran- 

scribed this work unless there was a use for it in Guarino's 

school. Perhaps the exoaplar he used had been frayed by 

constant use. It seems reasonable to suppose that fron around 

1410 at least Guarino had known and appreciated Vergerio's Do 

innehuis noribus. 
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Golgar in Classical Heritage p. 258 says of Vergerio that 

''wo may reasonably assure that he was putting on paper the 

principles which had guided him throughout his career". Cut 

it can also he argued that Do in snuffs moribus is best 

understood as Vergerio`s reaction to the protroptic force of 

Chrysoloras' personality and teaching, especially since he 

shows familiarity with Greek sources and a deeper understanding 

of they ideals of ancient education than any of his fourteenth 

century predecessors. Such insight could only have come 

from Chrysoloras. 

Out the latter's particular importan4 lies in his having 

introduced to Italy certain pedagogic techniques, the wide- 

intro dissemination of which, according to Bolgar (Classical 

iterit p. 268), marked the essential difference between 

the age of Petrarch and that of Guarino. Undoubtedly, he 

used these techniques at Florence, but they eight have 

remained the preserve of the elite few who were his students there, 

if they had not been passed on by Guarino to his own students, many 

of whom. like Vittorino, became teachers themselves and so 
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continued the tradition. The importance of Guarino's service to 

humanistic education in this matter can hardly be exaggerated. 

The first detailed exposition of Chrysoloras' "precepts for 

learning" in all humanist literature occurs in Guarino's Lotter 

679 of 1434, where Chrysoloras is specifically named as their 

source. The fact that Battista Guarino repeats then in his Do 

node et ordine docendi ac studendi (1459) is additional evidence 

that they were central to Guarino's teaching methods at Ferrara. 

But it is safe to assume that he had used them over since his 

student days at Constantinople, and therefore throughout his entire 

life as a teacher. They are as follows: 

(1) Pronounce in a clear voice, and avoid mumbling into 

the teeth (Guarino and Battista believed that sounds 

impinging upon the car set thoughts in motion; the 

clearer the sound, the clearer the thought. They also 

believed, following Plutarch end Pliny the Bider, that 

using the voice aids digestion) 

(2) Try to form a complete mental picture of the structure 

and meaning of a Greek and Latin period. If words and 

taming do not rise together, go over the sentence as a 

unit until they do (This presupposes some knowledge of 

grammar and syntax, and could not work with imnaturo 

students) 

(3) At the end of a passage mull over its contents and waster 

them thoroughly before moving on (This advice became 
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basic to humanistic method; cf. the very full treatment 

given to it by Erasmus in his De ratione studii and Do 

conscribendis epistolis, alluded to by Woodward, Desiderius 

Erasmus concernin the aim and method of stud EColumbia 

U. P., New York, 19641 pp. 173-176,223-226) 

(4) Note down striking phrases and important facts (This 

recommendation is also made by Brunt in his De studiis of 

litteris. It was a most important precept, since by this 

means the humanists were able to organize and learn the gram- 

mar, syntax, and thoughts of classical authors. Guarino says 

nothing about a classification of material under the much 

bruited rubrics of methodico and historico. Battista simply 

status that notes of this kind should be "duly ordernd',: but 

following Quintilian, Institutio aratorta I. 9.1, whore 

methodice nouns ratio loquendi, the theory of speaking, and 

historice means enarratto auctorum, the interpretation of 

authors, he defines the first as "the rules that govern the 

different parts of speech" and the second as "the study of 

continuous prose authors, more particularly historians. " 

These terms denoted consecutive parts of Guarino's grammatical 

or intermediate course, which will be discussed later, rather 

than rubrics for the classification of notes. But it is 

easy to see how students using double columns in taking 

notes from a particular author would label one co. Lpmn mothodice 

for grammatical, syntactical and rhetorical material, and 
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the other historica for what wo should call background 

material) 

(5) At the, end of every month review what has been learned 

(Battista recoaends a nightly review also, said to have 

been a practice of the Pythagoreans; cf. Vcrßario 23*) 

(6) Find some kindred spirit with whom to discuss your work 

(Battista recommends that students study in pairs for 

mutual stimulation; cf. Vergorin 25). 

Those "learning precepts" are all psychologicalt/ sound, 

although the need for their rigorous application has been diminished 

by the abundance of texts and reference books available in our 

libraries. Students in Guarino's day had no comparable aids and 

were compelled to rely upon their memory. Thoroughness was not 

merely a virtue but a necessity, and the keynote of Cuarino's 

teaching, as is evidenced by John of Pannonia (Sylva S11-513)1 

Nil indiscussum penitus dubiumvc relinquis, 

Syliaba vol nullum it tenuis val littora fallat, 

Qui structurae ordo, quae sit sontentia vocum. 

John also praises Guarino*s insistence upon giving extra tuition 

to slower pupils, so that no datail would be unmastarod boforo 

proccoding. 

*Roforoncc is to point 23 in the list of contents of Vorgerio'e 
Do ingenuis ioribus 
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If Chrysoloras had impressed no more than these precepts 

upon Guarino, one would have to admit that his influence was 

immense; but just as important was the example he provided of the 

ideal teacher -- courteous, sympathetic, amiable, possessed of 

a sweet voice, commanding appearance, grout learning, and con- 

spicuously moral character. The extent to which Guarino succeeded 

in exemplifying those qualities in himself may best be judged by 

the manifold tributes of his pupils und friends, whose praises of 

Guarino read almost like carbon copies of Guarino's of Chrysoloras. 

Admittedly, amid the welter of laudation prevalent in the 

Renaissance it is often hard to separate the wheat from the chaff. 

but the praises of Guarino for Chrysoloras and those of his pupils 

for Guarino seem to be stamped at every point with sincerity. 

Guarino saw Chrysoloras as the man to emulate, and he probably 

surpassed him both as scholar and teacher. The only respects in 

which he seems to have been inferior are personal magnetism and 

grasp of the natural sciences. * 

To sum up, it can fairly be asserted that Guarino's early 

ideas on education wore formed by his humanistic mentors at Padua, 

Vergcrio, and Chrysoloras. 

(3) Vie evidence for what wo know of his actual teaching practices 

Unfortunately, Guarino himself wrote no treatise on education. 

Immersed in the "vaendin, g labours" of practical teaching -- a 

*Cf. John of Pannonia (137-139) referring to Chrysoloras: 
... sec solis alle parcntua 

Clarus crat studiis, scd rerun protinus oincm Naturaas magna comploxus monto tenebant. 
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recurrent phrase in his letters -- he may have lacked the im-pulse 

to expatiate on its theory. This seems also to have been true 

of Vittorino, who "folt no call to add to the bulk o( written 

matter"(Woodward, Vittorino p. 80). It may be significant that 

of the four hu, anists up to 1450 who wrote on oducation* only 

Vergerio was a practising teacher, and oven he never taught 

the curriculum he advocated. 

Even in his letters, Guarino is comparatively silent about 

his curriculum and teaching methods, perhaps because such matters 

+(1) Vcrgeria Do in cnuis 6oribus of liheralibus studiis 
adolescentime (1404). The dating was fixed by Sabbadini, CfCrnale 
storica di lettoratura italiana XIII p. 297 if. The best no! orn 
e it n is by A. Gnesotto in Atti e Uemoric delta Renlo 
Accademia di Scienze, Lottere cFArti I' . 5. XxiV (1918) 

(2) Pza: ncesco-13a taro, fu 1i. ºerorw educationo, actually the 
contents of his Do re uxorla I'I'. y9 T1416) +' ' 

(3) le. onarUö 'Irruni , Da studiis et litteris (ca. 1425) od. 
ti. Baron in Leonardo Aretinos 1 utaaitstischo unT philosophische 
Shri ften (Quellen zur ,c stcs eschic eta der ! Mittelalter und or 
Renaissance) I (Leipzig, 1928) p. 5-19. English translation in 
Woodward, Vittori. no, p. 123-133 

(4) Aeneas Sylvius Piccoloraini, no libcrorui educationo 
(1450) ed. A. Wolkan in Fontas Perum Aüstriacarun. loiaatäria 
at Acta LXVII (Vienna, 1ý 13 2) p. lÄ3-158. ýý : niý11's'ýi trans at on '~ 
in Wo ward, Vittortfto p. 136-158. All the fifteenth century 
writers on cducatt n are listed in Woodward, Vittorjno p. 180.161. 
The works not listed above are: '1affeo Veyio, Ile oducationo 
libcrorum clariscMo eorum czoribus (ca. 1460); Jacopo Porciä, Do 
generosa li.. + m educationfl (ca. 1470) ; Gianozzo ttanotti, 6ö 
lcducandis; Sic ) Polentone. Do rationo studendi; Nicwlö 
arott , Dc puerorun eruditiono; Pier Candidoo Uecc-m rio. Do studiis 

puororutt. The last 4 are not extant. ý`- i -- 
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socnaod too trivial for polite correspondence and too routine for 

familiar letters. Mloso few letters in which he does touch upon 

practical education are therefore extremely important and are 

obviously our bast evidence for his methods. The most important 

are Letters 340 and 679. 

There are five other sources: the speech in 1424 of the 

Anonymous Panegyrist (Appendix B); Angelo Dcceiabrio's Politic 

literaria (ca. 1450); John of Pannonia's Sylva paanegyrica ad 

Guarinum (1453); Lodovico Carbone's funeral speech of 1460 

(Appendix A); and Battista Guarino's treatise Do mode et ordino 

docendi ac studendi. " 

These five sources vary in value. Battistas treatise may 

have been composed at his father's request to perpetuate the 

tradition of his school, but aoithbr Guarino nor his son say so. 

The latter admits, however, that his work is mainly a summation 

of his father's methods, and since Guarino read and approved its 

contents in 1459 (Letter 911) one may assume that it contains 

, 
his own last word on education. It is by far the most explicit 

of all the sources. 

The Anonymous Pane ist affords glimpses of the public 

and private teaching of Guarino at Verona in 1424, but since his 

*Translated in Voc ard. Vittorino p. 161-178. The title 
of this work is frequently misquoted, c. E. in Catalog, 
translationtm et cotncntariý cd. P. 0. Kristetler, vol. 1 
(1960) p. 214. Guarino quotes the title in the form given above 
(See Letter 911 and Sabbadini's apparatus critteus) 
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speech was a dafcnce of his master against charges of incota- 

potence and favouritism, it is necessarily one-sided. 

Decenbrio's Politia literaria, * originally intended as an 

offering to Leonello d'Este, was dedicated after his death in 

1450 to Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, later Pope Pius II. This 

work contains a series of vignettes from court life at Ferrara 

in the last years of Marquis Niccolö III (d. 1441). The hero 

is the vivacious young princo, Loonello. Guarino appears only 

indidontafly as his tutor and friend, and emerges as a loveablo, 

but somewhat drab pedant with illiberal views about vernacular 

literature. 

John of Pannonia's long poem is full of interest and has 

long been regarded as a prime source of information on Cuarino's 

methods. Posmini (Guarino I p. 78 ff. ) drew heavily upon it 

for his description of Cuarino's actual practice at Ferrara, and 

Woodward claims {Vittorino P. 206) that this account has not been 

superseded by the work of Sabbadini. But considerable allowance 

should, f think, be made for John's poetic imagination, particularly 

wken he describes events of which he could have had no direct 

experience. For instance, he gives this highly rhetorical and 

inaccurate account of Cuarino's return to Italy in 1408: 

*Copies of the Ist edition (Baslo, 1527) are to the best of 
my knowledge, unobtainable. My references are to the Augsburg 
edition of 1540. 
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Vix tactum bona litus prat, vix Lanua ludi 

Handatis adaporta doi, vagus omnia rumor 

Gym. -iasia Italiao conteno Lur ; ure cocmlot 

Affulsisse virus. gczina qui Pallado solus 

Polloat ... (Sylva panegyrics 315-319) 

The same strictures Quit apply to Carbone, whose speech is 

full of rhetorical flourishes and cxaz crations. Evidence drawn 

from either invective or laudation is prima facie suspect. 

It should finally be noted that four of those five sources 

reflect the period at Ferrara when Guarino was internationally 

famous. The system of education they describe had been refined by 

long experience. It would be unsafe to infer solely by analogy 

that Guarino's practices had always been as they were at Ferrara. 

Allowance should accordingly bo made for this in discussing his 

career at Florence (1410-14). Venice (1414-19). and Verona (1419-29). 

(4) Guarino's career as a teacher at Florence, Venice, Verona 

and Ferrara 

For at least the first two years of Guarino's stay at Florence 

he worked probably as a secrotary or copyist for Niccolo Niccoli, 

although he also appears to have helped Antonio Corbinolli with 

his studies (Life secs. S5-5G). His real teaching career did not 

coumcnco until September, 1415, when he was appointed for the 

academic year to lecture on Greek at the university. His tenure 

of this post seems, however, to have been unrcmarkablo. (Life, 

sec. 65). 
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Tho period is chiofly iciportant for his translation in 1411 

of Plutarch's treatise 17 O Töcrkv ä/Wy7 S usually referred 

to by its Latin title De iiberis oducandis ("On the education of 

children"). The interest in education generated by Vergorio 

ensured the favourable reception of this work. Ostensibly, it 

was intended to assist Angelo Corbinolli in bringing up his own 

sons at home. In his dedication (Lotter 5) Guarino praises 

Angelo's antique spirit both in discharging his civic obligations 

as a magistrato and in educating his own children like a patcrfaiailias 

of Roman times. Ile singles out for particular praise Angelo's 

widdoo in fostering "virtue and honourable ways from early 

childhood" and in "not pushing the children beyond the capacities 

of their years. " 

The first point was altogether in the spirit of Vergorlo, 

while the second provides an interesting glimpse into Guarino's 

appreciation of the need, especially in the case of children, for 

a graduated distribution of natorinl. Unfortunately, since the 

sources deal almost exclusively with adult education, we know 

comparatively little about how Guarino introduced very young 

children to their first studies. Perhaps the quostion is roroly 

academic, however, since he never seems to have taught any* with 

the exception of his own sans, whom Carbone informs us Guarino 

*Tlio youngest sect to have been Giovanni L=ola and Ermolao 
Barbaro who were 9 and 15 respectively when they capo to Guarino 
-- both already child prodigies. Paolo and Qonavcntura Zilioli 
were also young, but their ages are not known. 
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educated from chilchood to maturity. The only exception seems 

to have been Gregorio, who studied for a tire under Vittorino 

(Woodward, Vittorino p. 86). 

Other teachers started with "reading. taught by moveable 

letters, arithmetic, taught by games, writing and drawing; the 

Psalms, Creed, Lord's Prayer, and Hymen to the Virgin. learnt by 

heart; Latin, acquired in conversation, with the first rudiments 

of accidcnco as contained in a metrical form, with a vocabulary 

or phrase book in Italian and Latin" (Woodward, Vittorino p. 200). 

We hear nothing of this from Cuarino or the other sources. This 

does not mean, however, that he did not teach his sons these early 

lessons; but as to his actual methods or curriculum we are 

entirely in the dark. The only reference to the bringing up of 

very young children occurs in Letter 231, where baby Esopo Agostino 

is talked of as being exposed to sun and wind to harden his body. 

There is no need to regard this as an anticipation of Rousseau's 

plans for Emile; it probably means only that Guarino did not 

believe in coddling infants. 

Dominant ideas in Plutarch's threatiso. which Guarino calls 

"almost divinely inspired" are that parents must select tutors 

with the utmost discrimination. that education begins at homo with 

parents, whose good exazºple will inculcate discipline and morality 

more effectively than corporal punishment, that memory training 

is essential, and that love is the most potent factor in disposing 

a child to learn willingly and well. Like Quintilian's Institutio 
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oratoria, a work composed about the sarge time. Plutarch's Do 

liberis educandis proved very influential in European education. 

Piccoloriini's Do libororun educationo contains part of it was well 

as of Quintilian's first book; Elyot translated it into English 

before 1540; it appears in John Lyly's E hcus (1579) under the 

title Euphues and his Euphocbus; Philemon Holland included it in 

his translations from Plutarch (1603); Montaigne's essays are 

replete with echoes from it, particularly important being his idea 

that mental and moral education should be given equal attention in 

early childhood; Locke's proposal to discard corporal punishment 

in favour of a judicious use of praise and blamo must owe something 

to Plutarch; and the paedoccntric educational thinking of today 

surely has its roots in Quintilian and Plutarch. But to Guarino 

belongs the honour of having been the first to realize the value 

of translating Plutarch's useful work. His version was copied many 

times during his lifetime and ran through many editions after his 

death. 

He also put many of its recommendations into practice, adapting 

them for the most part to the needs of older students. For 

example, he was later to warn Giacomo Zilioli against hiring a 

morally questionable tutor for etoliaduco d"Csto (Letters 431,432). 

Battista Guarino also insigts upon the need for care in selecting 

a teacher (tloodward, Vittorino p. 162: cf. also similar remarks by 

Porcia, Vcgio, and Piccolomini, ibid. pp. 110.220,137). 

Again, the importance of memory training was at all times fundamental 

to his own methods of study and teaching. This will be discussed 

later in moro detail. 
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Probably the rust important ideas Guarino took over from 

Plutarch were those on discipline and the relationship between 

parent and child, which he extended to include that between master 

and pupil. This was to prove the sovereign key to the best human- 

istic education as exemplified by Vittorino at Mantua (1423-1446) 

and Guarino at Verona and Ferrara. Discussion of this may also be 

deferred,, dince the first solid evidence for Guarino's having 

applied Plutarch's principles does not occur before Letter 340 of 

1425. It is safe to assume, however, that from at least 1411 oje 

had been nulling over the contents of the De liberis educandis_, 

and ideas of how the precepts of Plutarch could he imaginatively 

applied had been progressively developing in his mind. 

The first two years at Venice were spent in teaching Creek 

to several patricians of the city, including Leonardo Ciustinian 

and Francesco Barbaro; the latter being his host and chief patron. 

Tisir pro tss was rapid. Barbaro produce4 Latin translations 

of Plutarch's Aristides and Cato. Ciustinian versions of Ciron. 

Lucullus, and Phocion. Exactly how Guarino achieved such spectacular 

results we do not know. Ile seems, however, always to have been 

a good instructor in Greek. Cattista tells us (W'ood%rard, p. 167)- 

"I have myself known not a few pupils of my father .. who after 

gaining a thorough irastery of Latin, could then in a single year 

rake such progress with Creek that they translated accurately 

entire works of ordinary difficulty from that language into good 

readable Latin at sight. " Barbaro and Giustinlan were already 

accomplished Latinists. Moreover they had the leisure and motivation 
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necessary to benefit from intensive instruction. Guarino, 

a fluent Greek speaker, probably gave them practice in con- 

versation, for in 1424 both ten addressed the Emperor John 

Palaeolopus in set speeches in Creek, and Barbaro then 

conversed with him (Appendix B, sec. 6). 

At this time the only Creek sra r available in Italy 

was Chrysoloras' Eroteiata, which dealt with the inflexions 

by the method of question and answer popular in the Middle 

Ages as a means of imparting and testing knowledge. * narbaro 

and Ginstinian almost certainly used this book, which was still 

being recommended by Eattista Guarino in 1459. The first 

printed Greek grarnrar in Italy was the Erotemata of Constantine 

Lascaris (Milan. 1476). Chrysoloras' Eroteinata was first 

printed in 14S4. Other grammars were Theodore Gaza's Lisa! r 

(1495 and 1512) and Urbano Valeriano Balzanio's Institutionen (1497). 

But Chrysoloras' Erotevata reralned the most popular Greek 

grammar in Italy until well into the sixteenth century 

(Ceanakoplos, Creek scholars in Venice p. 286) while Linacre 

at Oxford and Erasmus at Cairidge also used it (Adamson, A 

short histo of education Caobridge, 1930, p. 90) . Guarino 

abridged it about 1417 (Life sec. 01) probably as a result 

*A good example is the Dis putatio re al is at nobilissimi iuvents 
Pippins cum Albino scholastico In Wilt arm's Zeitschrift fUr doutssches 
Alterum XIV, p. 44. In cost mediaeval vorkiT LNts -typo 
the puj; i1 asks questions and the teacher replies, a reversed 
catechism that arose out of a confusion of the letters D and M, 
which really stood for the Creek words didaskalos (teacher) and 
rathetes (student) but were mistaken for - tie L'aiin discipulus 
and jrnjlster. 
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of his experience in using it with Barbaro and Clustinian, 

and the simplified compendium was just as popular as the 

gra=ar in its original form. Once his pupils had worked 

through the Erotemata, Cuarino gave them additional rules, 

as is testified by Pier Candido Decembrio in a letter still 

unpublished: "Scio Cuarinum eiusquo soquaces amplioribus 

uti retulia" (Guarino, Epistolarlo III p. 76-77). No doubt 

Guarino gave his particians at Venice considerably more material 

than was in Chrysoloras. 

One fruitful means of instruction was already in e3ietenco - 

the use of bi-lingual ta. Its. " Vaxiwus Planudes, for exaple, 

had translated into Greek a mediaeval abridgement of tho 

Ars minor of Donatus called the lanua. "" Avbrogio Traversari 

is said to have learned Creek by comparing Latin versions of 

the scriptures with the Greek originals. Lorenzo Valle later 

in the century benefited from the comparative rethod, and in 

1495 Al4o Manuzto urrote to Alberto Pio! "Sic gracco didicit 

Iierrolaus Darbarus, sic Picus itirandula, sic tlieronyaus Donatus, 

sic Angelus Politianus". 

* For most of what follows about the teaching of Creek, seo Sabbadini, 11 metodo dell umanisti Chapter 2. 

"* So called from its opening couplet: 
Ianua sum rudibus primam cupientibus artem: 

Nee sine me quisquam rite peribus erit ('I am the door for the untrained who desire the basic grammar: 
without re no-one will be properly skilled') 
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Guarino know the comparative method at least as early as 

his stay in Florence, for in Letter 34 he records that someone 

in that city had asked hic to translate some Creek verses, 

und that when he had done so literally, the can wrote the Latin 

equivalent of each Crock word i diately above it. Unfortunately, 

the crude ad verbum rendering was subsequently passed around as 

a sample of Guarino! s oxn work. Ile therefore asked his friends 

to burn any copies of this translation they came across. 

tie any have allowed his students to use the interlinear 

method, for there is extant a collection by Leonardo gotta of 

Greek verses of a sententious nature cullod fror Homer, Ilesiod, 

and pseudo-Ptiocylides. They are adorned with a pronunciation 

guide and literal translation above the Crank text, with a 

brief explanation of each maxim below. Two oxanplcs are- 

1. Manum cadenti da 

Odra posondi didu 

XC-ipo( 7TH vTC Si ýo u 

Solobgent veteres Craeti, qui c ravi nliqua calsmitato vol enorbo 

pre +orentur, cum ciiu opera efflagitassent, id tandem quasi 

ulttmum Taiserabiliter proferre. 

2. Confidere oportot 

Tharsin chri 

ýýo &v ýP y 
Ex hoc voters Rtttaco provorbio intolligiviur in cormuni vita non 

wdo Eiden a hiberi oportore, sec of sperandum atque audendur esse. 
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This collection, entitled Ex variis doctissint yiri Guarini 

Veronensis lectionibus turn sermontbus lecta was also transmitted 

in a PS of Guarino's pupil, Pandolfo Collenucio, which exhibits 

only minor variations. Sabbadini bolie od that this constitutes 

proof that Guarino favoured this rethod at his school, but I 

would suggest that while he did not actually prohibit it, he 

regarded it as more suitable for those t{ho did not have the 

benefit of a teacher. Battista lends support to this contention, 

since he recosaends that a student "in the absence of a teacher" 

should select an author whose works have been accurately 

rendered into Latin and make a careful word by word cos arison 

of the translation and the original (Woodward. Vittorino V. 173-174). 

Although Greek was Cuarino's vain interest at Venice (and 

remained so, I believe, until he left) he may also have taught 

gone advanced Latin corposition, for 8arbaro's funeral oration 

on Mannino Corradini, laudation of Peruglo Cuidaloti, and 

Do To uxoria (1416) contain stylistic traits redolent of Cuarino, 

as does the funeral speech on Chrysoloras by Andrea Zulian, 

another of his students. These stylistic similarities ray, however, 

be fortuitous. and nothing solid can be made of them. 

In 1416 he opened a boarding school modelled upon that of 

ßazizza at Padua (Life secs. 68-69). This it" his first 

experImant in co m=al living with fee-paying students known 

as "socii" or "contubernalos", and it is a pity that we know 

comparatively little about it; the Anonymous Panegyrist deals 
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with t`ht "conto c run" at Verona and John or Pannonia rlainly 

with that at Vorrara. It was a Oii'ficult period; he seems to 

have had more students than ho could adequately copo with by 

11iuse1f (Lilo sec. 87) and tho onset of plague in Jwio. 1416, 

broke Grp his school almost before it had begun (Life sec. 77). 

After a few aonths of depression and inactivity in Padua, he 

ro"oponed his school in Venice at the end of tho year and taught 

without noticablo fervour until he wovod to Verona early in 

1419 (Life soc. 89). This was a time of rostlossneas and indecision 

for Guarino, varkod by efforts to leave teaciing altogether. 

gut the entire poriol at Venice, although best undorstood 

as ono of cxperimantation and ad justnont, was novortholoss vital 

for 1t13 dovalopm-nt as an educator. One indication of cxperirentation 

was the number of books he wrote between 141r, und 1419 as aids 

to instruction: a treatise on tho diphthong, a lexicon to 

Servius' cotentaries on Vorgil, the coaipcndium of Chrysoloras' 

Grote ata and a translation of the section on the breathings 

and a Latin grazanar. 

Tie troatiyo Do diphthongis was cottposod about 1415 for 

Floro Valerto (Life sec. 92 and Gmarino's Latins ie and 

orth__n raphy). It is extant in ninny MSS, but is not so rauch 

a scholarly disquisition as some general rules supported by 

alphabetical lists of words containing diphthongs. In a sense 

it was an early exarplo of tuition by post, in which direction 

Guarino, with such letters as 156,166, etc. to absent pupils, 

was something of a pioneer. One notes Cuarino's didactic 
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impulse throughout his entire epistolary, but his lack of 

oppressive pedantry snakes letters such as 756 and 813 interesting 

to read; he instructs aiuost by stealth. 

TIºo lexicon to Servius, coiposed about 1416, is found in 

two redactions in many ? 4S of the fifteenth century. Decerbrio 

in his Politia literaria p. 300 ff. has an abridgement of it and 

Carbone refers to a "recent" composition of what must have been 

the revised version. In all HSS there are numerous additions and 

corrections, which show that many students and copyists used it. 

It provided an example to Guarino's students, who were encouraged 

to practice lexicography for themselves in the form of excerpts 

from ancient authors, particularly the polymaths Aulus Cellius, 

Macrobius, Pliny the Elder, and Augustine (Woodward, Vittorio p. 173). 

This is not, of course, true lexicography, which arranges alphabetically. 

The idea was not new, since works like flugutius' Liber derivationium 

had been common enough in the Middle Ages; but Guarino and sub- 

sequent humanists improved upon these earlier compilations. 

The compendium of Chrysoloras' Erotemata was made as early 

as 1417 (Life sec. 91). The section on the breathings, which 

Chrysoloras-had written in 1398 at Salutati's suggestion, is 

first mentioned in Letter 195 of 1420, a dedication of Guarino's 

translation of it to Francesco Barbaro. It may, however, have 

been done earlier, possibly in 1417. 
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The Ro ulae is first mentioned in Letter 08 of January, 

1418. It was a plain exposition of Latin grarnar defining the 

four parts of grarmar, the eight parts of speech (nouns, 

adjectives etc. ), the five classes of verbs (active, passive, 

deponent, transitive, intransitive) and direct and indirect 

objects. It then deals with impersonal verbs; constructions 

involving the idea of place; supines; gerunds; participles; 

eight figures of speech considered grammatically (prolepsis, 

syllepsis, zeugma, synthesis, antiptosis, evonatio, appositio, 

and synedoche); the formation of patronymics; incohative, 

desiderative, conative and frequentative verbs; relative 

pronouns; guts and uter and their compounds; heteroclite nouns, 

with a selection of mnemonics; and an exposition of the verbs 

solvers, Hubers, and latere. It was a siuplified, practical 

book and a considerable ic, proverent upon the nediaoval arten, 

which treated granar as a branch of logic. 

All of these works were intended as texts for his students. 

Clearly, he taught Latin to his "contubermales', In 1416,1417, 

and 1418; othert+ise there would have been no reason for 

composing these works. Besides, it was a bread-and-butter 

subject, without which he would not have attracted so vany 

students, and he would certainly have conducted his lectures 

in satin, a practice recommended by Battista also. I believe, 

however, that his chief enthusiasm was still for the teaching 

of Greek. It was. after all. a unique distinction to be the 
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only practicing teacher in Italy to offer this language at 

that time. Those who enrolled in his school were therefore 

enthusiasts who had core to believe, as Guarino and Battista 

did, that a proper understanding of Latin itself was impossible 

without a knowledge of Creek also. because of the vast numbers 

of derivatives or borrowings from the Creek and the orthographical 

and etymological questions that arise from them, not to mention 

the close dependence of Latin literature upon the Creek. 

(cf. Woodward, Vittorino p. 166-167). One major reason why 

Guarino so often praises thrysoloras not specifically as a 

teacher of Creek -- for which he is chiefly honoured in cultural 

history -- but as the true restorer of culture to Italy was 

precisely because by introducing Creek he had mado Latin 

scholarship in its fullest sense possible. (cf. Letters 861, 

862,863). This doctrine was by no roans widely acclaimed 

when Guarino first started teaching Creek, and even in 1459 

Battista felt compelled to defend it vigorously. There were 

those, however. who kept their own counsel, and gathered to 

Guarino at Venice to perfect their studies by learning Greek. 

John of Pannonia's claim that professors loft their chairs and 

sat in a mixed throng of young and old of both sexes at 

Guarino's feet is unsupported by any evidence. The numbers 

in his school are not known. Their ages were certainly 

mixed. however; Pietro del ! Monte describes himself as 

"paene puer" when he wont to "learn the virtues" under Guarino 
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(Life sec. 77) and Vittorino was 38 when he first enrolled in 1416. " 

The discoveries of Poggio in 1416 and 1417 of two corpleto 

texts of Quintilian Interested Guarino immensely. Poggio 

announced the first find on Decocher 1S, 1416 (Letter 60) and 

by November, 1417, Guarino acknowledged receipt of a copy of 

it (Letter 83). It was a poor transcription, however, so be 

requested another copy, this tigre of the second Quintilian; 

it was to be sent as soon as possible, and Guarino was willing 

to pay any price Pogglo asked. Ile had obviously received 

what he wanted before Decerber, 1419, for in that month he 

requested Girola: m o Cualdo to send back his "Quintilians", which 

he needed for a course on rhotoric (Lotter 170). They arrived 

on Decembor 28,1419 (Letter 181). The copies in question 

ray have been those of the two lie received from Poggio, but 

more probably a series of transcriptions of the one found 

in 1417. 

Quintilian had been known previously to Guarino, for he 

quotes from him in Letter 2 (ca. 1405), but his copy must 

havo been the defective tediaeval one described by Poggio as 

"lacoratus at circumcisus" (Epistulae ad. Tonelli I p. 25). 

Generally speaking, Quintilian had been appreciated more as 

a rhetorician and moralist than as an educator, although 

Woodward,, Vittorino p. 18 gives 141S and 1416 as the years of 
Vittorino's attendanceo the first date being based on the erroneous 
assurption (p. 17) that Guarino openod his contuberniur as soon 
as he arrived in Venice. 1416 is definitely fix by the 
evidence ;, f Letter 55. 
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Petrarch in his Letter to Quintilian recognized his "ability 

to ground and to could great ven" (W. M. Srail, Quintilian on 

education p. xlv). Later hutanists continued to appreciate 

not only his rhetorical and moralistic uses, but also the sane 

practicability of the coxplete education he expounded. Very 

soon after 1417 the Institutio, oratoria Joined the De in Lenuis 

roribus and Cuarino's translation of Plutarch's Do liberis 

educandis as a fundamental guide book for humanistic education. 

As Woodward put it (Education during the Renaissance p. 26), 

Quintilian "appealed to the zodelists from its insistence 

upon truthfulness as the foundation of education; to the man 

of learning from his demand that the auditor must be versed 

in the entire circle of available knowledge; to the man of 

affairs from the ultimate end he set for his pupils, that they 

should become conpotent as logical and persuasive speakers, 

to place both character- and wisdom at the service of the community". 

Guarino does not seem to have followed Quintilian as 

faithfully as did Vittorino, leis odd, for example, that in 

his years at Venice and Verona he quotes Quintilian only 4 times 

(Letters 113,229,353,499 quoting XZ. 3.6-3. Vi. 3.59, 

XL. 1.22. and X. 1.112 respectively). He nowhere names him 

as the perfect model either as a teacher or a guide to living: 

his heroes in those respects were Chrysoloras, Plutarch, and 

Cicero. Yet theie was truch in Quintilian that must have 

appealed to Him, the notion that teachers and nurses must 

be well chosen (1.1.4 and 23); that corporal punishment is 
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degrading 11.3.14-17); that every child is worthy of infinite 

care (1.1.24); that games have a place as a means to increased 

alternoss (I. 3.8-9); that the capacities of a child's mind 

should be considered in planning his instruction (1.1.20); 

that a teacher often reacts better to a largo audience (1.1.29-31); 

and that the best incentives to learning are competition, interest 

in the subject, the proper use of praise, and affection for 

the teacher. The similarities at many points between Quintilian 

and Plutarch (who wore almost contemporaries) must have 

struck Guarino, so that it would probably be truer to say that 

the Institutio oratoria represented for him not a new revelation 

but an eloquent confirmation of much that he had already learned 

from Plutarch and Chrysoloras or divined for himself. 

too seems in fact to have valued Quintilian more as a 

commentary on Latin eloquence, although ho did not accept 

everything he read in him. For instance, he wrote a verse 

tract De conpositione (see Sabbadint, La scuola e Eli studs di 

Guarino p. 228-30), in which coalnsitio, one of the three 

branches of elo cutio in the pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad 

Eterennium, is divided into Ordo, iu'nctura, and numerus. as in 

Quintilian. But for his strictures on numerus he abandons 

Quintilian's treatment and uses an amalgam of Quintilian, 

Cicero, and Esartianus Capella. And on the whole he admired 

Quintilian as a writer much less than Cicero, who was always 

the supreme castor of style, as indeed he had been to Quintilian 

hiss elf. In Letter 490 Cuarino quotes with approval Quintilian's 
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judgem3nnt of Cicero: 'liunc spectotus, hoc propositum not, is 

sit oxeplum; 1110 so profocisso sciat cui Cicero vaido placebit" 

(cf. irrst. ornt. X. 1.112). This was tho usual humanistic 

opinion; only Lorenzo Valla was pervorse enough to prefer 

Quintilian over Cicero as a stylist. 

But by far the most important idea which Guarino borrowed 

from Quintilian was his tripartite schocºo of study. ascending 

from the elementary and grammatical stages to the rhetorical. 

tie was the first humanist educator to stress the importance of 

a planned course of study, with a gradual build up of material. 

lie appears to have been euch rare conscious of planning than 

Vittorino, not only in sapping out a complete education, but 

even the moments of every day to ensure thorough and cumulative 

progress. As Battista says, `order and method are the secret 

of success ... Hence we see the crucial importance of system .. . ýý 

(Woodward, Vittorno p. 176). In this Guarino owed nothing 

to the Paduan educators. Vergerio had been vague about the 

order in which subjects were to be studied. 

and even'8arzizza was criticized by one of his own colleagues 

for its inability to present his material according to the 

requirements and capabilities of his students (Barzizzil era 

Vol. I, Rome, 1723, p. 182). 

It is hard to say when Cuarino conceived and began to 

itplement his three-fold scheme of education, but it could 

hardly have been before he studied Quintilian. Very probably 
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he began to operate it at Verona, for the elementary and granmatical 

stages seem implicit in Letter 340 of 1825. It was certainly in 

force at Ferrara, since John of Pannonia describes it pieceteal, 

and Dattista in considerable detail. The grand plan may 

have been forming in Cuarino's mind at Venice, but it would 

be rash to assume, merely by analogy with his later known 

practices, that he was already implementing it there. 

Similarly, wo do not know auch of how he Interpreted his 

role as head of the Venetian contubernium or how wide the curriculum 

was. His letters show an affectionate regard for his students, 

but he does not seem to have exercised it moral censorship over 

them. He mentions with approval such physical pursuits as 

fishing and country rambles'*, but he did not enforce or even 

strongly encourage them. It is safer to assume that since 

Guarino borrowed the idea of contuherniur from Barnizza in 1416 

and with it much practical advice as to how the system might 

operate -- even the fee of 40 gold ducats was the same for 

both -- his methods were similar. The idea of pupils living 

together under the direction of a master may have owed something 

to the Spartan system of communal living, but more probably it was 

an extension of the "universitates" or student groups at 

mediaeval universities, who hired their own teachers and owed 

* Th1s frequently throughout the epistolary. Letter 143, lines 32-34 
are typical: "Quid tibi dicam venationes aucupia et cetera ruris invitamenta quibus distentus, fatcor, scribendis littoris adhibere 
animum non potui4" 
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them no spiritual obedience. 8arzizza's prestige as tho finest 

Ciceronian scholar of his generation no doubt made problems 

of discipline negligible, but in any case he seems to have 

been more of a reuote intellectual. an expositor of Cicero. 

Quintilian, and Seneca as orators, than a father confessor to 

his students. Certainly he took no interest in physical 

education. His stylistic interests ray have been humanistic, 

but his attitude to students Was mediaeval. Guarino, whose 

reputation did not yet tratch Larzizza's, was proportionately closer 

to his students, but he probably attempted in all also to cast 

himself in Carzizza's mould, with the exception that his 

specialty was not Latin oratory but the teaching of Greek. 

The turning point in Guarino's career seems to have come when 

the council of Verona on May 20.1420, voted him a five year 

contract to lecture publicly on "rhetoric, the letters and 

speeches of Cicero, other subjects pertaining to eloquence, and 

such other things as will please the students and prove useful 

to the students as a whole. " lie was also permitted to take 

up to 12 private Xtudents as a mans of supplementing his 

income; out of this developed his second and rather more 

successful contubernium. It was a convenient arrangement; the city 

saved money, while Cuarino's public lectures on Cicero enhanced 

his own and the city's prestige without impairing his freedom 

to pursue any curriculum that suited him with his house 

students. Ile did not teach Greek publicly. The staid city 

fathers, whose prime concern seems to have been civic preati2e 
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(which in dearth of a university trey could achieve by a public 

professor) would hardly have seen the value of Greek, but 

Guarino pursued this esoteric study with his private pupils, 

notable anong whoa were Giovanni Lamola and Ernolao Barbaro, 

nephew of t"ranc©sco. ? ho latter made such progress that 

by 1422 lie had produced a Latin version of Amp, which achieved 

some celebrity and is extant in zany MSS. 

Despite his continued interest in Greek, Marino's Latin 

studies roceivod a fresh irpetus by his own discovery in 1419 

of the Letters of Pliny (Life sec. 95) and that by Gerardo 

Landriani in early 1422 of the now lost Codox Laudensis 

containing Cicero's Orator. Do orators and Brutus (Life sec. 109). 

The earlier discoveries by Poggio of Quintilian and of eight 

speeches of Cicero at Landres and Cologne (Life sees. 94-95) 

were also beginning to have an inpact upon scholars. Add to 

that minor discoveries by other scholars (Lifo sec. 02) and the 

necessity iho was under to lecture daily upon Latin authors, 

and it is easy to see why he gathered fresh itmetus after 1420. 

Another factor was the support he received from his amenable, 

unobtrusive, but entiraly efficient wife Tadea in running his 

household. She was the perfect house rother, just as Guarino 

nor begins to figure conspicuously as a father to his students. 

fie refers to them as "our family" or "our sons" and in writing 

to parents frequently affects the conceit that since friends 

have all things in ccam: on, a teacher shares paternity of a 

student entrusted to his care with his real father. His 
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concern for their well being was boundless. then Lavajngla 

foil ill in 1422 (Letter 220) Guarino expressed the utrost 

distress, as he did when Paolo Zilioli died from the plague 

in 1429 (Letter S08). 

This concept of himself in loco parentis implicit in zany 

letters fron Verona and Ferrara, is first clearly delineated 

in Letter 340 in the form of a series of reeo=endations to 

his ox-pupil, i`ar-k1na Rizzon, on hots best to achieve results 

in teaching the sons of Giovanni Tegiaci. It is virtually a 

compendium of Plutarch's ideas in the De liberis educan isL 

except that the teacher's authority is substituted for the 

father's over his young charges. The keynote is struck by 

Guarino in thanking Rizzon for the debt he acknowledges to his 

old vaster. He quotes Pliny's dictum from the profacb to his 

Natural history, "Est voro benignum et plenum ingenui pudoris 

uteri per quos profeccpis", thus touching upon a theme recurrent 

in his letters and exemplified in his relationships with all 

his students, the cutual respect which should exist between 

pupil and teacher. It is perhaps the most typically Greek 

element in humanistic education, since it is a transplant 

of the ideal relationship described by Plato in the SyMosium 

and Phaedrua whereby lover and beloved would together aspire 

to a contemplation of the Good. Guarino adapted the idea to 

bean that the master was responsible for the moral and intellectual 

progress of his pupil, while the latter was answerable to his 

master for his conduct and scholarship. It was no zero rhetoric 
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that inspired Carbone in 1460 to call Guarino "our ancient 

Socrates" and to quote the famous passage from Jwenal 

(Satire VII, 208-11) which suns up the perfect relationship 

of pietas between rtaster and pupil. 

Guarino warns Aizzon to set a good example, since children 

are iiaitative and copy their teacher's conduct. Above all, 

he must avoid ahgry threats and foul language. Carbone 

testifies to Cuarino's fine manners in frort of students: 

"No base word or insult unworthy of a scholar ever fell 

from his lips. " 

Corporal punishment as a quick means of enforcing disciplino 

alas also to be avoided. Battista Cuarino syas that flogging 

carries with it an element of serfdom (servile quiddam), 

renders learning repulsive, and encourages unworthy evasions 

ors the part of timorous boys; yet he would not %'holly rule it 

out in the case of younger boys who had not yet reached an ago 

when a sense of shame could be counted on to maintain discipline. 

one doubts if Guarino even beat his own children, since by 

his own admission he was an indulgent father, but there is 

no hint that they were ever recalcitrant. John of Pannonia 

sakes a point of his restraint with the rods 

". .. nec verbere torvo 

Aut ferula insanis" (SSylv pane ºrica 377-79) 

and maintains that he rolled upon ""maiestate potenti" combined 

with an even temper, lack of calico, cheerful: disposition, and 

an ability to turn an awkward situation aside with a kindly 
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joke (Ibid. 807-12). He insists, however, that Guarino 

never lost control of his classes: 

"ilaud tauen idcirco tibi disciplina tuorum 

Laxior .. ." (Ibid. 821-22) 

Angelo Decembrio paints exactly the same picture of easy 

familiarity tempered by mutual respect between Guarino and his 

students. The favourite jest was always the pun, a weakness 

of literary men to which Guarino was inordinately prone 

(See Cuarino and humour. Naturally his pupils imitated him. 

John of Pannonia (Ep ra to I. 66,87) wroto once to a student, 

whose Latin name was Paulus, that it should bo aspirated to 

sake the Greek meaning "poor" or inferior". But on the 

whole Guarino discouraged any trace of disrespect. In Letter 831A 

he presents us with a most instructive vignette from the 

classroom at Ferrara: a student had just made a smart comment 

on the style, and possibly the rumoured effeminacy of the 

Sicilian poet, Antonio Beccadelli, calling hin "non Siculus, 

sod suculus", a pun which amused Guarino privately, but which 

he could not allow to pass. He turned a grim countenance 

("torvum vultum") on the class, and the laughter died away. 

He seems to have maintained order without rigidity. Vittorino, 

by contrast, seems to have been ammore austere figure. But 

in the methods of both men the importanco of an atmosphere of 

kindness and affection was paramount. A typically tender 

expression of this comes in Letter 231 of 1423 where Guarino 
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says that just as sore people devote infinite care and patience 

to training their pets, so should teachers exercise as much 

attention and sympathy in shaping the minds of their students. 

The final reconendation Guarino makes to Rizzon is that 

he train his pupils' memories by giving them passages, part'i cularly 

from Vergil, to learn by heart. The accent, however, was to 

be upon frequency and thoroughness of repetition rather than 

more quantity ("locos. .. magis frequentes quas multos"), 

the object being to provide a stock of eloquent and wise precepts. 

Ile was aware that the repetition of excellence is a wonderfully 

potent method of breeding it -- an idea which he seems to have 

acquired from Chrysoloras, whose dictum (, (E 
ET7 

GrS cvc, v 
i Kpfeffre(roU ("practice becomes second nature") is quoted in 

Letter 284. For proof that Guarino practised this recomiendation 

hirstlf one need only point to the many quotations, particularly 

from Vergil, which adorn his letters, and the frequency with 

which choice passages recur. On a lower level, he favoured the 

use of mnemonics, many of which he composed himself, such as 

this rough pair of hoxareters designed to help a student write 

a set piece (Letter 421): 

'Quattuor ista Solent augers negotia cimcta: 

Utile, iucundum, laudes, iungetur honestas . 
other examples are his memenic verses on the Seven Sages (Letter 

830) and those on the names and functions of the Nine Ruses 

(Letter 908). Typical verses from the latter poem are: 
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"instruct historits mortales vivere Clio, 

Terpora plantandi docuit legesque Thalia. 

The technique was not new, but moroly a continuation of 

siediaeval practice. Any student of formal logic will recall 

the nonsense verses whereby mediaeval students remembered the 

figures of the valid syllogisms:, 

"Barbara celarent darn ferioque prioris" etc. 

So convenient did Guarino consider nn¬wonics that he recommended 

the use of the Doctrinale of Alexander de Villa Doi, described 

by Battista Guarino as "a annual of grawar ... readily 

committed to memory on account of its metrical form" (Woodward, 

Vittorino p. 165). 

Learning by heart served two purposes. First, it provided 

a convenient guide to correct graraaar, syntax, and rhetorical 

devices. Second, the student thereby built up a fariiliar 

stock of moral precepts. Guarino would certainly have considered 

the second purpose the more important. 1vidently. he succeeded 
in bpressing this upon his students. John of Pannonia, for 

example, testifies 5 lva panegrica 603-04) that lie corpiidered 

the moral training he received from Guarino more important than 

the intellectual: 

Sed minus est cultas abs to quod disclaus artes, 

Plus quod virtutes ... 
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This inevitably raises the question of the part played by 

Christianity in the conduct of Cuarino's schools. To understand 

Cuarino's religious attitudes it is necessary to go back to 

his childhood under Libera di Zanino, who brought hire up after the 

death of har husband in 1396. She instilled into her son. 

according to Curbono, a respect for the Christian faith which 

he never lost. It was not perhaps a rigid Christian up-bringing 

for Guarino had nothing of the ascetic or pietist in him. He 

even regarded the conterplativo life of the cloister as a 

aaste for a scholar (Letter 43'1) although he allowed one of 

his daughters to take the veil; and in totter 346 tic talked 

with contorpt of those who are pleased only by "tears, fasting. 

and psalms". 

This species of criticism, however, can core only from 

one whose faith in the traditional fors of worship is so 

well grotmded and simple that he can afford to joke about them. 

He respected intense devotion in others, such as Bernardino 

da Siena and Alberto da Sarzana, both of whom were his pupils. 

Ills own piety deopene4 with age, a natural process that happily 

coincided with the concept first created by liberal Church 

Fathers, such as Jerore and Gregory of Nazianzenus, that one 

should first become expert in secular studies before passing 

in later life to the contemplation of things divine. Somewhere 

in Guarino's rind vibrated the medineval deference to Theology 

as queen of all the arts and sciences; ho even admitted its 
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primacy in Letter $23. Both Guarino and Vittorino saw no 

contradiction between the Christian life and the civic excellence 

they hoped to produce. Rigid thinkers clearly saw the contra- 

diction between the renunciation of the world, for which 

strict Christianity seemed to call, and the life of active 

participation in its affairs. This paradox was never satisfactorily 

solved, but both Guarino and Vittorino achieved a working compromise 

between the two ext*emes by adopting the Ciceronian view that 

good qualities are useless so long as they remain inert, that 

the life of contemplation or scholarship is justifiable only 

as a preparation for the life of action. A favourite precept of 

Vittorino was "Oasis virtutis laus in actione consistit. " The 

only real preparation for life in a civic comnunity was, according 

to the humanists, an education in the classics: no other books 

were available. Guarino therefore felt that his instruction, so 

far from corroding vittue, would actually enhance it. no did 

not escape calumny, however. and was compelled on at least one 

occasion to defend classical studies (sec Guarino as a fib 

in controversy). 

Unlike Vittorino. who had a strong Christian bent -- he 

had once contewplated priesthood -- Cutrino did not deliver 

special religious homilies to his students. He did. however, 

set an example of devotion by daily attendance at Mass, as 

John of Pannonia tells us (sylva p epyriea 575): 

'I%ns salutatis petitur Schola publics divis 
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llis first concern was always for the traditional forms of 

worship (ibid. 800): 

'Prima tibi est son'per raagnorum cura dcorumý 

John also mentions the virtuous atmosphere of Cuarino's school 

(ibid. 604-S); 

'. .. Procul, hint valesuada libido 

Improba rixa procul. 

He goes on to say that a quiet word from Guarino was invariably 

sufficient to rake a student mend his ways. This may have 

been true, but a reader of Cuarino! s letters is left with the 

impression that he had rather too great faith in the essential 

goodness of others, perhaps because he was naturally a virtuous 

individual himself. In Letter 823, for example, he goes so 

far as to suggest that no average student would read lubricous 

passages in classical authors to delight in their prurience. 

Carbone tells us that Guarino often "interrppted" a lecture 

to refute "foolish conceptions of the ancients about the inwortal 

god s" and that he realized that Christians saust have "a range 

of reading different from that of the pagans, who did not know 

Cod. " Thus we may say that be used revealed Christian doctrine 

as a corrective of the moral content in ancient writers, and 

that he provided the necessary balance by recommending a study 

of the Church Fathers, the most favoured being Cyprian, 

Jerome, Lactantius and Augustine. 
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Battista Guarino does not even mention religious instruction, 

so wo y conclutla that no special effort was made in this 

direction by his father. But normal devotion was certainly 

encouraged. 

The question of how wide the curriculum was at Verona is 

elusive. Even the works on which Guarino lectured are in cost 

cases not recorded, and from his letters it is a tedious and 

virtually impossible task to construct a coherent and complete 

picture. In 1419 he used a commentary of Marius Victorinus to 

prepare for a course on Cicero. This could hardly have been the 

lost cos ntary on the Topica, so it rust have been that upon 

the Do inycationo; he also seems to have been planning to read 

Terence (Life sec. 100). tie also used Quintiliaan and Asconius 

Pedianus in his preparation (Life sec. 103). The work upon 

which ho lectured. however, was the Do officiis, the inaugural 

lecture to which has been preserved and is fully translated 

after Letter 17D in Summaries. This argues at least careful 

preparation. What play of Terence he read is not known. Again, 

in 1422 he @ust have read the Orator which Giovanni Arzignano 

brought back from Milan, but we do not know if he lectured 

upon it. In 1425 he lectured on the Pro P: urena (Letter 298). 

The evidence is all of this fra ntary nature (cf. Life sec. 111) 

and hardly repays the effort in collecting it. One caution. 

however, is necessary: although we hear a treat deal about works 

in which Guarino was interested, this does not mean that he 

lectured on all of them. 
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Similarly,, the actual subjects Qovored are hard to tuck 

down. Guarino's letters provide little help, but the Anonymous 

Panegyrist says that Guarino imparted a "full education" to 

tinny young sen and sent them forth equipped for life. Th© 

reference here is more probably to Guarino's socii, with whom 

he was almost certainly following a wider curriculum than a 

merely prescriptive study of Latin and Creek grammar and syntax. 

But oven in his public lectures Guarino would have mtssed, no 

opportunity of pointing morals and touching incidentally upon 

all tanner of antiquarian, historical, geographical, astronomical, 

and ethical lore. This rust have been his basic approach to 

teaching, since the source material for all those "subjects" 

lay buried in the literary art of the ancient poets and prose 

writers. The traditional method was to tackle every facet of 

knowledge as it occurred in the reading of a classical author. 

Hence a "full education" could be rained piecemeal and cumulatively 

purely from reading literary texts. 

It would be erroneous to imagine a school day split up 

into separate periods, each devoted to a single, watertight, 

"subject. " Certain specialized books may, however. have been 

recorrrendcd to particular pupils. 

Guarino knew the value of exorcise. Ito took stLdcnts with hin 

on country walks and practised martial exercises and bAll Canes 

(Letter 311). It was not until he went to Ferrara that he found 

the ideal conditions for a fuller programme of physical fitness. 
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As to his general competence as a teacher at Verona. we 

saist set against the complimentary reminiscences of pupils the 

fact that in 1424 the council were hesitating over the desirability 

of re-appointing him, and did not do so until the last moment. 

It was this opposition that evoked the speech of the Panegyrist. 

The grounds may have been nebulous and torn of parsimony or 

philistinism; but possibly there was some substance in the 

charge dealt with by the Panegyrist. himself a public school 

student, that Guarino had given too such attention to his 

private students, who by this time seem to have been rather 

numerous. In Letter 4I9 he says. "Such a huge throng of private 

pupils (contubernalium) surrounds me on every side that sometimes 

when we have to go out walking you would say that sparrows or 

locusts were migrating in swarms. " This implies far more than 

the 12 socii permitted by the terms of his contract, which he 

had obviously flaunted, and it may well have been one source of 

the resentment against him in 1424. Be that as it may, I 

believe that the years 1419.1429 saw the crystallization of 

Guarino's views on the theory and practice of teaching. He 

had become famous enough to attract the attention of Niccolb III, 

Marquis of Ferrara, and to Guarino's activities in that city 

we rAM now turn. 

He arrived there first in April, 1429 as a refugee from 

the plague. Finding Ferrara itself threatened, he wandered 

from district to district until September. Almost at once 
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he founded a school by invitation of the young men of the city. 

At the beginning of 1431 he was appointed private tutor to 

Leonello d'Este, a position which lasted until 1435 when 

Leonello nw, arried Margherita Gonzaga. After some negotiation, 

Ferrara hired him on March 1,1436, and renewed his contract 

on Hay 22,1441. In 1442 he inaugurated the 'studium ep nerale , 

(university) reconstituted by Leonello, who had become marquis 

on Hiccolb+s death in December. 1441. Leonello died on October 1, 

1450. Under his successor, forso, Guarino initially felt less 

secure but continued his public and private lectures almost 

until his death on December 4.1460. 

The education of Leonollo deserves special attention, since 

he was Cuarino's most famous student and represents an example 

of the kind of man Cuarino could produce, given sole charge 

of his education. 

Woodward (Vittorino p. 244) rightly says that only at a 

court like that of Mantua or Ferrara could humanism exhibit 

its complete educational ideals# particularly in the matter of 

physical training, which had long been cultivated at courts. 

Humanists like Guarino and Vittorino merely gave the existing 

tradition the stamp of their approval. The only difference 

was that they saw exercise not primarily as a preparation for 

war or a delightful pastime but as a moans to promote health 

and refresh the mind for further study. in his verse epistle Gil 

Guarino encourages Leonello to engage in snowballing because 
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he would return all the moro eagerly to his studiesc 

'Prigore ab hoc calidos capiet vas alte Minerva, 

Ile approves of dancing for the same reason- 

'luulcius interea gnatus, pia cura parentis, 

Sit Lconellus ovans saltibus atque loco, 

Promptior ut 6tusas ac Pallada deinde revisat 

Lntermissus enim fit labor apse levis 

Leonello frequently retired to the country for relaxation. 

Cuarino defended this by finding classical parallels. Had 

not Scipio and the ancient heroes of Rome retired periodically 

to refresh their spirits and think out scheres for the betterment 

of their fellow citizens? Implicit here is the Ciceronian 

doctrine that otium(ioisure) is merely a preparation for 

regotium (business) (cf. Letters 157,142,143). Similarly, 

horsemanship, jousting, wrestling, swimming, hawking, and 

hunting were all to be encouraged (Letters 685,666,688). 

'typically, he defended swi . ing on the grounds that it eight 

one day save Leonello's life, as it had saved Julius Caesar 

and floratius Cocles; but the prince should recall the sad fate 

of Alexander the Creat, who had perished from a chill caught 

by bathing in cold river water. Laoscello responded by sending 

fame almost every day to his tutor, frequently with a covering 

letter in elegant Latin to prove that he was mentally alert. 
Leonello also loved music. After he became marquis, he 

decorated his chapel in the palace of felfiore magnificently 

and imported a special choir fron France to sing in it. 
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This we know from Johannes Perrariensis' Excerpts ex Annallum 

Libris illustris Pamiliao Marchionum pstensium 1409-1454 

(Muratori, R. I. S. vol. 20) col. 456. We hear nothing about 

this choir from Guarino, who must have heard it perform. One 

is almost forced to conclude from this and other indications 

that Guarino had a very limited appreciation of performed 

music (cf. Life sec. 148). Ile may have been interested, 

however. In the mathematical theory of music (musics sUculativa), 

for in Letter $70 he refers to the "cosnnentum in Speram Prosdocint", 

that is, the commentary on the Sphaera of John of IIolywood written 

by Prosdocimo di Beldomando, who from 1422 until his death in 

1428 was public professor of astronomy and mathematics at Padua. 

This scholar wrote eight treatises on music, six of which are 

in print. In which he treated of music both as active and 

speculativa (See A. Segarizzi. Antonio Baratella ei suoi 

corrispondenti Venice, 1016, p. 82). But the uniqueness of 

Guarino's reference suggests that he had had only a passing 

interest in Prosdocimo's writings; indeed it is not even clear 

that he wanted Prosdocimo's commentary for his own use. it 

seems safe to assert that music, either active or speculativa, 

received no attention whatever in Guarino's school. In this 

respect he seems to have fallen short of Vittorino. who 

gave music some attention, 
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Similarly, it would be pleasant to think that Leonello's 

known passion for the visual and plastic arts was inspired 

or even encouraged by Guarino, but there is little convincing 

evidence for this. True. Guarino praised Pisanello, Leonello's 

favourite artist, in Letter 38(, but one receives a powerful 

impression from this verse epistle that he did not appreciate 

the aesthetic aspect of painting. His attitude to it was 

essentially utilitarian and he certainly considered the visual 

arts as an inferior and less satisfying activity than literature 

(cf. Life sec. 147). Leonello patronized Pisanollo, who painted 

him at lerst twice and in 1432 executed for Leonello a picture 

of the Virgin, which is now in the National Gallery of London. 

The same artist was also responsible for Leonellols coinage, 

the antique perfection of which pleased Flavin Biondo (Voigt, 

Wiederbelebung t, p. 562). 

Again, Leonollo was fond of architecture. although the 

only irportant buildings he erected in Ferrara were the Spedalo 

di Santa Anna and the Palazzo Trotts, now known as the Sewinario 

Arciveseovile. The Florentine architect, Leon Battista Alberti, 

who in 1436 had dedicated his Italian comedy Filodossio to 

Leonello (0 ere yolgari di L, D. Alberti cd. A ßonucci, vol. I 

p. cxx-cxxi) also wrote at his suggestion the three books 

flo re aedificatoria for which he is chiefly known (See in 

general A. M. Mancini, Vita di Leon Battista Alberti, Plorence, 

18820 p. 188-197). But Leonello's contacts with Leon Battista 

are especially interesting because of their conron interest 
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in the Italian language as a vehicle for literature. This 

raises the question of Marino's attitude to the vernacular. 

Leon Battista, in the dedication of his Tea onion (Opera 

vol nri vol. III p. 160), writes of his initial hesitation 

over addressing works in Italian to a Latin scholar like 

Leonello, and of his pleasure in finding the prince sy pathetic. 

Leonello, indeed, wrote Italian sonnets in the Petrarchan 

manner, two of which are extant in Rine scelto dei op eti 

fcrraresi antichi o modexni ed. G. Barnfaldi (Ferrara, 1713) p. 21. 

The better of the two challenges comparison with Petrarch 

hlrself. * But as a young man under the tutelage of Guarino 

he appears to have affected a certain scorn for vernacular 

writings, dismissing them as fit only for the entertainment 

of women and children an a winter's night (Docembrio, Politaa 

litcraria 1.6). In this he was almost certainly reflecting 

the opinions of Guarino hirself. who thought so little of 

Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio that one whuld"lnever know from 

'*, Gatte ii Cavallo su is balza alpina 
E scatutir fa d'Helicona fonte, 
Dove chi Is an bagna, e chi is fronte. 
Secondo cho pia honoro o Amor lo inching. 
Anch' to m'accosto spesso all diving 
Acqua prodiriosa de quel Tonte: 
Aror no ride, the '1 sta 11 con pronto 
Le sue sa±itte in forma polle!; rina; 
13 zcntro il labbro a ber se avanza e stende 
Ello con il vonen dells puntura 
! acola l'onda e venenosa rends! 
Sl cho quell' acqua, the do sus natura 
Renfrescar mo dovrobbe, pth m'accendo, 
D pih the bagno, piü cresce i'arsura. 
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his epistolary that they, or any other important writers of 

Italian, had even existed. lie refers to Petrarch only once ý 

and then as a writer of Latin. If we are to trust Decembrio, 

however, Guarino did not avoid discussing the merits of Vie 

vernacular with Leonello and his friends. In one such debate, 

Leonello held forth in praise of Dante's Divina Connnedia, going 

so far as to compare the Florentine poet with Vergil. The 

others do no oppose his views, no doubt out of respect for 

his rank, but after he has gone. Guarino, with the support of 

Tito Vespasiano Strozzi, denies that Dante is in the least 

comparable with Vergil. The Divina Codedia seemed to him no 

more than a poor imitation of Vergil and other classical authors, 

a patchwork of sllwmanner of antiquarian and theological lore, 

and at best a curiosity. (Politia 11th V. 64). The 

truth may be that Guarino had never read vernacular literature 

with any attention; his energies were too deeply absorbed by 

the study and interpretation of the classical authors. Nor 

should we discount a certain degree of literary and professorial 

snobbery which would at once more or less oblige him to champion 

the ancients on all counts and disincline him to give the modern 

vernacular writers the praise we now realize they deserved. 

h'hatever. Cuarino may have felt about the vernacular in his 

more liberal moments, it is certain that he took no notice of 

its literature in his teaching at any time. fattista Guarino 

and all the other sources are likewise completely silent about it. 
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Leonello's cducation was therefore purply classical. and 

while he lived, the court and university of Ferrara became a 

mecca for humanists such as Giovanni Aurispa, who had preceded 

Guarino to Ferrara (by his reco wendation) as tutor to Voliaduce, 

and Theodorus Gaza, who came in 1444 to teach Crook. In the 

years of his marquisate (1442-1450) he brought scholars of 

all kinds to the city and arranged for their stipends to be 

paid for by the city, as is recorded by the monk Johannes 

Fcrrariensis, col. 457. (See also Voigt, Niederbelobung I 

563z! 64 and F. C. Borsetti, ilistoria Almi Ferrariae Cymnasii 

I p. 47-54). Guarino, however, remained the presiding academic 

deity and literary sytrposiarch under whom classicism was 

*wr'me. Only in the reign of ßorso did vex acular literature 

come into prominence. 116 was a well-meaning, ostentatious 

ruler, but not blessed either with his brother Leonello's 

refinement or his knowledge of Latin. Classicism did not 

die out, for it remained vigorous as the language of the 

university, diplomacy, and courtly adulation; but Borso and his 

immediate staff spoke only Italian and favoured romances of 

chivalry both in the French originals and Italian translations 

(P. Rajna. Le fonti dell' Orlando Furioso Florence, 1000. 

Introduction). This tatter taste, subliminally present under 

Niccoib and Loonello, now became a vogue and set the stage 

for the later glories of Ariosto, Soiardo, and Luigi Pulci. 

Out it is a tribute to the pervasive po'rer of Cuarino that 
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before 1460 the two best poets in Ferrara -- John of Pannonia, 

a citizen of Csenicze in Hungary, and Tito Vespastano Strozzi. 

a Ferrarese of Florentine extraction -- were both his students 

and wrote only in Latin. 

Guarino. as tutor to Leonello, had been responsible for 

his entire training, both intellectual and moral. It must 

be admitted that Leonello was a gifted student and not devoid 

öf Latin learning even before Guarino came to Ferrara, yet 

credit rust go to the latter for producing a ruler whose humanity 

and talents were the admiration of all Italy. His Latin style 

is a somewhat paler version of Cuarino's, although his tutor 

praised it highly, and even Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini, 

frequently a harsh critic, cotarod his letters with those 

of Cicero (Ft). 105 in Opera ornia, Basle, 1551, p. 605). 

He collected manuscripts -- among them the codex Ursinianus 

of Plautus. which he procured for Guarino -- and encouraged 

his tutor to edit the corplete works of Julius Caesar. lt© is 

said to have composed cor entarii of his own, but they have 

not survived any more than the treatise in which he is alleged 

to have proved as forgeries the letters between St. Paul and 

Seneca (Decembrio. Politaa literarin I, 10). That he was 

no narrow classicist but also a writer of Italian sonnets and 

friend of such men as Leon Battista Alberti and the young 

Francesco Ariosto, may not be entirely due to Guarino, but at 

least one can say that his tutor did not attempt to stunt 

his natural enthusiasms. 
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The consensus of pinion among his contemporaries was 

that he was sweet, kind, and generous, the only black nark 

coming from Piccolomini, who in his Itistoria rorum Frederica 

Tertia I! atoris (Strassburg, 1655) p. 95 accuses him of 

injustice towards his son, Hiccoib, and cruelty and infidelity 

towards his first wife, ttargherita Gonzaga. Voigt repeats 

the general accusation of tyranny and cruelty (%iiederbelebun 

I, p. 563). There is also a tale related by Paolo 4a Lignano 

in his Cronica Estense p. 287 in the unpublished Reale Archiyio 

do State in Mdena that Leonello as a boy seduced the daughter 

of his military tutor. Braccio da tontone. But none of this, 

even if it were true, would be unexpected in a prince of the 

Renaissance; Indeed, Leonello's record of one illegitimate 

son and alleged indifference to his wife seem like examples 

of probity when set beside his father's innumerable bastards 

and the harsh execution of his wife, Parisina (Life of Guarino 

sec. Ilq). It is also worth noting that Piccolomini, in his 

De viris illustrihus (Stuttgart, 1843) p. 16 takes pains to 

defend Leonello's moral character. 

The charge of cruelty is likewise nugaVory. Despite the 

temptations to this vice and the political necessities which 

often forced despots into ruthless acts, Leonello's reign 

was singularly free of oppression. Some credit at icait 

must go to Guarino, who in Letter «7 says that he has always 

striven to warns the prince against cruelty. Perhaps the best 
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exatple of Leonello's charitable, gracious disposition care 

in DcceOber, 1447, when Pier Candido Decoubrio sot him a 

biography of Filippo Hsarle Visconti, who had died in August. 

Leonello's criticism was favourable, but he insisted on the 

deletion of a reference to the duke's horosexual inclinations 

on the grounds that it was a needless and gratuitous sndar. 

(Rossini. Cuarino I p. 109-110). 

Finally, in politics he maintained Niccolo III's role as 

mediator in disputes between states, while contriving to keep 

Ferrara out of war. This love, of peace, though implanted 

in him by Niccolo 111, was fostered by Guarino. John of 

Pannonia's statement that Guarino was solely responsible for 

the pacific condition of Ferrara is plainly an exaggeration, 

but there nay have been some truth in it. Leonello d'Esto was 

therefore a fine oxanple of Guarino's ability to produce an 

enlightened ruler and a man of true refinement. who challenges 

comparison with Lorenzo del, t'edici. 

It remains to discuss in detail the tripartite scher. of 

education which Guarino adapted from Quintilians and which he 

was the first humanist educator to put into effect. The following 

account Is based mainly on that of Battista Guarino. 

In the "elementary" state correct pronunciation was taught 

and reading aloud reconmended. Then followed the regular Latin 

inflexions, beginning with nouns and verbs. Skills were 

tested vivnivpCe, by written examination and the correction 
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of erroneous forms purposely introduced by the teacher (The 

last method seems of doubtful value, since it is now regarded 

as poor psychology even to suggest an error to beginners). 

Qattista spedifios no astmal of grammar, so the various 

declensions and conjugations wore perhaps taught orally. 

The students may, however, have possessed copies of the Ars minor, 

a compilation in question and answer form by the fourth century 

grammarian, Aelius Doiiatus. This had long been a popular 

primer; even as late as 1487 it was revised by Antonio ! -lancinelli 

and in that form it continued to be used until the end of the 

sixteenth century. Alternatively, Guarino's students may 

have used the Donatus minor (a mediaeval abridgement of the 

Ars minor), sometimes called the Ianua. The foundation of all 

Cuarino's teaching was therefore a thorough knowledge of 

prescriptively classical Latin grammar. It will be noted that 

no mention is made of subjects such as arithmetic, reading, 

and writing. Guarino would assume these basic skills. Further, 

since any student who desired a specialized knowledge of such 

subjects as astronomy, mathematics, or music could not have 

gained it without a thorough knowledge of Latin. It was 

therefore logical of Guarino to start with a solid foundation 

in Latin grammar. 

The intermediate or "grammatical" course is outlined by 

John of Pannonia (&_ylya panogyrica 360-367): 
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Principio rette das fundamenta loquendi, 

Recte scribendi compendia tradere calles, 

Ne lingua accentu, caiaino ne dextera peccet. 

Mtox ar uTnento foriatur epistola ficto. 

Proxima volvendis annalibus ocia dantur, 

Declanare dehinc et carrina fin gore monstras, 

Dum natura suam facundia crescat in arten 

Per certos evecta gradus ... 

The order given above conflicts slightly with that of Battista Guarino. 

Battista describes the successive stapes as tnethodice and 

historice. In methodice Guarino explained the constructions 

and dealt with the irregular inflexions. The basic grammar 

was his own Reaulae, but the Doctrinale of Alexander do Villa Dot, 

a twelfth century compilation in verse, was considered useful for 

learning the irregular inflexions and the basic rules of prosody 

and metre. Priscian was used only after the acquisition of 

the elements of Greek later in the course. 

Battista says that Cicero's letters were to be memorized, 

but this probably means only selected letters and passages. 

The aim was to produce a pure prose style, the basis of which 

was Cicero, but one which was distinctively the student's own. 

Lattista evnn calls upon the authority of Horace Ara Poetica 

309 to emphasize the need for wide reading in many authors as 

a means to creating one's own style -- a doctrine which remained 

strong among the humanists until at least Angelo Poliziano. 
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Syntactical exercises were often done orally but students 

were also required to construct sentences of their own to 

illustrate the various constructions. Our method would be to 

translate from English into Latin, but Guarino used Lain in class 

as much as possible. No doubt lie used Italian in the elementary 

stage and probably had to resort to it occasionally in the 

grannatical course. (It is a pity we do not know more about this: 

it is always possible that Guarino tried what has been called 

the "direct" method and spoke nothing but Latin until his students 

were forced to pick up simple instructions in that language. ) 

Longer written exercises, called then. to by Guarino (Letter 421) 

and declairationos by Battista, frequently took the form of model 

letters written either to the teacher or to other students. 

Battista suys nothing about letters, but the practice of corposing 

model letters had many precedents in antiquity. had been revived 

by Petrarch, recommended by Chrysoloras, and followed by Guarino 

himself as early as 140S (Letter 1). Cuarino assigned topics 

for students to put in epistolary form (Letter 421) and corrected 

the mistakes in letters he received from them (Letters 164,16S, 

166). Letter 14S is an example of a model letter from his own pen. 

Carbone refers to Cuarino's invention of a "very easy 

method of writing letters", but gives no details. This can rean 

only a system for polite epistolography ethracing the correct 

classical format and a stock of comoonplaces to deal with 

recurrent situations -- asking favours, giving thanks, apologies 
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for failing to write sooner, congratulation, consolation, 

declining unwanted tasks politely, and so on. Marino's own 

letters provide the best illustrations of the devices he used. 

The art of letter writing cult nt%ted in Erasmus 0 vne conscribendis 

o, )istults, and it exist be admitted that by the end of the 

fifteenth century the multiplicity of epistolary rules and 

conventions had stifled fresIND ss of approach and rendered 

many humanistic letters agglomerations of lifeless commonplaces. 

With Guarino. however, formalism was still in its infancy and 

had not yet destroyed the living Interest of his letters. It 

seers necessary to erephasize this only because Woodward in 

Vittorino p. 57 indulges in the unfair cogent: "Guarino was 

very prolific in letters. Voigt rightly says that their formalism 

and want of living interest nmkes them a poor testimony to 

their writer's powers". 

It may be added that Carbone says Guarino introduced a 

new "form of writing" to Ferrara. This may merely refer to 

style, but it could also mean the form of humanistic script 

Guarino himself used (For exar+ples, see tho autograph letters 

reproduced by Sabbadini in the Epistolarto vol 3, after p. xxvii). 

Ne lust have adopted it after 1414 for in Letter 17 be was 

contemptuous of Niccolb Niccoli's preoccupation with the 

invention of a new script. 

If we are to believe John of Pannonia is Iva pane, rice S74: 

'Vergilius primum legitur"), Vergü was the first poet studied. 
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Cattista also says that a thorough examination of the Vergilian 

hexameter introduced verse composition; only after its principles 

had been learned were other metres studied. Large selections 

of Vergil were committed to memory to fix totre. certain 

constructions. and a variety of excellent coral precepts in the 

students' minds. Versification was considered one of the 

distinctive accomplishments of an educated man. John of Pannonia 

(ibid. S-6) acknowledges Cuarino's teaching of iboiarts 

-.. wea nec lyra dignius ullum 

Ante Bonet quarr quo didicit crepitaro wagist o. 

do also claims that Guarino, himself a poet, Bude poets 

of others (ibid. 24-27) : 

'Quid de to censere licet? Qui totius nevi 

Acta anises comprensa tenes, nee cudero solum 

Ipso potes nureros, ragni sed Appilinis instar 

11cc aliis pra®bes, et tot fads esse pootas. 

The humanists had a rather elastic conception of the term 

"poota'". Usually it meant little more than "scholar", which 

in turn f lied an ability to write metrically correct Latin 

verses. Guarino's own verse is metrically sound and often 

felicitous in sentiment and expression (e. g. Letter 599, 

which I have translated into English verse) but never inspired. 

The sane is true of John of Pannonia and the other "poets" 

Guarino trained, with the excoption of Tito Vespasiano Strozzi, 

whose Latin poems, particularly his Elegies, have been auch praised. 
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Leonello d'Este was a minor poet in the true sense, but his 

vernacular effusions probably owed nothing to Guarino's teaching. 

In the stage known as hi torre continuous prose authors, 

particularly the historiens, were studied. Justinus of Valerius 

VAXIVus were used to give a bird's eye view of the general 

history of the ancient world. Valerius lfaxirus -- a favourite 

of Guarino since his schooling under Marzagaia -- was considered 

particularly valuable for his moral content. Then, in chronological 

order, the other historians were studied to gain an understanding 

of the customs and laws of different states and to trace the 

vicissitudes of fortune as they befell individuals and states. 

The purpose of studying history was predominantly utilitarian -- 

to provide virtuous precepts and to increase the ability to 

order one's present conduct in the light of the lessons of 

history (See Guarino's attitude to his and hiatorio ±rapb) 

Just as history was the "light of truth", so were the 

poets the source of imagination and mythology; they were 

regarded as a counterbalance to the historians. Vargil was 

supreme, followed by Statius' Thebais. Ovid's Metarorphoses and 

Pasti± were used as sources of mythology and antiquarian lore. 

* Battista wroto a commentary on this work, as also upon 
Catullus, Juvenal, Lucan, and Cicero's Letters. I! e also 
prepared the first edition of Servius' cormrentaries on Vergil, 
using his father's erendations. Ills translations included 
an Italian version of Plautus' lienaechmi (Catalogus 
translationum et co rentariorun e . Kr steller, vol. 1. p. 214) 
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Seneca's tragedies were read for their moral gravity, Terence 

and Juvenal for their copious vocabulary of every-day words and 

sound moral teaching. Both of the last two authors were 

especial favourites of Guarino, who once, however, had to 

defend hioself for lecturing on Terence's %oan of Andros 

(See Guarino as a fib in xcontroversy) . Similarly, the 

selection of Juvenal must have drawn occasional criticism, for 

Battista defends him on the grounds that his actual descriptions 

of vice are few. 

Ho also appeals to the doctrine of proprietas which 

Guarino had used in his defence of Terence (Letter 823) whereby 

the i ieties, cruelties, and horrors described by writers, 

particularly poets, should draw condemnation rather than the 

writers themselves. The reader should fix his attention and 

centre his criticism on the congruity of the vices to the characters 

described. This doctrine, however, could validly be applied only 

to a writer whose honest, artistic purposes made it necessary 

to describe vicious acts (Guarino had in Letter 823 cited 

Jerome's description of a harlot's blandishments). But authors 

whose plain and only purpose was pornography were excluded 

from the curriculum. Thus Ovid's Ars amatoriaa was banned, and 

his other works, aave for the )letano hoses and Vasttwere 

held suspect. 

Guarino made use of two other methods, not unrelated to 

that already described, whereby material potentially corrosive 
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of morals could be saved for the reader's eyes. The first 

involved a conscious effort by the reader not to enjoy prurient 

passages. The second was to treat anything embarrassing to 

Christian values as an allegory concealing a divine truth. 

John of Pannonia makes it clear that Guarino was much given 

to allegorizing, particularly in his expositions of Vergil. Ho 

says (SX2va pane pyrica 544) that Guarino always shared in the verses 

"Qua pulchrum occults condant sub imagine verum" 

end'that he had no peer as an expositor of hidden sublimities 

(ibid. S27-S29) o. 

... nec to solertior edere quisquam 

mystics secreto quid caelet fabula ssnsu. 

Carbone says ruch the same thing of Cuarino's interpretations 

of poets and prose writers. These methods may seem to modern 

taste dishonest, or at best extraordinarily naive subterfuges, 

but they were part of the traditional defence of pagan literature 

as a basis for education, and what had been good enough for 

Jerome and Augustine unquestionably salved Cuarino's conscience. 

Battista also subscribed to them, but gives them so little 

prominence that one is inclined to suspect his belief in 

their ultimate validity. Certainly he nowhere suggests, as 

his father had done, that prurient passages can be read and 

then immediately unthought. 

Perhaps also because Battista was a "second generation" 

humanist and less oppressed than his father with the need to 

defend the coral content of the ancients he was able to 
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recoir end Plautus without reservation. Ito praises his eloquence 

and wit, rand cites ltacrobius' opinion that Cicero and Plautus 

were the supremo casters of the Latin tongue. Guarino also 

appreciated Plautus, but considered Terence a safer author 

to lecture on. and probably read Plautus only with mature students. 

Persius and Juvenal were considered difficult authors, so 

foraco was used as an introduction to satire. He was also 

valued as a literary critic. Cuarino quotes the Ars poetics 

frequently in his letters. Little if any attention seeus to 

have been paid to the Odes and Epistles. The fact that Battista 

does not i ention them. however, need not irply they were 

never studied. 

tattista recosarends an occasional perusal of writers on 

astronosy and geography, such as Porponius Mela, Solinus, and 

Strobe. Ptoleraic geography was considered a useful study, 

but vainly as an aid to understanding history. 

The teaching of Creek was introduced as part of rette ce 

and continued as part of historice, the sequence of instruction 

being similar to that used for Latin -- it good grounding in 

Framar (from Chrysoloras' trot errata or Cuarino's conpendiun of it) 

followed by the reading of sirple prose authors. Herter was the 

first poet to be studied, and after hid care other heroic 

poets and the dramatists. Battista claims that this would 

increase the student's vocabulary, and recommends the sedulous 

taking and learning of notes. The rules of accentuation were 

then to be mastered. At all tides practice was given in the 
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use of Greek constructions by means of elementary composition 

from Latin into Creek. Finally, the student had to take a 

Latin author of ordinary difficulty and render a complete 

work into Creek so that the caster could check that no delicate 

shade of meaning had been lost. 

Neither Guarino or any other early humanist would have 

defended translation into Creek as an intellectual pastime. 

Mush of what they did seers to have been art for art's sake, 

but they would not, and had not, consciously asserted this 

doctrine. Translation Into Creek was regarded as a means to 

the obviously useful and of daring Greek works accurately into Latin. 

In translating, three nethods were used: conyersio ad verbumx 

(literal translation). translatio" ad sententiaM (a faithful, yet 

stylistic rendering). and innutatio (free translation). The 

first is exet. plified in the earliest translations. such as tho 

interlinear ad vet renderings of the gospels, and Leontius 

Pilatus' version of ltouer. In utatio was tho common practice of 

Salutati, Francesco Barbaro. and Poggio, the last of whom 

sgn^ezed the 8 books of Xonophon's cyropaideia into 6. and 

expanded the first S of Diodorus Siculus into 6. A particularly 

flagrant example of in=tatio was Lorenzo Valla'a astonishing 

*A humanistic variant for the classical conversio. uruni 
in 1400 was tho first to use traducoro " conve ert re and 
translatio   convorsio (Sabbadini, Rendiconti Instit. Loth. 
dl ssc enze c lettere LXII, 1916, p. 121-24f, thus lving 
F. ngl1sshtie vörtotrcn slate, Frcnc% traduiro, and Italian 
tradurre. 
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expansion of the opening lines of the Iliedt 

Scripturus ego quantam exercitibus Gratis cladem 

excitaverit Achillis furens indirnatio, its ut passim 

ayes ferseque cadaveribus heroum ac principum 

pascerentur, to, Cailtopea, vosque alias sorores. 

sacer musarum chorus, quarum hoc runus est 

proprium et quas vatibus praesidetis, maneo ut 

haec sae edoceatis. quae vox docere altos possim 

(J. Vaehlen, Laurentii Vallee opera trig [Vienna, 1896) p. 76). 

Those who rost conspicuously practised traaslatio ad sententlam 

were IIruni, Leonardo Ciustintan, Jacopo Angola da Scarperia. 

Filelfo, and Cuar). Oo (except in his version of Strabo, which 

seams, in about twenty passages selected by the present writer 

at random, to be rather bald and over literal). Guarino in 

following the intermediate method was apparently following 

the advice of Chrysoloras, who according to Cencio del Rustics, 

-used to say that a literal translation was of little valuo, 

since it was not only absurd but sometimes even distorted 

the moaning of the Creek altogether. He used to assert that 

thoso who concern themselves with tatters of this sort must 

translate the meaning without vitiating the accuracy of the 

Greek. If anyone changed the meaning of the original in order 

to speak more clearly to his own people, he was acting not 

as a translator, but as a conuentator. " (Passago cited by 

Sabbadini. I1 metoclo dali umanisti Chap. 2): Chrysoloras 
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was therefore as rasch against a literal as a free translation. 

With reard to the teaching of Creek, finally, it is 

nctot+orthy that neither Guarino nor Battista says much about 

the subject as literature, save for the usual cozcplinantary 

epithets attached to the nuites of the greatest figures. On 

the whole one gets the impression that the humanists 

in general regarded Creak as ancillary only to the understanding 

of Latin language and literature. They seen to have had 

little appreciation of the true g nius of Creek literature. 

Nothing could illustrate this better than their attitude to 

Elorer, whoa th »' praised, but placed lower than Vergil on 

account of the latter's "superior art". I3onco in their trans- 

lations of ! loner they often could not resist the terptation to 

"i +rove" his style. The passage from Valla already quoted 

illustrates this principle, and Cuarino himself in Lotter An8 

refers to a translation in Latin hoxnnetors which he had nado 

of part of odyssey XXI! I (probably lines 190-2O4 referring to 

the bed of Odysseus). Appealing to the exa ple of Verlit 

hei says that he has omitted cestain'thor. oly details, as 

happcrs, for cxarple, in Vergil Aenoid 1.177. where 

"ceralinquc arr. " suffices for what in homer wculd have 

evoked a precise enumeration of cooking utensils, resulting 

in boridom to the reader and a loss of heroic tone. Tis)ally 

one could cite the preposterous idea advanced by Cuarino 

in Letter 21 that Clrysolorns would have =do a more fitting 
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hero for the Iliad than Achilles. This was no literary 

conceit, but evidence of a startling lack of comprehension 

of Homer's artistic aims. 

Once Guarino's students had mastered the Latin and Creek 

languages, they were considered ready to tackle the third and 

highest course, described by Battista as the ''Rhetorical", 

consisting of instruction in the practical art of speaking and 

a study of the tbiory of oratory as set forth in the works 

of Cicero in particular. Guarino lectured first on the 

pseudo-Ciceronian fhetoricca ad llere nom, a work valued on 

account of its concise, comprehensive survey of the various 

rhetorical schemes (figures of arrangement) and tropes 

(figures of thought). Next came Cicero's works on rhotorit. 

1lattista does not list their, but presumable he recant the three 

major ones, the De Orators, Orator, and Brutus, all of which 

had been available since 1422. The principles laid down in 

these works were illustrated copiously from Cicero's forensic 

speeches. Quintilian, although not so highly regarded as 

Cicero, was also used as a supplementary commentary on 

Latin eloquence. 

Battista also prescribes a study of Aristotle's Ethics 

and Plato's Dialogues, since both works are essential for a 

proper understanding of Cicero. He instances the close 

dependence, both for forty and matter, of the Ciceronian dialogue 

upon the Platonic, and indicates a personal preference for the 

de officiis and Tusculan Disputations, the former because 
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it contains "a wealth of knowledge rust useful -- both as 

to material and expression -- to every modern writer". To 

round out the course lie suggests a study of Roman law and 

the elements of logic. 

The course involved, in addition to a study of all the 

arts of expression. a confrontation at many points with ancient 

philosophy, but it is highly doubtful whether Guarino, whose 

talents were predominantly philological, gave any really 

comprehensive survey of the ancient systems. Towards the 

end of his life he seems to have felt himself deficient in 

the field of logic and philosophy, for he adds this postscript 

to Letter Oll to Battista: "I would particularly like to see 

that you had found yourself a teacher in logic or dialectic 

and in philosophy. If this happens, I forecast that you will 

be a second flower of Italy. Believe me, child, believe me". 

lie would hardly have added this admonition if he had believed 

that his own instruction of Qattista had in those respects 

been adequate. The truth may be that by 1459 Guarino was 

beginning to realize that a far more comprehensive treatment 

of ancient philosophers was desirable. The spread of Greek 

knowledge and the increased interest in Plato Imported by 

Byzantine refugees had given rise to a demand for more detailed 

Information about ancient philosophers. One need only 

instance the foundation of the Platonic Academy at Plorence 

as an indication of the trend. 
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All his life, however, Guarino had followed the usual 

humanist attitude to ancient philosophy, which was to 

repudiate all metaphysical speculation as irrelevant to the 

needs of everyday life and to concentrate on an exposition of 

the moral platitudes found in ancient philosophers, particularly 

those uith a Stoic flavour. thumanist educators aided only 

to provide their students with a sot of practical precepts 

to guide their lives and a stock of exempla to illustrate such 

straightforward virtues as truthfulness, modesty, courage, 

self-control. and indifference to the vicissitudes of fortune. 

Even the deeper questions of moral philosophy wore evaded 

where they eight have raised disturbing social problems. 

Guarino, for exarple, had undoubtedly read Plato's Pe ubiic 

and Corgiasin the original Creek, yet nowhere does hetdiscuss 

such questions as the true nature of justice or rhetoric. 

There seen to be two reasons for this shallow treatnont of 

philosophy. First, the energies of the early humanists were 

absorbed in the resuscitation of classical language; there was 

a limit to what they could acco lish in understanding the tore 

covlex aspects of ancient civilization. Second, and Toro 

irportant, they had the comfort of revealod Christian truth, 

and could afford to neglect or sumxarily denounce everything 

which conflicted with Christian teaching. In his Rhetorical course, 

therefore, Cuirino rarely continued the practice he follo; ed"in the 

Graiatical, that of using revealed Christian morality as a 

corrective or confirmation of the coral teachings of the ancients. 
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S. The relative merits of Guarino and Vittorino as educators. 

The name of Vittorino is so frequently coupled with that of 

Guarino that some discussion of their relative merits and achieve- 

ments as educators seems desirable. The purpose of this discus- 

sion will be to show that Guarino has sometimes in the Engl1ii- 

speakint world been rather underrated in comparison with Vittorina. 

to explore the reason for this, and to correct the imibalanco. 

But first it will be useful to give a summary of Vittorino's 

career based mainly upon Woodward's standard biography. Vittorino 

do Foltre and other huranist educators. * 

Porn in 1378 at Foltre in northern Italy, he enrolled in 1396 

at the University of Padua, where he came under the humanistic 

influence of Giovanni di Conversino da Ravenna, then professor of 

Rhetoric. Woodward (Vittorino p. 6) asserts that he received a 

doctorate in Arts sometime before 1411. There is no official 

record, however, of his having received this or any other degree. 

Bruno Nardi in Contributo alla biotgrafia di V. p. 8-9 has reviewed 

the evidence" and concluded that Vittorino probably did not complete 

* Woodward's sources are listed p. xxvii-xxviii. Other 
bibliographical raterial on Vittorino is as follows: A. Ganbara. 
Vittorino da Feltre (Turin, 1946); E. Garin L'Educazione umanis ica 
in a (ar 

, 1949) ; I1 pensiero oda , ogico o' ranesImo 
ed. ýE. Gairin (Florence, W58 ; B. NýaýContributo ails fin 
di Vittorino (Society Cooperativa TipograY ca, aua, 19S). 

** Francesco Prondilacqua, Coma! entariolus do vita Victorini 
Feltrensis (Padua, 1774) p. 39: "Hox Dial-ctlcae Sc Ph losopia ae 
egregiam opera= credit, lam inter primos illius professionis doctoros 
lure ac meTito numerandus, sicut ille, ut erat philosophus, abiecta 
orni doctoratus pompa, nullos honores ill1 ordini concessos peters 
volüit, neque ornatiore vesto, neque anulis auf aurea zona usus est. " 
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the official requirements for his doctorate. We should therefore 

view with reserve Woodward's statetent (Vittorino p. 7) that "it 

was characteristic of the man that he refused to wear either 

the ring or the gown which marked his academic rank. " lie does 

appear, however, to have attended lectures on Canon Law. Before 

1411 also he studied Euclid privately under Aiagio Pelicans, 

subsequently becoming himself a private teacher of grarmºar and 

mathematics in Padua. During his twenty year residence in that 

city (1396-1416) the two most powerful humanistic influences on 

his life were VerRorio and ßarzizza. From 1416 to 1418 he studied 

Greek in Guarino's contubernium at Venice, and in 1419 or 1420 

opened a private school in that city similar to those of Rarzizza 

at Padua (1408-1421) and Guarino at Venice (1416-1418). In 

1421 he succeeded ßarzizza as professor of Rhetoric in the 

University of Padua, -but resigned in 1422 to institute another 

contubernium at Venico. Finally in 1423, through the recomtnonda- 

tion of Cuarino, ho secured the position of tutor to the children 

of Gianfrancesco I Gonzaga, Marquis of Mantua, at whose court 

he founded his third and most famous boarding school. Ile remained 

its principal until his death on February 2,1446. 

Originally intended only for the Gonzaga children, the school 

aas gradually expanded to include up to 60 or 70 students of 

different ages and social conditions. All were treated alike, 

but Vittorino moderated his fees to suit the parents' neans. 

Frequently he maintained promising but impecunious students at 
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his own expense -- as a result o£>. tahich he is said to have died 

in debt -- and arranged for their parents to receive a compensatory 

income from state funds. The villa in which he and his students 

lived and worked had originally been nand "La Gioiosa" (the 

Pleasure House), the connotations of which displeased his fas- 

tidious moral sense, so he had it changed to "La Giocosn" (the 

Pleasant house). Felieving that surroundings can affect character 

and intellectual performance, he had the large, airy rcons & corated 

with frescoes of children at work and play to promote a cheefful 

atmosphere, but stripped of luxurious appointrnnts to discourage 

self-indulgence and sloth. The diet was spartan, and artificial 

heating was disdained even in winter. 

Basing his ideals on Vergerio's ne ingenuis woribus and 

Plutarch's Ise liberis educendis and much of his teaching practice 

on Quintilian, whom according to his biographer Platins, he 

regarded as the "best writer on light and education, " Vittorino 

devised a balanced curriculum to produce a harmonious development 

of mind, body, and character. Platina says he frequently 

praised the enkyklios ap ideia. of the Greeks and sought to impart 

an all-round education. The basis of the intellectual curriculum 

was a thorough training in Greek and Latin language and literature, 

with particular attention to the poets, orators, and historians, 

but separate attention was paid to logic, arithmetic, geometry, 

mensuration and surveying, astronomy, natural philosophy, natural 

history, drawing, and music, both as a perforned skill and as a 
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branch of mathematics. Woodward also suggests that the elements 

of algebra were taught. Himself a good Latinist and mathematician, 

Vittorino hired collaborators such as the Creeks Theodore Gaza 

and Ceorge of Trebizond. Realizing the value of variety, he 

alternated the subjects of instruction and suited the pace and 

emphasis of his teaching to the interests and aptitudes of 

individual pupils. Complementing the intellectual curriculum 

were compulsory games and physical exercises devised in many cases 

to correct bodily defects in individual students. Dancing was 

allowed under supervision to promote graceful bearing, never as 

a frivolous pastime, and only to the accompaniment of the severe 

"Dorian mode. " The company of females was forbidden. Above all, 

Vittorino saw himself as a father to his pupils and concerned 

himself with their moral welfare. tie inculcated clean speech, 

clean living, and strict obedience to Christian principles by his 

own example of probity, study of the scriptures and patristic 

literature, and daily religious observances. Woodward and many 

after him have praised Vittorino as the first humanist teacher 

successfully to fuse the Christian spirit with the best elements of 

the classical tradition. 

Such is more or less the canonical account, and there is no 

: need to impugn its general accuracy, but two cautionary remarks 

are necessary. 

First. Woodward's biography, excellent as it is in many respects, 
is really a protracted eulogy of Vittorino, around whom he casts 
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something like an aura of sainthood. At various points, and for 

reasons which may be ascribed to his English nineteenth-century 

background, he makes either directly or by implication certain 

invidious cocparisons with Guarino, the total effect of which 

is a subtle, but definite exaltation of Vittorino over him. 

Second, the fact that Woodward's biography is the only one 

written in English has lent it considerable prostige and 

popularity in Britain and America. Its general conclusions 

have therefore been tralatitiously adopted into many of the 

popular accounts of humanistic education which have appeared in 

English. Regrettably, Cuarino's image has suffered a little in 

the process. Three typical exscale will perhaps fuffico to 

illustrate this. In Curtis and Goultwood's Short History of 

Educational Idea: (London, 1953) over two pages are devoted to 

Vittorino as opposed to about half a page cf largely inaccurate 

information about Guarino -- a good measure not merely of their 

relative importance in the eyes cf the authors, but of how 

little the authors knew about Guarino. Again, the 1964 edition of 

the Encyclopedia Americana contains a good article on Vittorino, 

but a very inadequate one on Guarino, which does not even comment 

on him as an educator. Finally, the 1967 edition of the f. ncZclo- 

Qaedla Britannica has an article on Vittorino, but none on Guarino 

da Verona. 

By contrast, Guarino has been better served on the continent 

of Europe, particularly in Italy, where Rosmini, Cittadella, 

Sabbadini, Dertoni, and most recently Eugenio Garin have fully 
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recognized his Irportance. Sabbadini, for instance, in La Scuola 

e di Studi di Guarino (Rottoga d'Erasno, Torino, 1964) p. 37 

uncorpromisingly says: "A ragiono pertanto possiamo chinmare 

Guarino il piü grande maestro del suo secolo, " and Garin in 

L'Educbzione in Europe 1400-1600 p. 148 pays him this superb 

cotp1inent: "E forse nessuno come Guarino realizzo 1'immagino 

esenplaro del professore laico. " On a lower note -- but perhaps 

a significant one, since the symbols people choose. or have chosen 

for them, reflect popular predilections -- we find Guarino appearing 

as an archetype of culture in a catalogue issued by Studio Antenore, 

the largest booksellers in Padua, under the rubric Cuarinus. 

The fact that some of their better scholars chose to write 

extensively about Guarino has much to do with his comparatively 

high reputation in Italy, but there are three aspects of his per- 

sonality which have also drawn Italians to him. First his simple, 

sincere Christianity was tinged with no asceticism. Second. he had 

great rhetorical flair and the impüise to express himself at length 

-- qualities more readily appreciated by Italians than the reserve 

and reticence of Vittorino, who wrote sparingly and unwillingly. 

Third, his lack of interest ins science and total commitment to 

literature makes him a more typical representative of what the Italians 

generally understand by "umanesimo". In this connection it is worth 

quoting part of Monique Sprout's introduction to Carnis Markham's 

English translation (1608) of Ariosto's Sixth Satire (In Unanosimo 

vol. 7, no. 3,19670 p. 60-70): "The work (Ariosto's Sixth Satire) 

is in fact the most genuine expression of humanistic writing. It is 
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more so since the poet does not aim at writing a treatise with the 

pretense of being complete and encompassing all aspects of education. 

Vergerio.. Sadoleto had to refer to scientific training as something 

Important at least in an elementary stage. They could not ignore 

other aspects. , Ariosto had only to speak of what he wanted a pro- 

ceptor to give his own son. Ile expressod what was really important 

to hive: too science; no Aristotelian thinking or study of motaphysics; 

no practical training; no absorption into the divine; just 

goodness and "studio uiaano", that is moral values fused with Christian 

religion classical training not for the purpose of erudition and learning, 

but because classicism is the basis of religion and humanity. " 

Similarly, Woodward's admiration for Vittorino can he explained partly 

because he saw in the Ideals and curriculums of the Mantuan school 

the prethainent adumbration of "modern education, " as conceived at 

the end of the nineteenth century. He even calls Vittorino "the 

first nodorn schoolmaster" (Vittorino p. 92), not merely because he 

was one of the founders of our modern notions of what constitutes a 

liberal education, but also because Vittorino made a more obvious 

attempt than any other humanist teacher to impart a really balanced 

education, including what we should call "scientific" subjects. It 

should not be forgotten that the publication in 1859 of Darwin's 

Origin of Species and the ideas of Herbert Spencer (1830-1003), the 

prophet of "self-help" and the virtues of a scientific outlook, had 

caused many educationalists to revaluate the traditional curriculum 

in English schools. Although science was not accepted as a vital 

part of education until well into the twentieth century, there were 

many in the nineteenth century who were sufficiently influenced by 
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Spencer to consider the inclusion of scientific subjects in the 

curriculum desirable. It is a pity Woodward does not discuss this 

matter in his introduction or elsewhere, but I submit that one may 

reasonably assunme that the belief in science had to some extent 

impinged upon his thinking and sb id his prejudices. 

It must also be admitted, however, and even emphasized, that 

Woodward conceived of the classics as the foundation of education, 

and wholeheartedly endorsed what he called the "educational practice 

of a period whose originating impulse is still, within that sphero, 

powerfully operative among us" (cf. Eugene V. Rico's foreword to the 

1963 edition of Vittorino p. xvi). Further, the best in classical 

education during the nineteenth century found its symbol in Thomas 

Arnold (1795-1842), the famous headmaster of Rugby whose in was to 

turn out Christian gentlemen schooled in Latin and Greek. In reading 

Woodward's account of Vittorino one can hardly, Öscape feeling that 

subconsciously he admired the Mantuan master because he corresponded 

so closely to the Arnold image, with its allied riystique of segre- 

gation of the sexes, compulsory games, the benefits of cold, and a rigid, 

yet kindly Christian discipline. * 

The above explanation for Woodward's personal bias towards 

Vittorino is admittedly speculative. But that such a bias did exist 

is capable of specific demonstration. In what follows a selection of 

? oodward's statements in Vittorino will be examined and assessed. 

Cf, Bolgar, Classical Heritage p. 332: "It was VittoriDo who... 
laid a great en+g a sin the training of character... and had a 
nineteenth-century respect for the virtues of cold air and games. " 
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On p. 64 wo find: "Professor Sabbadini thinks that ho (Vittorino) 

learned not a little from Cuarino. It is difficult to find evidence 

for this latter opinion; for in all that is truly, characteristic of 

Vittorino, Guar4ho falls distinctly b*läw him. " 

There are, however, several indications that Vittorino did learn 

something from Guarino. As Eolgar says in Classical iierita e p. 

332: "But in the literary field there was little to choose between 

the methods of the two teachers. Vittorino had been Cuarino's pupil 

for more than a year and had learnt a great many of his techniques. " 

Bolgar then lists a number of similarities in method, which may or 

may not be significant. But in one point Vittorino almost certainly 

followed Guarino -- the key technique of using notebooks, which had 

ultimately been derived from Chrysoloras and was transmitted through 

his pupil Guarino to practical educators in the West. Again, there is 

a strong probability that since Vittorino learned Creek from Guarino 

he also learned something about how to teach it. He probably also 

learned from Guarino the paternal attitude towards students Which 

characterized both teachers. Pinally, although the idea of contubernium 

was originally earzizza's. Vittorino undeniably must have seen from 

his personal experience at Venice 1416-18 how such an establishment 

could be operated, and it may be tignificant that he dfid not open a 

contubornium of his own until Just-i)tor he had been Guarino's Pupil. 

As for the "truly characteristic" aspects of Vittorino in which 

Guarino fell so distinctly beneath him, they are best examined in- the 

light of further examples of unfairness to Guarino. 

On p. 36-37 we finds "As compared with the other great school-t 

master of the time, Guarino da Verona, we may say that whilst Guarino. 
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the better Creek scholar and more laborious reador, bent his 

efforts rather to turning out clever and eloquent scholars, Vittorino 

aimed at sending forth young men who should servo God in Church and 

state in whatever capacity they might be called upon to occupy. " 

In a footnote (P. 37) Woodward cites the concurring opinions of 

Voigt and Uurckhardt. Indeed, the idea has been remarkably tenacious. 

Folgar, for exatplo, says in Classical Heritage p. 332: ''Guarino 

was first and last a teacher of classics. flis purpose was to form 

scholars capable of construing a difficult passage or writing a 

handsoce oration. It was Vittorino who introduced that all-round 

education which we regard as typically Humanist" -- a statement which 

may owe something to t'toodward's (p. 24) that Vittorino "established the 

first great school of the Renaissance. It was indeed the great typical 

school of the Humanities. " Two points requiring qualification arise 

from these statements. 

First, Vittorino's school was surely, if anything, atypical of 

humanistic institutions, if he really did make a serious attempt to 

give instruction in non-literary subjects. In reading humanistic 

treatises on education, and the views of humanistic education evinced 

by laymen such as Ariosto in his Sixth Satire, one is struck by their 

perfunctory treatment of non-literary subjects. To that extent, then, 

Guarino's school more readily deserves to be called the "great typical 

school of the Humanities. " 

Second, it is unfair to call Guarino nothing but a classics 

nrsster or strainer of rhetoricians. True, he paid no apparent heed 

to vocational training in the sense that he taught students to be 

surveyors, astronomers, musicians, and so on, but he would have believed 
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that he was caking it possible for any student to take up these 

specialized studies, because the material for them lay embedded in 

texas writtenýJ. n Creek or Latin. Besides, we nay be sure that 

following time-honoured tradition, Guarino commented incidentally on 

scientific matters as they cropped up in his reading of literary texts. 

The students would therefore have some basic naterial fmn O- Ach to 

start if they wished to take up specialized studies. Vittorino's 

treatment of non-literary subjects seems to have been hero systematic, 

and for this he deserves credit, but perhaps too much has been made 

of this aspect of his teaching, because his actual results in terms 

of men prepared "to serve Cod in church and state" have ncvor been 

shown to be noticeably superior to Cu riuo's. Woodward (p. 86-88) 

lists as Vittorino's best students George of Trebizond, Lorenzo Valla, 

Niccolo Perotti, Antonio Beccaria, Ognihene da Lontgo, Sassuolo da 

Prato, and Giovanni Andrea, Bishop of Aleria, but all of these von 

were noted for their literary endeavours. Others mentioned by Gambara 

in his article on Vittorino in the EncilopadiaItaliana are: the 
413nza 'a children and Fadorico da Montefoltro as heads of state; 

the condottiere, Ciberto da Corroggiot and the humanists Grogorto 

Corraro and Platina. " But against theso names one could cite from 

among Guarino's students such statesmen and men of action as t. conello 

d'Bsto, Francesco Barbaro, Leonarlo Mtstinian, Cian Salerno, and 

John Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester; such churchman as Bernardino da 

Siena, Alberto da Sarzana. Jean Jouffroy, Bartolomeo fovorella, John 

Woodward (P" xxvii) asserts that Platina was never Vittorino'8 
pupil. 
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Free, John 4'Gunthorpo, Robert Fleming and IiilliaM Cray. the astrologer- 

hu, anist, Lodovico Carboro: " and Cuarino's own sons, whom Carbons 

says Guarino educated fron childhood to maturity, raking a physician 

of Crogorio, a rcrchant and palace steward of Agostino. a notary of 

Lconello, and a scholar of Battista. On the available evidence, 

therefore, it would seers that Guarino was at least as successful as 

Vittoriro in producing men who could hold "whatever position they 

ctght be called u on to occupy. " 

Referring to the tcachint of Creek at Mantua, Moodward says (p. 

S4). * , It ay ho safely affirmed that nowhere else in Italy was Greek 

so thoroughly and systematically taught, certainly not at Bologna. 

at Padua, or until Gaza himself went there. at Ferrara. " Elsewhere 

(p. 160, footnote 2) he admits that this is only an opinion! "... I 

beliovs t: hat, in reality, at the Mantuan school far more weight was 

attached to Crock than at the school of Guarino at Forrara. " Later 

however, he again asserts his opinion as established fact (p. 244): 

"Tlmo elder Guarino laid less stress upon Creek than did Vittorino. e 

'lowhero is evidence for this systeratically displayed. A careful 

search reveals only two possible shreds. First, Vittorino hired 

George of Trebizond in 1430 and Theodore Gaza in 1441, both native 

Crack speakers and good scholars, as collaborators, thus showing 

: gis anxiety to provide the finest instruction available. Second. 

Prcndilacqua in Intorno alle vita di Vittorino (cd. G. Branbilla, 

Como, 1871) p. 45 states that Alessandro Gonzaga was nourished in 

his boyhood by Crook, in his adolescence by Latin, and in his 

* See Appendix A, note 2. 
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maturity by sacred sttulles. " The first point, however, proves only 

that Vittorino, who, as Woodward admits (p. ! 2) was inferior in 

Greek learning to Guarino, and whoa Aurispa described as "Victorinus 

gVidam litteras traocas mediocritor erciditus" (p. 51), could not 

himself provide adequate teaching in Greek. Tºte presence of native 

Greek speakers at Mantua does not In itself guarantee that the subject 

was any bettor taught there, since thorough and systematic teaching 

is not necessarily a fuction of the teacher's personal sk111 in any 

subject. The second point is likewise nugatory, proving only that 

in one case Vittorino had followed Qititctilian's hint (Inatitut1o 

oratoria I. 1.12) about starting with rro& instead of Latin 

an idea rejected by t3attista Guarino on the grounds that while it 

night he feasible for Romans who already know some Latin before they 

began a serious study of language, it was pointless for Italians of 

the fifteenth century to whom Greek was necessarily a learned language 

best approached from a good grounding in 4. tin. 

If anything may be "safely asserted" it is that Guarino, who 

acted as interpreter at the Council of Forrara in 143&, was outstanding 

as a Greek speaker and scholar, and as a teacher in general. There 

is therefore no reason to assert that Greek was any worse taught at 

Ferrara than at Mantua, or, to judge from Rattista's laudation of the 

subject, any less valued. Finally, if Vittorino's school had been 

any stronger in Greek, one might luve expected it to produce a crop 

of outstanding Greek scholars. Probably Perotti, who translated 

Polybius, was Vittorino's best student in Creek, but even Ito is 

primarily noted for his great Latin graurar; and Lorenzo Valin himself 

was predominantly a Latinist. Woodward's contention that Creek was 
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better taught and more highly valued at Mantua is therefore at best 

suspect, and should probably be rejected. 

In the matter of Latin scholarship, Woodward is again 

unfair to Guarino. On p. 13, for example, he writes: "Indeed 

it is not too much too affirm that after the death of this 

great scholar (Barzixza) Vittorino was the forerost representative 

of the best type of Latin learning -- the rational Ciceronian". 

If by "rational Ciceronian" is meant one who takes Cicero as 

a guide to rational living, then Guarino has as much claim to 

the title as Vittorino, for his letters are full of praises 

of Cicero as the best guide to the good and blessed life. If, 

however, it means, or includes, skill in Ciceronian scholarship, 

then one must wonder upon what Woodward based his judgement. 

When Barzizza died in 1431, Guarino was far better known as 

a scholar than Vittorino, if only because he already had a vast 

scholarly output to his name. Even by 1446, when Vittorino 

died, he had written only a treatise on orthography and a few 

letters, only five of which have survived. * 

Possibly Woodward meant that Vittorino's teaching of Ciceronlan 

prose was so good that in a sense he founded the cult of 

Ciceronianism so prominent later in the century, for on p. S6 

" His De ortho phis was published by A. Casacci, 
"Un trattatello di V. da P. " in Atti del Reale 
Instituto Veneto LXXXVI (1926-27r p. 911 ? E. Tho 
five surviving letters were published by A. Luzio in 
Archivio Veneto N. S. XXXVII (1888) p. 239 if. 
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he writest "George of Trobizond became one of the first 

Ciceronians of the century, an admitted superior to Guarino. " 

This statement should be taken in conjunction with that on 

p. 86: "George of Trebizond was in Latin learning a typical 

product of Vittor1ra, and we may confidently say that he was 

an abler scholar than Guarino". It is true that George's 

Rhetoricorum Libri Výhelped to establish the cult of 

Cicerontanism in Italy, but this was not necessarily a virtue, 

nor does it make him in the absolute sense a better scholar 

than Guarino. In fact, the latter regarded George and his work 

on rhetoric as prime examples of illiberal pedantry (See 

Guarino as a fib in controversy). Most scholars both during 

and since the fifteenth century would, I imagine, place Guarino 

higher than George of Trebizond, but in any case their relative 

merits is a matter of opinion. What is objectionable in 

Woodward's remarks is the offhand manner with which he deals 

with Guarino and the implication that George's "superior" 

Latin scholarship was due in some way to Vittorino's "superiority" 

as a Latinist over Guarino. 

Finally on this matter, one finds on p. 18: "tcb are told 

that Guarino taught Vittorino Creek in return for instruction 

in Latin. This may imply a joint conduct of the school which 

Guarino had opened in Venice, but it most probably means merely 

that the latter recognised the finer Latin scholarship of 

Vittorino and gladly availed himself of the chance of improving 

his own". Woodward must here be referring to Platina's story 
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about the exchange of teaching. Put Guarino nowhere mentions 

Vittorino as a collaborator, although this extract from Letter 

256 of 1424 to Lodovico Conzaga rakes it clear that he admired 

him: "Vittorino, a very fine ran and most learned teacher 

whom I admit I greatly love and praise. Put my love and praise 

proceed from judgement. As for his praising me highly, as you 

write, and calling tae his teacher, this comes from his surpassing 

sense of honour and gratitude. Like the splendid follow he is, 

he talks of t; p as being the kind of ran he would wish nie to be. 

If he received anything from no -- and I know how little that 

was -" the magnificence of his words blows it up to such an 

extent that he makes a god out of a cipher (doum ex larva) and 

an altar out of a sewer (aram ex cloaca)". ' But in all the 

letters 1416-1418 aarino refers only once to Vittorino (Letter S5) 

and then as owing him money, probably tuition fees. To explain 

Platina's story I offer the suggestion that he had received 

garbled information about the tuition in Latin which George 

of Trobisond received at Ventce 1417-1418 from Vittorino after 

Guarino had failed to meet his expectations as a teacher 

(Letter 707). Guarino detested George and had agreed to give 

him instruction in Latin only as a favour to Francesco Barbaro. 

* Compare this nearly literal rendering with that of Woodward 
(p. 85, note 4): "If he calla, me his master, it is more 
than I have a right to and it proceeds from the goodness 
and gratitude of his UUaturo. I taught him but little, though 
hei loves to dwell upon . 

the service I rendered him. " 
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What may really have happened i$ that Guarino passed George 

over to Vittorino in part commutation of the latter's fees, 

a task which the chronically impecunious Vittorino would have 

been glad to perform. It is difficult to believe that he would 

have taught George for nothing, or been able to spare the time 

from his own studies in Creek, except for some inducement. 

Vittorino may therefore have taught Latin for Cuarioo, but not 

to him. In any case, it is very unlikely that Guarino, whom 

no less a judge than ßarzizza in a letter of 1418 (Life of Guarino 

sec. 66) called "the best scholar in Latin and Creek in this 

generation", would have needed help with his Latin from 

Vittorino. The latter's "finer Latin scholarship" is unsubstantiated 

by any evidence. and seems a more figment of hoodward's wishful 

thinking. 

Again, on p, S7 Woodward says in a footnote: "Guarino was very 

prolific in letters. Voigt rightly says that their formalism and 

want of living interest makes many of them a poor testimony to 

their writer's powers. Vittorino's letters to Ambrogio (Travorsari) 

are lost; they were apparently of real personal interest. " Voigt's 

judgement sec= unduly harsh, and W'oodward's concurrence with it 

disappointing. iinco Guarino's epistolary constitutes one of the 

liveliest and cost interesting documents of the Renaissance. But 

what is really objectionable is Woodward's extraordinary logic in 

appealing to the evidence of a batch of lost letters to suggest 

that Vittorino was comejow less pedantic, Coro vital as a corres- 

pondent than Guarino. One can only conclude that in his conscious 
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or unconscious anxiety to score another point for Vittorino he has 

again underrated Guarino. 

Another invidious comparison appears an p. 58 with reference 

to Vittorino's "ability to select, from an intense and living 

religious conviction, truth and beauty in example or in style 

from pagan not less than Christian writers with a sorcno confidence 

that seems never to have been seriously embarrassed.,, Woodward 

appends a footnote: "Guarino's experience at Ferrara was different; 

but then he was a man of for less sensitiveness in such matters than 

Vittorino and could even commend L'Ermafrodito of Soccadelli. "' 

The fact is, however, that only on two occasions was Guarino's 

taste called in quostion by moralists, and on each he was the 

victim of purblind bigotry (Sea Guarino as u figure in controversy). 

Woodward also omits to say that Guarino had the grace, or coisnonsense, 

to retract his earlier, hasty commendation of the 11armaphroditus. 

In any case, ono peccadillo is hardly grounds for saying that Guarino 

was far loss sensitive in matters of morality than Vittorino. One 

could even defend him on the grounds that he treated his students 

like adults, not little boys to be protected at every turn from 

the snares of wickedness. It seems indeed that Woodward could not 

escape a certain 'Victorian religiosity and prudery, which led hin 

to make his disparaging remark. 

Bolgar in Classical Heritýe p. 447 goes so far na to say-. 

''WWoodward lays rather too much emphasis on the Christian elements 

in Vittorino's teaching, whose efficacy is somewhat belied by the 

later career of the Humanist's pupils". On p. 332 ho talks about 
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"Vittorino's failure to implant Christian principles into zany 

of his prominent pupils". And on p. 332 he oven coypu arcs Guarino's 

results favourably with Vittorino's: "Yet such is the vanity of 

educational aspirations that while Guarino's intellectuals proved 

themselves in later life men of probity and honour, the favourite 

pupils of Vittorino included Valls, the future prophet of 

Hedonism, Ceccadolli, the future author of the 1lcrmaphroditus, 

and the dubious Platina, two of whom never quite cleared themselves 

of the suspicion of homosexuality. " 

This, however, is an extrcroly flimsy statement. ttbat on 

p. 333 ßolgar calls '-many" of Vittorino's prominent pupils had 

numbered only throe on p. 332, and of these only Valle was ever 

Vittorino's pupil. Further. Valla was not a hedonist in anything 

but they minds of ignorant detractors. * 

Although Bolgar does not attempt to prove anything about 

the quality of the coral instruction of Guarino and Vittorino 

from the later careers of their pupils, the suggestion lingers 

that this can be done. Such a line of inquiry. however, seems 

Unprofitable for two reasons: first, not noarly enough is known 

about tho corals of all of Guarino's and Vittorino's pupils to make 

any conclusion reliable; second, it is unfair to blame anl+ 

teacher for a failure to communicate his personal sanctity to 

his students. 

His 1)n yolurpta:: Q Evas really only an exposition of the ancient 
philosophical theories of pleasure, but the title alone earned 
for him the reputation of a voluptuary, just as his attack on 
the Donation of Constantino led to his banishment fron Roma and 
his association in the popular nind with athelsr4a 
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One can. however, agroo with Bolgar insofar as Woodward -- 

influenced perhaps by what I have called the Arnold tauge -- 

dwells rather too lyrically on the Christian atnosphere of "La 

Ciocoss", and ascribes too auch success to Vittorino in reconciling 

Christian and classical ideals. The best he could have ac'Nieved 

was a working conproniso1 and to this distinction Guarino has 

an equal claim. 

The way should now be clearer to a nor. ' balanced general 

assessment of Guarino and Vittorino as educators. With sorge 

justice -- especially from the t: odern standpoint which lays such 

stress on o balanced education -- Vittorino may be termed superior 

in providing core systenatic instruction in 13athenatics and the 

natural sciences. (uarino, however, did not wholly neglect 

non-literary matters, although he approached them indirectly 

through incidental comment on literary texts. In physical 

education, again, Vittorino seems the roro systematic a: id 

inaginativo teacher; but it is doubtful whether his rigid enforce- 

cent of games and exercises was in the end core effective than 

Cunrino's protreptic and more permissive approach. Similarly, 

Vittorino's philanthropy in establishing state scholarships at 

, ¬ntua and providing for needy students out of his own pocket 

is admirable. No such scholarships existed at Pcrrara. but it 

must be roroubered that, according to Carbone, Guarino frequently 

helped students in financial difficulties -- all the coma lauda lo 

in his case since, unlike Vittorino, he had a large family of 

his own to support. Loth men were attentive to the needs of slower 
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students and poured untiring zeal into their teaching. That 

Guarino found tire to produce an enormous body of literary work 

besides does not moan that he neglected bis main worlk. In 

Greek and Latin scholarship Guarino emerges as the superior, 

although in their teaching of these basic stsh jccts there was 

Probably little to choose between the two ren. In personal 

character and the ability to inspire devotion in students both 

were exctrplary. In planning and & r: ple ritir ;a coaplete 

intellectual education, Guarino seems rather the more efficient 

with his tripartite scheme of clenantary, gra=atical, are 

r3ietorical stases. 

It eu, t finally be considered which of the two teachers was 

the more influential. tlcre objective criteria are difficult to 

find. 

The fact that Cosenza's Dictionnry of the Italian Humanists 

lists only 59 students of Vittorino as opposed to 142 of Guarino 

is not necessarily a reliable index, since both men must have had 

many pupils whose names have not survived or have been overlooked. 

But since Cosenza's lists were compiled from what one must presume 

to have been a wide survey of ordinarily accessible humanist 

sources, the greater number of Guarino's pupils whose names have 

survived suggests that his influence was proportionately wider. 

Further, since Vittorino taught at Mantua for 26 yours and never 

allowed the total of his students to exceed about 70 at the one 

time, the most he could have taught in all could not have exceeded 

about 1,800; probably the tally should be much lower since the 

school was only gradually expanded and many students seem to have 
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stayed for far longer than one year. Guarino, on the other hand, 

taught both publicly and privately at Verona and Ferrara for 41 

years. and the evidence of his own letters, Carbone, and John of 

Pannonia suggests that he always attracted largo audiences. It 

seems safe to assume that Guarino reached far core students than 

Vittorino. 

The sere number of a teacher's students, however, is less 

Important than the quality and breadth of their contribution to 

cultural history. Vittorino's most influential students ware 

probably Lorenzo Valla, tiiccolö Perotti, George of Trebizond, 

Theodore Gala, and Giovanni Andrea, Bishop of Aloria. Veils was 

the finest graierian and toxtual critic of the century, aptly 

tamed by John of rannotta 

"Corrector vaterum, contenptor Valia novorum. " 

George of Trebizond's minute analyses of rhetoric and Porotti's 

Latin grammar contributed much to Ciceronianism; Gaza's Greek 

grammar has been called the best of its kind; and to Giovanni 

Andrea fell the unique distinction of having prepared for the Roman 

Press the first editions in 1469 of Caesar, Aulus Cellius, Livy, 

Lucan, and Vergil, and in 1470 of Ovid. the Epistles of Cicero, 

and a volume of his Orations. Too much, however, can be made of 

the achievements of these scholars. Valla excepted, for there were 

many Ciccronians at works besides George of Trebizond, other 

grammars besides those of Gaza and Perotti, and Giovanni Andrea 

had many manuscript editions available of the texts he prepared 

for the printers. It cannot be denied, however, that Vittorino 
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produced a find crop of scholars, others of note being Antonio 

ßoccaria, Federico da E3ontofoltro, Ognibene da Lonigo, Gregorio 

Corraro, Sassuolo da Prato, Casinia da Parma, and Frcncesco 

Calcignano. Nato, however, that the last throe were also pupils 

of Guarino, and that only Boccaria, who entered the service of 

Duke Humphrey of Gloucester, sought his fortune outside Italy. 

By contrast, Guarino trained not only a large group of excellent 

humanists whoso influence was confined more or less to Italy - 

one thinks of his son Battista, Jacopo Anrºanati, Francesco Barbaro, 

Leonardo Giustinian, Bartolomeo Facto, Pandolfo Gollcreaccio, 

Basinio. Giovanni Lariola, and Tito Vospasiano Strozzi, to n=o 

but a few -- but many foreigners as well. The latter point is 

extremely significant. 

The Accadcnia Romana, Ficino's Accademia Platonica at Florence, 

and the Accadenta Pontaniýana at Naples did not become established 

contars of hursnisw untli the latter half of the Fifteenth Century; 

Florence, always a hub of humanist scholars, ncvcrtholcss had a 

poor university and no long-resident great teacher since Guarino 

turned his back on the city in 1414; and Vittorino's school at 

tlantua, taking only a limited number of students, had a comparatively 

localized and spacial fame. The nature of Vittorino's curriculum, 

atypical as it was of the usual humanist aspirations, could have 

had only a limited appeal, and although his experiments wore 

doubtless fairly well known within the teaching profession, there 

are indications that he did not court publicity outside it (His 

unwillingness to write letters, the usual method of advert iscmont. 
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must have restricted his fame; one notes in Letter Sll of 1429 

that Guarino seems to have felt it necessary to explain to Giacomo 

Zilioli, reforendarius of the Marquis of Ferrara, exactly who 

Vittorino was and what his duty was at tdantua). On the other hand, 

as Roberto Weiss says in Italian Renaissance Studies (1060) p. 71 

the University of Ferrara was "a humanist base and remained so even 

after Guarino's death. " One could go further and say that during 

his lifetime Cuarino made Ferrara the most important and best 

known training centre for humanists in Europo. Turthor, by the 

mid 1440's, when foreigners began to trickle into Italy in search 

of the new philology, Forrara was almost the only centre to which 

they could profitably gravitate, since the other centres of 

culture had no humanist teacher whose reputation matched Guarino's, 

and no humanist university equal to that founded by Leonello d'Este. 

Vittorino himself had died in 1446 and although his school continued 

for a few years more it was a shadow of its former self with the 

master spirit gone. Ferrara, therefore, became a rallying point 

for foreigners with humanist aspirations, so much so that Carbone 

was perhaps not exaggerating when he said that many scholars 

travelling from distant parts turned back home when they heard 

of Guarino's death. 

Guarino's reputation abroad stemmed fron his faf: o in Italy, 

carefully fostered over tho years by a streams of scholarly works 

and his un: euitting coirespondenco, the lack of which two factors 

kept Vittorino in comparative obscurity. Since the papal secre- 

tariat, oven the papcy itself in the person of Nicholas V. was in 
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humanist hands, papal diplomats and curial correspondence helped 

to male Guarino's name hoard abroad. Again, when Italian humanists 

sought their fortunes abroad, they naturally conjured with the 

names of humanist luminaries in Italy, especially those who had 

been their teachers, the promulgation of whose (ama was not merely 

a matter of iotas but of presenting one's scholarly credentials 

and promoting one's new cat'eer. For example, as Weiss points out 

in Humanism in England during tho Fifteenth Centum p. 107 (footnote 

7), Pietro del PSonto and Tito Livio Prulovisi, both pupils of Guarino, 

must have fostered his fame in England. It is certainly true that 

before the middle of the century, Guarino's writings were sought 

there; and in Lotter 008 of 145 John Free mentions Guarino's high 

reputation in England. Finally. many foreign emissaries, pilgrims, 

and scholars who visited Italy for purposes other than to seek 

humanistic training found themselves interested in the humanistic 

movement, hoard about Guarino, and took the news home with them. 

All of this created a demand in foreign lands for Guarino's writings 

and a desire among certain scholars to study under him. 

Guarino's foreign students (a list appears in Carbone) included 

several from Spain. Valcsius from Portugal, the brothers Podocatcri 

* tU11iw Grey, according to his biographer Vespasiano da 
8isticci, heard about Guarino while studying thcology at Padua, 
and after taking his doctorate (1445) enrolled at Pcrrara 
(1445.46). It is also possible, as Weiss suggcsts in lhunanfsL 
In England p. 88 that before leaving England Grey had planned 
to study under Guarino. 
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(Philippus, Ludovicus, Carolus) from Cyprus, Peter Luder 

and the sons of Samuel Karoch from Germany, Nicholas Lassocky 

from Poland, Joan Jouffroy from France, a contingent of Hungarians 

headed by John of Pannonia and Elia Czepoz (see C. Abel, garischo 

evuo (Budapest, 18831 p. 21-30) and the Englishmen William Grey, 

Robert Fleamyng, John Gunthorpe, John Free, and John Tiptoft, 

Earl of Worcester (: gee Weiss, Humanism in E land p. 84-127). 

Admittedly, none of those men initiated a humanistic revolution 

in their own countries. In the melting pot of Italy cediaeval 

notions were being rapidly and consciously eliminated, whereas in 

other lands they lingered obstinately. In England, for example. 

as Weiss points out in his concluding c. z tpter to tfnraahiiºm in England 

(p. 179-183), learning was the preserve of ecclesiastics who 

occupied the higher posts of the civil service. These men saw no 

conflict between scholasticism and humanism, and sought the now 

philology predominantly to irrprovo their theological pursuits or 

promote their careers as diplomats, secretaries, or pamphleteers. 

Lay scholars like Humphrey of Gloucester and John Tiptoft were 

not so much active humanists as fashionable patrons of letters and 

bibliophiles imitating the grcat noblcs of Italy. that was true 

of England was more or less true in other countries outside Italy. 

But foreign students who visited Italy definitely took homo the 

seeds from which native forms of humanism were to develop; a 

beginning had been made. As Weiss says in Italian Renaissance 

Studios V. 78, "Now if Humphrey's household was the cradle of 

English Humanism, the school of Guarino was certainly its preparatory 
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school. So ctuclz so that already in the fourteen-fifties hillier 

Gray, Bishop of Ely, and John Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester, could 

be found indulging in a patronage of scholars definitely on 

Italian lines, John Free was able to display a grasp of Latin and 

a knowledge of Greek not inferior to that of his best Italian 

contemporaries, while, John Cunthorpo and 'tobert Flear yn ; could 

be seen alternating their ecclesiastical and diplomatic duties 

with the pursuit of humanist activities on typically Italian lines. - 

Again, there is a wide distribution of Guariniana in fifteenth 

century r1S5 throughout the libraries of Europo, many of which wo 

may confidently assume to have been taken home by Guarino's foreign 

students or to be copies of originals fro porrara. Tt may there- 

fore be said that Guarino directly and indirectly planted sonn of 

the scads of the larjor European Renaissance. 

In conclusion, one may fairly claim that ruarino fully merits 

Sabbadint's description of him as the greatest master of his 

century. Vittorino's school tust always draw the admiration of 

historians of education, and in a senso it remains the exemplar 

of a particular species of excellence; but so also does Guarino's, 

and proforencs for one or the other must in the end be subjective. 

Over the whole picture, however, one may legitimately challenge 

: oodward's exaltation of Vittorino, suggest that Guarino's intrinsic 

merits vrcro at least as fine. and unequivocally state that his 

influence and importance were ultimately greater. 
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(6) An enumeration of Guarino's pj i1s with select short bio- 

Graphical and bibliographical information. 

Pius II states in his Coutentaries undor the year 1459 that 

Guarino had been the teacher of almost everyone in his day who had 

achieved distinction in the humanities (Llonoirs of a Renaissance 

Po so tr. F. A. Gran and L. C. Gabel (1959) p. 115) and Carbone 

in his funeral speech on Guarino likens his school to the Profan 

Horse from which poured forth men without number, concluding, 

"flies no doficerot, st cunctos Guarini discipulos percensero 

voluoriir. " Considerations of space preclude a full treatment of 

all of Guarino's pupils, but I have compiled as complete a list 

as possible from Cosenta's Dictionary of the Italian Humanists, 

the Encilo ia Italiana. Carbone, and Guarino's Letters. Some 

names wrongly listed by Cosenza are cmtitted, others not listed 

there are added, and in cases where I have been unable adequately 

to verify a name as one of Guarino's pupils, it is queried in 

parenthesis. The names of foreigners are underlined and in some 

cases given in their Latinized fern. 

Guarino's pupils: fodoljhus Uricola (? ), Alberto da Sarzana, 

Jacopo A=anati, Antoniolo da Padua, Antonio Marin da Pavia, 

Alfonsus (fron Spain), Andrea Agasono, Lodovico Arionti, Francesco 

Ariosto, Lodovico Ariosto, Malatesta Ariosto, Giovanni Arzißnano, 

Francesco Barbaro, Eraolao Barbaro (the Elder), Zaccaria Barbaro, 

Bartolomeo da Brescia, Bartolomeo I3ronzon, Guinifort© ßarzizza (? ), 

Basinto da Parma, Ugucciono Basso. Ugucciono dells Vadia, Filippo 
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Bendidio, Leonardo ßotta, Aristotola Drutturi, Giovanni Brutturi, 

Items of Bruges, Niccolo Bruzzi (? ), Giorgio Covilacqua, Ernesto 

Bevilacqua, Onofrio Bovilacqua, Bernardino da Siena, Giovanni 

Bertoldo (? ), Belloto Cumano, Lodovico Carbone, Bartolomeo da 

Brescia, Carlo da San Giorgio, Lodovico Casolla, Girolamo Castello, 

Giovanni Castollo, Francesco Calcignano, Demetrius Chalcondylas (? ). 

Pandolfo Collonuccio, Giovanni Coapagno, Paolo Costabilo, Antonio 

Corbinollo, ilia CzMez, Angelo Decccbrio, Leonollo d'Csto, Giovanni 

d'Esto, Bartolomeo Facio, Robert Flcwymn, Lodovico Ferrari, 

Francesco Forzata, Vitaliano Faolla, John Free, Tito Livio Prulovisi, 

Georgius (from Bohemia), Cristoforo Garatoni, Annibalo Gonzaga (? ), 

Gugliolmo della Pigna, William GroýBattista Guarino, Gregorio 

Guarino. Girolatco Guarino. Niccolö Guarino, Agostino Guarino, Jean 

Jouffroy, John Gunthorje, Giampietro da Lucca, Bernardo Giustinian, 

Leonardo Giustinian, Lollo Giusto, Gaicotto da Padua, Ealocsa, 

Giovanni Lasnola, Lianoro da Brescia, Silvestro Lando, Nicholas 

Lassocky, Giacouo Lavagnola, Pietro Loredan, Francesco Libanorio, 

Peter Luder, Lodovico Pietro da Siena, Niccol, Losco, Samuel Karoch 

(sons bf), t! azo del Mazi, Tiuotco Maffei, Aldo Rtnnuzio the f? 1der (t), 

Pietro ? tarocello, Francesco i4cr©scalco, Ginovra Fogaroln, Isotta 

too; arola, Ticotoo Navaho, Tito Novello, Ottobello Ottobelli, 

Roberto Orso, Vittorio Pavanio, Gircovo Pirondolo, Lippo Platesio, 

John of Pannonl a, Iiiccolo P©rotti, Pietro del Monte, [. odovico Pittori 

(? ), Goor, iüs Podocaterus, thijjnus Podocatcrus, Carolus Podocatcrus, 

Bartoloaoo di Poggio Uracciolini, Geor ius Polics us, Tomaso 

Pontano, Filippo Rogino, Paolo fegino, Martina flizzon, Francesco 
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Roollo, Bartolomeo Roverolla, Giovanni Gasparo delta Sala, Glan 

Nicola Salerno, Leonardo Sannuto, Snssuolo da Prato, Gasgar 

Schmidhouser, Simon of Hungary, Tito Vespasiano Strozzi, Niccolo 

Strozzi, Roberto Strozzi, Lorenzo Strozzi, Lolio Tedesco, Niccolo 

Salinbeni da Siona, John Tiptot. Tobia dal Corgo, Giovanni 

Francesco dolla Torre, Giacomo Trotti, Giorgio Tom: asi, Pietro 

To ast, George of Trebizond, Giovanni Toscanella, Giorgio Valagussa, 

Valosius (from Portugal), Bartolomeo Veri. ts, Giacomo Verita, 

Vittorino da foltre, Fantino Zorzi, Raf£aole Zoventoni. 

The short biographical and bibliographical material which 

follows is not intended to be complete, but merely to provide a 

cross sampling of the careers and literary achievements of a 

reproscntativo selection of G: uarino's pupils. 

Jack Arnuanati (1422-79), student at Ferrara; became secretary of 

Domenico Capranica, Calixtus III. and Pius 11. whose nephew ho 

was; Bishop of Pavia 1460, Cardinal of Pavia 1461 and of San 

Crisogno 1462; wrote a continuation of Pius II's Comnentarios 

covering 1464-69, Legatio Cardinalis Fthaani ad Genuenses pro co 

firmanda, Da officio Su=i Pontificis, Dierio concistoriale, 

various homilies, an epistolary, and a series of biographies of 

the Popes, now lost. (Soo Cosenza). 

FFranccesco Calcagnino (CiS), pupil of Vittorino c. 1423-25; in 

September 1425 he copied the Orator and Brutus from the Ciceronian 

Codex Laudensis sent by Guarino to Mantua; student of Guarino 

after 1425; bccaiºo secretary of Giunfrancesco Conzaga, after whose 
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death in 1444 he served Borso d'hsto until 1471: was General of 

the Polcsino at Rovigo; knighted by the Emperor Frederick III 

1468; appears as one of the three interlocutors in Arcndilacqua's 

biography of Vittorino. (Seo Letters 525, S26; Cosenza: Rosmini, 

Idea doll' ottimo procottoro p. 272-77; T. Stangi, Ftarci Tuliii. 

Cicoronis Brutus [Lipsino. IE861 p. x, xix). 

Francesco Atiosto (d. 1494), son of Arincivallo Ariosto; pupil of 

Guarino 1429-31, after which ho studied Canon Law at Bologna; 

podesta at Cagnacavallo 1446, at Castcllararo 1460 and 1461, at 

t4ontccchio 1462, at Carpineto 1467-70; wrote Isis (n Piautine 

comedy), and a poem on Borso d'Esto's journey to Rome 1471. (See 

Letters 525,526; Cosenza; Carbone). 

Filippo Ccnclidio (CIS), pupil at Verona; helped Alberto da Sarzana 

pcrsuado Guarino to retract his opinion of Beccadclli's-llcroaphrodiius; 

becaMo secretary and notary of the Camera ducalc at Ferrara (Sec 

Letters 52S, 541,526,666; E. P. Vicini, I Podcsta di Modena (1918) 

p. 147). 

Francesco Barbaro (1300-1454), pupil 1416-18. His birth date is 

disputed, but 1390, the earliest variant, secis likeliest, since 

G. had already befriended him by 1403 and wrote to him as to an 

adult in 1408 (Letter 4). tis became a Senator of Venice and 

Procurator of San Marco: welcomed the Grcc emperor with a Greek 

speech at Venice 1423; was podcsta of various Venetian cities, had 

an ambition to sec the Lastern and i! sstorn Churches united; very 

%tell known in humanist circles; wrote Do ro uxorla (1416), orations, 
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and an epistolary; translated several Lives of Plutarch. C's latters 

to him are 4,21,194,195,225,239,242,292,307,308,309,314, 

326,328,332,334,336.338,339,651,726,763,764,841,543,845, 

860,869,8709 lie is cicntionod in Letters 8,22,24,26,33,38, 

45,47,49,52,53,61,62,63,66,68,69,71,72,77,80,82,86, 

89.94,9S. 06,93,100,107,109,11,112,115,116,121,125,126, 

129.130,186,194,206,209,221,246,254,264,283,341,342, 

354,363,402,439,440,442,454,455,477,622,648,649,694, 

707,725,867,924. 

Barbaro, Lreolao (1410-71), son of Zaccaria and nephew of Francoso 

B., he should be distinguished from Frvolao Barbaro, Bishop of 

Como (1453-93): pupil at Verona 1421-24, where he completed a 

translation of Aesop; Bishop of Treviso and later of Verona; Doctor 

of Canon and Civil Law; patron of letters, but wrote Oratio contra 

oe etas, an attack on the roading of pagan poets, which was answered 

by Antonio Beccaria in his Orationes defcnsorlao tres. See Letters 

200,220,316; Cosenza. 

ßasinio da Partia (1425-54). pupil of Vittorino, after which too 

learned Greek at Ferrara 1447-50; taught Latin at Ferrara 1448-49; 

became one of Sigismondo Malatesta's literary circle at Rimini 

1450-S7; was interested in mathematics, philosophy, but is known 

chiefly as a poet; wrote Liber Isottaous (on love of Malatesta 

for his distress Isotta), an E1ý in praise of Nicholas V, 

Astronomicon, Fieleagris, Elesperis, Caºris, Arm. onautica, an invective 

against John of Nmcnia. C istula do lin uae Graccao laudibus of 
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necessitate (on tho need for a Latin poet to know Greek) and other 

letters (See Carbone and F. Terri, La iiovinezza di un meta. Casinit 

Pn=cnsis camina 1Rimini, 19141). 

Beyila uz, `ior. I , 
brother of the soldier Battista revilncqua: 

pupil c. 1428; correspondont of Inotta Nogaröla. (See Lotter 436: C. 

Perpolli in Atti o Menorie, Accadenia di apricoltrn a di Verona XVI 

(1916) p. 77-80). 

Bernardino da Siena (1380-1444), pupil at Verona 1422, where, according 

to Carbone, Guarino taught him to preach artistically; his sermons 

throughout Italy caused great excitement and led to a religious 

revival; he bocame vicar-general of the Observantist branch of the 

Franciscans in 1437 (See Letters 239.240,650,825; Carbone). 

Leonardo Cotta (CIS), pupil at Ferrara; collector of various Greek 

aphorisms with illustrative ccrnients from Gunrino's lectures (Sec 

R. Sahhadini, Ciriaco d' Anc nn o la sua doscrizione nutografa del 

Pols onncso trasr essa da Leonardo Potta in Pisco) l anew Cori ani 

[l,; ilan, 19101 p. 1,06-69,2.14-37). 

Lodovico Carbons (1435-1484), pupil at Perrara; lectured on poetry 

at Guarino's school 1456-58; expected to succeed him, but did not; 

was corrector for the press of Christopher Valdarfor at liilan and 

Venice; Professor of Poetry and Rhetoric at Bologna 1465-66; student 

of astrology, Cicero, Pliny the Younger, Sallust, Servius, Alexander 

Strategicus and other Greek ailitary writers; translated ßessarion's 

Epistulae et Orationes into Italian; wrote Oratio do artibus liberalihus 
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ad Leoncl u? a Estanserýº De Neaýo1jtana ýerfcctioný, ý felicit to 

Farariao dequo Mtino ducts Herculis ºErincivatu, Do m! oenitato 

utilitate raat; nificentia Ilerculis Parci, Centrotrcnto novelle a 

facezte (of which Facezin 65 reports a joke ciade by Guarino), 

funeral orations on Guarino and Lodovico Casella. dialogues, epitaphs, 

and orations (See Letter 867; Cosenza; John of Pannonia, Enigramrata 

1, go, 91). 

Lodovico Casella (1406-1469), pupil at Ferrara; became refcrendajrius 

to Borso d'Esto; received the dedication of Michele Savonarola's 

Da curs lan uoris anint ox torbo venicntin; cxuninod a MS of Ptolcrry's 

Cosmo ra Ilia a 1466 at the request of Torso (See Letters 525,831A; 

Carbone; Cosenza). 

Girolamo Castello (d. before 1485), pupil at Ferrara c. 1442: 

lectured on natural philosophy at Bologna 1443-4S: bccmc Doctor 

of Medicine at Ferrara 1445; taught in University of Ferrara 

1446-82; friendly with ßasinio 1447-S0, who dedicated m hin Books 

I and II of his clo was physician, poet, orator, philosopher, 

thcoloCian and astrologer under Leonello end 8orso d'F. nto; mcrhor 

of the Accademia Tentia; one of the speakers in Francesco Ariosto's 

De diving Rrovidentia (Soo Carbone; Letters 778A (poem to G. ), 804, 

867,881.882,884; G. Bortoni, Arehiyum Romanicum III (1919) p. 142). 

Pandolfo Collenuccio (1444-1504), studcnt at Ferrara c. 1456; studied 

law at Padua; was judge in Bologna 1472-73 and served as a magistrate 

at Pesaro, Florence, and Porrara; served Giovanni Sforza, Giulio 

Cesare da Varana, Lorenzo il magnifico, Creole d'Este; podesta at 
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Florence 1490; envoy of Ferrara to Maximilian of Austria 1494; 

Capitano di Giustizia in Ferrara 1500; was decapitated by order of 

Giovanni Sforza for having been a friend of Cesare Borgia; wrote 

Pliniana dofensio adversus Nicolas Leoniceni accusationem (1494), 

Trattato dell' educazion© usata dagli antichi, Compendio dells 

storia del Regno di Napoli, Panegyrica Silva ad Florentiao urbis 

novom viros. Descriptio rerum Germanicarum. A op 1ogi §uattuor (the 

4th being on the invention of gunpowder), Oratio ad ! laximilianum 

Romanorum regem, Canzone alla morte., 'Commedia de Jacob et de Josef, 

La vita di Josef, De vipera libollus, 11 Filotimo, lotters, and 

poems (See Cosenza). 

Cristoforo Caratoni (d. 1448), pupil at Verona 1422-23; Bishop of 

Corona 1437; frequent anbassador to Constantinople; apostolic 

secretary 1437 and 1439; in 1427 had Georgius Chrysococccs transcribe 

at Constantinople a MS of Diodorus Siculus, and was the first to 

bring that author to Italy during the papacy of Eugenius IV (1431- 

47). (See Letter 274; Alberto da Sarzana, EjListulao 87; Coccont, 

Studi storici sul Concilio di Firenze pp. CXXV, 62-85,107-110, 

170-71,186-90; Ilefole, Conciliengeschichte VII, pp. 590,595,626, 

640,649). 

Facio, Bartolomeo (1400-57), pupil at Verona 1420-26; became tutor 

to children of Doge Francesco Foscari 1426-29; after a stay at Florence, 

tutored children of Raffaole Adorno, the future Doge of Genoa; 

ambassador of Genoa to Naples from 1443; wrote '? e viris illustribus 

(covering closing years of C14 to middle of C1S), Rerun gestarum 
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Alphonsi I Regis Neapolitani Libri X, a Life of Ferdinand the Just, 

Do bello Veneto, A1iUd parvi temporis bellum Venetum. De origine 

belli inter Gallos et Britannos historia; De excellontia et praestantia 

hominis, Dialogos do summo bono vitaeque felicitate, ýLmonyma et 

differentalia, Epistulao; revised for Alfonso the Latin translation 

of Arrianus' Life of Alexander made by Vergerio; translated into 

Latin Boccaccio's tale Ruggieri de' Figiovanni and Alfonso King 

of Spain. (See Letters 252,575,847; Cosenza). 


